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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

Since this edition has been put to press, one of the greatest

Irish Scholars of the present or any former century has passed

away—the learned and the lamented John O’Donovan, LL.D.

A cycle of years will not repay to the cause of Celtic litera-

ture the loss it has sustained in his death. May his memory

be ever dear to every lover of ancient lore and real learning.

His was the master-hand which first moulded into philo-

logical and philosophical form and fullness the chaotic mass

into which persecution for ages past, and consequent inability

of Irishmen at home to attend to its preservation, much less

to its literary cultivation, had reduced their mother-tongue

;

a tongue which has been pronounced by a linguistic lover

to be as clear as Latin, flexible and harmonious as Greek,

stately as Spanish, soft as Italian, fluent as French, and ex-

pressive as German. Dr. O’Donovan s work infused into

the written speech of the Gael spirit and life, which length

of time alone can extinguish.

Although he did much, yet—no wonder—he left much

undone
;
and though he laboured for the cause of the peo-

ple’s language, the many had not been enabled to profit by

his labours.

The College Irish Grammar was written and published

for the sake of the many, and to improve, as best one could,

the literary character of the vernacular speech. On its first

appearance the work was favourably noticed by the learned.

Being now entirely re-cast, the present edition—embracing the
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results of observations made during the last six years through-

out the provinces on the spoken dialects, and in works pub-

lished and unpublished on the written speech—cannot fail to

be of much additional service to the student and the savant.

To lament, like hireling mourners, the loss of the lan-

guage of the past, and at the same time, to neglect or decry

the living, spoken language of the present, bespeaks insin-

cerity at heart, and proves such flippant eulogists of the

Gaelic to be actuated for its preservation or advancement

only by that kind of regard for which step-mothers are pro-

verbial. Good wishes without practice are like flowers

without fruit.

St, JarlatfCs College, Tuam,

Feast of SS. Philip and James *1862»
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PREFACE.

The first motive that Induced me to write an Irish Grammar
was, to supply a want under which my fellow-students in

Maynooth College have laboured in the study of their

mother-tongue. They, and all who have studied here,

know how much a work of this kind has been required.

And if it be useful to the students of Maynooth—as it is

confidently expected it will—must it not be equally useful

to the students of Ireland’s Catholic University, who, in

facilities for acquiring a knowledge of the Irish tongue,

have not been more fortunate than the clerical sons of our

own Alma Mater ?

I have for a long time desired to see some one with suffi-

cient talent and learning for the task, undertake to bring the

language to a settled form of Orthography, and not to have

even the simple words of our beautiful Celtic tossed into

numberless shapes by every one who wished to deal with

their spelling as he might think proper. This desire lias led

me just to introduce the matter in a short dissertation on the

use of the old rule ‘‘ cAol le caoI,” which is looked upon,

and justly, as the key to the spelling of the Irish language

1 have also in several parts of the work touched on the same

subject, in a discursive way.

The subject of writing in Irish, has not, though contrary

to custom, been omitted.

Nearly all the grammars on our language that have been

written before this were, practically at least, of very little

use, except to those who knew already how to speak Irish,

and who just merely required to become acquainted with it

as a written dialect. The Author has avoided this mistake,

as may be seen from the heading notices of each declension.

1
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The learner can now, nearly in every case, know, from the

termination of the nominative alone, to what gender, and to

what declension, every noun belongs, without waiting, as

some writers require, to learn first how it forms the genitive

or possessive case.

In the conjugation of verbs, I go more minutely into de-

tail than has been done by any other.

In Syntax, many rules are given that were never printed

before.

In the Prosody, I show the capabilities of the Irish lan-

guage for all the purposes of melody and song, and how easy

it is to distil through it the sweetest effusions of the Grecian

or Roman muse, in measures of the same kind as those in

which the great masters of old scattered the poetic fire ; and

how gently it will rise and fall with the accented measure of

English or Continental poetry, preserving not only the

rhythm and melody of the verse, but also its graces of

cadence and beauties of rhyme.

The work is, then, I trust, made suitable to the wants

and requirements of the present time and present improved

taste, containing a little of what is pleasing with a great deal

of what is useful. Fashioned in some measure after the im-

proved editions of those elementary works that treat of the

fashionable languages of the Continent of Europe, it is,

perhaps, in style and arrangement not inferior to many of

them.

Patrick's College^ Maynooih^

May 1, 1856,



INTRODUCTION

No nation supposes lier sons and daughters to be educated

who have not learned their mother-tongue. It would be con-

sidered incongruous in a German not to know the German
language ; in a native of Italy not to know the sweet Tus-

can; in an Englishman not to know English. A French-

man unable to understand the language in which a Bossuet

or a Chateaubriand wrote—in which a Massillon preached,

a Mirabeau thundered—in which Napoleon I. dictated laws

to Europe—would be an anomaly in his own land : and,

strange to say, an Irishman without knowing Irish is nothing

incongruous ; a native of Eire without knowing his own
ceAT)5A rv^r) Thiljp, is no anomaly among his peo-

ple ; and he has his education finished while he has yet

learned nought of that language in which his own St. Patrick

preached to our heathen sires, Cormac Uulfhada^ composed

his famous laws, and in wliich Brian fired that heroism that

blazed for the freedom of Ireland at the battle of Clontarf*

Are we a paradox among the nations

!

If one were to visit Spain or Portugal, with the desire of

learning the Spanish or Portuguese languages, and should

find on entering those kingdoms that very few, compara-

tively, of the natives could speak to him in the dialect of

their country, what, I ask, would be his surprise ? Let us

Teverse the case, and suppose that a Spaniard, or any

* The most accomplished of all the Milesian princes» whether as a legis-

lator> soldier, or scholar, was Cormac Ulfhada/^—Moore’s Hisiory of Ireland,

vol. i. chap. 7. Cormac surpassed in knowledge all his predecessors on

the Irish throne ; he composed many very Tiseful law’s which are still preserved

in works on Irish jurisprudence.’^—Keating, as quoted in Cambrensis Eversm

edited, with translation and notes, by the late Rev. Matthew Kelly, D.D., St

Patrick's College, Maynooth, vol. i. n. 48).’^
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foreigner, landed amongst us, with the desire of learning the

Irish language, how many, I ask, would be found capable

of teaching him—of satisfying his desire for Irish philological

knowledge ? Comparatively few indeed.

To what, then, is this lack of knowledge of their mother-

tongue among our people to be attributed ? We love the land

of our birth ; we love the Celtic soil which the sons of Mile-

sius first planted
;
government, besides, is not illiberal in the

patronage it has extended to Irish literature. The age of

persecution too has passed. The children of Ireland are no

longer, as of old, flogged^ for lisping in the broad Celtic of

their fathers. To what, then, is this decay, which at pre-

sent is fast eating up all that remains of our language, to be

ascribed ? Chiefly to that desire which the humbler classes of

our people naturally have, of speaking the language spoken

by their more enlightened countrymen
; and to that total ex-

clusion of everything relating to the Irish language from our

national schools ; to the want also of elementary treatises,

written with philological taste, in a style at once simple, plea-

sing, and attractive, published withal at a moderate price, sc

that they might become readily accessible to the great ma-

jority of the reading public. These are some of the causes

that are fast promoting the decay of our dear old tongue.

How shall the evil be remedied ?

The proverb, “ Remove the cause and the effect will

cease,^’ is well known to all. Hence the removal of the

foregoing causes would greatly tend to aid the advancement

of Hiberno- Celtic literature.

^ There are hundreds of persons still living who, “ in boyhood’s days,” had

suspended from the neck “ scores” or tablets, the number of incisions on

which showed how often the prohibition to speak Irish had been violated, and

for which the schoolmaster inflicted on the delinquent a proportionate

number of stripes. Verily that was beating the language out of the country

with the vengeance
!
yet depart it would not, till the lash of fashion and

corruption was employed against it.
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It is true a reaction in its favour Is of late. Indeed, fast

gaining ground among the higher and more enlightened

classes of our countrymen. Hence the baneful effects pro-

duced by that blighting spirit of false shame^ to speak their

mother-tongue, which was fast sucking out of the hearts of

the peasantry the very life-spring of their venerable old

3^o6A]l5e, will soon, it is hoped, be undone. The Irish

ArchcBological and Celtic Society The Kilkenny and

South-East of Ireland Arclmological Society and the

Ossianic Society^'" are living proofs of this favourable move-

ment- The few publications in Irish that are now and again

* The following words, which I quote from an autograph letter of an Irish

prelate, Most Rev. Daniel O'Connor, Bishop of Saldes, aptly accord with the

opinions expressed above. The letter has been received since the Introduction

was written.

“ Oh ! would that our copious, melodious, soul-inspiring, and heart-moving

language were revived and had become universal. And why should it not?

Should it not be our pride and our boast to have such a language, whilst

other countries rejoice in their jargon—in their compound of various lan-

guages ?

“ Are not Scotland and Wales to be admired for their patriotism in this

respect ? and are they not a reproach to us ? But why do their languages

prevail among them ? Because they are used as the common language of the

country ; because they are taught in their elementary schools and encouraged

by the nobility and gentry, instead of being ashamed of their mother-tongue

—

as 1 am sorry to say we are generally found to be of ours—or rather, are

sought to be made so, by those who are interested in suppressing it as a mark

of our nationality.

“Unless this shame of the language of our ancestors cease to exist, and a

kindred feeling be cultivated generally, and especially among the middle

classes of our countrymen, in vain do you labour.

“ If I could take the liberty, I would recommend that in every parish in

Ireland there should be an Irish teacher, and that as the ear governs the

tongue, it may be familiarized by hearing the language spoken as much as

possible, at school, at home and abroad; if it were only thus to employ some

poor men and women to speak nothing but Irish in the hearing of the children,

who, in a short time, would acquire a facility in speaking it in a common-

place, colloquial way.*'
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issuing from tlie press tend to show the same. And so does

the general tone or feeling about the Irish language^ and

about Irish literature, that is at present getting up among

the learned at home and abroad, indicate, that there is a

spirit summoned to awaken from the slumber of neglect and

decay our dying-mother tongue. Hence we hear her mellow

notes rise again on the breeze of fashionable life ; her gut-

tural Celtic tones may then, perchance, soon grow popular

—

for fashion is the first step to popularity.

The Board of National Education in Ireland could do

much for the language of Ireland. In fact, without their co-

operation or that of the Christian Brothers, it will, it is to

be feared, soon become a dead language ; for it never can be

nationally revived unless nursed again in the national cradle

—the schools of Ireland.^

But yet does not the opening of the Catholic University

of Ireland bid us fairly hope ? It looks like the dawn of re-

turning day for Ireland, her history, and her language. And
under the bright and warm sun of collegiate and university

intelligence, this fading old Celtic tree may yet revive and

bloom again, in some way, as it did in days of old.^

But, it may be asked, what use is there in studying this

much neglected language ! It can be answered, there is

much use every way. It is useful to the philologist; it is

useful to the antiquarian.^ To them a knowledge of the

^ hi his speech delivered in favour of the rights of the holy Apostolic See,

and in sympathy and sustainment of our Most Holy Father Pope Pius IX.,

his Grace the Archbishop of Tuam calls the National Schools “ the graves of

the National Language.’^

—

The Voice of the Westf p. 7.

* So we thought wdien W’e wrote these lines. But it is a vain hope. We
have yet to learn that any scholar taught to speak and write the old Ian-

guage of fatherland has come forth from the halls of our Irish Catholic

University

!

• Vide O’Donovan's Irhh Gr-immar, Introduction

^

Section 3. Zeiiss,

preface to hie “ Crammatica Ceitica^" published at Leipsic, 1853. See also
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Irish—admittedly the best preserved branch of the great

Celtic stock—is absolutely necessary. But to the children

of Ireland ought it not be a precious inheritance ? We glory

in the name of Celt^ and why not then hold the Celtic lan-

guage dear? With it are interwoven a thousand national

recollections which we fondly cherish ;
with it is wound up

the history of our glory, of our triumphs, of our fame. It

ought to be fostered even for its own sake. For if age bring

with it respect, and if length of years should command es-

teem, surely our Celtic tongue, which has outlived three

thousand years—years of glory, years of tribulation—and yet

flourishes, young, fresh, and vigorous, as when it flourished

in the schools of Bangor, Mayo, Clonmacnois, and Glenda-

lou^h, ought to be esteemed and cherished.

If we do not cherish the language for its own sake, why
let us do it for our own. We know the language of a nation

is the exponent of a people’s antiquity—the index of their

refinement—the mouth-piece of their history—the type of

their freedom—the echo of a nations greatness and fame;

shall we, then, let our language die ?

Every nation cherishes its own language ; it cherishes it

even in death. The Greeks loved their language the more,

the more it was banned by the Turkish foe. From the ashes

of thraldom they have brought it forth—though bearing

another name^—fresh and youthful as the phoenix rising in

its newly created power, after a literary slumber through

ages of woe. The Jew in his exile loves, as did his captive

the preface to the work of Mons. Adolphe Pictet (pp, viii. ix.), “ De Pafiinite

des langues Celtiques avec la Sanscrit/^ The same is confirmed by many other

writers ; see Vallancey, “ Essay on the Celtic language,’^ P- 3 ; in which he

quotes Ussher’s words in praise of the elegance and copiousness of our vener-

able old tongue.

^ See the “ KAPTEPIA/^ and other journals published at Athens. The

Romaic in which they are written differs very little from the Greek of Xeno-

phon, of Aristotle, or of St. Luke.
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sires of old, to sing out, in his own sweet Hebrew, his sorrows

in a strange land. And shall Irishmen, in the land of their

birth, neglect to cultivate what has been justly called “ the

language of song—the language of the heart—the sweet,

mellow language of ©]|te 50 ?”

To help, then, in some measure, the young student who

wishes to learn something of the Irish language, and to con- h

tribute to the supply of suitable elementary treatises, has been

the chief object of the Author in compiling the following

Grammar. His principal wish was, to convey as much

knowledge as he could, in the shortest and simplest form

;

to disentangle the rudiments of the Irish language from the

maze of mystic explanation in which, not unfrequently, some

grammarians have involved them. The Author, on commenc-

ing this portion of philological study, was strangely puzzled

by the variety of forms, in which the treatises that he was

obliged to consult explained the simple, elementary portions

of Grammar. Hence, on sitting down to write this volume,

he was acquainted with all these difficulties that usually

beset the pathway of beginners, on their first entering the

road of Celtic literature. He has endeavoured, therefore, to

remove them as much as possible, by simplifying all that

appeared any way knotty or abstruse; explaining all that

^
required explanation

;
leaving out all that he thought use-

less and redundant. He has made no assertion, he has given

no rule, without showing some right foundation for the

assertion—some genuine reason or some valid proof for

the rule.

This is chiefly a grammar of the living language—of the

Irish language as it is at present spoken and written. Hence

these pages are not over-crowded with extracts from ancient

authors. For all people do not wish to become antiquarians

;

and even those amongst us who feel inclined, would do well

to learn first the living Irish language, and after that they
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can more readily become acquainted with those phrases and
terms that are more ancient or more recondite; just like

one who, by knowing modern English well, can with
greater ease learn the quaint idioms of Chaucer and Gower.

In learning any language, we should as much as possible
aim at acquiring the most correct pronunciation

; then the
different dialects in use amongst the people who speak that
language will, if the learner has a taste for them, very soon
be mastered by him. So in learning Irish : if he learn that
which is admitted by ail Irish writers to be the most
correctly spoken dialect, he can, at pleasure, afterwards learn
the others. Hence the Author has adhered principally to the
Connaught dialect, because “it has,” says the proverb, “the
accent and the propriety,” civ ceApc A5uy bUy a|3 ai;

5-Cor)UACcAC.

It must not however be inferred, that this is not, there-
fore, a true grammar of the other dialects. Such an infer-
ence would be entirely erroneous—just as erroneous as if

one should infer, from the absence of any disquisition on the
flat gibberish of a Lancashire peasant, and the glib chat-
tering of the Kentshire workman

; or on the difference be-
tween the polite slang of the Dublin and the quaint cant of
the London cabmen, in O’Sullivan’s Grammar, that it is

therefore faulty and imperfect. The reason is, the written
language of every country differs much from the spoken dia-
lects. The written language is generally one, uniform, not
varying with place, though it may with time, not provincial,
northern or southern, nor cockney, nor cant, nor slang—
though it may avail itself of all these

; but, like the seat is

one wide, changeless whole, as far as it goes, receiving the
waters of many tributaries, yet never varying, by their
influx, its native and essential hue.

This Grammar, it is true, is not so large nor so copious
as Dr. O’Donovan’s. If it were, it would not have answered
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the ends intended by the Author, those of popularizing the

language and facilitating its study for his own fellow-students

Although the learned Doctor’s work is now twelve years

published, few copies indeed, with the exception of those

given as premiums, have found their way into our College,

partly owing, in all probability, to its price. To him who
wishes to learn, not only the modern, but also the ancient Irish,

as spoken ten centuries ago by our fathers; to the anti-

quarian, and to every one who desires to unlock the hidden

lore which our Manuscripts contain, Dr. O’Donovan’s will

be found a Thesaurus,” and as such will hold its place.

He has, in a great measure, done for Ireland’s language what

the learned Lancellot and his distinguished associates of

Port Royal did for the classic language of Greece.. Still,

notwithstanding the just claims of his Grammar to praise and

patronage, it must be confessed a cheaper or more practical

Grammar, written in a popular way, was needed in our col-

leo-es and schools. Whether that want has been removed

by the present work, it remains for our Irish students and

the Irish public to declare.

Those who are acquainted with the labours of a divinity

student in Maynooth—the strictness with which college dis-

cipline is enforced and observed—the want of accommoda-

tion, at least for students, for any literary task, will not be

slow to believe that nothing but a desire to facilitate the study

of our national language—which alone was ours when all

Europe looked upon our country as the hive of wisdom

and the cradle of sanctity”—and to dispel any existing apathy

regarding it, could have induced the Author, in the midst

of grave and essentially important studies, and surrounded

with circumstances so disadvantageous, to write and publish

the present treatise.



IRISH GRAMMAR.

GtRAMMAR, taken in a general sense, treats of the best me-
thod of employing language as a medium of communicating
thought with simplicity and clearness to the minds of those

whom we address. As a science, it teaches how to speak

and write correctly; and as a special* art, it shows the rela-

tion of words in a sentence, and reduces to rules the speech

of a nation.

Although it is true, as Scaliger* remarks, that correctness in writing is the

ally and the result of correctness in thinking and speaking, yet grammar
being at once an art and a science, it becomes the duty of a grammarian to

treat of writing, which experience has proved to be the means best calculated

to learn how words in a sentence are connected, and of the rules by which
their relations are guided.

Grammar, in this two-fold acceptation, teaches us to know
what is called the philosophy of language, as well as to

speak and write wdth propriety.

Irish grammar should therefore point out the principles

on which correctness in speaking the Irish language is

founded, and should furnish rules by which propriety in

writing, as well as in speaking, can be readily acquired.

In the present treatise we purpose accordingly to treat of the philosophical

principles from which the leading as well as the peculiar features of our mo-
ther-tongue are developed, and to deduce from them rules calculated to in-

sure to the learner a knowledge of its general and idiomatic correctness, as

it is at present spoken and written.

The divisions of grammar are four—Orthography, Ety-
mology, Syntax, and Prosody.

PART I.—ORTHOGRAPHY.
Orthography, as its name imports, teaches how to write

a language according to a fixed standard, founded on the

* “ Grammatica igitur unus finis est, recte loqui .... neque aliter

scribere debemus, quam loquiraur.^^—De Camis Linguae Latxnae^ 1. i. c. 1.
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philosophy of the language, and agreed upon by the leamea
amongst the people who speak iu

At present orthography denotes the art of spelling. In order to learn how
to spell correctly we must know the elements that constitute spelling, which
are words, syllables, letters.

A word, according to Aristotle,* is a sound, or its sign,

significative of itself, of which no part is, of itself, significa-

tive.

CHAPTER I.

THE LETTERS—THEIR CLASSIFICATION AND SOUNDS.

Section \,-^The Elements of Words—Letters—The
elements of words are letters. A letterf is correctly de-

fined to be a simple mark in written language, standing

for a simple sound in spoken language.

There are in Irish only seventeen letters ; some authors

have given another, b, which in Irish, as in Greek and
Italian, never performs the functions of a letter, and cannot

therefore strictly be ranked as such.i

* ^(jov^ arjfJLayTiK}}, ijs jxépos ovdep ^(Tti Kad* avro G7]p.á.VTLK0v.—De PoeticQf

C. XX.

t * Litera igitur est pars dictionis indivisibilis .^^—Scaliger de Causa

lAngnce Latince, 1. i., c. 1

.

^cauTjs (TTOix^ia cov awKenai ^ (pcavrj. Kai 4is of diaipeLrai e^Txara. *Eac6-

iva de fJLTjKet^ iis á\Aas (pdovas irepas tw eldei avrcov.— Metaph, 5, c. iii.

“ The elements of speech are those of which voice is composed, and into

which, as its last remains, it is divided, they themselves being no longer

divided into other voices differing in species from them.’'

J
“ It is to be observed that h never stands as the initial of a word in

Erse in the primitive form, or is never in fact an independent radical letter.

It is merely a secondary form or representative of some other initial, viz., f
or sP—Eastern Origin of the Celtic Nations^ by Dr, Prichardy edited by R.

G. Lathaniy M.A,y p. 165.

Edward Lhuyd observes that h is never the proper or primitive initiai

of any word in Gaelic—that wherever found it is the aspirated form of

p, Xy or c, and hence infers, with much probability, “ that cognate words

beginning with 1) in other languages lost their proper initials that thus the

Greek numerals é|, siXy and iTrra, seveuy must, at some early period, have

been written, as in Latin, sex and septern.

“ Other nations (besides the Greeks) distinguish the spiritus asper by a

peculiar letter—for examjile h—but have no mark for the lenisP—InfMence

of Physical Causes on Latiguoges, Mythology y
iVc. {AtlantiSy p. 62.)

“ The letter h is no articulate sound, but only a breathing.”— The English

LanguagCy by Latham {Zrd ed, p, 144).
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THE IRISH ALPHABET.*
'

Cap. Sma..l. PRONUNCIATION. Names.

Í

^ A a French, or aio English - 2tflTT), Aim

! B b - * - - Befc, Beh

c C c hard, or k ; never at all pro-

nounced like s or cli soft

CoU, Kull

Í) b dh . - - Dhair

e e e (as é in there) 6e6A, Aya

F r f - - - peAfii) Earn

3 3 g hard, as g in get; never

sounded soft, like g in gin.

Gurth

) 1
i French, ee English. JogA,

Uiv,

Eeya

L 1 1 generally as the first 1 in

William

Lush

2t) w m - - - 2t)uiT), Muln

M V n « - - Nuin

0 0 0 - - - 0||t, Oir

P P p ... Peié, Peh

R P r - - - Kúi5 Rush

S r s ... Si'nl, Suil

t; c t Italian, or th English. Ueive, Thene
u u u Italian, oo English, or u in

bull ;
never sounded as u

(you) in tune.

Uit, Oor

The name of the Irish letters should not be mistaken for the ‘pronunciation.

The name teaches us to kmw^ the pronunciation gives us the aound of the

letter. The pronunciation is that which alone helps us to spell the word ;

the name serves to distinguish the letters one from the other, as the Greek
Alpha, Beta, Gamma, &c. From the three first in the last column are

formed the word A]bc|C]ti, the Irish word for alphabet, as the latter has its

rise from the names of the two first Greek letters, A, B (Alpha, Beta).

* “ It follows, therefore, that as there was no prototype to copy them (the

Irish alphabet) from, they must be original.’’

—

Harris’s Ware, c. iii.

Hyde Clarke, in his “Grammar of the English Tongue,” says that the
Anglo-Saxon alphabet “is likewise found in some Irish books, the Irish

having taken this alphabet from our English forefathers.” “ The very con-
trary,” says Mr. Keane, in his Handbook of the History of the English
Language, “ we venture to say was the case. To the Irish his English
forefathers were indebted for all the literature and learning they possessed, and
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Every letter in Irish retains its own full sound, and never

usurps, as letters in English and Latin words do, the place

which other letters by right of sound should hold ; thus, in

English we find, for instance, in the word “ pronunciation
^

c and Í, before 2, to have the sound of sh ; not so with the

Irish letters—each always retains its own sound; c has

always the sound of A, and z of c, never changing their

sound, no matter where they are placed.

S — sh before and after e, ]

.

5iT)-ne, wef pronounced shinnee.

Se^v (r before e) - - - .

5at) (not before e or ])

Cot, a foot (r after the broad vowel o)

Co]r» of a foot (t after ]),
-

In reading the language the learner should therefore bear in mind that r

before or after e or ] is always sounded like sh English; and in spelling

an Irish word, that wherever the sound of sh is heard, e or ] is invariably

before or after t. 1r, isy is an exception; so is to, this^ which is in parts

of Connaught pronounced as if written reo. This strong sibilant sound it

appears to have at first received from the influence of a slender vowel in the

syllable going before and then gradually became in some districts a com-
mon form.

The reason why p* is pronounced as if written A|* appears to be given by
Henry Leo, in his commentary on the hymn by the Bishop of Sletty in

praise of St. Patrick ;
“ Tertia singularis verbi ‘ esse/ modo at, modo tt

(
nostro tempore ir) scribitur.’^

—

Commentatio de Carmine Vetusto Hibernico

in S. Patricii laudem^ ab Henrico Leo^ Ordinis Phil, H. T, Decon. Halis Saxo-

numj 1845 .

These seventeen letters are divided into vowels and con-

sonants; the vowels are a, e, -j, o, u; the consonants, b,

c, b, p, 3, I, TU; n, p, p, r?

A vowel is a mark which of itself represents a full, perfect sound. A con-

sonantf so called because sounded not of itself, but with a vowel’s aid, is

a mark which represents a sound not perfect nor full of itself.

shean.

san.

kos.

ko-ish.

the Irish, two hundred years before the Anglo-Saxons knew how to read or

write, employed this very alphabet, not in some, but in all of their books,

whether in Latin or in the vernacular."' Mr. Keane may rest assured he has

ventured’^ with all safety and truth to refute so gross a misstatement.

Mr. Keane further adds the observation made by Alban Butler in his life of

St. Austin :
“ The Saxons were a barbarous race, unacquainted even with the

art of writing previous to their arrival in England, where they adopted their

alphabet from the Irish’" (p. 18).

&e]Ti Spencer sup Ab 5 G]p|Ot)ncA]b puApA&Ap UA 5A5rAnA|5
AibJpeAp A]p b-cur, A5UT bA pe]p nn, pA]b Tiof liceApbAccA Ap bjc

A5 t)A 5A5TAT)A]5|b 50 b-TUApAbAp 6 C]p|0!)i)CA]b f.”
—Keating,
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§ 2— The Voioels— how Sounded; how Classified—
The vowels have two principal sounds, the one long,

the other short : ^ long, as a in the word war—example,

high^ pronounced awrd^ answering to the broad sound

of a in English ; a short, as a in fat—example, a

soul.

There is a third sound of a, very common in the West
and South of Ireland, just the same as the short sound of

broad a in English, as a in idiiat, quadrant i example, bAll,

a member

;

bpAC, a cloak, garment

;

CAjiAb, a friend

;

TUAjic, a beef

;

CAjtc, thirstr.

é, long, e in where ; epe, clay ; 50, a goose.

e, short,

If long,

e in when ; bAile, a town.

ee, or i in pique ; ir)^T),qine

7, short. i in pieJe ; rvm, meal.

5
,
long, 0 in told; 61 , drinking.

0, short. 0 in other ; copp, a crane.

Ú, long. u in rule

:

dp, fresh; &un, a stronghold.

u, short. u infur; ucr, breast

;

upfA, a jamb, a support.

The vowels u aad o before ttj, U, 05, are incorrectly pronounced in Mun-
ster like the German diphthong aw, or the English ou in pounce ; as, Am,
time (pwm) ; bAll, a member^ a limb {bowli)

;
cpori), bent, stooped {c7'owm)

;

poll, a pit, a hole {powl), O before ó and q is sounded long ; as, po^rnAp,

harvest

;

^o^lAn), learning ; but in the words P05A, choice ; cOqA, selection,

05 are pronounced like ow-rhow-a, thow-a,
“ It may be remarked here,'' says Dr. O’Donovan, in his “ Irish Grammar,”

p. 13 ,
“that the principal difference between the Munster and the other

dialects of the Irish language consists in the diphthongal sounds of tne

vowels here pointed out.”
“ In the modern Irish orthography the vowel e never appears alone in the

body of a word or syilabie, but is always accompanied by other vowels.”

—

Id, p. 11.

In Gaelic, e at the end of a word is not silent, as it is in English ; example,

Tpfne is pronounced in two syllables

—

meen~ne, and not mine, like the English

possessive pronoun
; so ipfle is pronounced mee-la, and not mile ; as, ceu&

Tpfle ^A]lce.

That the sounds which the vowel letters in Irish receive are correct, and
that they are exactly in accordance with the phonographic scale of pure vowel
intonation, will be seen by any orthoepist skilled in phonetics, who knows
the proper sound of each vowel. “ The pure vowel sound of a exists in

English in the a in far

;

of 0 in most words in which that letter occurs.

But the letters e, i, u (in English) do not represent perfect vowel sounds,
but mixed ones, and we have accordingly to look for the true simple vowel
sounds under others ; thus, e will be found to be best represented by the a
in name ; i by the e in theme

;

while u is expressed by the 00 in cooV *

—

Atlantis, No. 1
, p. 61 .

“ In English e long has evidently lost it original sound, it being now
pronounced ee, like i long in all ancient and most modern languages.
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. . . E still keeps its ancient long sound in a few words, as where,
there, ere, Sic.., in which words it exactly corresponds with é long in Irish/’

O'Donovan’s Irish Grammar, p. 11.

No vowel is ever doubled in the same syllable.

Vowels have two principal sounds, the accented and the non-accented.
That each vowel has at least two special sounds is plain, for the vowel in

any word of one syllable, when pronounced freely and fully, as in the words,
ward, able (English), or in the word, atÍ)A] 1 (Irish), becomes short, when
in composition the emphasis is shifted to another syllable; as, ward, sea-

ward, lee-ward ; able, bearable ; An)Ail, 5eATj-Ah)A]l, peAtiArijAil. In English
the a long in able becomes short in ability ; the e in precede is shortened in

precMent. In like manner i, which is long in the word impose, is short in

imposition, on account of the shifting of the accent or emphatic syllable.

The reader cannot fail to remark that the vowel sound immediately after

the accented syllable is generally pronounced very curtly. From this fact,

sounds of A, o, u, e arise, in which the ear cannot distinguish one from the

other, as that of finat a, e, in the participles beAncA, buAilce. On this

account a third sound called the obscure is given by some grammarians.
The principal here explained is common to all language. On it especially

is founded the system of Masoretic (or variable vowel) points in the Hebrew
language.

The vowels are classified into broad and slender ; a, o, u,

are called broad

;

e, ], slender. The broad vowels are not

always long ; nor are the slender vowels always short. Both
broad and slender are to be sounded long when marked with

the grave (') accent, which corresponds in form to the acute

of the Greeks.

This division of the vowels into broad and slender should not be lightly

noticed by the student
;

for the spelling of all the words in the language de-

pends much, nearly entirely, on the position which the slender and broad

vowels hold with regard to the consonants. There is an old Gaelic rule

which directs that a consonant or consonants should, in every written word,

lie between either two slender or two broad vowels ; and consequently, that

a broad vowel, such as a, o, or u, could not correctly go before, while a

slender vowel (either e or i) comes immediately after a consonant ; but that

if a broad vowel preceded, so should a broad one follow
;

if a slender vowel

preceded, so should a slender one immediately follow the said consonant or

consonants. This rule, called “ cAol le caoI, A5Uf Icacai) le leAtAu”

—

“ slender with slender, and broad with broad,” has been praised by some
grammarians, rejected by others. Colonel Charles Vallancey, Dr. John
O’Brien, Bishop of Cloyne, Halliday, P. MacElligott {Observations on the

Gaelic Language, in the first vol. of the Tiransactions of the Gaelic Society^,

Rev. Jonathan Furlong, condemn the rule. O’Molloy, Hugh Boy M‘Curtin,

Rev. A. Donlevy, Ur. O’Donovan, O’Daly, and other distinguished Irish

scholars, recommend its use. The authority of the latter seems to me
stronger, and therefore preferable to that of the former.

§ 3.—AUTHORITIES FOR AND AGAINST THE RULE.

Dr. O’Brien says . “ A rule devised in like manner by our bards or

rhymers—I mean that which is called caoI le caoI, A5Uf leACAp le Icacatj

—
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has been woefully destructive to the original and radical purity of the Ian-

guage/^

—

Dr. O^Briens Irish-English Dictionary

y

2nd ed., p. 52 ;
DuhHuy

1832.

Vallancey^s words are to the same effect ;
** This rule (of inserting conso-

nants between vowels), together with that of substituting small or broad

vowels in the latter syllables, to correspond with the vowel immediately fol-

lowing the consonant in the preceding syllable, has been very destructive to

the original and radical purity of the Irish language.^'

—

Á Grammar of the

Irish LanguagCy p. 19 ;
DubUuy 1782.

“ Grammarians,^^ says P. MacElligot, have so often found the incon-

venience arising from this rule that it should be entirely exploded.’^

—

Trans-

actions of the Gaelic Society

y

vol. i., note, p. 25.

Rev. J. Furlong, after quoting the words of Dr. O’Brien, Stewart, Mac-
Elligott, decides against this canon : “ Sanctioned,” says he, “by those grave

authorities, with whom my own experience and observation perfectly coincide,

1 have preferred certainly the more simple, and, according to the above autho-

rities, the more correct mode of orthography, in the rejection of the rule in

question,”

It is remarkable that these writers merely disclaim against the rule,

without giving a single reason worthy of notice to show that it is either

wrong or of no use. Rev. J. Furlong’s plea of simplifying the language

would, if fully carried out, render the most polished language—say the

French— a written jargon. Phonographists might well be glad, and bad
spellers rejoice.

Haliday and Stewart are the only two who have given anything like rea-

soning for the partial rejection of this much disputed rule. Haliday, on the

ground that its disuse is more in conformity with the spelling found in ancient

manuscripts. This is true, but not entirely so, for there are even in ancient

manuscripts numerous instances in which the canon is applied, in others not

applied, by the same writer. All that can be thence inferred is that its appli-

cation was not very general. And this is all we want to claim for it, even at

present, as we shall immediately show. And in fact this is all that Stewart

too claims ; for it is “ to the extensive applicationy and the rigid observance

of this rule,” that he ascribes all the inconveniences that arise from it.

Those who recommend its use are

:

O’Molloy, who wrote in the seventeenth century, and who says :
“ Rursus

observa in voculis polisyllabis quibuscunque saltern ordinarie servari debere
regulam Hibernis tritam, turn in scriptura tiim in sono, quae dicitur cAol

le CAol A5uy, leAtAp le leAcAn.”—Grammatica Latino- Hibernicay p. 50 ;

Romae, 1677.

Hugh Boy M‘Curtin, in the Grammar (pp. 680, 681) attached to his

English-Irish Dictionary, published at Paris, 1732, speaks of this “ canon of

Gaelic orthography” as of something absolutely necessary for a learner of

Irish to know, and about the propriety and usefulness of which there is no
doubt.

Dr. Donlevy, to whom the language in its spoken and written state was
perfectly known, says, “ It is a sure guide in writing, and even in reading and
pronouncing.”

—

Christian Doctriney 3rd ed., p. 442.

O’Donovan gives the canon as a useful and necessary help for every one
who wishes to know the spelling of Irish :

“ This influence of the vowels over
the consonants, which exists to some extent in every language, has given rise

to a general rule or canon of orthography which distinguishes the Irish from
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all the European languages.” And again he says : It is certain that it is

not always strictly adhered to in the ancient Irish manuscripts, but the prin-

ciple on which it is founded is observable in the oldest fragments of Irish

composition remaining to us.”

—

Irish Grammar^ pp. 3, 4.

O’Daly, writing on this rule {Self-Instruction^ <&c., p. 22, ed. 1846). says :

It enables the learner to come at the proper pronunciation of the language
with greater facility than he could otherwise attain.” And again, There is

a natural, euphonious, and graceful pronunciation, marked by the use of it.”

The author’s opinion is that the rule ought to be used^ yet with a certain

limitation. Its application in every instance ought not to be insisted on as

necessary.

I say ought to be used*^—first, because there are very many instances in

which both the gender and inflection of nouns and conjugations of verbs re-

quire its application; as, nom. sing., coy; nom. plu., coxa (cosa), and not

coye (coshe), which sounds like the genitive singular co;ye {coshe)
;

ÓU75 , love

;

5taívóÚQAó, to love; and not 5ttXAÓU]oAó, &c. &c.

Secondly—Because most of the modernly-printed Irish books have the

spelling very nearly altogether in accordance with this rule, and therefore the

students who read them should get some easy way of knowing the spelling

adopted by their respective authors.

Thirdly—The natural tone of the language, which can, in most instances,

be learned from the physiological sounds of the vernacular, as spoken by the

country Irish -speaking people, requires the collation of “ slender with slender

and broad with broad.” “ Regulam,” says O’Molloy, “ Hibernis tritam, turn

in scriptura, turn in sono/* p. 50.— Vide infra, § 4.

Fourthly—Its adoption prevents that confusion which arises from the same
words being spelled differently by different writers.

I say, “ get with a certain limitation^ It is manifestly incorrect to alter

the radical spelling, for instance, of a prefix, for the sake of conforming to this

canon, t)eA5 ,
good; &eApb, real; &o, bad^ ill (see Etymology

^

chapter ix.)

should not be changed into Jaeto» &o], whenever the first vowel of the

word with which it becomes compounded is e or ] ;
example, tieAj-óeAurA,

well done^ should be spelled as if were compounded with the word
a poem ; and not t5e|o-óéAUcA, as some, adhering too strictly

to the rule, write it. This manner of spelling is, in compound terms espe-

cially, carrying the thing to excess, and it is in this excess, or as Stewart

says, “ the extensive application of the rule,” that its entire fault lies. “ Dixi

ordingrief says O’Molloy, “ nam exceptio datur de quibusdam paucissimis.”

—

See chapter iii., infruy Spelling in Irish,

§ 4.—PHILOSOPHIC REASONS IN SUPPORT OF THE RULE.

The work from which the following extract is taken, appears to be the

only one in which this subject of vowel assimilation in Irish has been treated

from a philosophic point of view :

“ ‘ The reason of such a division is quite philosophic, for every vowel sound

is produced ‘ by the passage of the air through the opening of the glottis

and thus all intonated vowel sounds ‘ partake somewhat of the character of

musical notes, while, at the same time, they constitute the elements of

speech.’ In the musical octave each successive note, from the highest to

the lowest, is sounded with a volume of voice deeper than that of the note

preceding
; and conversely the preceding is sounded with a higher, that is, a

more slender (we shall so call it) volume of voice than its succeeding note.

The two highest are, therefore, the two which may properly be called slender

y
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when compared to those which, lower in the scale, are pronounced deep, or

hroad. In this manner intonated vowel sounds, as far as they partake of this

musical character, are some slender, some broad. Let us arrange them then
in the philosophic order (See Atlantis^ vol. i., pp. 60, 65), ‘ from the highest

to the deepest ;
thus, i, e, a, o, u.^ And in tnis arrangement, which is that

made by philologists and philosophers, native and foreign, we find ], e, to

rank highest, that is, to constitute the class called caoI, or slender^ and
A, o, u, lowest, that is, to constitute the class called leAtAo» broad^ or deep
Thus we see that the classification of vowels made by Irish grammarians
accords exactly with that which the investigations of philosophy point out as

correct. There are in Gaelic, therefore, two classes of vowels clearly and
philosophically distinguishable. Do they differ in their influence and in their

effects ? We shall see

:

Vowels and consonants constitute the one grand, universal family of

letters. Consonants derive their name from being sounded along with, or by
the aid of the vow^els. When articulated, they partake, therefore, of the

sound of that vowel by the aid of which they are enunciated. Irish vowel
sounds are, as we have seen, of a twofold character, broad or slender ; each
consonant must, accordingly, partake of a twofold articulation, broad or

slender, according to the broad or slender intonation of the vowel by the aid

of which it is sounded. This twofold articulation can, in some measure, be
applied with truth to consonants in any language ; but, with the exception

of the Keltic dialects, and particularly Irish, we know of none in which this

phonetic distinction in the articulation of consonants, has retained its radi-

cally distinctive philosophic character.
“ The influence of a twofold sound of the vowels thus acting on the con-

sonants, and causing them to participate in it, is so fused into our national

language that it has stamped its pronunciation and orthography with a com-
plexion and individuality quite different from everything English. To Irish-

speaking natives this individuality appears quite easy and natural, and, like

accent, with which it is essentially blended, is naturally acquired and prac-

tised by them without knowing or adverting to the existence of the principle

from which it springs
;

yet, to those who do not speak the language, it

appears at once strange and difficult.

“ As the language is spoken and written, the effects of the influence exer-

cised by the two-fold division of vowel sounds extend to both departments—
the written and spoken Gaelic. These effects may well, therefore, be called

articulate, or phonetic, and orthographic,
“ The articulate regards the sound of each consonant when it is intonated

with a broad or a slender vowel. The orthographic regards the laws of

spelling.”

—

Easy Lessons; or, Self-Instruction in Irish, part iii., pp. 200,

201 ; Dublin, Mullany, publisher.

It springs from a principle of euphony, according to Latham :

“ The Irish Gaelic, above most other languages, illustrates a euphonic
principle that modifies the vowels of a word. The vowels a, o, u, are full,

whilst i, e, are small. Now if to a syllable containing a small vowel ; as, buail,

there be added a syllable containing a broad one
;

as, am, a change takes

place. Either the first syllable is accommodated to the second, or the second
to the first, so that the vowels respectively contained in them are either both
full or both small. Hence arises, in respect to the word quoted, either the

form bu?ddjn, or else the form ^wai/im.”

—

Latham on the English Language, 3rd
ed., § 228, p. 158.

And from a principle of harmony, according to Professor W. K. Sullivan

:
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“ The Irish rule of * slender to slender, and broad to broad

—

caoI le caoI,

A5Ur leAcAO le leAtAtj,^ is very similar to the law of vocal harmony (in the

Finnic-Tartarian, or notWn family of languages).

—

Atlantis, p. 77.

§ 5. EACH CONSONANT HAS A TWO-FOLD SOUND.

The term phonetic means, relating to articulate sound. Fmm what has

been explained in the foregoing section it is clear that the Gaelic canon,

cAol le cAol, A5ur leA6v\n le leAcAn, or the principle on which it rests, is

ordinarily observed in the spoken language. The student, then, who wishes

to acquire a facility in speaking Gaelic should keep the principle in mind.

This is quite sufficient ; for it is practice with the ear and tongue, in listen-

ing to and speaking the language, that can at any time make a person master

of the spoken elegance of a nation^s speech.

A consonant partakes of the sound of the vowel by aid of which it is arti-

culated. As some vowels are broad and others slender, the same consonant

is necessarily pronounced at one time broad, at another time slender

—

broad,

when sounded in union with a, o, or u ;
slender

^

when sounded in union

with e, ].

The slender sound of a consonant in Gaelic becomes to an English stu-

dent distinct and perceptible, in the fullest manner, by blending the sound
of y with the common consonantal articulation.

§ 6. BROAD AND SLENDER SOUNDS OF THE CONSONANTS.

C.—c broad sounds like c in could^ as CA]tAb, a fritiid,

C slender, like k in king^ as ceAt)t) (pronounced kyean^ in

one syllable), a head.
In page 13 it is observed that c Gaelic is always sounded like Jc, It was

thus the Latins pronounced it—as the Greeks pronounced k {koppa). The
Germans of the present day retain the hard sound (A:), and will not admit

any other. The learned at home and throughout* Great Britain are so sure of

this philological phonetic fact, that in defiance of usage and pronunciation

they have commenced—and rightly too, in order to force the adoption of the

correct sound—to write Caesar, Kcemr ; Celtic, Keltic. O’Molloy, writing on
this error, as he calls it, of giving the sibilant sound of s to c, remarks

—

** Imo olim apud Latinos litera c non solum in locum sed in sonum literae k
plane pleneque substituatur, nec assertione res eget. Quis enim grammati-
corum unquam aliter tradidit ante haec tempora? Hocest nisi quod hodieeo
inoleverit usus, seu potius error, an pravus anne pertinax quis non videat ?

Latini inquam, recentiores duplicem ei sonum dant ; alterum ut debent

;

alterum ut volunt.”

—

Grammaticd Latino-Hibernica, p. 13.

Í).—b broad, like dh Englisb, as bur) {dhun)^ a fort

;

b^T) {dhawJi)^ a poem. Í) slender, like d in rfew, d in

rac?iant, in guar^/ian ; as, fond^
dear ; h\o.\)fdhyee-an^

in one syllable), vehement.

The assimilating influence of the liquid letters I, r), p, over D, is obser-

vable in the following instances, in which the sound of b is lost : coblAó,

pronounced as if written coUaó; an ancient name of Ireland,
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pronounced ^ólU ; ceA&oxx, same, pronounced as if as An ceA&nA,

the same day; njAibne, gen. case of TnA]i)]n, morning^ pronounced as if

TpAjnne, as upnAi^e oa n)A]&ne (tnAin-ie), prayers of the morning ; KuA&tt]»

Roderick, pronounced RuAp-p]. In ancient MSS., the use of t> after n is very

common. In modern Irish double (nn) is commonly adopted instead.

A similar homologous assimilation arises when the liquids I and n come

together.

3-—5 broad, like g in gun ; as, yguri) qfce, ^uAft

At) cl]u, loithout wealth fame is cold. 3 slender, like g in

get {gyet)., as seAt) {gyean) xx)o cjtO]6e cu, thou art my
heart's affection.

—I broad, like ll in mill^ as coll, a vwod. b slender,

like I in vaZiant. b, followed by b or t)? assimilates their

articulate value to its own, as colt)A, of the hody^ gen. case

of colAT), is pronounced colla : and ri}U]lr)eo|]t, a miller (from

TT)U]l|t), a mill)^ pronounced muilleoir.

M.—t) broad has a thick sound, ‘‘pronounced by inserting

the tip of the tongue between the teeth.” The sound of nh

is very like it, as T)5f, a custom (pronounced nlios). li slen-

der, like n in new.

Double (nu), when intonated with the slender vowels, has a nasal sound

like n prolonged, or nh, differing very little from that of ng in sing, as b|on

{pink), melodious; C]r)x) [kinh), heads ; nnu (^shinh), we, us.

The difficulty of articulating the combinations cn, 50, n)n,is overcome by

insertirig a short vowel sound between n and the preceding consonant, as

cijoc, a hill, is prononnced kinock, Anglice knock; 5n]orh {an act), giniov

;

rpuA {women), minaw. The sound of i in these instances is only slightly

heard. Many of the Irish-speaking people overcome the difficulty by

changing the sound of tj, after c and after rp, into that of p, as cpoc, kruck ;

ippA, mraw. The learner need not be told that in such combinations in the

English language, the sound of n assumes a dominant influence, leaving the

helping consonant quiescent, as ^waw, teght, mnemonics, words in which g,

k, m, are not at all heard.

bl5.—These two letters, called in Irish 5r)ecAl, represent

only a simple, single sound. Its broad and slender sounds

are heard, says Dr. O’Donovan in the English word long^

ing., as ceAT)3A, a tongue [theang-a)\ peAr)5, lean, thin

{sheang).

Robert Gordon Latham speaks of this combination in his

remarkable work, “ The English Language,” in the follow-

ing words

:

“ Ng.—The sound of ng in sing, king, throng—when at
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the end of a Word, or of singer^ ringing^ in the middle
of a word, is not the natural sound of the combination n and

y, each letter retaining its natural power and sound ; but a

single, simple sound, of which the combination ng is a con-
ventional mode of expressing/^

—

Section 207, p. 148, 3rd
edition.

R -^1% broad, like r in any simple English word, as ttun,

a secret

;

puAÓ, red. Slender, like r in carrion ; as |i]5 (ree)^

a king
;

(r/i/w), a headland^ a promontory ; in poetry^

harmony^ termination.

S-—f, see p. 14.

Tj—c always like th, 'C, at the end of words, has an
explosive sound, as if h were added, as cac, a cat^ is pro-

nounced hath.
In pronouncing cat in English, the tongue is kept inside the upper teeth;

in articulating the same word in Irish, the tongue must be protruded between
the teeth.

In the consonants, b, p, m, p? and p aspirated (i.e., f)^
the effects of this principle of slender and broad vowel assi-

milation, and its influence, are not noticeable to any great

degree.
The consonants in their natural state are articulated according to the

foregoing notation.

Their sounds in their affected or aspirated form shall be presented after

the subject of diphthongs and triphthongs, which immediately follow, pp. 23,

27.

§ 7* MuteSi Liquids The usual division of the conso-

nants is into liquids—I, ip, p, p—and mutes—b, c, b, p, 3,

p, p, z. The former are called liquids because they flow

readily, or combine with any other consonant in the same
syllable after which they chance to be placed.

The term mute is here employed in a wide sense, and is not intended to

come against the strict division made by Scaliger,, who expends a chapter in

proving that p is not a mute, but a semivowel. {De Camis Linguce LatincBj

liber i.)

§ 8. Gemination^ or Doubling of Consonants,— Three of

the liquids, I, p, p, admit of being doubled at the end ofa word,

and are therefore called, with some seeming impropriety,

double-letters^ as ll, pp, pp, in 3eAll, a promise; ceApp, a

head^ an indioidual

;

bApp, the top^ summit, crop, produce.

“ The reduplication of the consonants is, in English and the
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generality of languages, a conventional mode of expressing

upon paper the shortness (dependence) of the vowel that

precedes.”

—

Professor Latham on the English Language^

sec. 221, p. 155.

The other consonants do not admit of being doubled at

the end of a word.

In Gaelic there is no double or compound letter, such as

ic, or the Greek x {chee)^ (j> (phee).

§ 9. Immutables^ Mutables»—b, t), ji, never change their

primitive sound, and are for this reason termed immutables.

The eight mutes and the liquid w) change the primitive

sound, and hence receive the name mutahles.

§ 10. ^ Syllable.—A consonant and one vowel or more
sounded together in the same breath constitutes a syllable.

In a wider and more general sense, a syllable is a word or

part of a word.

DIPHTHONGS.

§ 11. True or Perfect.^ Imperfect ; Long^ Short, Number
of—A diphthong is the fusion of two different vowel sounds
in the same syllable : a triphthong is the fusion of three.

“ If we arrange the vowels in the order from the highest to the deepest

thus, i, e, a, o, u, it will be found that the passage from the middle vowel, a,

towards i on one side and u on the other—that is, the combination of a flow-

ing or initial with a fixed or final vowel alone, produces a true diphthong. .

. . . There can consequently be only six true diphthongs, ai, aw, ei, euy

oiy ouJ*—Atlantis, vol. i. p. 65.

A diphthong is true or perfect when the fusion of the two vowel sounds
is perfect ; false or imperfect, when not.

A diphthong is long or short according as the time taken to pronounce it

is long or short. ^
A diphthong is therefore said to be long or short in regard .tc^ its duration

of sound
;
perfect or true in regard to its fullness of sound.

^
‘

In Irish there are thirteen diphthongs ; five triphthongs.

There are six of these naturally long
;
seven short. The

latter are sometimes long. This change is noted by the

presence of the grave accent (') over the vowel that receives

the dominant sound.

§ 1 2. The Long Diphthongs— The long are Ae, ao, eo

eu, ]A, UA.
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SOUNDS OF THE SIX LONG DIPHTHONGS.

Diphthong. Sound. Example.

Ae (B in Musce DAe, yesterday

AO ao in ^aol bAO]t, dear

;

pAOji, cheap
eo eo in Keon, yeoman ceol, music^
eu ai in wail heul, mouth; fseul, story

1A ia Jilia p|Au, pain
UA ua in truant fUAUj rest

§ 13 —OBSERVATIONS ON THE LONG DIPHTHONGS.

; AO.—The diphthong Ae is seldom employed in modern Irish ortho-

graphy. It is found commonly in manuscripts and books of our ancient lan-

guage. The diphthong ao is at present generally employed in its stead.

Hence it is that ao receives very properly the sound of é long, or ao in

(jaol; but in Connaught it is usually pronounced ee,

CO.—eo and ]U ought to be ranked amongst the class of diphthongs
called long, since they are short only in a few words.

Long diphthongs ought not to be accented.

It is unnecessary to note as long, by means of the accent, the diphthongs

eo, éu, fA, ÚA, or even fu, since they are by nature already long. This

mistake is not uncommon.

Each vowel in a diphthong should be distinctly enunciated.

In enunciating the long diphthongs eo, eu, 7A, ua, ]u, and the naturally

short diphthongs when they become accented, the two vowels composing the

digraph should be each distinctly heard; thus, beul, a mouthy is pro-

nounced be-ul^ as if an English word of two syllables; and pUAp., cold^ as if

w’ritten foo-avy like ua in truant^ as noted in the paradigm. So, ]a is pro-

nounced ee-fl, as p]An, {pain)y pee an^ and so of the rest.

It was in this manner the ancients of Rome and Greece pronounced the

diphthongs. The word Zeus, Jupiter^ was pronounced by the latter as if

written Ze-us, and 6^76, as if e-u7e; and by the former the diphthong eu or eo

is so enunciated, appearing, as it were, cut in twain, as in the exclamation

Deusrneusy “ my God,^^ and Deo meo.

This peculiarity, so un-English in character, in the sound of Irish

diphthongs should be remembered by the learner.

Difference in Sound betioeen ao and ]A—The difference

between ao and ia is best shown by an example, as lUjAUj a

wish, is pronounced meean; iuaou, wealth, pronounced mueen;

* Co is short in the following words; eocAip, a hey

;

&eoc, a drinh;

CocAjó, a man's name ; yeo, this

;

yeoc, beside, by, apart. This latter is

now usually spelled yeAc.
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whilst AO] in rpAOjr), of wealthy is pronounced niuee-in (in

one syl.)

00.—Remember that eo is pronounced like eo in yeo^ or

eogh in Keoylt^ see “ Easy Lessons in Irish/' pp. 8, 9.

§ 14. Sounds of the Variable Diphthongs .—The variable

diphthongs become long by placing the grave (') accent

over the emphatic vowel.

The sound of the accented vowel predominates.
The learner should note well the sound of the diphthong aj in Irish,

which to an English speaker is so very uncommon, and so unlike the sound

of the same diphthong in English, the language with which his ear is so

familiar.

Diphthong Sound. Example.

2ll.~

AT

6a ftA

eA
r accent 1

on A I

ei

)o.— ]o

. I'J

)n.— I'u

1“

Oi— Ó1

<1 {“T }

U].—út

«1
- f accent 1

“I I onf }

aivi in sawing

ai m wassail

;

taille (French)

ea in hear\ rear

ea in heart

a in father

ei in deign

e in den

ee in green

i in grin

ieu (French)

or ew in chew

00 'm flood

0 and Tolended

into one

ui (short) in

quill

uee in queer

ui 'm fruit

ui in guilt

like 0
]
above

c'^\\ fame; f^\\.fate

CA]ll,fo55
;

pA]ll, a sty

béAU, rfo, make
TueAj", respect

5e^]t]t5 shorty to cut

c^]l, sense

ce]U, conceal

plot), wine

p|ot)r), white

a kinswoman^ a

sister

pljiic flyuch).^ wet

cb\]ii justice

co]]t (pr. coirh).^ a crime

cpo]6e, heart.^ as pcófi

Ti)o c|tO]6e [sthoremo

chree)^ my heart's

treasure,^

ruil, eye

pu]!, blood

buíóe {bwee)] yellow

* In the word oj&e (e^dhe), a teacher, a professor, oj = c in preai

2
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The diphthongs au and om, belonging to the class called perfect or true,

are not found in modern Gaelic orthography; their sounds, however, are

quite usual, as in the words, rAbv\]tt {thow-erh), give; CAbA]ti {cow-erh),

help, in which the digraph Ah receives the sound of ou in house.

Conformably with the authority of O’Molloy and MacFirhis, and follow-

ing the instructions conveyed in “Easy Lessons,'* the spelling eu, and not
eA, for the long diphthong, shall be observed in these pages.

“ In Tipperary, Waterford, and Kilkenny, the diphthongs eA, and
sometimes ]u,on coming before U, ip, no, n, are incorrectly pronounced ow,
as 5leAn, a valley, \% pronounced glown; so t:|onn, fo.ir, is pronounced
(“ Easy Lessons, '’part i. p. 15; second edition.) Their correct pronunciation

is pointed out in the preceding page.

Though the foregoing list gives the sounds of the diphthongs as correctly

as can well be given through the medium of English letters, still it must be
said that the proper sound is acquired best by ear. A person learns to speak
French much more correctly by conversing with natives of France than he
could ever acquire through the rules given by writers of French grammar

; so

it is with him who wishes to speak Irish conectlv. He must listen to and
converse with those who know and speak the language.

§ 15 TRIPHTHONGS.

The triphthongs, five In number, are formecl from the

long diphthongs that end in a broad vowel—eu excepted

—

by inserting
^
after the second vowel ; as, from ao is formed

Aoi ; from eo, eo| ; from ]A] ; from iu, ]ui ; from ua,

uAp These are all long. It is not necessary, then, to note

their sounds, or to employ the accent {') to show they are

long.

In some printed books, ], both in diphthongs and triphthongs, is found
subscribed for the sake of brevity. Unlike the Greek i {iota), in such posi-

tions it is always sounded, indeed, whenever there is a union of two or

three vowels in any Irish word, each vowel retains its own distinct sound,

fused, however, into the melody, so to speak, of the others tliat accompany it,

so that all the vowels in that syllable will form only one full sound, as rpAorj,

{mween)t wealth ; rpAOju {mwee4n), of wealth

;

the two vowels in the one

case, aud the three in the other, are in each w^'ord sounded in one voice, yet

each vowel gives its own share to the entire volume of sound.

‘‘The sound of each triphthong differs from that of the

diphthong from which it is derived in two points—first, in

a slight prolongation of the diphthongal sound
;
secondly,

in imparting to the consonant immediately following, on ac-

count of its proximity to the slender vowel p a liquid or

slender sound, which otherwise it would not receive/’

2lop lik^ uee in queen^ as pAO], under^ pronounced,

but fwee-

jAp ee^ like the sound of the diphthong ia, from which it
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is formed, yet imparting to the consonant which follows the

second
^
a slender sound,

>1, eeyu^ as c]U]r) (pronounced keeyuin^ in one syllable)

.

The triphthong ua] is sounded quickly and curtly in the

prepositional pronouns, uA^rt) (wem), fromme ; ua^c {loeyth)^

from thee; uA]6e {wy-yd)^ from him; uA^ot)? from us;

uAjb, from you.

CHAPTER IL

OF THE CONSONANTS.

§ 16. The Natural Sound of the Consonants changed by Aspiration ,

—

The natural or primitive sounds of the consonants—I, Ui excepted

—

become, under certain governing influences which shall be presently pointed

out, changed into others of homorganic articulation. By the term homor-

ganic is conveyed the idea of being sounded by the same organ of speech,

such as the tongue, teeth. This change in the sound and form of the conso-

nants is called Aspiration.

§ 17. Aspiration Is nothing more than a rough breathing

or sibilant utterance affecting the primitive or natural sounds

of certain consonants, so as to modify those sounds, or

change them into others of cognate value.

Any one who takes the trouble of noting how he articulates each conso-

nant, cannot but perceive that the lips, the palate, throat, teeth, tongue,

through the agency of which articulate sound is produced, very largely con-

tribute, each in turn, to mould the distinctive sound of each consonant. On
this account consonants are classed into labial or lip-letters, palatal^ guttural

or throat-letters, dental or teeth-letters, and lingual. They are classed as

follows

:

Labial. Dental. Palatal.

• • •
.

r ...

y:, y or yh X or fb • ••

TO, Tt) or 11)1}

1

V
Guttural.

b b 5
? z c

b or bb 6 or bb 3 01^ 3b

p or pb t or cb c or cb
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A consonant affected by aspiration remains still of the same class of cog-

nate letters to which it belonged in its primitive state. For instance, the

labial p remains, when aspirated (p or pb), a labial^ and is not changed into

the class dental or palatal,

“ From this principle of similarity of sound in letters of the same organ,

and of their retaining still a similarity in their aspirated forms, a table of the

aspirable consonants, and of their aspirate sounds, as represented by Roman
letters, can be formed.^*

§ 18.

—

SYNOPSIS OF ASPIRATES AND THEIR SOUNDS.

[This synopsis should be referred to till the aspirate

sounds are known by the learner.]

The notation for the aspirate sounds is a dot (*) or b*

Plain or
Primitive Form.

j

Aspirated or
Secondary Form,

}
as Spelled.

!

-

Pronunciation, or
Secondary Form as Arti-

culated.
I

Labialsn

Palatals -

Dentals
1

Sibilant

p
B

r
Í
c

^ ?
r Í)

T,

s

1 P, or Pb
' B, or Bb
?borei)b

IF, or pb
C, or Cb

I

3, or 5b
J

ip, or i)b

5, or Tib

S, or Sb
1

i

F
V, or W
V, or W
H

Guttural |qjj’ y
^

DH, Y
H
H

§ 19.

—

SOUNDS OF THE ASPIRATED CONSONANTS.

Pb OT ^ = pk or f,
Bb OT b and lub or tb = w ov v

;

of w when placed be-

tween two of the broad vowels, a, o, u
; of when placed

before or after a slender vowel, e, -j. The reason is that

already given in section 4, p. 19—that the consonants, as well

aspirated as primitive, partake of the nature of that vowel-

sound by the aid of which it has been enunciated. In

Munster, b (asp.) is commonly pronounced like v. B
(slender) has exactly the sound of v through all parts of

Ireland. In the dative and ablative or prepositional cases

Kyt nouns b is consequently sounded like v. In the end of a

word, as in 5Ab (gav), seize, get, conceive, it has usually the

like^ sound.

2Í) (asp.) is slightly nasal, as curbA, grief, pronounced
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much like coonga ; and coTb|tA, a coffin^ like conrha ; C05-

DArbcoj-jt, a helper^ as if co<vr)3có|]t, changing the syllables.

The only difference between the sounds of it) and b

(both aspirated) is that the rx) is somewhat nasal/^

—

Dr,

(yDovovart s Irish Grammar^ p. 52 .

The sounds of some letters (as it), v) cannot be pro-

duced without the intervention of the nose
;
indeed the for-

mer (it)) passes into b, if we attempt to sound it by the

mouth alone.”

—

Atlantis^ p. 70 .

pb or f is silent ; it has the sound of h in some words, as

pe^i), self; bo xx) pé]!) (dhom lie-en)^ to myself^

Cb or c has the guttural sound of the German ch (Le,, of

gh in the word lough) when it comes before or after any of

the broad vowels, a, o, u
; as xxjo CA]tA {mo khawrah)^ my

friend; c<K]it^x)^c [kharhanach), friendly

;

but when it pre-

cedes or follows the slender vowels e, it has the less guttural

sound of the Greek x {chee ) ; as xxyo ceAUU {rno xean)^ my
head

;

a C]X)e {a xine)^ his people.

There is no sound in English like that of c (asp.) ; for when it is said

that c aspirated sounds like gh in loughy very few take up that sound, for few
in these countries, except Irish-speaking people alone, pronounce that di-

graph with a guttural tone. To pronounce it correctly add to the sound of

k (^or Irish c) a little rough breathing from the throat, as oc {och !),

3b or 3 (asp.) = gh^ guttural, in the beginning of a word,

if before the vowels a, o, u ; before the vowels e, it has

the less guttural sound of y ; as xxjo 3eAT) {mo yean)^ my
affection. But in the end and middle of words it has no
other power than that of lengthening the sound of the pre-

ceding vowel, and fixing the spelling, just as gh in the English

words high^ highiiessy nigh^ neighbour^ thought^ thoughtful^

thoughtfulness

y

tends to lengthen the vowel 2, or the diph-

thongs ei, ow, and to aid in forming a correct orthography.

Example—1115, a king^ pronounced as if written p] {rhee)

;

pi3eACc [rhee-acht)^ a kingdom; p]5-ATbA]l {rheeawail)^

kingly,

S03, happiness^ prosperity

^

pronounced so

;

po3-ATbA]l,

pleasant^ prosperous ; po^-AthlAcc, pleasantness.

* “ The same words which begin with 5 or P as their primitive initial in

the Erse, taking Y) in their secondary form, have, in Welsh, V) as their pri-

mary.”

—

Prichard’s Eastern Origin of the Celtic NationSy p. 165.
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Ill the middle of proper names of men, 501 or 5U is pronounced like uee
or yee ; as l^eAp5Uv, Fergus,

or 6 has a thick, guttural sound, very like that of 3 {gh)

whenever it precedes any of the broad vowels
; as, \x)o 65Ur

[mo gholas). In the beginning of a word, b has, before e or

the sound exactly of y in the English word yearn,, as rpo

{mo Yio),, my God, In the middle or end of words ^

(asp.) is the same in all respects as 5 aspirated

—

i,e,^ it only

lengthens the sound of the preceding vowel or diphthong.

There is another sound peculiar to 3 and 6 when follow-

ing the vowels a or o, in the first or second syllable of a

word, which deserves particular attention. The two letters

A3, or a6, sound like i in ?re, or ey in eye,, eyre; as a6ap)
{€y-en\ a^pen; AbA^pc [ey~arth)^ a bolster

;

aóai), a caul-

dron^ a large pot in which wool is dyed; A6A]tc {eye-ark),,

a horn ^ a81aca6
,

[ey-luck-00),, burial; A6]tA]Tt), I adore;
A6pz:A]t, a halter; eAlAÓAt), a science , 3A6A]tt, a beagle ; ]tA-

6a|ic, sight

;

'CA63, Thaig ^ lA5Ab, feivness ; A3A]6, face,,

against ; lA3A]]t, a finger,, toe^ prongffork, (SleA^AUj a turf
spade,, and SeA5^r), John,, are exceptions.) The exceptions

are generally marked with the grave accent, as 4v6bA]t, a

cause ; ^6rr)ub, timber ; luck"'—Easy Lessons, p. 20.
“ This rule holds good throughout the southern half of Ireland

; but it must
be varied for the pronunciation of the North and West. In Connaught, aó
and A5, when followed by a vowel, have the sound laid down in the text

;

but when followed by I, rp, u, p, they are pronounced like a long, as AópAó,
adoration; aóIacaó, burial; AóTpub, timber,, which words are pronounced as

if written ApAó. AIacaó, í\ti)u&. «... It is highly probable that it

(the true sound) was originally pronounced a long, as it is in some in-

stances in Connaught at present.’'

—

Dr, O' Donovan’s Irish Grammar, p. 9 .

or c = h \ The aspirate alone is heard in

Sh or f = h) these consonants.
“ The addition of h to the primitive consonants serves only to render it

obtrusive, or, in other instances, to obliterate it.”

—

Prichard’s Eastern Origin

of the Celtic Nations, p. 168 .

^^Súil, an eye. 1st form, suil. 2nd form, a Imil, his eye.

Sldinte^ health. 2nd form, do hlainte,, your health.”

—

Ibid.^

168 .
. . .

'

In these instances the initial s, though converted into an

aspirate in pronunciation, is sometimes retained in ortho-

graphy, either with a dot over it, or followed by h. But in

either case the sibilant is entirely lost.”

—

Note by Dr.

Latham.
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S ]•, before the consonants b, c, b, “p, 3, -p, c—2.^.,

all except I, 19, ft—is never aspirated, nor when closing a

word or syllable ; rno
1

*510501, my harn

;

&o p5P]ob rr)e lep

C|p, 1 2orole a letter,

§ 20.—The ch^.rge made by Davies and Pinkerton— that

the change in the radical sound of the consonants is the

result of barbarity— is ably refuted by Dr. 0 ’ Donovan
This change is common with the Semitic languages, and
those of the Indo-European family. It existed in the old

Saxon, and is found in German. And in French, the most
polished language in Europe, this suppression and change of

consonantal sounds exists to a degree far beyond anything

of the kind in all the Keltic dialects. He adds : “ The
English people, in whose polished language, spoken and
written, no trace of a guttural sound is now to be found,

abhor the rough sound of gh in the broad Scotch, but much
more the Irish guttural sibilant sounds of c, 6, 5 ; although

in reality their own 3/, c, cA, and g soft, are equally sibilant,

and as much aspirations as the Irish c, 6, 5. The fact is,

men will regard this or that sound as polished or barbarous,

according as it agrees with or differs from the sounds to

which they have been themselves accustomed from in-

fancy.”

—

Irish Grammar by Dr, ODonovan, p. 41 .

§ 21. Sounds of (oaó) and of U5AÓ at the end of a

word Any new form of words could not make this subject

plainer than it is in those here presented to the learner taken

from “ Easy Lessons.”

“As a general rule, Ab final, in words of two or more
syllables, is pronounced, in Munster, like a unaccented ; In

Connaught and Ulster, like 00 (English), or u (long) Irish.

This peculiar pronunciation the learner should remember, as

Ab final oceurs almost in every sentence of Irish, read or

spoken,

“With regard to words of one syllable, and their com-
pound forms, the Munster pronunciation of aÓ final is

adopted not only in the South, but in the West and North
of Ireland : example

—

(aw), luck

;

mj-Ab {me-aw), bad
luck, misfortune ; b^Ab, food (pronounced as if b^A, beea)\

blAb, blow, fame, renown

;

cl]Ab, a ditch (formerly spelled

clu]) ; cjtAb (craw), anguish ; 5eu]t-cpAb, piercing anguish ;
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biiAH“CTiA6, lasting anguish; buAÓ, labour^ toil; (pr,

fah—

a

short), lengthy duration; Apt peAÓ, for the lengthy

during ; Apt peAÓ ÍAece iple bo beACA, during all the days

of thy life {Gen. in. 14
) ; pleAÓ (fleh), a feast

;

^aó, peril

;

3]tA6, love; b]At)-3|tA6, intense hwe ; q|t-3|tA6, 25m

;

]tA6, speaking (Gr. peo, I speak) ; C0Tb-]iAb, speaking together^

a chat; cur;p-|iA6 (from cii]i:)3, a bond; and ]tA8), a cove-

nant ; ]tO]rb“PA8, a preface^ a prologue ; peAb, {shah

;

for

ir y^s ; and its compound, ruA^peAÓ (rpA, if; ip, is ; ye,

it) 9 well then»

“ Obs.—

I

n verbs, participles, and verbal nouns, the

ending uJaÓ is pronounced oo— i.e.^ U5, as if a6 were not

in the syllable, a8 being like ent in French verbs, not

sounded. This pronunciation of ujjAÓ is common through-

out Ireland. It is a termination, like ^‘tiorí' in Phiglish,

peculiar to a vast number of words, as beAprjujAÓ [bannoo]^

a benediction^ from beAt)t)Rl35 bless thou ; cpucu^AÓ {kruhoo)^

creating^ creation^ proof from cpucu]5, create thou^ prove

thou ; 3pi\bu5A6 (grawoo)^ loving^ from 3nA6u]3, love thou ;

flAt^ujAÓ {slaionoo)^ salvation^ from flAr)U]3j save thou»

In Munster and in the south of Connaught—in parts of

the counties of Galway and Roscommon—the ending a6 of

the third person singular, imperative, and of the imperfect

tense, indicative, is sometimes incorrectly—at least contrary

to general usage—pronounced with a guttural accent, like

agli

;

as, 31at)a6 {glonagh, instead of glonoo) pe, let him
cleanse; JIauaÓ [ylanagh^ instead oi ylonoo) pe, he used to

cleanse

;

b|6eA8 {beeyagh^ instead of hey00) te? let him beJ^

“ The original pronunciation of aó and A5 (at the end of words) was,

in all probability like aghy guttural, which is still partially preserved in the

mountainous districts of the counties of Londonderry and Tyrone.

—

Dr.

0*Donovan*s Irish Grammar

^

p. 10.

§ 22 Similarity between Aspiration in Greek and Aspiration in Irhh .

—

Ú (aspirated) is the best illustration of the almost perfect similarity that ex-

ists between aspiration in Greek and that in Irish. P in Irish andTrin Greek
are perfectly the same; aspirate both, and you have p from the one, and 0
iron the other, each of which is sounded like f ox ph in English; Iw<r€<|),

5eorep, Joseph.

C also is a good illustration ; c is the k {kappa) of the Greeks ; k aspi-

rated becomes x » and c (aspirated) assumes the sound of %• What more
plain ? It may be said the other letters, when aspirated, do not bear out this

similarity so well. True, at first sight they do not—but let us see.

Besides the usual division of consonants into mutes and semivowels, or
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l^uids, there is that other (sec. 17, p. 27) which points out those that are

hpinr^fV)
’ ’ ’ '*"guals. Now b anrl p are thereforebeing of the same organ, sounded nearly by the same opening of the mouth’The one is often old MSS. used for the other, as bé,rr for ueirc The

^“voeform/epoe: the Latins, p/eL' somemes for pleis ; suppono tor suipom—so closely are the two letters o and b

like thp
^ becomes aspirated, its sound should be w-rv

or ^ Hie so'o^ 0?“," r
«««"d of p (asp ) i “«I

r. '..Si-iirr' i.’

(ÍiS?.X':.7,y met' aSX?
£,J=^==rsxi!XTy:.-
wh 'hXS ii,“

““ ““ » *'“

both“beinrof® The""!!
^ c-wiiich also are often used one for the other,

aspirated lutturals IT! "‘u i>«'^'«'«^*-become, when

passim./
^ "‘O Showerh {my goal). (See Zexlss, p. 85, et

cithir'íose^he!r'!ÍIf
*’ " '’«> ‘"«“«"<=ed by aspiration,

by the table of aspiratL°°'*"
’ ‘*'® °"*y> a® 'tc see

lang“aees poTseTs'^^Tif®'
*'’® «‘ber

§ IZ.-rhs Custom ofplaciug an h after a Consonant,for the purvose ofAspirating, ought not tohe adopted in writing Irish.
^ '

employed^to
Romance languages, h is the onlv mark

lrnresenr"?H‘
** P"‘<=bard relrks -^ obliLrate it"

mosf readers’astrC^mvindml think ofUm?"'®
‘be eye and ear of

H*c;r -CLrn^Cfoiiat.Sh';

dental fonn'o^f ®tbe”cOTSOTant^*'®Nn'^'™*'’^T'i
*^® secondary or acci-

mary or natural form, commences a wCf ‘berefore, in its pri-

are hampered ríL"^eilmsUn“c?l7r®A'Z'’\’;^-'"®®"^
‘’®

rent sense.”— p. 156.
^ aad^^being already used in a ditfe-
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Primary Form. Affected Form.

flAr, slatli {a rod). (tpo) flAc, hlat (my rod).

rl^]0ce, sláinthe (health). hlainte (my health).

“ The use of the adventitious h after silent or aspirated consonants has

been considered objectionable. It has been repeatedly found that the inser-

tion of this parasite character in positions where it is not employed in modern
European languages, and where in Irish the change of sound is merely ex-

pressed by a dot (•) placed over the consonant so affected, does but prevent

one who can read only English from any attempt at the pronunciation of

those words in which it is found ; or if such person should make any attempt

to pronounce them, the result is as unlike the real Irish sounds as it is possi-

ble to conceive.^^

—

Keating^s History of Ireland by O'Mahony— Translator's

Preface, p. 14. New York, Haverty, 1857.

§ 24 .—KULES FOR ASPIRATION.

1.

All the possessive pronouns singular, rr^o, my ; ho, thy;

A, his (a, her^ is excepted), cause, in every case, the initial

(that is, the first) mute letter of a word before which they are

placed to suffer aspiration
;

as,

love 2^0 my love ; bo rx)0 5]t^6,

to my love.

finger^ toe. i)o Tr}eu|t, thy finger

;

bo rbeupA,

thy fingers.

SlAi:)U]5ceo]]t, Saviour. 21 Sl^0itl3ceo]]t, his Saviour

;

'5 U’A SlAt)U]5ceo]|i, from his

Saviour.

The initial 5 of 5n^ó, rp of Tpeup, x of Sl^nuioceom, which in their pri-

mitive state were unaffected, become, under the influence of the pronouns

singular, tpo, oo, a, affected by aspiration.

21, her, is excepted, as a rDeup, her finger

;

a 3|t^6, her

love ; A SlAT)u^5ceo||i, her Saviour.

2. The vocative or nominative case of address; as,SlAr)U]3-

ceoip, Saviour

;

a Sl^t)ui3ceo]|t, vh, Saviour ! 3|t^6, love

;

A 3]t^b, oh, love !

S of SUpuiJceopt, and 5 of 5ttix6 are aspirated in the vocative.

3. The initial consonant, if mutable, of all words that

form in composition the second part of a compound term

;

as,

Simple Form.

01 Q, a virgin ; bead, a woman,
lUAt, swift

;

cor, foot.

to (a particle betokening ease)

;

oeAticA, done.

Compound Form.

oiQ-bcAtj, a maiden,

lUAc-cor, swijtfoot.

ro-óéAT)cA, easily done, feasible.

See, in Etymology, the chapter on Prefixes.
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Exception 1—Words beginning with any of the dental
consonants, b, z, p, when the preceding part of the com-
pound ends in b, c, p, I, ly.

Compound.

Ati&-c]QeA|tnA, aovereign Lord,
bftAc-cAipe, a windingsheet,
beAi)-ff5e, a fairy woman.

ceAnn-rfn, headland.

buAo-rA05-AlAc, long-lived.

Simple.

Afti), high; ci5eAriT)A, Lord.
bfiAc, a covering ; cA]re, a ghost.
beAT), a woman, a female ;

rioe, a sprite.

ceAnn, a head ; cfti, a country.
biiAn, lasting, enduring

;

PA05AI,
If^ ; 1*^05aIac, living, in life,

** ^-buó ^vA&A, buATi-i*A05AlAc A beióeAf cu beo.^'“ May it be long
; life-enduring you may exist.''

Hardiman '

8

Irish Minstrelsy, vol. i. p. 24 .

nor, knowledge ; &U]ne, a person. nor-oujne, a seer.

Exceptions 2—Sometimes, for euphony’s sake, the asni-
rate is omitted in other words, besides those that be^in with
fe, c, f ;

as,
“

Compound.
® o false prophet.

reAtt, a man ; bol5, a quiver, a pouch. pean-bol5, a Belgian.
This IS particularly true in compound words, of which the latter nart ^governed in the genitive case- P®"

Compound.
cooc, a hill; srtejne, of the sun. rnoc-sneine, sunny hill

E;r "srr • ”»
reAp, a man; C]5e, of a house. tf^An^n-ta J'hna j. u
reArt. o/’a.v.

a householderreAp, ceo,l,a/maw.
a man-of-musio,

a musician,
“Ca pA]fxc ro5ur A5ATI) pé]T) leAi?

;

ir wo 50 Tpón tu 'uA Cuoc 5ne]ne—
rr A|poe ruAp tlx 'uA ua rpeunA."
I have a close relationship mvself with thee •

Thou art by far higher than Knock Greine—
Ihou art higher than the skies above."

Hardimards Minstrelsy, voL i. p. 152 .

their iUcatiofis'Son'n^^^^
tives and nouns coming together in cLcord and to tho

to adjec-

syllable re or ca in past participles.
’ ® aspiration of the final

4. All the simple Repositions, except at : to, to •
le, with; or, over, above; along without -fak
Tl “in To."!!?’ 'T’ *'' ooMonan,
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btióí), grief ? z\xé bttoo cite 5AÓ, through grief and
5AÓ, danger^ through danger,

Z'A A]5e AT) bAjttt 6 ^eA|tA]b A^ny 5 ii)T)A]b A]ti fe]le— He has the palm
of superiority from men and from women for generosity.'^ In those in-

stances, b of bnoT), 5 of 5AÓ, y of yeAtiA]b, rx) of Tpi)A]b, are aspirated by the
prepositions ctte, through ; 5

, from.
Of, over

;
as of C]oí)T), over-head, above

;

of coiijA^p, at the presence, on
before; 5AT) nun 5Ar) byiAtA^yi, without sister or brother; Am caIau), of
earth ; Am bMl, on {the) spot ; A]n tpeifse, in {a state of) inebriety,

drunk; “ !^5ur 0' ol fe &e ’n b-ffon A5Uf 00 b) fe Am njeifse—And he
drank of the wine, and he became inebriated."

—

Gen. ix. 21,

We see in the foregoing examples that c of C]OT)n, f of nun, b of bnA-
tAm, Tb of n)eir5e, are not aspirated. Final f, r), or n of these prepositions

blend with sufficient euphony with the sounds of consonants that follow,

without the aid of aspiration.

The preposition ai)o for cum, towards, does not aspirate ; as, tja l5AO]T)e

A cumeAó ATjrj bA]f—“ the people who were put to death

“ 5Aon rt)é, noim mo bul atjp beAlAi5."
^ Forgive me, before I go on the road (to eternity)."

Dies Ir<2, 12th stanza, 3rd line.

This rule regards nouns governed by prepositions when the article is not

expressed. Under the heading ec/i/ysii shall be shown how nouns preceded

by the article and preposition together, are affected.

5. i)o, to (a preposition) ; bo, thine (poss. pronoun) ; bo,

to^ a particle preceding the infinitive mood ; do, an emphatic

particle going before the perfect tense active, causes aspira-

tion, as,

00, (prep.) ; SoopfA, George. bo SeonfA, to George.

bo, thy ; 5n^ó, love (see Rule 1, p. 34). bo thy love.

bo, to; 5fiAóUoAó, loving. bo 5PAÓU5AÓ (inf.) to love.

„ 5tt^óU]5, love thou. bo ori^óU]5 fC, (perf. tense), he

loved.

„ 5ia^óu]5, love thou. bo 5n^bocA]T)n, I would love.

The infinitive mood, the perfect, and conditional tenses, are commonly

aspirated, even when the particle bo is not expressed.

Ho in ancient writings, and in many rcodcrn printed works, is found to

precede the perfect and conditional tenses in instances in which modern

writers and speakers employ bo.

Ho is incorporated with many particles of interrogation, negation, suppo-

sition; as.

AT), whether.

mA, if

d whether not.
f)AC, S
muT)A, if not (mA, if and t)A,

not),

D], not.

For the Past Tense.

Ap, whether, compounded of at) and fio.

tf;ATi, 'f, „ mA „ yxo.

t)Ap, ? whether not, compounded of i)Ac

i)ACATV, S and po.

mupAp, if not, compounded of muijA

and po.

tjjop, not, compounded of d] and po.
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AU éu ? are you good ?

it)A ciocrA1Ó re, if he shall come.

n)UT)A t>-ciocrAió re, ij he will not

come.

D] rr)A]t AO e, it is not a good

day.

Examples.
Past Tense.

Alt njAii cu ? were you good ?

Ti)Ait tAjnic re, if he have come.

inufiAH cAinic re, if he have not

come.

Tjjott rt)Aic At) lA e, it was not a

good day.

Ro is not an auement, as a writer in a late periodical would fam make

it. 4n ugme„7inTíeek’ causes a syllable to be prefixed to a verb com-

mencing with a consonant; as, frv^rTo;-, TeToi^a, from rv^T^tupto l^u

German it prefixes the syllable ge; as, from sehm, ‘ ‘o see,

nast Darticiole oesehen, “ seen'^ ;
from haben, “ to have, the participle ^ehabt.

But Lither \a Greek nor in German is the prefixed syllable separated from

fhe verb It is not so in Gaelic; the particle po is quite disjoined from

the verb, except in three instances—n.'lb, was ; and pAimc, reacAed , pus,

brouttht • to which mav be added subPlpc, said. (See Irregular Verbs.)

The vowels e, o, before another vowel are elided, as
I®

*

sake ; as, “ b’ Aicm Cia bo ^aoire—God commanded Moses ,
b pinir T

AP TSeul—“ he told the story ;”
^ a >»

“bo TtjAiP re b’ A pdn; A5ur b eu5 re b a cpjc.

“ He lived for his love; for his country he died.

Moore s Melodies.

Before the article ap, fAe,it is the vowel a of the article, and not that of

the preposition, which suffers elision; as, 51511»»° ^sur bo P.

n,AcVur bo >; SpiopAb tlAo,ip-“ Glory be the Father, and to the Son,

and to the Holy Ghost.”
^

6 . After the past tense, bu8, or bA, and contractedly b

,

was^ of the assertive form of the verb bejc, to be^ the nrst

letter of the adjective, if a labial—that is, b, p, rt), p is

aspirated : if not a labial, it is not ; as,

bub bne.A5 é, he (or it) was fine, grand, elegant.

bub ^AOA AT) Va é, it was a long day.

bub tt)A|6 é, he was good.

bA ptaA)T)r)eAc le]f é, it was specially estimable with him.

Not Labials,

bA é, he was safe {sound, well).

bA 0]lir é, he was dear.

bA cpoTi) é, it was heavy.

An Example of both.

** Ilub TTJAll V CpOTT) b| COACC AT) CftA.”

Literally—Slow and heavy was the coming of the time.

** The last sad hour of freedom's dream

;

And valor’s task mov’d slowly by.”

Moore's Melodies"—Song, After the Battle.

7 . The genitive singular of nouns masculine, the nomi-
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native and accusative of nouns feminine, declined with thearticle, are aspirated;, as,

Norn. Sing.-AG bAjtb, m., the Gen. Sing—^n h^pib, of
' J Z.

the hard.

” .^-cince,./

Acc. Sing.—At) ceAjtc, the hen.

roatcs, undergoes nJ change
: M

immediately by any of the

Tte,
,, , ^

Nominative. ^ .

. . , Gemtive.
AT) ^he barn. a„ rnnfymi 7.

.. rpunAo, ::

by a .etteT^Srn^t^vl'Sa'ijy'’

as, no'Sg.!::;,''Srn^ 0^ = are not aspirated;

uipiu,. tie land is dT-^cí’ln >.ZJ^’
"a-t/ cAUh,

^ori,A,n of
t^lJ^ordsDay; ne „;nA,b neApA ap bori,A,o>. o/nZ/^Ae’/Lt

artide aiiTthe Tnit^ls & orc^orthe““ ‘h®
‘be final p of the

without the aid of aspiration.
^ Imgaals, is quite harmonious

fb
both of the mas. and fern, gender, of which

the article "ihe

''

which would be Soned by ihrcoJTcuSf of twt'dS

nof“h which takes n, and

y. J-lie numeral adjectives, Aon, o«e, ho, two: and their

S!7si Waf Ate"S;»T'^'“^’

tion frnm tl

^ affected like nouns, and suffer aspira-

whichT '“«ption* «re like tW
euphony.

nouns- exceptions for the sake of
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All the foreeoinK changes arise from a principle of euphony. To it may

also^c as«lbe/ano"hcr peculiar trait of Irish consonants-Echpsrs.
_

5 25 —Eclipsis is the suppression of the sound of the ini-

tial mute consonant for that of another cognate letter, which

in the written language is prefixed to that consonant oi

which the sound is silenced.

“This element, though in its present form peculiar to Gaelic alone, is not

foreign to other languages. The learned who write of the Sanscrit tongue say

that ^Gaelic, in the phonetic laws that regulate its consonantal changes, is

analogous to those of Shandi, or conjunction, by which consonants at the

Fna cnmptirncs at thc begiuniug of words in that language, have their

thrcLn^e^of coLnants is chiefly confined to words united by ««“Position,

and is seldom observed in words that remain distin^ct, or form the cons -

tuent parts of sentences.’^-^asy Lessons m Irish, p. 9«.

TABLE OF THE COGNATE CONSONANTS.

The Cognate are in the perpendicular columns.
J,

Labial. Dental. Palatal.

Sibilants

Aspirants r, t (y) f (A)

1 n

Tp TÍ) P

Csoft b s

Guttural.

5
c

t/f
\_hard

V
b (i.e., V or w)

p (pA or/)

» (y) 5 {gh Eng., or y)

c (A;

i

c (x» chi, Gr., or

c in oc.)

§ 26.—T.VBLE OF ECLIPSES.

Labials.

Eclipsed by. Example.

Pronounced
as if

written.

bup
b ip

b

butt 1»)bí^p&, your bard

p bup b-p|le, your poet bup b]le

P b butt b-pobAl, your people bup bobAl

Gutturals.

c 5 bup 5-cApAl, your horse bup 5ApAl

5 T) bup your laugh

Dentals.

bup nuiTje0 V bup p-buine, your person

c b bup b-cip, your country bup &ÍP

r z An c-tlAr, the rod Ab clAC
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5, preceded by n, is not eclipsed or silenced
; but n and ^ toe-etber fnrn,one simple sound. It is for this reason there is ’no hvphen ^Raced be.tween them (see p. 21). O'Molloy says of the 03:'- Hoc haLt sneLlequod S' non penitus taceatur sed aliqualiter uno tractu simul cum n efferatur’ut T)50ttc latine nostra segesJ-— Grammatical p. 63.

*

** consonant is eclipsed by any other thanby a cognate
; and again, that all the hard mutes, p, c, c, and r, are eclipsedby those sounded soft; and the soft consonants themselves, b 7; n me

a liquid, and thus in the expression, bup ip-bApo {vw. márd), the flow of

the
I'bis phonetic law directs

pÍLLsl^
® influence of the other consonants after a similar articulate

the radfci&llVol'the^lrf*®^
**

cons?nrnts‘c,\,^p,“ ;"thus-‘'
uncommonly, of doubling tho

cc like 5, as ccAp^l, our horse; prououuced -An ^ApAl.
VV n „ hixuip^ lie, your poet; „ bup bile.
PP u if ^ ppohM, their people i „ a bobAl.
cc t), „ A zr)}Xf their country

;

„ A bfp.

mucflL^Ttten*''''’'*'
" writers-and so

“But this (manner of eclipsing) is not to be recommended, as the nre-

h*f*v.
nn* *1® iben said to eclipse the one which follows itbut both combined to assume the sound of a consonant different from either—

«rA-n'"
be philosophically correct nor convenient"L

j)r• 0 Donovan s Irish Grammar, p. 64.

§ 27.—RULES FOR ECLIPSING.

1. All the plural possessive pronouns, Aft, our; bun, your-
A, their

;

as, Ap m-bab, our boat

;

bup nj-bopb, your table]
^ lU-Do, then cow.

2. The prepositions a, in ; f
Ap, after ; pf a, before.

3. The genitive plural of nouns declined with the article
{AV,the), as btvpp “ ua” b-conn, the surface “ of the” waves;
rlfAb “ t)a nj-bAu, the women’s mountain ; a feAfnc “ tia”
S-cutbAi), O thoi love '‘of the” affections.

4. The dative singular, articulated forn, (au)—a- « aiji
An m-btvpp, on the top; “ Afs An” m-bun, at the founda-
tion; “on from" the” heart

;

“ vao'

’

n” Vcoif,
under the foot—is eclipsed.

^

'leginning with b, c. For. since the eclipsing cog-

am an JÍ the) is quite sufficient; as,
A|P At) oorpAf), on the world. C, beiri^: much like b in sound, is for the
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1

same reason not eclipsed by v ; as, ** 50 pA]b uir5ce ha bilcAO A7p ad ca-

Unj—That the waters of the flood were on the earth.”- vii. 10.

Except, secondly, nouns which are governed by the preftrsitions fee, of

;

bo, to; 5An, without

;

e]b7n* between. The prepo'itions be, bo, ordinarily

cause aspiration and not eclipsis—see Syntax, rule 70, and Dr. O’Donovari^s

“Irish Grammar,” pp. 393-4-5-6.

This exception is particularly true when the initial consonant of the noun
•*s one of the labial class, b, p.

Any of the other simple prepositions may, if euphony or clearness require

it, cause aspiration instead of eclipsis; as, 0' n b-pu]!, from the blood; in

this sentence, b-7Mi|l, bloodf has the same appearance to the eye as 6-7:1171, ig,

are, and it would appear therefore more correct not to eclipse 7: in such a

case; as, o* n yuil, and not 0’ n 6-7:071.

Initial 5.—r is usually eclipsed by z after the preposition when the

article is expressed; as 0’ n c-rASApr, from the priest 0’ ij c-vl6jb, from
the mountain ; Aji A17 c-7*7tAib, on the street,

5 . Whenever a question is asked, whether the interroga-

tory begin with a (for au), aUj whether ; ca, where ; uac,

whether not; as, a b-CA]T)]c fe, has he come? uac 173]!^-

óu75eAi)u me, do I not love? ca b-pu]l cu 2l6A]m, where
art thou Adam? after 30, that; as, 30 m-beAuuuise Í)}a

6n|c, God save you ; after bA, if, suppose that

;

as, bA m-
buA]lp]r)i) if I should beat him ; tuuua, if not

;

as, mtuM
m-buA]lp|i)o e, if I should not have beaten him,

6. The relative pronoun (a), governed by a preposition

expressed or understood, commonly causes the initial mutable
of tlie succeeding verb to suffer eclipsis ; as, b’eu3 JopA
le]p ‘‘ a” m-b|ioocA|t beACA o]ia]oo

—

“

Jesus died, by whom
life is bestowed on us.*'

Should the preposition be left understood, eclipsis, notwithstanding, en-

sues
; and hence a for A171) a in which {place or tirne)^ i.«., whefc or hen,

causes eclipsis.

Except, however, those instances in which the particles bo, Ttí', signs of
the perfect tense, come between the relative a and the verb—then 710 or bo,

assumes a dominant influence, and therefore causes aspiration and not eclipsis

as, AO ce A7n (for A77i a 710) cu7c au cfiAn—“ he on whom the lot fe

(See Dr. O’Donovan’s “ Irish Grammar,” p. 397.
For the several meanings and powers of a, see “ Easy Lessons,” part ii.,

p. 115.

7. The numerab peAcc, seven; occ, eight

;

ttAO] nine

;

be]c, few, eclipse consonants liable to such suppression

8. Initial vowels have 17 prefixed in every case in which
initial consonants are eclipsed ; as, A]t o-aca]|i, ourfather ;

A]|a A9 AÓbAjx p]ii, for that reason.
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From the last example it is seen that n of the article preceding a noun of

this class answers all the requirements of euphony without the insertion of a
second x).

Obs.—Between the possessive pronoun a, her, and the initial vowel of
the noun following it, an aspirate h is employed

; as, a h-AcAjp, her father;
A l)-AinTt), her name ; a h-op&UovXó, her order.

K is inserted between the prepositions terminating in a vowel (F^oj,
under

;

le, ve, with ; ó, from ; che, through) and the possessive pronouns
A, hia ; A, her ; a, their ; as,

b n-A his love,

b n*A Qnixé, from her iove.

b i)“A nóíiíxój/rowt their love.

§ 28. Some writers have remarked that it is better to omit the eclipsed

consonant, as in Welsh ; but this would, in Irish, lead to endless confusion, as

the radical letter of the word would, in almost every instance, be disguised

;

and though tliis is unavoidably the case in the spoken language, yet it has

been thought advisable to preserve in the written language the radical con-

sonant in every instance, even at the risk of giving the words a crowded and
awkward appearance. “On this subject,’^ says Dr. O’Donovan (Grammar,
p. 59), O’Molloy remarks :

“
‘ Advertc ex dictis nunquaro sequi, quod in scrip-

tione liceat litcrarn mergendam oinitti esto omittatur in sono; alias foret

magna confusio, et ignoraretur dictio, seu sensus voculae ejusque turn pro-

prietas, turn natura.’”

—

Grammatica, p. 66 .

By means of eclipsis and aspiration in Irish, the varying sounds of the

mutable consonants are clearly noted, while, at the same time, the radical,

wwvarying spelling of each word is preserved. From the non use of this

system of notation for the variable consonants, the Welsh have in changing
the consonant wnth every successive mutation of sound, sadly destroyed the

orthography of their language, and rendered etymology a puzzle.

The difference in the manner of notation is best seen from the following

example

:

Irish. Welsh.
1

English.

j

.

.

CAn r05Ur
^ CaXTI

^ CAP
21)0 CAP
2lp 5-CAp

Car agos 1 A near kinsman or friend

Ei gar
1

His friend

Ei char
j

Her friend

Vy nghár
j

My friend

j

Our friend

“ The radical initial is four times changed in Welsh ; in Irish it is preserved

liwchanged ; its various permutations in sound being noted by means of aspi-

ration and eclipsis .”—Note in Easy Lessons.” p. 116.

§ 29.—The combination 50 differs from 05 . The latter is sounded like ng

in wrangling

;

the former is articulated by the aid of a short vowel-sound

inserted between 5 and r) ;
thus 5nAc is pronounced gunaw—so cnoc

kunock ; njpA, muna. (See p. 21, under letter D.)

It is in this manner the combinations cp, lb, I5, Up, nb, nb, ^5» BO» are

pronounced—viz., by the aid of a short vowel between the consonants:
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Pronounced.

Cl)—ctjoc, a hillf

lb—bAlb, dumbf
I5—

^

hunting,

Xrt)—coin?, a pigeon,

tib

—

hoi(ib, fierce, violent,

Itb—i*eA|tb, hitter piercing,

i)b—leAnb, a child,

o,nger,

tiT)—CAftT), a heap.

kunocJc.

baluv.

sealug.

colum.

borub.

searut),

leanuv,

fearug.

carun.

There is no difficulty attending the pronunciation of these combinations

in Irish. The liquid letters, I, u, p, unite with other consonants in every

language; as, in English, warm {warum), alarm {alarum), film (filum).

CHAPTEE III.

ON SPELLING AND WRITING IN IRISH,

§ 30. Spelling.—Irish, like every other independent language, has^ or

ought to have, a fixed orthography. Some words are, however, written diffe-

rently by different writers. This is really not so much to be wondered at,

for Irish has been for centuries a persecuted language, and the nation could

not furnish an improved standard of orthography which all alike should be
bound to follow. Even French, a language that has been so highly culti-

vated—the language of court, the language of fashion—has, for the last half-

century, undergone material improvements. English too, after ages of culti-

vation, from the days of Chaucer to the days of Macauley, is not yet incapa-

ble of being made more perfect. What wonder then that a language like

ours, banned for centuries and trodden under foot, should require to have
its orthography improved, or rather regulated.

“ Every language,^^ says Dr. Johnson, “ has its improprieties and absurdi-

ties, which it is the duty of the lexicographer to correct or proscribe.’^

§ 31.

—

A FEW PRACTICAL HINTS ON THE SPELLING OF THE IRISH

LANGUAGE.

It will be admitted that the same word in the same circumstances—that

is, that a word in one place, under the same governing influence that re-

gulates it in another, ought to be spelled in both always the same way.
This axiom, simple as it is, has, for all that, not been conformed to by
Irish writers.

The spelling of Gaelic or Irish is easy if the learner attend to the follow-

ing points which can by any one be readily perceived and easily remembered.
The first is the principle of vowel assimilation so peculiar to Irish, and

expressed practically in the rule, caoI le caoI—which has been already ex-

plained in section 3, and 4, pp. 17, 18, 19.

The second is, proper attention to the prefixes and suffixes which are to be
annexed to the roots.

The third is, to aspirate the parts according to the principle explained in

section 24, rule 3 and its exceptions, pp. 34-6.

Prefixes and suffixes, or affixes, are common to every language. Prefixes
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are particles going before, yet annexed to the root ; suffixes, those that come
after it. Affix i> a term used for prefix or suffix.

Every word is simple or compound
; simple when it has no root to which

it can be traced but is itseli an unmixed, underived term. It is called a root

or stem if other words spring from it. A compound word is made up of two
or more sirr pies, or of a simple and a broken form of a simple term ; the

former may be called a pure compound; as, bo-f*U]l, cow-eye; be-An-ci5-

{woman-lord) i lady; ci]t-5p.íxó, country-love^ patriotism;

]*A5Atic, a high-piiest; the latter, derivative; as, tA5AtvrAcr, priesthood;

5ti^ó-An)Afl, lovable; 5tií\órbAti, loving; 5|iXvón)AtiAcr, lovingness. De-
rivative implies, flowing from—and hence is only a relative term, imply-

ing that there is another from which it proceeds, and to which is given

the name primitive. Thus, the w'ord 511^6 rt)Ati is primitive when com-
pared with 5tiXAóíbAttAcc, which is formed from it, while it is itself a deriva-

tive from the word 5tU\ó. All words then may be classed into simple and
compound ; or, in their relation of derivation, into primitive, derivative, and
purely compound.

1 . Every simple primitive word, either of one or two
syllables, has, as must be admitted, a fixed spelling which,

generally speaking, no individual caprice can or ought to

change ; as, cpuc, form or shape ; peAp, a man

;

bujtie, a
person.

2 . Derivatives are either of two, three, or more syllables.

Now the first part of the derivative must certainly be spelled

like the root from which it has sprung; and the second

part, according to that termination indicated by the part of

speech under which the new word may be classed. Ex.

—

from cpuc is formed the verb cpucu]5, create {thou) ;

u|5]Ti), I create ; by annexing to the root the verbal termi-

nation u|3 for the imperativé
;

u]5]Tn for the indie, present,

first person, an aflSx which the learner, after knowing how to

conjugate the verbs, will be able to spell. The whole word is

in this ready way spelled correctly. In like manner, if from

this verb a derivative noun or adjective be formed, the noun
or adjective will retain the radical form of its parent stock

;

as, from cpitcu]5 is formed cpucu]3ceo]p, creator^mA. cpuc-

u]3ceAC, creative ; by adding to the root coitt or o]p (Latin,

Gr, as creator) for the noun
;
and ceAC tor the adjective.

Again, we have cpucu^AÓ, a proof or creation; po-cpuc-

ui3ce, easily proved

;

í50-cpucu|5ce, hard to be proved—re-

taining all through tlie spelling of epue, the parent root

—

annexing the affixes, but at the same time directing their

connexion by the rule caoI le CAol, in order to carry out

the principle of vowel-likeness in each consecutive syllable.
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in writing rl;^nui3ce, and such other words as present many indistinct

vowels, a fixed orthography should be preserved, and the form of the word

to be adopted should be decided upon by observing the root and proper

grammatical inflections or branches springing from it; thus, from the root

tlixn, .va/e, is formed rl^nu5Aó, salvation ; and the u in this form should be

retained in the passive participle rlixr)Ui56e, and in all other derivatives

springing from it; as, rl^nu]5ceo]tt, a saviowr ; sanative

Dr, Ó'Donovan*s Irish Grammar^ p. 6.

3. A compound term is composed of two simple words,

or of a primitive and a derivative word. Hence, if we
know how to spell its component parts, we must necessarily

know how to spell the word itself Ex.—be^J, good^ and

cnuc, jfbm, make when joined together the compound word

beAj-cpuc, a graceful form. All the derivatives of c]tuc,

compounded with beA5, can be spelled in the same manner j

as, beA5-citucu]5, beA5-c]tu]5cu]ceAC, beA5-cpucu]5ceoiti.

In like manner, b.]Ar)-5p^6, b]AT)-5p^bui5, b|AO-3p^6u]3.

ceo]]t. These prefixes should be spelled always the same

way, and not, either for the sake of rule or sound, be spelled

differently when put before different words
;

as, beA3-óu]r)e,

a good person

;

beA3-pe<\p, a good man ; the a in beA5

should be preserved, even when prefixed to a word whose

first vowel is slender. Ex.—beA^-peAp, and not be]3-peAp, as

some authors write it. They write in the same manner the

words po]-6éAorA, iP-béAOCA, instead of po-béArjcA and ]ox)^

béAOCA. This kind of false spelling is calculated to lead the

learner astray, or give him a distaste for the language alto-

gether. Besides, as the prefixes at;, very ; ^pb, high ; ac,

back^ re; goody upright

;

bjAi;, vehement; bo, dijffi-

cult; bpoc, éar/ ; bub, black; \o\)^ fit ; leAC, /za//, one of

two ; r;eATb, not ; p6, easy ; cport), heavy—and the rest,

have a fixed meaning,, they should likewise have a fixed

spelling. If not the learner may reasonably suppose that a

difference in spelling indicates a diflerence of meaning,

whilst in reality there is none. (See “ Self-Instruction,’*

parts iii., iv, lesáorís 37, 38, 39, 40, 41.)

Ceub-Uo5 bo, ceufe-uAt) cAottAC, ceu&-TÍ)ioT)í\T) 5AbAiti-“*' the first calf

of a cow, the first lamb of a sheep, the first kid of a goat.*' {^N-^mhers, xviiL

17.) CeuD, before n?]oi)At}, is correctly written by Dr. Maciiale ceuo, not
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§ 32.— That it is easy to learn the Spelling of Irish or Gaelic.

By a little attention to what has just been explained any person, after

knowing the declension of nouns and adjectives and the conjugations of

verbs, could readily spell any word in the language. A little practice in

reading Irish or Gaelic would teach him the correct spelling of most of the

roots. For a collection of simple Gaelic terms see “ Self-Instruction,^'

part i.

All derivative words have certain endings according to

the different parts of speech to which they belong, or the

different ideas they express. These endings, than the spell-

ing of which nothing can be simpler, affixed to the root give

the derivative word or words spelled correctly. For in-

stance, personal nouns end in or u^6
,
derived from

other nouns; o]p (derived from the verbs), ac ; as,

Root.

ceAl^, deceit., a trick,

|•eAl3, to hunt,

ceAr)r)U]3, buy^ purchase.

ylAt), safe, flAr)U]5, save, v,

TT)ol, praise,

bAC, lame.

Abstract nouns, derived commonly from adjectives

other nouns, end in Ay, or eAp, acc
;

as,

ceAl3, deceit, ceAl3Ay, deception,

tua^c, good. TUA]ceAy, goodness,

ole, bad. olcAp, badness.

yeAl3A]|ie„ a hunter yeAl3A]|ieAcc, hunting.

Derivative.

ceAl3A^]te, a trickster,

yeAl3A]|ie, a hunter.

ceAT)r)iii8e, a merchant.

ylAUU|3ceo]|i, saviour,

Ti7olcó||t, a praiser.

bACAC, a lame person.

or

Other abstract nouns derived from adjectives end in e, and are in form

like the genitive singular, feminine

:

fair, white. fairness

Aftb, high. A]|ibe, height.

Derivatives in ^x) or 'ax),

A]tb, high. AjtbAr), a hillock,

leAbAp, a book. leAbAjtjr), a little book.

Derivative adjectives end in ArbA]l, mAp, ac, -jb, bA, or

6a and ca; as,

cupAlt), care, attention, cupAtpArbA]!, careful.

c|3eApp<s, lord, qseAppAipAjl, lordly.
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a prince* ^lAjCATbAjl, princely,

]:e]le, a feast day ; ^ejlce, ^e]lceArbA]l, happening at

(plural). each recurring festival,

rA5AT)T) re 50 reilceAri)A]l, he comes surely—i e.y as surely as each re-

eurring festival,

I

veojl, flesh, i^eo]\vo^V'^ fleshy,

truth, p]|t]r)r)eAc, truthful,

\

f\\Ke\xx)^ one of the faithful, righteous.

Verbs terminate in ]5 ]tt), u|5]td, or A]rr), for the first

person, singular. On learning the conjugations, the endings

of the other tenses and persons of the verbs will become plain

and easy.

Read what Webster says of the speech of the Anglo-Saxon :
“ Such

is the state of our written (English) language that our citizens never

become masters of orthography without great difficulty and labor
;

and
a great part of them never learn to spell words with correctness.’^— Webster,

§
33.

—

An Example^ showing at one view the numher ofwords
that can he formedfrom a single root of one syllable.

Nouns—from 3|i^6 ,
love.— ceub-jp^ó, caotí)-

b|At)”51t^b, piop-gitab, rnAOC-jjt^b, n)éA]t-

n7]-5|xAó, Ti)5 |t-5]t4v6
, yeA0“5Tt^6, |•eA]^c-5|ttó, noit-

511^8, ceA|"-3ii^8, q]i-3|ttó. 3T^^8u]3ceo)|i (from 5]i^óu]5,

love thou )

—

CAorb-3]ttóu]5ceoi]i, b]Ar)‘5]^^bu]5ceo||t, ....
|:]0|t-5ria6ii]3ceo]|i, q]t-3|a^6ul3ceo||i.

Adjectives—from 5jt^8AC, loving,—2li)-3|t^6AC, CAOib-

3|í^6ac, bil-3|t^6AC, b]Ai)-3fi^6AC, plo]x-5]t^6AC, . . .. q]t-

5|t^8AC. 3T^^^d)A]t—Ap-5|t^6TbA]t, . . as before.

TbA]tAcc, fondness^ lovingness. beloved—211)-

3]ttóu]3ce, lt)-3]a^6u]5ce, bo-3]t^6u|5ce, po-3p^6u]3te. .

3lt^8ATbAil, lovable .

—

2lo-5|t^ÓArbA]l. . . .

Verbs— with all its tenses and persons, and
the tenses and persons of its compound forms

; 5]i^6u3a6,

loving,

§ 34. Of Writing,—To write Greek in the characters of any foreign lan-

guage is to destroy half its worth. It becomes bound in literal bands that

take away all its natura grace and native grandeur. True, Greece has

never really suffered the disgrace of having her national language thus

paraded in alien costume. Ireland has. Her written language has been
tortured into a thousand ignoble shapes, which have made it appear to the

eyes of some the penciled jargon of slaves. It is to be hoped there will be
no more of this. It has been too long practised. More full of aspirates than
the Greek, the Irish language has been unmercifully mangled in endeavour-
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ing to make it look neat in its foreign, anti-national dress. English letters

and English accent, however grand they may appear to some, are, to say the

least, quite un-Keltic^ and therefore most unfit to display the natural grace

and energy of the Irish language. Hence no irishman ought to v^rite his

native tongue in any other than in Irish or Keltic characters.

How then, it will be asked, are these characters written ? The manner
in which Irish chirography is now practised shall be pointed out. If the lan-

guage revive, this form of writing will, it is probable, become more improved
Even as it is at present written a person could with a little practice learn

to write it as quickly as he would the Roman style of penmanship. The Irish

characters do not differ much in shape from the German ;
and the Germans

have, in one century, made their language the admiration of Europe.

In some of the written and printed books a few inaccuracies occur which
it would be well to avoid.

When a preposition, such as Anh, goes before a noun in Irish, it is not

right to join, .is some writers do,the preposition and the noun, so as to form of

both but one written word. Ex.—Ann bopcAOvVp, m darkness (“Imitation,^'

[Irish], chap, i., book I)
;
the preposition Ann going before oopcACAf is in-

corporated with it ; and the young learner looks in vain into an Irish diction-

ary to find the word.
Again, when the aspirate b precedes a word beginning with a vowel, it

should not be joined to the initial of that word ; nor should o of the posses-

sive pronouns rno, bo, when going before a word beginning with a vowel, be
dropped, and the bereft consonant nj or b united with the first letter of that

word, without as much as an apostrophe (') to mark the omission of the o

—

nay, more, b is often, by some careless writers, changed into c, a letter of the

same organ
; as, bo auati), thy soulf dropping o becomes b’AOAU), and by

changing b into z and omitting the apostrophe, caíiatíj. Now, a person who
beforehand had not been well acquainted with the language could never

make out what the term cAnAU) means. And to what is all this owing ? To
a want of proper attention in writing the language. Hence, then, w'henever

a word is elided, eclipsed, or aspirated, the change should be noted by its

proper sign, and not thus be putting unnecessary difficulties in the way of

those who wish to advance in the paths of Keltic literature.

§ 85 .—EXERCISES.

One of the best methods a person can adopt to acquire fi ‘perfect know-
ledge of the idioms, as well as of the grammatical construction of any lan-

guage is to take up some prose author—say, the most approved, in that lan-

guage wffiich he wishes to learn ; to translate therefrom u few sentences into

the vernacular, or into that tongue with which the learner may be best

acquainted; then, after a day or two, to take up his pen and retranslate the

translation as well as he can into the original; next, to compare what he

has thus retranslated with the text of the author. The learner can, as he

becomes better acquainted with the language which he is thus learning, en-

large this exercise according to his taste and leisure. By this method a

person Is enabled to see how far he is deficient in ability to write with

correctness and propriety in the language he is endeavouring to acquire.

He will thus perceive at once, even without a master’s aid, the appropriate

words he should have used, the peculiar turn he should have given the sen-

tence—the pithy, idiomatic manner in which 'a native writer would have ex-

pressed the same idea.
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this Grammar there are consequently no exercises given.

The need of such aids is at present less felt than when the first edition of

the College Grammar had been published, as a new work, containing exercises

to be translated from Irish to English and from English to Irish, with proper

explanations of the grammatical changes and idiomatic forms in each lesson,

has been given to the public who still cherish a taste for the Gaelic tongue.

Those who wish to learn the language by the exercise of translating^

would do well to translate a few ds daily from any correctly written Irish

book,* and to retranslate the same at their leisure; when more fully

acquainted with its grammar to translate sentences, and to retranslate them
again into the original. By this means they will find that in a very short

time they shall have acquired a wonderful knowledge of the language as it is

spoken and written. In fact, the idioms of a dialect cannot be learned so

well by any other means. That other method—not unfrequently adopted by
young ladies at boarding-schools, and by mere jabberers in French and
in Italian—of committing idioms to memory, is at once tedious and slavish.

PART II.—ETYMOLOGY.
§ 36. Etymology, as a division of grammar, shows the

correct relation of words in the same language with one
another.

The inflecticss or changes which words undergo in their endings point
out this relation.

Etymology, in a wider sense, shows how words spring from their stem or
root ; and general etymology shows how words in difi'erent languages spring
from a common stock.

Words are classed under nine heads, called parts of
speech—namely, the Article, Noun, Adjective, Pronoun,
Verb, Adverb, Preposition, Cunjunction, and Interjection.

* There are many wmrks in Irish which the reader could study with profit,
r. g., the volumes i., ii., iii., iv., v., of the Ossianic Society Transactions (Dublin,
John O’Daly, Anglesea-street, publisher). The Irish in these volumes is

very correct, md much in the style of the spoken language. The works
published by His Grace the Archbishop ofTuam—the “Pentateuch,” or five
books of Moses, the Catechism, the Iliad, the Melodies. Keating’s “ History
of Ireland” is an admirable text-book. The author v/as the Livy of Ireland.
Rev. A. Donlevy’s Catechism is really very good for its splendid English
version and Irish text on corresponding pages.

Dr. Gallagher’s Seventeen Irish Sermons are admirable. Their style is so
natural, so easy, so purely idiomatic, that no person having a knowledge ot
the language can read them without being affected. (Dublin, O’Daly.)

3
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CHAPTER L
THE ARTICLE.

§ 37. The article, so called because it adheres to the

noun, alv/ays precedes it, and often points out its gender and
number.

There is orly one article in Irish, the definite, and it is thus declined : i

Singular.

Masc. Fern,

Norn, and Acc., ai), the. Ati, the.

Gen. of the. of the.

Dat. (bo) ’t), to the. (bo) ’u, to the.

Plural.

Masc. and Fein.

t)A, the.

t)A, the.

bo i)A, to the.

Thus we see the article in the singular number is the same in all cases, ex-

cept the genitive feminine ; and that in the plural it is the same (ua) in both
genders.

The A, or vowel of the article in the singular number is sometimes elided

when preceded by a preposition ending with a vowel ; as, 6 atj is written o’n.

This omission should always be noted by an apostrophe (').

In the spoken language n of the article At), the^ is not always heard
whenever the speaker articulates quickly. Some writers omit, on this

account, T) of the article in writing. But this habit is faulty, and would
finally lead to the corruption of the language.

Those initial changes which the noun declined with the article undergoes

have already been noticed under the heads, “ Eclipsis’’ and “Aspiration.”

Yet it may be well here, for the learner’s advantage, to give a very brief

summary of those changes which the article causes in the initial or first let-

ter of all kinds of nouns, as well when governed as when not governed by a

simple preposition.

§ 38. Firstly : when not governed by a simple preposition, then the first let-

ter of the noun is cither a consonant or Sivowel. If a consonant, it is one of the

three immutables, I, t), p ; or one of the remaining nine consonants, called

muiables. If one of the three— I, n? P—no change takes place by prefixing

the article; if any other consonant than I, t), P, then a change takes place—
yet in different cases, according to the gender and number of the noun.

The noun, if masculine, becomes, on the article being prefixed, affected

in the genitive case, singular, by the aspirate ; as, at) p]p, m. (gen. singular),

of the man ; aoatí) ai) fr]p, the soul of the man ; if feminine, in the nomina-

tive and accusative singular—at) bcAi), the woman.
Exception— 1. In the singular number nouns beginning with & or r.

2. Nouns whose initial letter is r take, in these very same cases in which

aspiration would be produced, eclipsis in its stead by prefixing r ; as, ai) r-

rpA]b (f. nom.), the street

;

bp]y An c-flAc (f. acc.), he broke the rod

,

lOAbAp An c-tA5A)pc (gen.), the priesfs book.

Secondly: when governed by a simple preposition—then the noun, no

matter of what gender, commonly undergoes eclipsis (see exceptions, after the
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prepositions be, of

;

bo, to'), if its initial consonant be of the eclipsible class.

5 in this instance ordinarily follows the common rule ; as, leir h-pe^vp,

with the man ; o'n c-rT':&k]b,/ro?w the street

;

le]r -<^0 c-rU^ic, with the rod,

“ In manuscripts of considerable antiquity, y is eclipsed by c after all the

simple prepositions when the article is expressed.” (Dr. O’Donovan’s “ Irish

Grammar,” pp. 396-7.) But b and c do not not conform to this rule; as,

ADor -AO boTpAUjin theworld

;

for reasons see pp. 40-1. “ And when the noun
begins with b or c, it never suffers any change, in these counties (Kilkenny,

Tipperary), in the articulated dative.” {Ibid., p. 396.)

Thirdly : if the noun begin with a vowel and the article be prefixed—the

noun if masculine takes, in the nominative and accusative, singular, c before

it ; as, AT) r-AcAip. If feminine, it takes the aspirate 1) in the genitive ; as,

bAO]r t)A b-ó]5e, the folly of youth.

Note.—The euphonic c, before masculine nouns beginning with a vowel,

should not be joined to it. To do so is erroneous in principle and fact, and
calculated to puzzle young students. Ex.—Ap cAfAl (for ap c-ApAl), the ass

{Isaias, i. 3, Protestant version) ; Ap cApAp, the bread. For Ap c-Apv\p see

Etymology, p. 48.

In the plural the genitive case only of all eclipsible nouns is eclipsed.

And those nouns of which the initial letter is a. vowel take p; in the other

cases take b after pa.

O’Donovan says (“ Irish Grammar,” p, 65), that in every situation

where an initial consonant is eclipsed, an initial vowel takes p; as. An p-

our bread.^* Yet—as the same author himself observes in p. 115 of

the same Grammar—“ when the noun begins with a vowel, and is preceded
by a preposition with the article, the p is not prefixed to the noun, because

0 of the article is enough to answer the sound; as, le]r ap £^\\'Ax),with the

bread. •

'^here is no indefinite article in Gaelic. The absence of the definite

answers its purpose quite as well.

Obs.— If the article be not expressed these initial changes here pointed
out will not arise. (See Syntax, rules, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, &c.)

The initial changes following the article are the effects of euphony, and,
contrary to the teaching of the Rev. Paul O’Brien, have nothing to do with
inflection, which regards the changes that arise in the endings of nouns and
verbs.

CHAPTER 11.

NOUNS.

§ 39. Noun, from the Latin word nomen^ is the name of

anything that exists, or may be conceived to exist. Nouns
are distinguished by the grammatical qualities of gender,

number, person, case.

§ 40. Gender is a real or conventional quality by which nouns, like living

beings, are classified into two great orders—masculine and feminine; and in

certain languages into three—masculine, feminine, and neuter—that is,

neither one nor the other. Like French and Italian, the Irish language
admits only of two genders.
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In English grammar sex and gender are confounded ; yet they differ

widely. Sex is a natural distinction
;
gender a grammatical one. Sex ap-

pertains to things—nay, to living things
;
gender, to names of things. Sex

is limited in its extent
;

gender extends to all classes of nouns Sex is,

however, a sure sign by which the gender of certain nouns becomes known.
These nouns we shall immediately point out.

Things are endowed with life, or are not. Those endowed with life are

called animate ; those not so endowed, inanimate. The names of these two
classes are as easily distinguishable as the objects they represent—names of

things animate, and names of things inanimate. The gender of all nouns of

the former class is regulated according* to the sex of the object.

Rule 1. If the object be male, its name—that is, the

noun—is masculine
;

if female, feminine. The word
father^ is masculine ; a mother^ is feminine

;

a daughter, feminine.*

To this rule there is an exception given by the Rev. Paul O’Brien,

copied and approved by Dr. O’Donovan—that the noun “ cA]lfn, a girl^ is

masculine.’^ The reason, it would seem, for this opinion is that in the nomi-
native and accusative cases cAilfn does not suffer, as nouns feminine do, aspi-

ration on coming after the article.

The word is, for all that, a feminine noun—
1. Because the mere accident of not being aspirated can never of itself

change the gender of a noun.

2. From Latin and Greek examples we have analogy in favour of this

deviation. Nouns of the first declension, ending in a in the singular number,
are in Latin feminine as a class

;
yet the noun nauta and others are mascu-

line, on account of the ideas conveyed to the mind by these words. Greek
nouns ending in os are masculine ; still ó5os {odos) and its compounds are

feminine. Cannot, after the same manner, a term in Irish be declined like a
oun masculine, while it is in reality feminine ?

3. But, taking Hugh Boy MacCurtin’s sixth rule for finding the gender of
Irish nouns—“ that those which agree with the pronoun é (Jie) are mas-
culine; those with f (sAe) are feminine”—as the test on this occasion

for proving the gender of the noun cx\]lin, we cannot but find that the noun
is of the feminine gender. Who ever heard this form of expression—]r

bpeAj At) cA]l]n é, he is a fine giri. In this form at least the.noun ca]1]o

claims the gender peculiar to nouns expressive of that sex to which the

being denoted by the word belongs.

It may be interesting to show the probable reason why the noun cAilm
is aspirated after the manner of masculine nouns. Derivative nouns, it is

• ** In omnibus linguis Celticis,” says Zeus, in his*‘ Grammatica Celtica^'

(vol. i.,p. 228, 1st ed., published at Leipsic, 1853)—“ Hodiernis non nisi duo
nominis genera distinguuntur genus masculinum and femininum, sed patet é

vetustis nostris glossis Hibernicis, et e pronominis demonstrativi Cambrici

formis, fuisse, ut in omnibus aliis linguis hujus aflinitatis, etiam in vetere

Celtica, tria genera, non solum pronominum sed etiam substantivorum et ad-

jectivorum, et deleto serius discrimine grammaticali inter masculinum et

neutrum commixta esse haic duo genera in unum, eodem modo ut in lingua

hodienia Gallica-romana.”
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known, follow the nature of those from which they are derived. Cixilm is

derived from CA|le, which originally denoted any person—man or woman

—

who wore the caU, or hood worn by the Keltic Gauls and early Irish. Even
at present cA]le means a virago, a woman devoid of feminine comeliness.

It is plain, from what has been shown in the foregoing paragraph, that

the general rule is true—that the names of all males are masculine, and of all

females, feminine.

Rule 2—The names of offices, employments, and the

like^ peculiar to men, are masculine ; as, puAp3Alco|]t, a

Redeemer

;

cl<v5<\]]te5 a coward

;

rr)Ar)AC, a monk

;

bu]3e, a thief

;

p|le, a poet

;

ceol|i<\ióe, a songster. Hence
almost all nouns ending in o|]t, Ai|te, ac, a]6,

o]Ó, u]5,

are of the masculine gender.
The term co a neighbour, is feminine; because its derivative,

uprA, the jamb or support of a door, is feminine ; and derivatives, as a rule,

follow the nature of their primitives.

Cti|Ano]&, Trinity, is feminine on account of its termination.

leAu^vn (from leAO, to folloiv), one who is always hanging on, or con-

stantly tracking the steps of another—a pet, an elf, a harlot. The noun is

masculine on account partly of its termination, and partly because the pri-

mary idea conveyed is a pursuer

:

ce]le (as it were C]a, eile, another), a
companion, a husband or wife, a spouse, is masculine and feminine.

How is the gender of nouns which are the names of ina-

nimate objects known ? From their termination, which in

every language, except English, is the guide to gender.

Rulesfor knowing the Gender of those Irish Nouns which are the names
of Inanimate Objects,

[The Exceptions are in the opposite column.]

MASCULINE NOUNS,

Rule 1.—All nouns generally, whe-
ther primitive or derivative, that

end in a single or double conso-

nant, immediately preceded by
one of the three broad vowels, a,

o, u, are masculine ; as, a
sack ; b;A&, a boat ; loc, a lough ;

Idb, a button ; a sod;
a manner : cdp, a tower ;

cApb,

FEMININE NOUNS.

Exception 1.—All derivative abstract

nouns that end in acc* (or aco)
;

as, coAorAcc, mildness—from
ceAHtA, mild

; o^oacc, bold-

ness — from bold;
yeAcc, sweetness—from
sweet (root ip]!)

; rAonvAcc, free-

dom—from r^op, free; p]o^-
Acc, a kingdom.

• The spelling AÁr is to be preferred to that of aco. “ Two or more mutes
of different degrees of sharpness and flatness are incapable of coming toge-
ther in the same syllable. . . * . . Spelt indeed they may be ; but
attempts at pronunciation end in a change of the combination
The combinations abt and agi, to be pronounced, must become either apt or
abd, or else akt or agd^—Latham, “ The English Language, p. 152, sec.

215, 3rd ed.
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MASCULINE NOUNS.

a chariot, a coach, a litter, a bas-

ket ; ri'CAf, happiness, prospe-

rity
;
boTjAr, ill-luck, misery—the

one derived from the adjective

ronv\, happy, prosperous ; the

other from boijA, unhappy, bad,

evil.

Rule 2 .—All verbal nouns ending in

U5Ab, AÓ, eAó, or having any of

the broad vowels immediately

preceding the final consonant or

consonants
; as, beAnnu5A6, bles-

sing
;
5ttXAóU5Ab, loving

; buUvAó,

shutting ; rjneAó, stretching.

Exception I.—Kouns ending in 6]p,

A]tte, A]6, U1Ó, A]óe, which al-

though common to males and fe-

males, imply offices peculiar to

men. See Rule 2, above, which
refers to nouns of this class

—

the names, commonly, of ani-

mate objects.

Exception 2 .—Diminutives ending in

ft) are of that gender to which
the nouns from wffiich they are

formed belong ; as, cx)0]c\r),

m.i a little hill—from cnoc,

m., and cnocApfn, a very little

hill—from cijocAp, a hillock ;

leAbAttfn, W2., a little book, a

pamphlet—from leAbAp, wz., a

book.

Exception.—Nouns derived from ad-

jectives in the nominative case

are masculine or feminine ac-

cording to the termination
; if

the ending is broad, the noun is

masculine ; if slender, it is femi-

nine ; as, At) c-olc, 7w., evil; An
c-ruAptc,/., the sweet

; ]r beA5
eib]p An c-olc A’r An tijAit,

little (difference) exists between
the good and bad ; njAjc is fem.

according to Rule 3 ; ole is mas.

according to Rule 1 .

FEMININE NOUNS.

Exception 2.—Diminutives ending in

Ó5 (young)'; as, c]Ati65, a cha-

fer ; on&05, a thumb.
Exception 3 .—Some w’ords of one

syllable, a knowledge of which
can only by study be acquired

;

as, 5ri]An, the sun ; co;*, a foot

;

lAíT), a hand ; noAin, heaven

;

p]An, pain; rl]Ab, a mountain;
rpeAb, a tribe.

Exception.—Verbal nouns ending
with a slender termination—as,

^UAr5A]lc, redemption;

rioc, vision, sight—are feminine.

Rule 3 .—All nouns generally, whe-
ther primitive or derivative, that

end in a single or double conso-

nant, preceded immediately by
one of the two slender vowels e
or I, are feminine; as, eftt, a

country ; onoip, honour ; uApa, an

hour ; ua]11, howling ; UrApi, a

flame—from Uy, ignite; coer-

ce]»), a footstep.

Rule 4 .—Abstract nouns formed from

the possessive case, singular, /e-

minine of adjectives, are, like the

stock from which they spring, of

the feminine gender; as, Afloe,

beauty—from AiUe, for Alu]ne,

more beautiful, poss. case, sing.,

fern, of Alum, beautiful ; A]p&e,

height—from Aipbe, more high,

poss. case, sing, fem., of Apb,

high ; bmne, melody, sweetness

of sound—from bmn, melodious,

ufor binne, more melodious;

riime, fairness—^from rio^l» to

;

5]le, whiteness— from 50aI,

uAifle, nobility — from UArAl,

noble,—i’flsy Lessons

t

part ii.
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§ 41. Number.—All nouns are either of the singular or

plural number. A noun is of the singular number if it de-

note one object
;

plural, if more than one.

For the manner of forming the plural see section after the five declensions.

§ 42. Nouns are of the first, second, or third person, ac-

cording as they represent the speaker, the person or thing

spoken to, and that spoken of.

§ 43. Case, from the Latin cadere^ to fall,” is a certain

change which nouns, pronouns, and adjectives undergo in

their termination, expressive of a correlative change in their

I

signification.

§ 44. Number of Cases*—Nouns in Gaelic undergo, in

the singular and plural, three final inflections from the no-

minative, or the direct form. There are then three oblique

cases and one direct, which, because it differs in its suffix

from the root, or because it betokens a certain determinate

state of the noun, may well be regarded as a case. These
are

—

j
[Nominative.

’ (Accusative; in English grammar, objective.

2. Genitive ; in English grammar, possessive.

3. Dative; or objective governed by a preposition.

4. Vocative; or nominative case of address.

§ 45. In regard to the cases, their names and their number, it may be well

to propose here a few questions, and to answer them, for. the satisfaction of

the learned and enlightened student.

Why are the nominative and accusative ranked as one case ? Because,

according to the definition of case, they have only one or the same inflection.

Why then retain the term accusative ? Because it expresses an idea different,

either in fact, in mode, or in grammatical relation, from those conveyed by
the direct or nominative case. Dative alone is a name given, in this edition,

to the third case, just to lessen the number of cases, and because this prac-

tice—of calling the third case by the term dative—has the sanction of Greek
grammarians in the grammars they have written of that ancient tongue.
Why is the term possessive, as in English grammar, not employed instead of

genitive ? Because less suitable and less truthful to express the meaning of

the first oblique case. Let us see what the words possessive, and genitive

mean, and how far that meaning is applicable to this case.

The term genitive conveys the idea of generation, origin, birth, source,

hrst cause, and indirectly, that of possession, control, relation; as, the
father's son (generation, birth) ; this boy is Patrick’s son (birth, possession) ;

that is George’s gun (possession)
;

father’s land (possession) ; James’s arm
(connexion, source, origin) ; the ship’s side (same, by analogy). The term
possessive conveys only the secondary meaning of the first oblique case

—
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namely, possession, and does not express that of generation, origin, birth,

source, while the term genitive does fully convey those ideas along with that

of possession. Which term, then, is to be preferred? Certainly that of

genitive.

Again, in English there are two kinds of possessive cases—the real and
the false, or the Anglo-Saxon and the Norman

:

The Real—Anglo-Saxon. False—Norman.

Peter^s side. The side of Peter.

The hill's foot. The foot of the hill.

We cannot say, the hill's foot ; because the possessive, hill's, would d&.

note a possessor, and a hill cannot possess. The false possessive {of) then

must be used in those instances where no real possession is implied. The
real and the false English possessives have only one real corresponding

case in Gaelic, the genitive. It expresses, as in Latin and in Greek, real or

analogical origin, cause, connexion, procession, possession.

In Syntax it shaU be shown that in translating the false possessive cases

(or possessive with of) into Gaelic, the words, of the^ are expressed by the

genitive case of the article ad, the

;

and of simply by the genitive case of the

noun ; as.

The foot of the child.

The top of the foot.

The side of Peter.

The top of a mountain.

Coy
bAnn oa" coire (fem.)

CAob f)eAOA]Ti (gen. of PeAbAp).

The vocative singular and plural has in many instances inflections difle-

rent from the nominative, and is on this account properly called by another

name than that of ** nominative case of address.”

§ 46 . DECLENSION.

Declension, viewed generally, is the formation of case-

endings. Viewing the manner in which case-endings of

Irish nouns are fashioned, by idiom or grammatical go-

vernment, grammarians are at present agreed that there are

five special classes or groups—that is, there are five de-

clensions.

§ 47. The number of declensions adopted by Irish grammarians was, till

lately, quite unsettled. The different writers who treated the subject have
adopted various systems, according as they thought they could best show the

peculiar changes of all classes of Irish nouns. Haliday adopts seven; Connellan,

six ;
Neilson, four; Zelis classifies the nouns into two groups—those that end

in vowels and those that end in consonants, and thus admits two declensions.

Stewart likewise makes two declensions, classifying the nouns into two great

divisions—those that end in a broad vowel, and those that end in a slender

vowel. Armstrong has followed Stewart in this division ; and the compilers

of the Gaelic Dictionary, who wrote for the Highland Society, run in the

same beaten path.

In this treatise are adopted the number and order of declensions as laid
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down by Dr. O’Donovan ; first, because the division adopted by him appears

to be the most philosophically correct ; and, secondly, in order to have uni-

formity in the number of declensions in the language, and not to have Irish

grammar a changing, unsettled thing.

Nouns of a certain class follow one form of inflection

;

those of another, a form quite diflerent. There are five such

classes, and therefore five declensions. This number em-
braces the several forms of inflection, and, at the same
time, secures uniformity amongst Irish grammarians.

Obs.—Every noun ends either in a vowel or in a consonant*

(1) If in a consonant, the noun is of the first, the second,

or third declension, excepting derivatives ending in "jv,

which are of the fourth. Nouns masculine alone, having a

broad vowel before the final consonant, are of the first

;

nouns feminine alone, whether they have the slender vowel

]
before the final consonant or have it not, are of the second

declension
;
and the third declension embraces all personal

nouns in ó]]t, abstract nouns in acc, verbal, and some deri-

vatives. (2) If in a vowel, the noun belongs to the fourth

or to the fifth declension.

The final vowel is called the characteristic, because when the gender is

known, it shows whether the noun is of the first, second, or third declen-

sion.

“ The fact is,” says Dr. O'Donovan, “ that the declension cannot be dis-

covered until the gender is first known, and that even then the characteristic

vowel of the nominative is no absolutely certain guide. It is no doubt a

help to suggest what declension the noun may be of—but cannot, in many
instances, be relied on; and the learner will discover that, as in Latin,

Greek, and other ancient languages—so in Irish, he must learn the gender

and genitive case singular of most nouns by reading or the help of a diction-

ary.”

—

Irish Grammar

y

p. 78.

The learner is aware the vowels e, 7 , are called cAol, slender. The term
attenuation,” CA0IU5AÓ, which is employed by grammarians (Haliday, p. 22 ;

O’Donovan, “ Irish Grammar,” p. 78), means making slender (cAol). It

consists in annexing the slender vowel, 7 , to the characteristic broad vowel.

Making broad, leAtnusAó, is the opposite process, and consists in omitting

the slender vowel, or reducing it to a broad.

Thus, A and ao attenuated become A7, A07 ; and conversely Ao, ao], on
being made broad, become a, ao.

§ 48 . FIRST DECLENSION.

The first declension comprises all nouns masculine which
have, in the nominative case singular, the characteristic, or

key-vowel, broad.
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This declension is distinguished by attenuation in the genitive case sin-

gular and nominative plural. In these cases ] is inserted after the key-

vowel.

EXAMPLES.

a poor person.

Primary form, without the article, and therefore not affected by aspiration

or eclipsis.

4 Singular. Plural.

Nominative
Accusative

Genitive

Dative

Vocative

boccAt).

boccAit).

boccAT).

boCCAIT)*

boCCAjT).

boCCAl^.

boccAr)A]b.

boCCAtlA.

Note.—The vocative case is always aspirated whenever the initial conso-

nant admits it.

©AC, W2.5 a steed.

Singular.

Nom. )

Acc. J
Gen.
Dat.

Voc.

eAC, a steed.

e]C, of a steed.

eAC, to a steed.

e]C^ oh!steed.

Plural.

e|C, steeds.

eAC, of steeds.

eACA]b, to steeds.

eACA, steeds.

e]c, pi. of eAC ; eAcp,A]ó, cavalry, is a noun of multitude.

In this manner is declined every noun masculine of one or more syllables

ending in c (unaspirated). And in the same manner are declined all nouns

of one syllable ending in c (aspirated). But if more than one syllable and
that c final be aspirated, then it is changed, in the genitive case, into the

softer guttural o ; as,

2t)A]tcAC, a rider.^

Singular.

Nom.
Acc;
Gen.

Dat.

Voc.

j- TT)A]tCAC.

n)A]tCA]5.

rOAftCAC.

TbAftCA15 .

Plural.

TDA]tCA]5e.

rOAjtCAC

Tf)A|lc‘A13]b.

TbA|lCACA.

In all printed books, and in most manuscripts of the four last centuries,

final c becomes 5 when attenuation takes place
; as, beAlAc, a way., a road;

gen. beAlAi5. But in very ancient Irish manuscripts, and in all printed

From njA|tc, an old Keltic term for horse.
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books in tlie Erse or Scotch Gaelic, the c (asp.) is retained.^^

—

Dr, O'Dono-^

varCs Irish Grammar,, p 80.

In Munster the 5 is unaccented and pronounced hard. . , The
fact is that 5 in this inflection is so distinctly pronounced .with its radical

sound in Munster that a native of that province would look upon the substi-

tution of c in its place as a very strange innovation.’^ And again :
“ The

pronunciation of 5 in this inflection is one of the strongest characteristics of

the Munster dialect.^’

—

Ihid.

Bo]tb, 772,, a table (declined with the article at)).

Articulated Form,

Singular.

Ac^* At) bojtb, the table,

Gen. At) boi|ib, of the table

Dat. 00’t) n)-bo|ib, to the

table.

Plural.

t)A bo]|tb, the tables,

t)A Tf) bojtb, of the tables,

bo t)A bojtbAib, to the

tables ^

From the last example it is seen that bo^io in the genitive case (boitto) is

aspirated after the article ; and in the dative singular and genitive plural it

is eclipsed (See Rules for Aspiration and Eclipsis, pp 37, 38, 40, 51).

§ 49 . SECOND DECLENSION.

The second declension comprises (1) all novim feminine,^

of which the characteristic is slender— the vowel i; (2)
nouns feminine of one or more syllables, of which the cha-
racteristic is broad»

The second declension is distinguished from the first by taking, in the
genitive case singular, an additional syllable, e, called by grammarians

—

because e is a slender vowel—the slender increase.

Examples.

Suil, eye (pr. soo-il^ in one syllable).

Singular. Plural.

Nom.)
Acc. J

> ru]i. piijle (pr sooiUle),

Gen. pu]le. pul.

Dat. ruii. ruiiib.

Voc. full. fu]le.

All nouns of this class ending in a consonant, preceded by the slender

vowel ], are declined chiefly like the foregoing;
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A noun feminine, of which the characteristic is broad,

cor»/-, afoot.
Singular. Plural.

Nom.) 7 .

> cof, kos. cofA, kossa.

Gen. co]]*e, koshe*
Dat. co]p, kosh,

Voc. co]f, khosh.

COf.

COfAjb.

COfA.
Derivative nouns feminine, terminating in 03, are of this class.

Nom.)
Singular.

1

Plural.

Acc. J
|*eATt)]t03A.

Gen. reAmi46]5e. reAmitos.
Dat. fCAmnois. peATT)pó3A]b,

Voc. A feAmpoi^. feAít)|t63A.
Nouns feminine of one syllable, terminating in c (asp.)—as cttfc, a

ejnintry ; gen., ctijce, of a country

;

cloc, a stone ; gen., clo]ce, of a stone;

cuAc, cuckoo; gen., cuAjce—are declined like the foregoing, but feminine
nouns of more than one syllable in c (asp.), are declined like the following

:

f.y the mooriy from 5eAll, bright^ luminousy silver*

colored.

Articulated Form.
Singular. Plural.

Nom. 1 At) 3eAllAc, the moon. t)A scaUaca, the

Acc. j moons.

Gen. T)A 3eAllA]3e, of the moon. t)A t)3^AllAC, of the

Dat. bo ’t) t)3^AllA]5, to the moon
moons.

bo t)A 3eAllACAib,

Voc. A 3eAllAi3, oh! moon.

to the moons.

A geAllACA, oh !

moons.

Owing to the presence of the article, the noun 5eAlUc, being fern., is

aspiiated in the nom. and accusative singular, and like other nouns is

eclipsed in the i utive sing, and gen. plural (See Rules for Aspirating and
Eclipsing, pp. 2U, 29, 38, 40).

Obs Nounsi masculine in c final are of the first declension ; nouns
feminine in c final are of the second. Observe how they differ in the for-

mation of the genitive and dative singular, and nominative plural.

t5eoc,/., a drinkf makes &]oe, and dat. &]5; ceAc, tw., a house^ gen.

c]3e, dat. C15; plu.,c]5te,

* S before or after e or 7, the slender vowels, is sounded like sh English.

This should be remembered (See p. 14),
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§ 50 .—THIRD DECLENSION.
Neither key-vowel nor gender serves to point out the class of nouns that

belong to this declension, and to distinguish them from those of the first and
second. The meaning alone and certain peculiar endings serve for this pur-
pose. These are

—

(1) Personal nouns in o|]t
; (2) abstract nouns in acc ;

(3)
verbal nouns in U5A6, a6

, caó, acc, A] 1
; (

4
)

certain
primitive nouns of one syllable or more. The genitive sin*
gular takes a broad increase (a).

^ Examples of each.

(1) Of Nouns ending in ó]|i.

Sl^i)U]3ceo]|i, a Saviour (with the article).

Singular.

Nom.l AT) Sl^r)u]5ceo]]t, the

Acc. J Saviour.

Gen. AT) c-Sl^nui3ceo]tA.
Dat. 6 ’t) c-Sl^T)U]3ceo]|t.
Voc. A Sl^pu]5ceo]ft.

Plural.

t)A Sl^t)U]5ceo]|i]6 , the

Saviours.

T)A Sl^T)U]3CeO]]t.
o OA Sl^T)U]3ceo]]t]b.

A Sl^t)U|5ceo]|t]6 .

(2) Of Nouns feminine ending in acc.

C^ll]6eAcc, qualification^ virtue.

Singular.

Nom. at; c^jb^eAcc.
Gen. T)A c4v]l]6eAccA.

Dat. o

’

t) 3-c4v]l|6eAcc.

Voc. A civ]l]6eAcc.

Plursl.

T)A C^]l]6eACCA.

t)A 3-c4v|l]8eAcc.

Ó t)a c^]l]6eAccA]b.

A C^]l]6eACCA.

Most nouns terminating in xxcc, expressing, as they do, an abstract idea,
have no plural. A few—as c^|l]6eAcc, virtue ; njAlUcr, a curse—admit a
plural.

Derivative abstract nouns terminating in or eAf are of the first rather
than of the third declension, as well because (1) they are uniformly masculine

;

and (2) form the genitive singular by attenuation—inserting 1 after a ; as,
nom. poT)Af, good luck ; gen. of good luck

:

or changing ca into ];
as, rlA]ceAf, heaven^ a kingdom; gen. plA]cif, of a kingdom, A few, and
only a few, are found declined like nouns of the first and third

;
as, TpA]teAr,

goodnessy horn Ti)A]t, good; tpA]c]r and T0A]ceArA ; ru^lfboeAf, ease,
quiet; tuA]it) 0 ]p and rw-^lAJoeATA ; AOjbTjeAT, delight; gen. Aoiboir and
AO|bt)eArA.
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(3) A verbal noun (without the article).

praise.

Singular. Plural.

Nom.'l
Acc.

j^

praise. roolcA, praises.

Gen. ri;olcA. tdoIaó.

Dat. IDoUvÓ. ii;olcA]b.

Voc. rbolAÓ. rbolcA.

In the same manner are declined all verbal nouns
; as,

Verbal Noun.

beAnnUo^ó, a blessing,

5tiA6u5AÓ, act of loving,

mímu^Aó, explanation,

rU\nu5AÓ, salvation.

t:ua]*5A]Ic, redeeming,

tre7cr7nc, seeing
^
vision.

Genitive. Past Participle of Verb.

beAt7T7U7Q6e, of a blessing, beAT7T7U73te, blest,

5ti;í\óU75ce, of loving, 5Ti^6u75ce, loved,

Ti)fi77oce, of an explanation, ti7fT775te, explained,

TUT7U75ce, of salvation, rUí7U75cé, saved,

7!UAt5AlcA, of redeeming, %yxAX‘^c<\za<^redeemed,

7:e7cnnce, of vision, t^e7C7*7t7ce, seen.

As a general rule a noun derived from the active participle assumes, in

the genitive singular, the form of the past participle.

To this general rule are exceptions—nouns formed from verbs termi-

nating in ACC, A7I, atÍ)A7I7
;

as.

Genitive, Past Participle.

5AbA7l, taking, 5AbAlA (^formed regularly). 5AbcA.

5eAlATbA7T7, 5eAlAn7AT7A, (formed seAlcA,
regularly;.

ceAcc, coming, ccacca, (formed regularly) wanting, being an
intransitive verb.

As the vowel that comes between mute and liquid letters, or between two
liquids, is by syncope taken away, so words thus contracted are lengthened

again by inserting between the same two consonants the elided vowel ; as,

AóttAÓ, ; gen. AbAfitA, q/" «í7oraí^o?^ ; co'oiiy.'b
^
sleep ; gen. co&aIca,

of sleep : cou7Aó, defence ; gen. copADCA : coooitAó, a covenant; gen. C017-

UApcA.
Occasionally one meets a participial noun (in a6, eAó) declined after

the form of the first declension by attenuation ; as, bpu^Aó, breaking,

crushing ; c 1(io\t-h^(i\x%A<i),heart•breaking, contrition; gen. cpo7ó-btiUQA7Ó,

contrition ; as, soforb cit07ó-bitujA7ó, an act of contrition,

§ 51. (4) Primitive nouns of one or more syllables, of

which some end in a slender vowel ; as,

Nominative. Genitive.

co]|t, f,^ justice. cotiA.

meat, peoU.
c|teo|]t,/., a guide^ troopf, cfteojtA.

strength.
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Others In a broad vowel

:

Nominative. Genitive.

r/2., an act^ decree. acca.

cjtAob, TW., a branch.
‘

cjtAobA.

wine. 'pjOOA.

77Z., booty. -po^A.

leup, /72.5 a swamp. leurjA.

l]or)t> 772 .,
leAT)i)A.

P03, m.^ felicity, happy state. ‘

c]teup, 772 ., a battle. cjieupA#

With regard to monosyllabic nouns of this declension, and some femi-

nines of the second of which the key-vowel is broad, the learner must con-

form to the advice of Dr. O’Donovan—“ that as in Latin, Greek, and other

languages, so in Irish he must learn the gender and genitive case singular of

most nouns by reading or the help of a dictionary.”
• r?

The observation of the learned Doctor regards this class especially. For

their gender, and consequently their form of declension, is not settled

amongst speakers as welt as writers of the Gaelic tongue. Thus there are in

Irish some words of one syllable, feminine, which are found to be masculine

in Erse or Scotch Gaelic

;

Erse. L-ish.

vi)e\xtif m.f size f
extent

t
price, gen. Ti)é]&e.

the slit/f firmament. gen. ypeipe.

Thus the gender regulates the form of declension and the spelling.

*

A peculiarity in pronunciation, which a people or a province may give to

some words, directs the gender and consequently, their form of inflection and

spelling. This is plain to any one who thinks over what has been written

in section 4, p. 19.

§ 52.

—

FOURTH DECLENSION.

The great body of nouns terminating with a consonant belong to the first,

second, and third declension ;
those that terminate with a vowel or aspirated

mute consonant, are of the fourth and fifth.

(1)

Personal nouns, therefore, of which the termination

is Ai|te, ]]ie, or Ajbe, u^be, A|5e (spelled now a^ó, u]6, a]5);

(2) those that end in a, o, e, i, of either gender—abstract

nouns formed from the genitive feminine of adjectives

;

(3) diminutives in ]\) and proper names not declined, are of

the fourth declension.

It is distinguished from any of the others by having no

inflection or change in the singular number.
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Example.

'C]5eA|tDA, Lord.

Singular. Plural.

C|3eA|tT)Ai6, the lords.

r]5eAiir)A6,

ci5eApr)A]6]b.

c]5eA]tT)Ai6.

In the vocative singular aspirate z of riJeAttu-A.

-For a long list of nouns of this declension see “ Easy Lessons; or, Self-*

Instruction in Irish/^ part iv., forty-fourth lesson—Dublin, Mullany.

§ 53 FIFTH DECLENSION.

This declension, like the fourth, comprises nouns that end
in a vowel (a, e), with a few in Afo. They are, with a few
exceptions, of the feminine gender.

This declension is distinguished from the former by a pe-

culiar inflection (o or vv) in the genitive singular.

Example.

PeA|tpA,y*., a person (with the article).

Plural.

t)A peA]tfADA.

DA b-peA|tfAD.
bo da peApfADAib.
A peAprADA.

The ending of the genitive case is the only means by which a person can
know whether a noun terminating in a vowel is of the fifth declension. If

a noun of this class undergoes no inflection, it is then of the fourth. Any
difliculty on this head is removed by the accompanying list of all the nouns
in the language belonging to the fifth declension.

Nom.)
Singular.

Acc. J
- AD peAppA.

Gen. DA peAppAD.
bo ’d b-peAppAiD<Dat.

Voc. A peAppA.

Nom.\
Acc. I

Gen. l

Dat.

Voc. 1

§ 54.—NOUNS BELONGING TO THE FIFTH DECLENSION.

2lriA, f., kidney,

f., Scotland,

f., Allen, in Kildare.

2ltiA, f., the Island of Arran
;

plu.

A]nue.

bo, a cow
;
gen. bo ; dat. bo]n ; nom.

plu. bA (dat. plu. buA]b).

l)pe]ceATb, a judge; gen. bftefte-

ATUAu ; it is also of the first declen-

sion, btte]ce]Tb.

bpo, f., a quern, a handmill; gen.

bjtou ; dat. bpojn ;
plu. btt6]uce.

b^u, or btiuinu, f., a womb; gen.

bpoijq ; as, beAi)i)U]oce cojtAo no
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bttoíjíj, blessed* is the fruit of thy

womb; dat. btto]T)o; nom. plu.

bTtonoA.

CeAtriAihA, f., a quarter, from ce-

AcAttf/owr.

Cothuttr-A, f., a neighbour, from corb

and UTir-A» a jamb, a support.

Cu, f., a hound; gen. sing, con,

(pronounced hun^ short) ;
dat.

coin ; nom. plu. co]n.

Cuirle, f., a vein.

t5AileATb, a cup-bearer; b^]l, a fes-

tive gathering.

t^eAttn-A, f., the palm of the hand,

tifle, f., a flood.

t5u]leAtb, the Creator ; from &U]l, an

element.

CAtcu, f., an eel
;
gen. eAfcon ; from

eAf ,
water, and cu, a hound. See

cu, above.

GaIaóa, f. (pr. al-y-ah)y a science.

CAlbA
;
gen. eAlbAu ;

plu. eAlb;AT)A

;

“ ptt]OTb-oe]nce eAlbAu—The
first fruits of thy herds.’^

—

Deute-

ronomy ^ xii. 18, Irish Bible by Dr,
MacHalCy p. 345.

G]ne, Ireland; gen, G]peAnn; dat.

einitJD,

5obA, m., a smith.

5uaIa, f., a shoulder.

l^eAlfAtp, a philosopher, like btte]-

ce-An;, is of the fifth and first.

“peiceATb, m., a debtor.

1^Ionn-5UAlA, f., a woman’s name.
Fionguala (fair shoulder.)

lon5A, f., nail (of the finger).

Iaca, f., a duck; makes the gen.

sing, and gen. plu. Iacau, and Ia-

CA]T) in the nom. plu.

lAHAibA, f., a married couple.

leACA, m., a cheek.

le]5eAnti, f., Leinster; Cui5e le]-

5eAt)n, province of Leinster.

LupsA, f., the shin.

?f)utbA. f., Munster; gen. ^unjAn;
as Cui5e the province of

Munster. t)eAr-?í)wTbAn, South-
Munster—Desmond

; Cuad-^u-
TUAT). North-Munster—Thomond

;

0]tt-?l)uTb-AT), East-Munster—Or-
mond.

?í)eAT)Ti)A, f., the mind ; uttuAjoe oa
njeAUTpAu, mental prayer, medita-
tion.

PeAtifA, f., a person.

^ACfAin, f-» England
;
gen. 5AcrAT)

;

as, cAlAtp SACfAu, land of Eng-
land.

5eAT)5A, f., a cormorant.

RAoitte, Reelion, in the county Kil-

dare.

CA]llce, f.. Teltown, in Meath.

CeAnsA, f., a tongue
;
plu. ceArjscA.

CeotiA, m., border, boundary, limit

;

Latin, terminus,

U]lle, f., an elbow ; Latin ulna ; ell,

a measure.
UlcA, f., beard.

llttrA, the jamb of a door.

l)pA 5A, shoulder, mas. and fern;

gen. bttAjAb.

Capa, m., a friend, makes gen. ca-
pAb, and dat. cApA]b, plu. cApA-
bA, or cApA]be, and contractedly

cA]pbe. CA]pbe is the usual form.

CApAb, a friend, in the nom. case,

is not unusual. It is then of the
first declension

; pi. cApAp.
CAopA, f., a sheep, makes the gen.

sing, and pi. cAopAc; nom. pi.

cAO]p]5, sheep.

CaIatp, L, land, earth, makes gen.;

cAlrnAU, contractedly for rAlAibAT)

dat. rAlA]ib
;

plu. cAlrijAHA and
cApce.
Those are the only nouns in the

language that belong to the fifth de-

clension.

§ 55. Are not the foregoing fifty nouns too few to constitute a de<

clension? It must be answered they should constitute a declension vir

tually or formally—virtually, by being exceptions to the fourth ; formally, as

in the text. The latter way is preferable for the sake of clearness and classi-

fication. In the famous Eton Latin grammar, and in all the Latin grammars.
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that have been modeled on it, the fifth declension is retained, although the
number of nouns in Latin belonging to it are, it is probable, fewer than
forty.

Some adept in Irish, seeing that certain nouns of the third declension
form the genitive in ac, may object and say, why not classify that family also
into a separate declension ? The reason is obvious, they are too few. Again,
the inflection Ac in the genitive singular is in some, as i)A]tt,an a corrupt
form.

Rules for the formation of the several cases
^
singular and plural

^ of the five

declensions,

§ 56 . FIRST DECLENSION—GENITIVE SINGULAR.

The genitive singular is formed from the nominative by
attenuating the key-vowel.

With the article the initial mute consonant is aspirated, or (if the letter

r) eclipsed by c (See p. 38 ).

Words of one syllable follow this rule
; as, nom ao ctiAun, the tree; gen.

Au cttA]nn, of the tree.

The improper attenuation consists in changing or omitting the key-vowel
when

7 is inserted
j

as, cotip, a body ; gen. cu?np. It is time to reject this
improper attenuation. The genitive of copp should therefore be coptp, and
not cupip; and the substitution of ufor o in this and in other instances arises
manifestly from a tendency to make phonetic curtness, rather than correct
orthography, our guide in spelling.

§ 57 . The distinguishing mark of the first declension, as has been already
noticed, is the taking, in the genitive, of

j after the final broad vowel. Some
words of one syllable, however, seem to be exceptions to this rule, for,
although of the first declension, still they assume quite a different form,
in the genitive, from other nouns of the same inflection. Nevertheless
the rule is true of them also

, for instance, ce-Atir, justice^ should, correctly
speaking, form, in the genitive, ceA]n-, but it is found to be cem^ and cipc.
How is this ?

^

The 7, which it gets by attenuation,, must, in order to show
the case in which it is, be freely sounded, and this sounding of the

7 assumes
such a dominant influence over the other two accompanying vowels that the
value either of one or ot both is entirely lost to the ear. Hence, then, for
the sake of brevity, it has been written ceftic or C]7ic, since the sound, if

quickly enunciated, is still the same as if written ccA7tic.
Hence monosyllables of the first declension, spelled with the diphthongs

eA or eu, change eu or óa (when é is accented) into éf {e long) in the geiii-
tive—when short or unaccented, into e], and sometimes into 7 alone ; as,

Irregular Attenuation,

Nominative. Genitive,

éin, of a bird.

pf^ltl, 0/ grass.

vé]l, of a cloud.
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Nominative,

fbeAc, m., a bee.

j

cexx^tc, m.y justice f right.

(b )— short, into ctieA5,/., cliff, crag.

e], in nouns of the
J

^^^1x5,/., anger.

first and second ' leAtjb, m., a child.

declensions; as, tieAn),/. {2\\6. heaven.

rjeA^Zf m., strength.

(sec. dec.), a battle.

Genitive,

be]c, a bee’s.

ceitxc, ofjustice.

cne]5e, cliff’s, ofaclff.

Veirtse, of anger.

le]nb, of a child.

tjeinje, of heaven.

neitic, of strength.

cttejfe, of a battle.

And into

b|teAc, m., a trout., a spechled

thing. btt7C, of a trout.

ceArjt), W2., head. CfvVt of a head.

ceAi(Kc,f. (2nd dec.), a hen. c]ttce, of a hen.

treAtitx, w^., a man. of a man.
(2nd áQC.), a daughter, of a daughter.

peAvVf m., a pen. pion, of a pen.

j]r)xeAp, m., progenitor. l*]0r]R, progenitors.

Also derivatives in cAf, commonly ; as,

7rlA]ceA|*, m. {fláihas), heaven. llA^cft {fidihisTi), of heaven.

XiXA]n)TjeAX, m., rest. yuAjibriir» of rest.

qtjoeAf, ?w., sickness. of sickness.

rjA cfief^e Atjofx lu]óe

Ce)6 CUT!) ‘
^ruAjibnir’ curp

On the top of the cliff now lying

He seeks to enjoy tranquillity and rest.

‘*On the bold cliff ^s bosom cast,

Tranquil now he sleeps at last.^'

Song—By that lake whose gloomy shore.

T17AC, WÍ., a son, makes ipjc, of a son.

n)AC n)|c, the son of a son, grandson.

tjeAc, an individual, is not declined.

Go.—In v-ouns of one syllable or more, characterized by eo, the genitive

singular is regular (eo]), except ceo, a fog, makes ceoc; 5leo, 5l]A]ó.

fA,—Monosyllables in ]A are not regular. In forming the genitive case

singular ]A is changed—not into ]A], but into é], in nouns of the second as

well as those of the first declension
;

as, (A7*5, m., a fish; gen , é]r5.

Nominative. Genitive.

iaU,/., a latchet, a thong. éjlle.

5|i]An, the sun. 5né]ne.
t5]A6, f.y a shield. rsofée.
rl]Ab, /., a mountain. rlé]be.

“ 2l5ur reAri^Aib cu liorp-rA A]n tpuIIac da ‘rlejbe.'

And you will stand with me on the summit of the mountain.^’

Irish Bible, by Dr. MacHale, p. 169 .
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Exceptions.—In the first declension, Brien^ forms the gen. regular

t)Tt]A]T)
;

a deer.
;

t5]A, God^ makes t'é ; biAó,/oor/, bjó.

“ ^ caca6 b]ó TpAP” í5AO]ne, VO ^5 61 irforj*.”

“ Using food like to mortals, or drinking wine.”

Irish Horner^ book v. 1. 427 ,

Nouns of one syllable or more, spelled with ]o, as the characteristic

syllable change, in the genitive singular, jo into ] (the sound of o in the
nominative case is almost quiescent) ; as.

Nominative. Genitive,

ifon, w., a net. Ifo.

1*fot, seed, race. yfl.

A]P5|ob, silver. A]P5]&.

efop,/., a comb. cfpe.
epfoe, /. (2nd dec.), an end. ctijce.

bO]l5fof, grief, sorrow. ^0]l5]f.

pA]ccfof,/ear, dread.

By adopting the regular attenuation all the foregoing rules can be
dispensed with.

§ 58. Second Declension.—The genitive singular is formed, as in the ex-
amples, by annexing e to the final syllable. The final syllable must be attenu-
ated. (See § 49, pp. 59, 60.)

Attenuation is regular or irregular—regular (see § 56), when ] is in-
serted before the final consonant

;
irregular, when the final broad vowel is

changed for sound^s sake

—

e. g., a into o, and o into u
;

as,

H Nominative. Genitive.

clAo, children. cXoitjv^ for cUmoe.
a ship. lu]05e for lojnse.

And in the first declension—
copp, m., a body. co]pp. (See p. 66, section 56.)

In most printed Irish works and in manuscripts the irregular attenuation
prevails. The regular has been with good reason adopted by late writers.

In nouns of this declension the diphthongs eA, eu, lA, 70, in the final syl-

lable, are changed in the genitive case into ej or 7, as has been shown,
supra, § 57.

§ 59. Third Declension.—(1) The genitive takes a broad increase (a) ;

(2) 7
final is omitted for correct spelling.

(3) Nouns classed by some grammarians under a special declension termi-
nate in AC in the genitive. They are only few in number;

Nominative,

beoip,/., beer.

CAtA7p,/., a city.

COP07T7,/., a crown.
peo7p, /., the river Nore.
l^7p,/., a mare.

‘ lArA7p, /., flame.
CeATr)A7p,/., Tara.

(4) The following, ending in 7p,
to this declension

:

Genitive.

beopAc.
cAóApAc, contractedly cAcpAc.
copooAc, and contractedly cpooAc.
peopAc.
lApAC. \

lAtpAC.
'

CeATppAC.

lerally omit the increase a), peculiar
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Nominative.

A6>A]tt, w., father^

TDACA]tt, mother.

bttAtAin, W2., brother
^
friar*

b|t]A6A]Tt, »1., fl word^ an expression.

Genitive.

AtAtv.

njAcATi.

bttAtAtt.

bti]AtAti.

(5

)

Many monosyllables of the masculine gender are of this declension ;
as,

Nominative. Nominative.

Ac, flford,

but, a blossom.

bot, a tent^ a cot.

CAc, battle,

c\i\xtyform,

&nucc, dew,

5fiA6, love,

5ttut, curds.

5Ul, crying.

5ut, a voice.

lui*, an herb,

tiAc, luch.

tcot, afloiver.

rnut, a stream,

UCc, the breast,

uttbUc, a fresh blossom^

a bud.

Many of these, in forming the genitive, change the final vowel ;
as, rhwt,

gen. ntotA ;
5ul, crying ; gen. 50IA. It would accord better with the prin-

ciples of orthography to have no such change.

(6)

Monosyllables spelled with ]o (or f) change it, in the genitive singular,

into eA; as,

Nominative. Genitive.

b]ori, a spit. beAfiA.

b]c and b|oc, life. beACA.

bl]occ, butter-milk. bleAccA.

ciot and cjc, a shower. CeAtA.

^|Of, knowledge. ireAfA.

l]onn, beer, ale. leAun^»

, a fort. leArA.

\-\oc, frost. teACA.

tljocc, prosterity. tleAccA.

(7)

blood, makes troU ; ro]l, the will-, coU ; rpuitt, the sea, ipAttA*

The genitive case of the fourth and fifth declensions has nothing peculiar.

§ 60 . The dative case, in each of the four first declensions, is like the

nominative. In the second declension, however, when the noun takes attenu-

ation along with the slender increase, the dative is formed from the genitive

by dropping the final é ; as.

Genitive. Dative.

coire, of a foot. coir.

ÍAiTÍje, of a hand. lA]TÍ).

feATt)Ttó]5e, of shamrock. reATnnói5.

clAptrjJe, of a harp. cumrio*
5né]T)n^, of the sun. snéin.
tpAi5&]ne, of a virgin—from ti)A]5 ifiA]5&]n,

neAn,

tlé]be, of a mountain. rle|b.

ne|ii)e, of heaven. ne]TÍ).

Kouns of the second declension spelled with eA or ]A in the final syllable
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of the nominative case—-as, shh'O, neAth, rlj^b—taking é| in the genitive,

form, according to rule, the dative from the genitive
;

as,

“tie ha con^ió bein^eAtt att^ac le]r at) ‘ 5neiT)’ A5ur lejr ai) 5eAl-
lv\)5—of the fruits brought forth by the sun and by the moon.’^

—

Deutero-
nomy, xxxiii. 14

—

Irish Bible by Dr, MacHale.
“ T)-AtA]tv A cA A]|t ‘ T)e]TÍ)—Our Father, who art in heaven/' 'He]rT)

is the dative or prepositional case.

Yet it must be said that amongst the Irish speaking people the sound
given to the prepositional case in these instances is that of the nominative

;

as, Ati T)-AtA]n A cA A]tt “ T)eAii)’' (pronounced nawv, and not neyv). It is

written in this way by some of the best Irish writers
;
as,

“ 'HUA]tt &0 Ctl]OCT)U]5 A COTT)ttA0 ICjr A)tt ‘ SltAb’ S]T)Al . CU^ AT)

r)5eAttT)A &0 ^AO|re—And the Lord, when he had ended these words on
Mount Sinai, gave to Moses."

—

Exodus, xxxi. 18.

“ ^5ur ”Ap eit ceAcc a í)UA)* oe 't) ‘ c-fljAb’ 65, feo leAT)A0Att cui&e-
AcrA ti)6n é—And when He was come down from the mountain, great mul-
titudes followed YUm'^—Matt. viii. 1 {Protestant Version, by Dr, Wiliiam

O' Donnell),

*** In the fifth declension the dative is formed from the genitive singular

by inserting ] before the final consonant.

§ 61 . Vocative.—The vocative singular is attenuated.

In the first declension the vocative is like the genitive ; as,

Nominative. Genitive. Vocative.

bo|ib. boitib. bo]|ib.

{chos-aw-in

;

pronounce awin in

one syllable).

SeA3<M) {Shawn)^ John; a SeA^Aju
!

{a hawJn)^ O
John! SeAn)U|* [Shernus)^ James ; a SéAmujf !

(a heamu-
isli)^ O James!

In the second declension it is like the dative, because it has the slender

vowel
]
before the final consonant ; as.

Vocative.

ru]l (nom. and dat. are the same). A fufl {a hoo-U),

cof, nom.
;
cop* {Jcoish), dat. A cop* {a cho-ish).

ceAc, w., nom. ; c]5, dat. a t]%
;
as, a t]5 opóA,

house of gold.

Nouns terminating in ac, of which the great majority are masculine,

form, when of the first declension, the vocative like the genitive—in ; as,

A it)apca]q! 0 horseman ! A tPlopAOAlcA (from t*o)5teAc, a vessel),

spiritual vessel; a onópA)5 ,
honorable vessel. If of the second de-

clension they should, conformably to rule, be like the dative, and, therefore,

should end in ]q. But this is not the case. To distinguish them from nouns

masculine of the same ending, they form the vocative singular like the nomi-

native; as, A CAjlleAc! you hay! A ol^hMAC, you lass /

§ 62. In nouns of the fourth and fifth declension the vocative singular is

like the nominative. It is not unusual to see the word Cpte, Ireland^ apos-
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trophised, CjttyTj
; as, Eirin, the tear and the smile in thine eye/' Although

this use of the name is very common, yet it is not grammatically correct.
We should say, ejne 50 bjiAt, and not é|tt]n 30 btiAt.

§ 63. The genitive plural is, as a general rule, like the nominative singu-
lar in all nouns of the first declension. This rule is more or less general in
the four remaining declensions.

In nouns of the second declension it is the same as the nominative singu-
lar. If, however, the nominative singular end in it is usually omitted ia
the genitive plural ; as, nom. sing. tu|l

;
gen. plu. pA f ul.

Obs.—In all the declensions it is worthy of notice that the genitive
plural terminates in a broad vowel, if possible. This is true of nouns of the
first and of the second, as has been shown ; of the third also, for com-
monly personal nouns terminate in Ac. Those that form the nominative
plural in atjpa form the genitive by dropping a

;
and if they form the plural

in ce, whether of the second, third, or fourth, the genitive plural terminates
in eA6

; as.

Plural. Genitive.

co]ll, a wood (2nd dec.) co]llce. co]llceAó.
cA]n, a floch, a territory (3rd dec.) cA|nce. . vAjpreAó.
bAjle, a town (4th dec.) bA]lce. bA]lceAó.
ceioe,f, afire (4th dec.) cejoce-. cejueAó.

Personal nouns ending in ojti, and others, form the genitive plural often
like the nominative plural ; as, A5AllArT) pA ]*eAnó]tt]ó, the dialogue of the
sages ; Keating would have written it, A5AllAn) x)A yeApb^Ac—or, according
to the general rule, A3AllAn; pA reAooitt.

le h-Ajf PA ‘ coi)ca' 5IÓTIAC, séjípeAc, -Homer's Iliad, by Dr.
MacHale.

in nouns of the fifth declension, the genitives plural and singular are
alike.

§ 64. The dative plural is, as a general rule, formed from the nominative
plural by changing the vowel e into ]b; as, nom. plu. ru]le, eyes; dat. plu.
fU]l]b : co]ll, f., a wood ; nom. plu, co]llc6, woods; dat. plu. co|llc|b ; or if

the plural end in a, by annexing ]b ; as, cofA, corA^b ; if in p, by changing
the digraph (]ó) into ^b. In nouns of the first declfji3i''n the dative plural is
formed from the nominative singular (and not from 'fe nominative plural) by
annexing A]b.

In colloquial language the termination ]b is seldom heard, nor is it much
known. In the written language, however, it is quite common.

The vocative plural is like the nominative plural. In the first de-
clension it receives an increase which the nominative has not.

§ 65.

—

HOW THE PLURAL OF NOUNS IS FORMED.
Now that the learner has got through the several declensions, and has

seen how in each the noun is inflected, the formation of the plural is to him
a matter of no difficulty. It is on this account that the way in which Gaelic
nouns form the plural has not been presented to the learner at an earlier
stage. (See section 41, p. 55.)

On examining the several classes of nouns it is seen that
some have the same number of syllables in the plural
as in the singular. These are called parasyllabic—ih^X
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is, equal in number of syllables. Others form the plural

from the singular by annexing an additional syllable.

These are imparasyllabic, or unequal in the number of

syllables in the singular and plural.

The parasyliable include all nouns of the first declension,

and some of the fourth; the zmparasyliable, all those of the

remaining declensions.

§ 66. General Rule.—All nouns of the first declension

form the nominative plural like the genitive singular.

Norn. Singular. Gen. Singular. Norn. Plural.

bAll, m., a limb. bA]ll. bAlll.

bo|tb, ?n.3 a table. bo]|ib. bo]]tb.

eAc, m., a horse. eic. e]C.

bjieAc, ?n., a trout. bitic. bnic.

p]UreA|t, a progenitor. riwin-
cU]|ieAC, 7W., a cleric. cléiTti3. clé]|t]3e (e is an-

nexed.)

mullAC, ?w., summit ii)ulUl3. mullA|5e-

Nouns in ]A.

31 aU, m., a cheek. 3&lll. 3^111.

lAf5, m., a fish. ^ir3* ^irs-
Some have two forms ; as,

peAjt, a man. rm- p]]t and peApA.

tuac, a son. mic and mACA.
It is worth remarking that the class of nouns of this declension haviner a

two-fold form in the plural are those which end in any of the liquid letters,

1, or happen to have a liquid letter in the final syllable ; as,

Jnl.

Aiti5eAl, an angel. AiD3il. A]T)3eAlA, contract-
' edly Aiusle—and

not A]n3lA.

ubAl, an apple. ubA]l. ubAlA, contractedly

ublA.

In T)

mcACAT), a carroty a • meACA]!). meACA]T) and mcAC-
parsnip—any top- AUA—contractedly

rooted plant. meAcpA.
UAi), a lamb. UA]P. UApA.
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Nom. Singular.

leAbAjt, a booh

feo]tuf, a door.

S final has this liquii

K final.

Gen. Singular.

leAbA]]t.

K in last syllable.

bo]tu]f.

trait
—

’

Nom. Plural

leAbAi|i, leAbAjtA,

leAbjtA.

bO'|tu]|* and bo]tupA,

contract. bO]|ire.

é]3eAt*, a learned man. é]3eAfA5 ^]3fA; but
to conform to the

rule, CAol le caoI

—

éjsre.

A few nouns of the first declension, ending in I, n, V-t take c before the

annexed vowel ; as,

ceol, music. ceojl. ceolcA.

neul, a cloud. neulcA.

T3eul, a story. t*3eulA, p3eukA.
C03A6, war. co3a^6. co3A]8, C05CA.

Ti7U]t, a wall. Tnu]]t. rt7U|tA.

a board, a plain, cIa]|1, clA]tACA.

a level.

The termination aca for nouns of this class is a corrupt form.

§ 67 . Nouns of the fourth declension, ending in I, t), 117,

|x, followed by a vowel, form the plural from the singular

commonly by inserting z before the final vowel
;

as,

Nom. Singular.

bA^le, a town.

cujUe, a staff.

n)uille, a mule.

In\.

Nom. Plural.

bAilce and bA^lceACA.

cujllce.

H7U]llce.

In 17.

caA-jt^e, a corner. cuA]r)ce.

lejpe, a shirt, a tunic, lejuce, le]i)ceACA.

ze]r)^,Jire. ce^rjce, ce]i;ceACA.

is commonly inserted before the final vowel—but not

always, as the following show .*

4
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Norn. Singular.

-pile, a poet.

a ring.

A^cTje, a command.

bu]t)e, a person.

C]i"be, a treasure.

pe]|ie, a pair.

pejjipe, a perch.

Personal nouns in A]|ie,

syllabic
;

as,

clAbA^lie, a babbler.

C!5e<v]tt)A> lord.

Norn. Plural.

'p]ll6 (filee)^ and not ^]lce.

“pAipoib, and not pA]T)ce.

A^ceAncA.

bAO]r)e idheeny).

C]pb], or c]pb|6.

or peiit^b.

pei|tn6

and a few others, are impara-

clAbAl]t]6.

q5eA]tnA]6

Note.—The endings ]&, 75, or |, are pronounced like ee English, or t

French; as, ce]r&]ó, treasures {kish-dee) ; c]5eApT)]ó, lords {thee-ur-

nee).
** Stewart is justly of opinion, says O’Donovan, “ that the termination

pA]ó or p]ó, added to nouns, has a collective (not a plural) import—like

the termination rie in the French words cavalerie^ infanterie^ and ry in the

English words cavalry^ infantry
^
yeomanry ; as, lAocpAió, a hand of heroes

y

That such words as lAocpA^n, TOAcpA]ó, eAcpAió, are collective nouns, and
not plurals of Iaoc, ipAc, eAc^ appears from the examples cited by him from
Keating

y
Cormac's Glossary y and the Dinnsenchus. The word enolA^c, hirdsy

also is a collective noun, and not the plural of euu, a bird.

§ 68. The imparasyllabic class forms the plural from the nominative case

singular by annexing e or a to the final syllable—e when the preceding

vowel is slender ;
a when broad ; as.

Nouns of the second declension.

Nom. Singular. Gen. Singular.

bu]l, an element^ a wish, bu^le.

lub, a plaits a fold. lu^be.

luc, a mouse. lu]ce.

p)5eAp, a daughter. -jpgirie.

5eAllAc, the moon. 5eAllA]5e.

'pu]r)eo5, a window. pu]t)eo]5e,

qA]t, a comb.
,

cé]]te.

Nom. Plural,

bujlle.

lubA.

lucA.

p:)5éAi)A.

5eAllACA.

^qr)eo5A.

C]A|tA.

Of the third declension. •

tdaUacc, a curse. ti^aUacca. ti^aUacca.

TueAb-A]l, subtlety. -aIa. -aIa.

l]op, a fort. cAfA. leA|*A.
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Nouns in 6 ||i ; as,

Nom. Singular. Gen. Singular. Nom. Plural.

3'|i|Of6 |]i, a frying-pan. -o]ia. -ói]ii6 .

vXA||i, father, -a]i. AjCjic, AicftoACA.

n)ArA]]t, mother. -A|t. ri)A]C|ie, u)Aic|ieACA.

Of participles, the plural is the same as the genitive singular.

Of the fourth declension.,

Nom. Singular. Nom. Plural.

Nouns in into

'Ije, or A'jóe, by chang-

ing e into

yAO|, a learned man.

l6.

pAOjce*

Of the fifth declension.,

Nouns change a into auua ; as,

peA|tfA. pCA]trAUUA.

Some nouns—as, luib, an herb ; a lathe (of the second declension)

;

5fiein), a morsel (of the third)—form the nom. plural in aijoa. This plural

ending, “which is like the Saxon termination en (as in oxen) is more gene-

raP^ than the slender increase, because more distinct and forcible.

The termination aca, in nouns of the second and*' third

declensions, adds strength to the term. However, the form

seems corrupt.

Nom. Singular.

•plAC.

cIa]]*.

Gen. Singular^

plA]Ce.

clA]fe.

pCA]]tc, lights {Exodus^ P5A]]xce.
xxix, 8).

Nom. Plural.

plACA, ylACACA.

clA]pe and clAjfe-

ACA.

'r3A]tCACA.

§ 69. IRREGULAR NOUNS.

Nom. Singular. Gen. Singular. Dat. Singular*

beAo, f., a woman.
ceo, m,^ (t. fog,

cuo, /1, a nut.

cpé, /*., the earth,

ctt5, 7w., « sty or fold.

i)]A, God,

luuAOj.

cjAC, ceo]5 . ceo.

CUU|. C1)U.

cniAÓ.

cpof. cpo.

^Dé. í3ia, yocative 4)§,

and 4)
I
A.
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Nom. Singular. Gen. Singular. Dat. Singular.

a ray OXjavelin 5<ve, 5<vi.

3^»/-» ^ goose. seAÓ. ^e]6.

i<\, m., a day. l^e. l5.

v.)]^ f., a month. xxy\ox^^nf\X^ R?].
^

^ o, or UA, m., a grandson ii], ua, or o.

or descendant.

n)X)'Ay toomen.

Plural.

bAt). TDD-v]b.

c\^i>,fogs. ceo. ceocA]b.

CT)0, CDOCA, nuts. cr)o6. CD0CA]b or ci)0]b.

c]téóeAT)A, earths. ctii-aS. CTl680A!)A]b.

cxó]t^. folds. cno. C]tÓCA]b.

cu]i), hounds. COT). C01)A]b.

t)ée or Gods. i)lA. í)éic]b.

5Aece or 5A], rays or 3At or 3Ae- 3A]b, 3Aee]b
javelins. ca6.

36a6]6 or 56at)a, geese. 36a6. 3éA6]b, 36ADAib.
Iacco, days. Uv or IaccaS. lAec]b.

mlopA, months. ID] op. n^íofAib.

ii], grandsons^ &c.
’

¥

UA. u]b, Voc. U].

CHAPTER IIL
OF THE ADJECTIVE.

§ 70. Properties of Adjectives .

—

Id GaeKc, adjectives are

declined.

Their position is after

^

not before the noun with which
they agree ;

as, peAp ^eADAtbAil/’ a friendly man—like

the French homme aimable^ literally ‘‘ a man amiable.’’ (See
Syntax/’ c. ii.)

“ In English, adjectives remain unchanged in their terminations. The
word good, for instance, undergoes no change in gender, number, or case, w
the following

—

a good man (m.) ; a good woman (f.) ; a good house (n.) ; /
see a good man (obj.) ; / see good men (plu. obj.) ; a good man^s (poss.)

home ; good merCs (plu. poss.) houses.

The slightest acquaintance with any foreign language will show the mere
English student that the adjective is inflected like the noun with which it

agrees. In French and in Italian, for example, it varies in gender and num-
ber.

French. Italian.

Sing, hon^^m.; bonne^f,. good. hono^m.; bona^f,

Plu. bonSf m. ; bonnesjf. boni^m.; bone^f'^
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In other languages—say, Latin, Greek, German—it varies in gender

number, and case

:

Latin. Greek. German,

Nom. bonus. guter. good {man).

Gen. boni. oryaQov, gutes. of a good {man).

Dat. bono. ayaOca, gutem. to a good (man).
Acc. bonum. ayaQov guten. good {man.)

Ab. bono. ayadoi. gutem. with a good {;.7ian).

In the singular number, masculine gender, the adjective undergoes seve-

ral inflections as is seen by the foregoing.

These remarks are in some measure necessary for the young student, who
is accustomed to look upon the adjective in English as invariable. They
will serve to render clear what is going to be said on the declension of adjec-

tives in Gaelic.

Take an example of a noun and adjective

:

rr)ó]Xf a big man.

Singular.

Nom. 1 ,

Acc.

Gen. AT) ipoitt.

Dat. 00 peAp ihop.

Plural.

1)A TtJOttA.

OA b-i:eA|i Tpott.

00 pA i:eAtiA]b TpopA.

In this example, tpoti, the nominative singular, masculine, becomes n)d]ti

in the genitive singular, and rpopA in the nominative plural

:

beAt) Tpoti. the big woman.

Singular.

Nom.l
Acc. J
Gen. oA tpha Tpo]tie (moirhye)

Dat. 00 ’n TpoAO] rpoiti.

Plural.

tja TOPA TpopA (mdray

1)A Tp-bAO Tpop.

00 pA TppATb ipottA.

Agreeing with a noun of the feminine gender, rpott becomes, in the geni-

tive singular, ipoine, and in the dative tpoip ;
nom. plu. rpotiA, masculine

and feminine”

—

Easy Lessons ; or^ Selj-^Instruction in Irish, part iv.; forty-

fourth lesson. (Dublin—Mullany, Publisher.)

Another example—one in which the final vowel of the adjective is

slender

;

5n^6Ao ipip, the fine needle.

Singular.

Nom.l , , . ^ ^

Acc. J
til^CAO TP]P^

Gen, AP c-rpixcA]0 tpfp.

Dat. 00 v* c-rp^cAO Tpfp.

Plural.

PA tPACA]0 TP]peo

PA ypAtAO Tpfp.

Oo pA tUA0AOA]b tpfpe.

Obs.—^fp is not changed in the genitive masculine, because the pecu-

dar effect of that case is to ast-urae a slender vowel. Now, as the vowel is

already slender, the genitive cannot assume another, and therefore undergoes

no change.

§71. How Adjectives are Declined,—Adjectives in Gaelic
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follow the form of inflection peculiar to nouns of the same
gender and of the like termination.

{d) Adjectives with a broad characteristic—as, A]tb, high ;

largc^ great

;

CAol, slender ; 5|t^ÓAC, loving ; c|ton7,

heavy—are declined after the form of the first and second

declension.

(Z>) Adjectives with a slender characteristic—as,

harmonious; voyo^ fine

;

rojl]p, sweet; ca]|* (tha^/i), soft,

moist—are declined after the form of the fourth and first

declension.

(c*) Adjectives ending in ATt)A]l, after the form of the

third declension.

{d) Adjectives ending in vowels are zwdeclinable.

Examples of each in their simple or unaspiratedform.

{a)—CaoI, slender.^

Singular. Plural.

Nom.l
Acc.

J

Masc. Fern.

CAol. CAol.

Masc. & Fem,

caoIa.

Gen. CAO^l. CAOjle. CAol.

Dat. CAOI. CAOjl. caoIa.

Voc. CAO]l. CAO]l. caoIa.

3li^bAC, loving.

Singular. Plural.

Masc. Fem. Masc. & Fem.

Nom.l
Acc.

j

3|tii8AC. 3]tiv8Ac. 5|i^6aca.

Gen. 31tiv8A!5. 5|iív8ai3(5. 51t^6Ac.

Dat. 3|tC\8AC. 3T1^8ai3. 5|t^6ACA.

Voc. 5|1^6a| 5. 5]t:^bAC. 3|i^6aca.

(5)
— fine, smooth.

Singular. Plural.

Masc. Fem. Masc. & Fem.

Nom.'
Acc. j- TDlv. rviv. rr)]VQ.

Gen. tDjT)e.

Dat. ti/'it). njíD.

Celt, hotj makes ceo in the genitive singular and nominative plural.

* Pronounced Jcael—see sound of diphthong ao, p. 24, section 12.
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(c)
—

"pUicATbA^l, princely^ generous.

Nom."*
Singular.

Í

Plural.

Acc.
*

Voc. J

>^lA]CATbA]l. plAjCATplA

Gen. ^lA]CArblA. plA]CATbA]l

Dat. plAjCATbAll. plAjCArblA.

The spelling of the root ^U]c, a prince^ is preserved even though the

suffix AtpAfl (same as i-atpaiI—

L

atin simile)—beginning with a broad vowel

A—is annexed.

[d)—SopA, lucky ; bor)A, bad^ unlucky ; AOfbA, aged.

Singular & Plural.

Nom.^
Acc.

Voc.
Gen.
Dat.

,

rot^A*

Beo, living^ makes gen. b]
;

plur. beoÓA
;

as, 2Qac í)e b|,

the Son of the living God.

§ 72. Adjectives terminating in the liquid letters I, ip, p, p, or are

like nouns syncopated (see section 66, p. 72) ; as,

Nom. Masc.—Sing. Gen. Fem.—Sing Plural

.

{a) utpAl, humble. UTpAjle

;

contractedly, Ujiple. UTplA.

UAfAl, noble UA^Ape; »9 uAirle. UAtlA.

neATpAp,/fiiZ. peATpA]pe

;

peirppe. peArppA.

(^) Alum, charming. Aluipe

;

»9 Appe. A]lpe.

AO]ób]n, delightful. Aoiób]pe ; 99 AO]óbpe. AO]óbpe.

&llir»/owi?. &]l]re ; 99 bpre. bpre.

ippir, Tppire. 99 tP]lre. rpilfe.

(c) 5eApATpAil. SeApAiplA

;

99 5eApATplA. 5eApAtplA.

It is the nature of the liquid letters to unite with the consonants to

which they are in proximity, and thus elide the vowels. This is a law of

phonetics, and therefore not peculiar to any language.

Obs.—

T

he termination atpaiI is contracted in Scotch Gaelic into Ail and

eil ; as, treApAroAil, manly ; Scotch Gaelic, : trlAicATpAjl, princely ;

f:lA]ceil: cuacatpa]! (from cua6, the left hand, the north, the country as

opposed to the W’ord town), ominous, sinister, left-handed, awkward^ clownish,

rustic

;

Scotch Gaelic, cuAcAp. In some few Irish works this contracted

form has been adopted. What a strong affinity the termination a|1 has to

the English ly—maniy (man-/i^e), prince/y ( prince-
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§ 73. Monosyllables spelled with the diphthongs 0^5 eu,

lA, ]o, follow in, every particular, the analogy of the declen-
sion of nouns ; as,

Nom. 1 ,

Acc. /
Gen. fern. 3é]|te.
Dat.

; fern. 5^||i.

**PeunlA AT) cuil cttAobA]5
^’ (gen. case, masculine, of cttAobAc agreeing

with the noun cu]l, tw., hach^ gen. case of cul)—“ the pearl of the branching
tresses .^'—Ancient Music of Irelandy vol. i., p. 184.

“ t50 lAbA]tt, tU5 tl ATIJAC Af btlUC
tÍA h-lApSA]!' ceio^ OA r^5A]l A]tt bt\UAC

S5A1DA.,bA,Tl rUibCe.”
gg^ 4g_

Literally—“ She spoke, and led Mars forth from the din of the fierce strife,

Leaving him seated on the bank of Scamander’s stream.”

The adjective re]T)^ (from ceAt), stern)

f

in the second line, is gen. singu

lar, feminine, for ce]i)e, agreeing with ]Ati5A]l^ (for iAtt5A]le).

Ca tiAbA]f ATio]r A cA]!]!) b]5—Where have you been, ray little girl.-

{Ancient Music of Ireland

t

vol. i., p. 66.) b]5, in this line, is the vocative

case of beA5.

§ 74. Adjectives declined with Nouns,—Adjectives be-

ginning with mutable consonants are aspirated like nouns

with which they agree. (See Rule 11, p. 38.)
The learner knows, from w^hat has been stated in p. 37, that (1) nouns

feminine, having the initial consonant mutable, are aspirated in the nomi-

native and accusative singular—so are adjectives feminine; and (2) nouns

masculine in the genitive—so are adjectives masculine. The vocative, like

the vocative of nouns, is aspirated. The consonants not aspirated are the

same—viz., &, c, t, after &, c, y, I, tj
;

as, a cAil]r) beAt, 0 fair maid!

2lr) scaI, the white man.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. I

Acc. J
|-
At) 56^1.

Gen. 3ll. T)A b-peA^t T)3eAl.

Dat. bo’t) 56^1 . bo t)a peA|tA]b 3eAlA.

Voc.
, rm 31^- A peAjtA JoaIa.

(For other examples, see p. 77).

Notk.—The nominative plural of adjectives masculine are commonh
aspirated in the initial mutable, when the noun going before it ends in a

consonant, as in the foregoing example. But if the noun terminate in a

vowel, or in a consonant of the same class as the initial of the adjective—or
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in n, c, f, when the preceding consonant is &, r, r» 1» or n, see p. 35

—

aspi-

ration is not produced; as, tjA ceolcA biooe, thQ harmonious melodies; oa
cA|*A]0 &ftteACA, the straight paths

;

ha bA]& epoTpA, the heavy boats.

Obs.—The initial mutable of adjectives is sometimes eclipsed, as in the

foregoing examples

—

t)a b-|:eAti usoaI; also in the following—“t5e bA]i-

ttA]b oA toAT) A5Uf &e cotiAó HA. 5-cHoc ‘ ip-buAn '-—Of the tops of

the ancient mountains, of the fruits of the everlasting hills." {Deuteronomy^
xxxi. 5, Irish Bible by Dr. MacHale.)

“ And when the adjective begins with a vowel, it has n prefixed ; as, ha
b-;:eAtt H-Alu|n, of the fair menJ^

The following examples show how nouns and adjectives

beginning with a vowel are declined

:

a tall young man.

Plural.

\)i\ h“03^T)A]5

i)-05Ar)Ac

bo T)A h-05^T)Ai3]b

A 63ívi)aca 4v]tbA.

beautiful virgin.

h'bige Mil] tie.

tiA t>6]5

bo i;a b-0 |5ib Mu]r)e.

mutable of the adjective is not

eclipsed, although that of the noun with which it agrees is. Aspiration, in

this case, at present generally prevails. (See “ Syntax.")

In modern Irish the dative plural of nouns terminates in ib ; that

of adjectives does not, except those employed like nouns ; as, “ beooAjb

A5Ut A]tt TpAtibA]b—On the living and the dead." {Apostles^ Creed.)

Obs. 2.—The plural of adjectives is formed according to the rules given

for the formation of the plural of nouns.

§ 75 .—An Exercise containing many Adjectives.

ixlu]n cu, A ]t)o1H V]^T}f ]b]ti copp, ceAun A5ur epue,

bo beipinj tpo bp]AtAp ^eio hac b-ru]l iotjoca acc cp]Aó bub,

Ka beAT) b]otpAt, ha beAH chu6; A]p bejlb bu^H^ curp t5]A.

Ka b] bAoc-5l6pAc ha bopb ; cu]tt)H]o a'i* bo c]All.

\)1 b'AOHCoil 71* be cé]ll c6|n, HA bp]7* bo vjope cAp 5AC hi^,

Ka b] 5UA]7*TT)eAp, ha b] 5AP5 ; b] 50 ipACApcA, tpAll, njfn.

"H] b] bo3, A'f ha b| cpuAjó
;
ha bp77* A'f ha beAH UA]U A[*Ab 7:670.

Sl}o ceA5Af5 bA H5eAbA 7p uA 7tH, 77* pAbA pAcTTAp bo ebu A 5-ce 7H."

^Example 1—03Ar)Ac iv|ib,

Singular.

Nom.l ^ , • , w
> at; c-o3Ai;ac Apbt.

Gen. at; 03^t;a|5 iV]]Tb.

Dat. bo’i; 03^0^6 4v]ib.

Voc. A 63ai;a]3 .^]|Tb.

Example 2—6]3 Mu]t;, a

Nom. 1 - • , 1

Acc.

Gen. i;a h-Gise Mu]i;e.

Dat. bo’i; o]5 Mujt;.

In the dative singular the initial
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** Though beautiful thou art, 0 fair daughter, in body, head, and form,

I give my own word that these are nothing but black clay.

Conceive not pride, then, nor jealousy on account of the figure of a
body God has framed.

Be not vain-glorious, nor haughty ; be mindful of your (being gifted

with) reason and sense.

Be of one will and of right understanding
; do not, above all, break

thy vow.

Be not courting danger; be not rough; be becoming, retiring,

gentle.

Be not soft, and be not hard ; do not provoke boasting, nor express

it yourself.

My advice should you accept from me, far shall thy fame spread

—

even to the remotest time.^^

CoipAiple t5o]U5]oo.^

§ 76.—DEGREES OP COMPARISON.

Adjectives express the qualities of things. An adjective may have a
certain quality—say (1), whiteness, as something differing from blackness or

redness—and so far indicates a state or degree, which it can in some sense be
called ; or, viewing it in relation to some other definite object, it may have the

quality (2) in a higher or lower degree ; or (3) in relation to all other things

of the same kind, it may possess the quality in a state which no other object

possesses, and therefore in the highest or utmost degree. There are, then,

three states, called degrees, which an adjective represents—(1) the positive,

(2) comparative, and (3) superlative. They are termed degrees of compa-
rison, for, even in the superlative, there is a comparison between the quality

found in the special subject spoken of, and the like quality as it abides in all

other things, taking each singly. This view of the superlative degree is

correctly expressed in Gaelic by the form of words employed .^’—Easy Les»

sons; or, Self-Instruction in Irish, lesson á6—Dublin, published by John
Mullany, 1, Parliament-street.

(a) The positive is the simple form of the adjective; as, cAol, slender

;

5eAUATbA]l, amiable.

(b) The comparative expresses an increase or decrease of the quality,

form, or number of one thing in respect to those that abide in some other.

(c) The superlative shows them to exist in the highest state, either abso-

lutely or relatively.

§ 7T. Comparison of equality, CO ; as,

Obs.

—

le, with, means as when the comparison of equality is drawn be-

tween two things; as, cA 5eA5AT) “le” SeAtpUT—John is as

tall as James ;
“ co” fcAu “ le” ^AcuyAlerp—as old as Mathusalem.

2l5Ut*, and, means as v»^hen the comparison is drawn between two actual

or possible states of the same or kindred things; as, ua t5jA ‘^co” lA]t>itt

Apr) ]uó “A^i*” bi ye App pe—God is as strong to-day as He was yesterday.

Za Ap ycolA]pe ‘‘ co” tpa]c app ]Uó “ A’r” b] bl]A5A(p o f]p

—

the

Composed by Angus O’Daly l^]opp, A.D. 1570, and copied from a MS.
belonging to Dr. Murphy, late Bishop of Cork.
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scholar is as good to-day as he was a year ago. ax) c-o]&e “ co **

1:05-

lATtjcA “ aY' bé]ó ye A cojóce—the professor is as learned as he ever will

be.

§ 78. Comparison of superiority and of inferiority is the

same as the genitive singular feminine followed by the
conjunction or ^ot)a; as,

Nominative. Gen. Sing. Fem. Comparative

cpon;, heavy. t:|tO]n}e. cjtojroe, more heavih

jf “ c]to]Ti7e ’ ó]t “ Aip5]Ob

—

Gold is heavier than silver.

‘‘ c|iO]rt7e^^ op -^IPSjOb

—

Gold is not heavier than silver.

z\iO]rt)e op A]p5]ob ?

—

Is gold heavier than silver ?

In plain discourse nfor is employed before the comparative, and Ya, tharii

after; as,

CA 6tt nfor ctioitpe Ya Aut5]o&

—

Gold is heavier than silver.

** In all perfect sentences the comparative is usually followed by ]onA,

than ; and when preceded in the sentence by any verb, except the assertive

verb ]r, it has rj^oy prefixed.

“ When the assertive verb ]r or Ap begins the sentence, nfor cannot be

used; as, ip peApp h)é ]opA cu—I am better than thou.”—&Donovan,

Nfop is a contraction of p] or n]ó, a thing^ and the assertive verb ]p. “ It

is often,” says O’Donovan, “found written in two words in very ancient

manuscripts.” In the past tense n]op becomes n] buó (or bA) :

“ Zyi] \)-A-\crr)eA6A jorpAppA, be cpeun peApA]b bo b] a 5-con)A]Tt)p]p

App Gjpipp, A5Up p| pA]b ponjpA, po 6 p]p a left be TpACA]b ^|leAó
“ bA rpo,” A5Up “ bA AppAccA,” “ bA cpoóA,” A5UP “ bA CAlrpA, bA
cl]poe” A 5-cleApAib 50]le A5UP 5a]P5ió Ya lAb

—

There were three tribes

or orders of champions at the same time in Ireland ; and before them, nor

since, there were not of the descendants of Milesius any set of men taller,

more manly, more courageous, stronger^ or more expert in feats of valour

and bravery than they.”—Keating, vol. i., p. 398. (Dublin, edited by William
Haliday.)

“5A]b rt)o ceA5Ap5, A ipj^p p]pp, pA beAp bAp Ap bo óe]lb.

“Hion b’ A]lpe cu A pole tpAp op, pA U5PA 1P510P t)e]P5

;

hlfop b’A]lpe éu A 5-cpuc pAO]p, Ya t)e]pbpe pA cAorp cnu]ó.

“ Receive my instructions, 0 fair daughter ; claim not superiority on
account of thy frame.

Thou art not fairer in golden tresses than Una, fhe daughter of

Dearg

;

Thou art not fairer in a free frame than Deirdre of the gentle

form.”

Frojn a MS. by Angus O'Daly Fionn (A.D. 1570).
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§ 79. Sometimes tje, for é, of is annexed to tlfie comparative so as

to form a ‘‘ synthetic union^^ with it
;

as, better of; 5 ilet>e, whiter

of; heavier of; Ti)irt>e for worse of; ]f treAppbe tu

Tin, you are the better of that

;

ij] cu r]i), you are not the worse of
that—a form of expression quite common amongst the people whenever they

give one anything that is likely to serve him. tij tu rin is re-

solved to this form—oi cu be x]^i tJcOu (art) not the worse of that.

That be is a prepositional pronoun is certain ^^a) from authority: (1) “This

should not be considered a second form of the comparative, as Stewart and,

from him, Haliday have stated, but a mere idiomatic junction of be, i.e.j of.

be — O'Donovan's Irish Grammar., p. 121.

(2) “ Post comparitivum frequens est particula be quae videtur respon-

dere Latine, eo"—Zeiiss— Grammatica Celtica, vol. i., p. 283.

(b) Any person who speaks the language, and knows its structure, must
of necessity agree with the two learned authorities just cited.

(c) No valid reason is given by Stewart, Haliday, nor by a certain

late writer, in support of their views.

*** The repetition of the positive is used—after the manner of the

Italians—as a superlative absolute, by the peasantry : Ex.—cpoip cpotp,

heavy heavy; rcfoxs Tt)ó\it great g. ezt

;

cftorp cpoiti, croohed crooked,

§ 80. The relative superlative, like the comparative, is

the same in form as the genitive singular, feminine.

How then is it distinguished from the comparative ? In three ways—

-

first, by the use of the article before the noun, as in French and Italian ; as,

5e loubon “ bAile ir ceirpAtiM bA]lc]b Ap bon)A]n—London
is the most famous city of the cities of the world. French.—Londres est la

plus fameuse de toutes les villes du monde.

5] AT) c-5eAT)Am AT) AbA^T) rA]bc AT)i) C]tiiT)n—The Shannon is the

longest river in Ireland. French.—La Shannon est la plus longue de toutes

les rivieres d’lrlande.

1
^® The article precedes the noun in Irish ; In English, French, Italian,

the adjective. The article (ai)) is often left understood
;

as, fe 5eA5 <\r) ir

5eAi)ATÍ)lA, John is the friendliest

;

at) re, the person ; Ai) T)eAc, the indivi‘

dual, can be supplied—ir SoaJat) ai) ce ir seADAtblA.

Secondly, the comparative degree is always followed by 'i)A, than
; the

superlative is not.

Thirdly, with the comparative there are only two things contrasted,

with the superlative, three or more are either expressed or understood.

Note.—

T

his form of phrase—C]A aca p* rinue ; c]A aca if o]^e, can
certainly be translated by a comparative or superlative—Which of them is the

older

;

which of them is the younger

:

or, Which of them is the oldest

;

which of them is the youngest. But in sentences of this formation the con-

text is sufficient guide ; for the question put, regards two or more than two

—

if the former, jr riboe and ]r 0)50 are the comparative degree ; if the latter,

they are each the superlative.

Whenever it happens that the meaning in such phrases is ambiguous, it
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is well to supply such expressions as will destroy the ambiguity. For this

reason some Irish grammarians have thought it necessary to add to the rela-

tive superlative form in such instances, the words Aip. b]c, at all / fAu &o-

lijAu, in the worldj and the like.

Adjectives in the comparative or superlative degree are

not declined.

§ 81. The superlative absolute Is formed by prefixing—as

in French, bien^ tres^ fort

;

Italian, molto^ piu

;

English,

far^ much^ very^ byfar, too—to the positive, the following

:

AUj very, as. At) rr)A]t, very good.

v]0]i, true. 'p]0|t-TÍ)A]c, truly good.

5lé3eAl, purely white.

]xo TÍ)A]c, excessively good.
5lé, pure.

fio, very, excessively.

too good.

exceedingly (Ger- rr)A]c, exceedingly good.

man, sehr).

u|i, (in the depres- u|i-=i]"|ol, very lowly; up-
sing sense). 3P^i)a, very ugly.

There are many primitive adjectives in Irish, such as cao]p, kind; &]!,

fond; bnoc, had; b]Ai), strong; mop, great

j

and the like, which—like

<pi\os, fond; kukos, had; fjLeyas, great

;

ci/cvs, swift—unite with nouns,
verbs, and other adjectives. In this case, of course, they precede the
noun.

U]le, signifying follows its noun
;
in the sense of every it precedes it.

Ex.--Ur) bomAT) u]le, all the world; t)a bAO]oe U]le, all the people; aij

U]le óujne, every body

.

good

;

bpoc, had; ^]or)r), white ; nuAó, new ; peAi), oldy go before
the noun.

i^Ajc, good; ole, had; bAn, 5eAl, whitOy bright; up, neWy fresh

;

AofCA, oldy follow the noun.

§ 82. Irregular Comparison.—The following adjectives,

which are, it is remarkable, irregular in most languages,
are irregular in Gaelic. They do not form the comparative
and superlative like to the genitive case singular, feminine.

beA3, little.

beA5, 30od.
pAbA, long.

i)iof lu3A. yy lu3A.

„ beAC. „ beAC.

„ pAfbe. „ pAjbe.

near.
ÍT:oi5re, or

,v -I Tioir?;e.
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u|tur, j
^

5Aji, ?2^c/r {ofplace)

50j|tib, Tzear (qf
time).

UAC,

pUfA, UfA.

„ 3Ai|te.

Soiitibe.

i^eAf^A.

cuji^ce.

510lt|tA.

'luA^ce, regu-

larly.

cu]fce, from

^
z\xy^heginning>

XK)Ó.

l]A.

ir

„ 5Ai]te, irreg. in-

crease, 50]|te.

[

oeAfA.

[cu]fce.

„ SloitjtA.

luA]ce.

cu]fce

jn^o.
many.

]Olt)bA, j
^

\o\y^\x\Vj^ dear.]

IDAIC,

11)5 [t, great-,

ole, bad,

ce]r, hot.

For examples of all these, see Easy Lessons in Irish, part iv., lesson 47.

^oGthuine, or 9Í ioprhuipe, APfA®
At)pA.

9> peApp, 9> peApp.
T1)]Oi;)CA. ?> roioocA.

?) TOO. ?? TOO.

n)eAfA. J TOeApA.

fceo. ceo.
9) "[ceocA. ceocA.

Value.

1 . Aoi) (pr. ee-un^ in one syl.)

2. bo,

6^.*

3. cpi.

4 ceACAp, ceicpe.t

5. CU15,

6 .

7. peAcc.

8. occ.

9. GAO].

Ordinals.

1st. ceub, AonrnA64
2nd. bornAÓ, bApA.

3rd. cpeAp, cpírbAÓ.

4tli. ceAcpArbA6.§

5th. cu]5eA6.

6th. |*6]rbA6 and péjreAÓ.

7th. peACcrbAÓ.

8th. occíhAÓ.

9th. DAOirhAb.

§ 83 .—Numeral Adjectives.

Cardinals.

* tio, two^ in the abstract
;

precedes and qualifies the noun,

t CeAéAti,/oMr in the abstract; as, rio é At) ceACAft, that is four: ce]c-

ne is accompanied by a noun ; as, ce^t^e coy, four feet,

J The termination tÍ)aó annexed to the cardinal gives the corresponding

ordinal.

§ The fourth of anything; hence it signifies jwar/er, a S'war/ati, a stanza^

a portion of landf a ploughland^ the thigh.
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Value. Cardinals.

10. be]C.

11. Aot)-beu5.

12. b5 beuj.

13. citi“beii5.

14. ceAc<\i|t-beu5 .

15. cu|5-beu5.

16. |•é-beu5.

17. 'peAcc-beu3 .

18. occ-beu^.

19. T)AO]-beu5.

20. pjcce, or ^|ce.

21. Aoi) A^f |r]ce, or Aor) A]|t

Ordinals

lOth. 8eicn)A&.

11 til. AOT)n)A& &cit5.

r2tli. boTÍiAÓ beu5.

13tli. c|tiiT>A&beu5,orqteAr

beu5.

14th. ceACitAthA^ beu5.

15th. cuisrhAÓ b6U5.

16th. TeihAÓ beu3.

17 th. feAccrbAÓ-beu5.

18th. occihAÓ beu5.

19th. GAOithAÓ beu5.

20th. i^iceAb.

21st. AOTilhAb Affl ficjb.

22nd. borbA& Ai|i qc^b.

A^li qcib.

24th. ceACftATbAij qqb.
25th. cuiSThAÓ Atti ficib.

26th. féthAÓ Aijt qqb.
27th. |•eACCThA6 A]]! qcib.

28th. occthAÓ A^ji qcib.

29th. vAOiibeAb A]fi qcib.

30th. beicri)AÓ Aijt qcjb.

31st. AOiirhA6 beu3 Ajjificib

40th. biv qcibeAb.

50ih. bejCthAb Aj ji ótv qcjb.

GOth. cjtj qcjbeAÓ.

70th. bejcriiAb Ajjt cjtj jijCjb

80th. cejcjte qcjbeAÓ.

90th. bejCthAÓ Ajjt cejCjte

jHCjb.

100th. ceubA&.

200th. bit ceubAS.

300th. Cjtj' ceubAb.

400th. cejCjte ceubAÓ.

1000th. tDíleAÓ.

qcib.

22. bo a’
I*

jijce, or bo Ajjt

qcjb.

23. Cjtj iv’j* jjjce, or cjtj Ajjt 23rd.

qcjb.

24. ceACAjji A’j* qce.

25. citi3 A’j* jijce.

26. j*& A’j* jijce.

27. j*eAcc A’j* jijce.

28. occ A’f jijce.

29. ijAOj A’f fjce.

30. bejc A’f fjce, ancient

form cjtjOCAb.

31 . Aon beu3 A’f fjce.

40. bit fjCjb,

50. bejC A’f bitfjCjb,cA03Ab

60. Cjtj fjCjb.

70. bejc A’f Cjtj fjCjb.

80. céjcjte fjCjb, occthojAb.

90. bejc A’f cejCjte fjCjb.

100. ceub.

200. bit ceub.

300. Cjtj ceub.

400. cejCjte ceub.

1000. tijjle.
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2000. 8^ rbjle.

3000. rb]le.

10.000. be]C rr^ile.

1000.000.

2000th. tDjleAS.

3000th. TtJÍleAÓ.

10,000th. be]C ii)ileA6.

10b0,000th. rí)]ll]úi)A8,

§ 84. Obs.—t>eu5 from bejc, ten, same as the English teen^ annexed to

the digits, gives the cardinal numbers above ten.

Numeral adjectives are found to go before the noun to which they refer.

When a number greater than ten is employed the noun is placed between

the digit and the decimal termination; as, ctt]-&eu5 ,
thirteen; cpf-bUjoe-

t)eU5, thirteen persons.

Some of the digits affect the initial mutable of the noun that fol-

lows by aspiration, others by eclipsis.

Aspiration is produced by Aon, one ; í5A, twOf except &a o-ctijAn, two-

thirds,

Eclipsis by t^Acc, seven; occ, eight

;

oaoj, nine; oeic, ten^ and their

compounds ;
as, teAcc-h-peAp-beus, seventeen men

;

ocu-beu5 , eighteen ;

nA0]-beu5 ,
nineteen. Of course they cause, when preceding vowels, v to be

prefixed.—See Syntax ; Adjectives,

No change occurs after three; ce]b^e,four; c\x]^,five; xe^ six

;

P]ce, twenty

;

cpjocA, thirty^ &c.

^]ce, twenty, makes gen. T:]ceAb
;
dat. vic]b ; nom. plur. p]C|b.

Ceub, a hundred; gen. cé]b
; first dec., nom. plural, ceubA,

*,* Ceub, first, is preceded by the article (ah, the) ;
ceub, a hundred,

is not ;
as, ceub t^eAp, an hundred men

;
“ An’' ceub peAp, the first man.

2i)]le, a thousand; fourth dec., nom. plural, milre.

l^ice, twenty ; ceub, a hundred; tpfle, a thousand, have a collective

meaning, and hence have the noun in the singular number ; as, ceub bu]ne,

an hundred persons {person) ; tnfle t^eAp, a thousand men (man).

The ordinals ceub, first; bApA, second; and cpeAf, third, aspirate the

noun that follows them; as, An ceub peAp, the first man; An ceub beAn,

Chefirst woman. The ordinal occn^Ab, eighth, whether the noun following it

be masculine or feminine, takes c before it ; as. An c-occipAb inJeAn, the

eighth daughter,

§ 85.

—

Numerals applied to Persons only.

a 'pair. |*e||*eA]t, six persons.

TDOix-feifeAit, ) seven

or |*eAccA|t. / persons.

occAjt, eight persons.

t)Aor)bA|i, nine persons,

be]CT)eAbA|i5 ten persons.

b^]teu3, twelve persons.

f be]|tc, a couple,

\l^r)ATT)A]ri, a married couple,

a trioy three persons.

ceAC|tA]t5 four persons.

c\x\T<^4s,y^^Jioe persons.

The foregoing are compounded of the word peAp and the numerals—
three, four, five, six, seven; i;. re]reAp is composed of t^, six, and treAp,

man ; b;5\peu5 is contractedly for bA-f:eAp-beu5 ,
twelve men. Hence this

form of enumerating is applied to persons only, whether male or female
;

as,

repeAp peAp, six men; fepeAp bAn, six women. We could not correctly

say mop-feifeAp cApAl, seven horses, t)p and be]pc are excepted, as the

word reAp enters not into their composition. They can, therefore, be con-
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nected with their own proper substantives. All these govern the noun in the

genitive plural.

^ 86.—* Various Examples of Numeral Adjectives and Nouns,

Simple Form.
Mas.

AOT) 65ixt)AC.

rnf ó5^nAio, &c.

teACC r)‘b’^'^r)'S]o-

ocz &c.

cpf Ó5:\t)Ai5 &eu5.

Fern.

AOI) Ó15.

6 ]5»

cní 6150.

reAcc i)-ó]5e.

occ n-oioB.

cttf 6
]5e &eu5 .

owe youth,

two youths,

three youths,

seven youths,

eight youths,

thirteen youths.

one virgin,

two virgins,

three virgins,

seven virgins,

eight virgins,

thirteen virgins.

From this it appears that nouns following &A, two, zxe neither singular

nor plural. It is a kind of dual number. But from this solitary instance U

does not follow that there is a dual number in the Irish language.

In enumerating, without mentioning the noun, we say aoo, one ; bo, two

mi, three; ceAcA]tt, four, and not Aot), ÓA., ce]6tte ; &A and ce]6tte are

used only when the noun is expressed.

The articulated form of the numeral adjective and noun is nearly the

same as that of any other adjective and noun of the like gender.

Examples

:

Fern.

AT) AOI) 0)5. one youth. one virgin,

AT) bks. 6)5. two youths. two virgins.

T)A cpf l)-6]5e. three youths, three virgins.

T)A r^Acc T)-óioe. seven youths. seven virgins.

T)A t^acc T)-ó]5e seventeen youths, seventeen virgins,

t)eu5 .

Note.—What a very close affinity exists among the several early branches

of the great Indo-European family of languages may be best perceived from

a list of numerals in the several languages.

Mas.
AT) C-AOT) 655\T)AC.

AT) bks, 65At)Ac.

t)A cttf b-Ó5AT)A]5

t)A i*0Acc t)-55íxt)A]J.

t)A feAcc t)-65At)A]q

oeu5

Sym-
Teutonic.

San-
bol. Irish. i

1

Welsh. Latin.
1

Greek. scrit.

1. ACT).
j

un unum kv ein eka

2.
b'^. \
bo. J

dau ?

dwy ^

duae 1

duo J
dveo tue dwau

3 . mf. tri !

r tres

1_
tria

rpeis \
Tpia J

thri tri

4 .

CeAtAfl. pedwar
f quatuor,

\ qu= coYh
T€(T(rap€5 1

reropa J
TrévTe

fiuuar chatur

5 . CU15. pump quinqwe finfe pancha

6. ré. chwech sea? sehs shash

7 . teAcc. saith septem €7rra sibuu saptan

8. occ. wyth octo OKTCO ohto ashta

9 . T)AO) (pr. naw novem euyea niguni navan

nhee).

10. &e]c. deg decfiT» d€Ka tehan dasan

20. Pice. ugain viginti f eiKoari 1

\ feiKoyri J
tuentig vinsati

100. ceuo. cant centum kuaTov hunt satam
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CHAPTER IV.

THE PRONOUN.

§ 87. Pronouns stand for nouns. They are distributed

into six classes—personal, compound personal, possessive,

relative, demonstrative, interrogative, and indefinite.

§ 88 . The personal pronouns are

—

First Person.

Singular, Plural.

U)e, /, me. nuu, us ; second-

ary or aspirated form.*

Emphatic Form.

TUire.

Second Person.

ru, thou : secondary p]b,,
3/^,

you ; secondary

form, cu. or aspirated form, ]b.

Emphatic Form.

rupA. p]b-pe.

Personal pronouns of the first and second person are not characterized by

gender, for the speaker and the person or thing spoken to are, from' being

present, suflSciently cognoscible.

Third Person—Masculine.

pe, lie^ liim^ or it

;

e, se- p]Ab, tliey^ them ; second-

condary form for fe.f ary form,

Feminine.

{shee)^ she, her^ it; |, secondary form.

• Emphatic Form.

i-e-rAij, TiAb-i-AT).

Zeiiss sliows that in the ancient language there had been a neuter pro-

noun—e&, it

;

as, it IT TpA]t &Aoib, est id’^ vobis bonum,
** One striking example of this’^ (the fact that Zeiiss consulted the old

glosses in the Irish MSS. found in the monasteries of St. Gall and of Milan^

The initial t» being at first changed by aspiration to f (which = A in

sound), was finally omitted.

t S (asp.) having been omitted.
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is, that before the researches of Zeiiss the form of the neuter gender had
never been discovered, nor is it yet acknowledged by any Irish scholar of

Ireland. Zeiiss found it throughout/^—From the Ulster Journal of Archce^

ology—Notice by Dr, 0^Donovan,

§ 89. The personal pronouns are declined thus

—

First Person, nje, /, me

Singular. Plural.

Nom.)
> TT)e, /, me*

Acc. J

us.

Gen. rr^o, of me, mine. A]t5 of us, our.

Dat. to me. bu]pp, to ns.

Second Person, ru, thou.

Nom.1
Singular.

1

Plural.

Acc.
Voc. J

CU. thou. rib, you, ye.

Gen. bo, of thee^ thine. bu]t, ofyou, your.

Dat. bu]c, to thee. bAOjb, to you.

IvVt lb, the secondary forms of tlhi) and r]b, are now in disuse.

The term nb, you (the secondperson plural) ^ is never in Irish applied to an
individual, like you English, vous French, voi Italian. YoUy must therefore

when referring to a single individual, be translated by cu.

Third Person, Masculine, 5e, he^ it.

Singular. Plural.

Nom."|

Acc. J

1 ]*e, é, he, him, it. 'f^Ab, lAb, they, them.

Gen. A, his, [of him) its A, of them, theirs.

Dat.
[of it).

bo, to him, to it. bojb, to them.

Third Person, Feminine, 5], she, it.

Nom.l
Acc.

J

Singular, Plural.

j- ri, 1, she, it. |*]Ab, ]Ab
5
they, them.

Gen. A, hers, its, of it. A, of them, theirs.

Dat. b], to her, to it. bO]b, to them.

Since the third person admits only two genders, the neuter pronoun of
I
other languages must be translated into Irish by re or ri, according as the

I pronoun points out a noun of the masculine or the feminine gender, and
! conv.ersely

;
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When ré, he^ or rf, sAe, refer to nouns which, in the English language,
are of the neuter gender, they are translated by the word it, its, like il and
elle of the French m the like positions.

§ 90. Affinity.—Welsh, mi, I, me; ti, thou, thee

;

é, o, he ; hi, she:
plural, ni, we, us ; chwi, you ; hwy and hwynt, they, them. Cornish, my,
I; ty, thou; ef, he: hy, she; ny, we; why, you, y, they. How very like

the Gaelic pronouns.
“ Analogy leads us to suppose that the original state of the pronouns (he,

hi) was in Welsh as in Erse tf » but the initial being softened, he, hi^

—

Pritchard, p. 272.

§ 91. The emphatic forms of the personal pronouns are,

Singular, Plural.

n)||*e, /, me.

cu-pA, cu-pA, thou, thee.

riw-lie.

p]Ab.fAt), lAb-fAU.

§ 92. What are these emphatic suflSxes, r^, ye, r^T) ? They are broken

forms of the demonstrative pronouns yo, this ; y]X), that—like ci, French,

from the pronoun ce. If ro, this, be joined to wje or cu, the form roe-fo,

cii-ro, is obtained. In such compounds the leading and prominent syllable,

and therefore the accented one, is rpe ; cu, and hence xo, is not accented.

To accommodate then the spelling to the sound, and to conform to the prin-

ciple of assimilation so peculiar to Gaelic, to is transformed into x^ or to.

It was natural that the first and second persons singular and the second
,

person plural, denoting things supposed to be present, should take as their i

sufiix tA, this, rather than X'^vAhat, for t-^^ points out things present or near,
j

It was natural, too, that the pronoun feminine, tl> she, should have the same
suflix (fA) to distinguish it from to, he, which takes x^V»

It is plain that the suffix tAt) is from tin* 5o-tAn, he, — that person,

as opposed to some others, or about whom there is or was question.

Why tin? that, rather than to, this, should be the suffix of the third per-

son singular, masculine, and the third person plural, it is easy to conceive,

for the third person is that spoken of, therefore absent, or supposed to be

absent, and fitly pointed out by tin.

5e-tAn is more correct than t^-teAn, for t^n as a suffix has, a cer-

tain defined meaning ; its spelling should accordingly be defined. The only

reason for changing tAn into toAi) is (1) to give t the sound of sh; and (2) I

to conform to the rule of vowel assimilation. The (1) is not necessary, as t >

has, after e or f, the sound of sh; (2) is opposed to rule

§ 93. An old form of the plural, tinn? inn, we, was tnf (Zeiiss), still pre-

served in Welsh Latin, wos; Greek, rcci', 5inn-ne, therefore, is

an union of the modern and the old pronoun—a reduplication, in fact,

meaning, we ourselves. This reduplicate form is common to all the dialects

of the Celtic, Welsh, Cornish, Erse, and Irish. The Welsh “ my,*’ I, becomes

my-vi (as it were, the secondary form ofm being i;,and therefore my-vi);
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« thyn*^ to us (Cornish) is reduplicated << tJiynny-ny;' to us {Norris^Cor-

nish Grammar, p. 32) ; Welsh, wywi—ritin-ne.

§ 94. The possessive pronouns have the same emphatic

suffixes as the personal pronouns from which they spring

;

as,

rtjo CA|iA-i"A, my friend» a|i 3-cA|tA-T)e, our friend,

bo CA|iA-rA, thy friend» bup s-CATiA-fA, yowr/rzW.

A CA|iA-|*AT), ^ T-cATiA-rAt;, their friend,
A CApA-pA, her friend, )

The learner cannot but observe that the suffix after lyo, my, is rA,

and nS: or ne ; and that after An, our, the suffix is oe, that of the nomi-

Inative plural, and not re, ta, or fAU.

! § 95. These suffixes are employed to add emphasis— (1)

to personal pronouns; (2) to the broken forms of the perso-

tnal pronouns.

Under this (2) heading are ranked— (1) the prepositional

;

(2) the possessive pronouns
; (3) the personal endings of

verbs, which are spent forms of the primitive pronouns.

Excepting the positions just pointed out, the emphatic particle is not in-

troduced. If the use of emphasis or antithesis be necessary, the pronouns

ro, this ; no, rwtJ, that, are employed.

It is true that Keating, with the writers of his age, and such scholars and

philosophers as O’Donovan and Zeiiss, show that the pronouns n, re, r^O,

IreAu, are found in other positions besides those in which the personal pro-

noun, in its absolute or broken inflected forms, are embodied. Nevertheless

on examination it is found that, in such instances, the syllables fj, ye, fAo,

reAu, non, are corrupt spellings of the demonstratives ro, no.

From this another question arises—should the demonstratives be thus

jconfounded with the emphatic suffixes ? It is plain that as they have a spe-

cifically defined meaning and office, they should have a settled spelling. If,

however, any one choose to write them so, he has authority certainly in his

favour.

The emphatic suffixes are commonly joined by means of a hyphen to the

noun, pronoun, adjective, or verb immediately preceding ; the demonstrative

I pronouns are not.

The emphatic suffix comes after the noun and adjective—nay, it

must be last, no matter what number of adjectives follow the noun ; as, njo

cAp,A ó]l]r> oT^Aóac QeAt)An)A]l-re, my own fond, loving, amiable friend,

Obs.—

?

i)]re, I, me, the emphatic form of nje, is compounded of ttje, I,

and to, the emphatic affix. It should therefore be spelled roe-re^. This

spelling is sometimes adopted
;

as, “ t)e innir 2í)a&í50c oujun, i.e,^ ‘ njeirn/

A3ur CA^nbtie—We are of Innis Maddoc, i,e,, I and Cairbre.’^ (From the
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glosses in the MS. copy of Priscian quoted by Zeiiss—preface.) This spelling,

rpe-ye, is occasionally found in “ Self-Instruction’^ and in the “ Imitation of

Christ.” however, is the common spelling sanctioned now by
usage.

§ 96 .—Are Personal Pronouns inflected in Gaelic ?

Although Dr. Pritchard says that *• the Celtic dialects, having no de-

clension of the pronouns, properly so termed, supply the deficiency in a

manner similar to that adopted in the Hebrew and other cognate languages”

(“The Celtic Nations,” p. 272), still it is true they are declined. They
suffer inflection in a very slight degree only. The genitives of the personal

pronouns Tpo, oo, a, appear at first to have the meaning of possessives alone.

If this were so, as a certain late writer on Irish grammar, having only a

slight knowledge of the subject on which he wrote, maintains—then the

personal pronouns in Irish would be indeclinable. But rpo, oo, a, have the

meaning not only of the possessives ?wy, thy, his, her, their, but also that

peculiar to the genitives of personal pronouns—mei (Latin), of me, tui, of
thee ; illius, of him, her ; which is plainly seen in every instance where pro-

nouns go before verbs in the infinitive mood, or before participles. cA r]Ab
*5 rx)o buA]leAó, they are at the beating “ of we”—not at my beating, which
in English is ambiguous, but in Irish quite clear, meaning that, I am the

person receiving the beating, and not inflicting it. In all such instances, rpo,

bo. A, are the genitive cases of the corresponding personal pronouns.

Again, n)o, bo, A, bup, have a certain etymological relation with tpe,

cu, re, r/b,

Personal Pronoun.

Tpe, /.

cu, thou,

ye, he ; secondary form, é.

Genitive, or Possessive.

Tpo, of me, inflected from rpe, /, me.

bo, of thee (b and c of the same class.)

A, hi^ (which is the broad inflection

from e).

Personal pronouns have therefore at least two cases—the nominative and
the genitive

Have they not a third also, the accusative, for é, f, ]Ab, differ from r^>

VI ? This change is only initial, not terminational
; Besides, é, f,

]Ab,

are clearly spent shapes of fe, fb fl^b (aspirated). Now, fé, fí» (aspi-

rated)— or é, I, lAb, as they are commonly written—are nominative Cases as

really and as frequently as r^, VI» Vl^b, whenever they come, for instance,

after passive verbs, or biio, the past tense of the assertive form of the verb
bo be]t, to be. The fact is, both are forms—the one primary, the other
secondary—of the nominative or of the accusative (just like woi, I; je, /,

in French ; or ye, you, in English), which do not differ in case.

Should not é, ], jAb, be therefore spelled ye, f]» fl^^? Decidedly.
‘•In those instances,” to quote Dr. Latham’s remarks, “the initial v» though
converted into an aspirate in pronunciation, is sometimes retained in ortho-
graphy, either with a dot over it or follow^ed by h. But in either case the
sibilant is last. There seems to be no precise rule of orthography in this

instance.” (See “ Easy Lesstfns,” part i., pp. 39, 40.)
The secondary form of the personal pronouns, ye, fb Vl^b, may be

spelled w ith or without y. The former is sm^ijorted by analogy and philo-
logy

;
the latter by usage.
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The dative— a term which is here employed in the same sense, and for

the same reason as it has been in treating of the declension of nouns—may
be called, in a certain sense, a case—for the personal pronoun combined with
the preposition is more than inflected

;
it is abbreviated—it is changed.

The personal pronouns in Gaelic are therefore, in the

full sense of the term, declinable.

§ 97. Gaelic pronouns are the original forms of those pro-

nominal elements which pervade all the other languages of

the great Indo-European stock. On this subject we shall

once more quote Pritchard

:

The personal pronouns in the Celtic dialects probably represent a very

old or the primitive state of those parts of speech in the Indo-European
languages. It may indeed in many instances be observed that the Celtic

pronouns are the nominatives from which the oblique cases in those lan-

guages may be regularly formed ; whereas these cases, in several examples
that might be adduced, have little or no affinity to the vocables, which now
stand to them in the relation of nominatives. The real nominatives appear
to have been lost, and other words substituted in their places ; but in the

Celtic the orie:inal forms have been preserved.^^—Eastern Origin of the Celtic

Nations, p. 272.

§ 98.

—

The Personal Pronouns compounded with

Prepositions^

Seventeen of the simple prepositions combine with the

personal pronouns. To their combinations is given the

name prepositional pronouns^ because they are nothing more
than the prepositional cases of the personal pronouns, re-

sembling very much the French, du^ des, av^ aux^ or rather

the Italian, delli, alli^ dagli,^ agli^ nello^ collo^ sidlo^ which
are compounded of prepositions and pronouns.

The prepositions are—A15 (or atj), ai

;

A]]t, on; ai;i;,

in; Ap, out of; unto ; be,from^of; bo, to; e]0 }]i

or ]b]]t, betiocen; pAO], under, for; le, zvith

;

110]^)

before; peAC, beside; cAp, beyond^ over; qi]b or qté,

through^ or by means of; ua, or 6, from; ujro, about—
as, clothes about the body—uAp, above; which are com-
pounded with the personal pronouns, thus

—

Preposition - A3. A3. A3. A3. A3. A3. A3.

Pronoun - vo'e. cu. pé. pp pp;p. pjb. p]Ab.

By omitting the final vowel of the personal pronoun in the singular num-
ber, and in the plural the secondary initial consonant, f, which in composi-
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tion becomes aspirated, and then receives only the secondary sound (that of

h)f the combination ^5^0?, to we, &c., is formed ; thus

—

A5TU. iV5r. Ai5é. A]5Í. A5]UT7. A5]b. A5]A&, regularly.

The first, A5TP, cannot be sounded without the aid of a vowel between

the consonants 5, rp. In and A5]b the spelling must be corrected in

conformity with the rule cAol le cAol. Hence results the following cor-

rect form

:

First Person. Second Person. Third Person.
Mas. Fern.

S. A5Ati)5 at (or in the
^

^ ^ ^

possession of) me. A5A1:, or A5Ab* A]5e. a]ci.

P. A5A]r)tlj Cit us. A5A^b. ACA.

The termination of the third person plural has by length of time lost the

direct form, and assumed that of the oblique or possessive (a), j

Following analogy the ending of the second person singular should in all

be z ; but written and oral authority are in favour of the cognate letter b, in

a few instances, A5Ab, ApAb, ]OT)nAb.

The third person singular, feminine, should for the same reason always

end in ]
and not in é, yet some few of the feminine forms terminate in é.

^5A]T)n» A5A]b, ACA, means ofus^ of you^ of them. On the subject of this

idiom see Syntax.

The reason the first person plural of all these prepositional pronouns
ends in tjv (double n) and not single 17, is because it retains the spelling of

rivn, of which it is compounded. A knowledge of the pronouns being so

necessary in speaking the language, it is right for the learner to commit
their forms and meaning to memory.

The emphatic form of ASAit? is

—

S. A5Ari)-fA, A5AC-]"A, A]5e-pAT) A]C]-fe.

P. A5A]GG-t)e, A3A]b-pe, ACA-fAt),

In like manner the preposition Af, out of^ combines with the personal

pronouns,

Ap. Ap.

.
«

s / V

n^e; cu; fIDP, f|b,

From the union of both are formed

—

AfATT), A]"AC, Ap5 ApC] ; AfA]T)T), A|"A]b, AfCU.

The learner perceives that in this manner the ending for

the first person singular is rr), of the second, z ; of the third

(mas.) that of the preposition, 6 being commonly left un-

derstood (fern.),
1 ;

plural, ihj a.
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S. o]in), on me, o^tc, Allt,

P, 0|t|tA]r)>'5 on us, OTt|t<vib, o|i]iA, or 0|tCA.

S. CU3ATR, unto me. CU3AC, cui3e, CU|C1 .

P, cu5A]r)D, unto us, CÚCA.

S* of me. bioc, bé,

P. bjOOj of us. bib, bpb, or biobcA.

S bAH7, to me. bu]c, bo. b).

P, h\x]\)x), to us. bAO]b, bojb.

S. eAb|tATi75 between me. eAbjXAb, orl

eib|Ti cujj-
é e]bi]i Í.

P. eAbftA]t)T), betioeen us. eAbitA^b, eAC]tA.

S, |:ú|TR, under me, iiuc,

P, }:(i]r)V9 under us, pib. pUCA.

S. ]Oor)Arn, in me. ]ot)r)<xr, or)
- ^vv,

1

'Awq,
loooAb, j

P. ]or)t)A]r)f75 in us, ]Oi)t)<vib, ]or)r)CA.

S> l]orr), with me. le<\r, leir, leice.

P. with us. l)b, leo.

Note.—“ Re, or its combinations with the personal pronouns, though
found in modern printed books and manuscripts, is not used in the spoken
language in any part of Ireland, le being invariably used in its place.*'

—

O'DonovarC8 Irish Grammar

^

p. 144.

Re, with^ is used in manuscripts and printed books for le : its compound
form is

—

S, v.]OTt)f with me, ti]OC, Plf,
P. with us, P]b, P]U.

le is the only form of this preposition now used in Ireland in the spoken
language, though ne is found in most modern books and manuscripts."

s.

p.

s.

p.
s.

p.

ItOTRAri), before me, |XOTbAC, |i0]Tbe, ttoittjp].

ti5rbA]T)R, before us. |tOTbA]b, jton^pA.

CAiirn, over me, by me. CATIAC, éA]it]r, cAiprci-

CAitAjT)!), over us, by us, CA]tA]b, CA]tfCA»

t]i)orr), through me. t]Xi0Z, cpiq.
through us, C|tib, CpiOCA

There is no reason for aspirating the c of cAti and of cpe, and their

compounds; the usage in the spoken language is to aspirate them.

S. from me,

P. vi<s,\x)\),from us,

aS. uAfAR), above me^

UAIC,

UA]b,

UAfAC, or

^
UAfAb, }

uA]6e,

UACA.

UAfA,

5

uA]6ce.

UAjfC].
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p. above us, UApCA,

s. UTt)Aro, about me^ tarpAc, u]rt)e, ufmpi
p. nn)^]r)Vy about us, unjpA.

“ The (Keltic dialects) have two series of personal pronouns, the distinct

or entire pronouns, which are chiefly used as nominative cases ....
and abbreviated pronouns^ used in regimen, particularly after prepositions.^^

—

Prichard^s Eastern Origin of the Celtic Nations^ 2nd ed., p. 270.
“ Observe the difference in sound and meaning between the prepositional

pronouns &AO]b {dhuee-iv, pr. in one syllable), to you
;
b)b (dheev), of you ;

b6]b (jdhd-iv), to them ;
b|ob (dhee4v^ pr. in one syllable), of them

;
some-

times written bfobtA.
“ The first, bAo^b, to you = bo y]b, second person plural, compounded of

the preposition bo, and f]b. The learner will notice that the broad vowels,

A, o, come after b, because o in bo, the preposition with which it is com-
pounded, is broad—thus, at first it was, bo-]b, and then subsequently it

assumed the present spelling, bAO]b.
“ The second, b]b, of you, is compounded of be, 0/, and [b

;
e of be is a

slender vowel ; hence bfb
: f is pronounced long, like ee.

“ tíójb = “ bo” ]Ab, to them.

“t)fob=“ be’^ lAb, of them.''—Easy Lessons^ p. 216, Part III

In Connaught bfob, of them, is pronounced as if written bAobcA (?

thick), which is not analogical, and not borne out by the authority of the

written language. In the South of Ireland and in the Highlands of Scotland

the b is always pronounced slender in their combinations, and correctly, if

it be granted that the preposition is be and not bo.^'

—

O' Donovan, p. 139.

Stewart, p. 129.

Again, in the West of Ireland, and most parts of the North, bo, ^0 , when
combined with ^b, ye or you, is pronounced bAO]b, and it is sometimes so

written by Keating (p. 114), and generally so by O’Molloy and Donlevey

;

but in the South it is always written and pronounced bfb, the b being slen-

der ; but this is obviously not analogical, for it should be the form to repre-

sent the union of be, off otfrom, and ib, ye or you. {O'Donovan, p. 14.)

The third person plural of each of the prepositional pronouns ends in a,

except bfob, of them ; b5]b, to them. This peculiarity arises (see Zeiiss, p. 342)
from the fact of there being old dative endings which still adhere to the pre-

positions be, bo. In Connaught both words are, according to analogy, pro-

nounced as if ending in a.

§ 99. Spelling of bAtp, to me.—Our reasons for not aspirating rp in the

prepositional pronoun bAip, to me, compounded of bo, to, and tt)0,/, or me, are

;

First, because in the spoken language the word has not been, byany
whom we have heard speak Irish, pronounced with tp aspirate. Dr.

O’Donovan says {“ Irish Grammar,’^ p. 140) that “in the South of Ireland

bAH) is generally pronounced burp, and sometimes even urp ; as, rAbA]p óatp

bo lAip, pronounced as if written cAbA]tt urp bo lArp.’^ Besides, if rp be

aspirated, the pronoun bArp, to me, cannot be distinguished from bArp,

an ox,

Secondly, because it is opposed to a principle of analogy clearly deducible

froai the body of prepositional pronouns—that the initial consonant of the

personal pronoun does not, when combined with the preposition, sufier aspi-
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ration; as, onn), on me ; on”, on thee; of me; ^TOc, of thee; ]:u]n),

under me^ for me, about me; |:uic, under thee ; lion;, with me; cAnTf)» o\3er

me; t\X]orr), through me, &c. Now in these and all other instances the

initial of the personal pronoun, xx) or c, is not aspirated when compounded
with those prepositions which usually cause aspiration. Why, then, in this

particular instance should n) be aspirated when compounded with &o, to, and

not w^hen compounded with the other prepositions ? It is clear that there is

no reason tor it; if, however, there were, should not c of cu {thou), com-
pounded with &o (to) be also, for that same reason, aspirated in &uic—thus,

bujt ? But it is not, and never has been, therefore nj in the pronoun bAnj

should not. Taking both reasons together it is plain that, contrary to cer-

tain authorities, the form bAii) (having rp aspirated) is not strictly and classi-

cally correct.

The initial (b) of bATp is aspirated whenever it follows a consonant with

which if compounded it would, on phonetic principles, admit aspiration ; as,

cAbA]ti buion, give us; ii\X]r)r), forgive us; X'\otc'^]r) buipt), peace
to us. After p of cAbAin

;
t of tpAjc, it is aspirated ; after n of rioccAjU it

is not. (See p. 35, exception 1.)

§ 100. S^AC, besides (Latin, secus), is at present seldom
found in the compound form :

-peAC é, -peAC

beside me. beside thee, beside him. beside her.

'f*eACA]r)03 ]"eACA]b, T^aca,
beside us. beside you. beside them.

Neither is UAfAm {above me) now in use ; in its stead oi*

c]or)X) {above) is employed; nor are these combinations— -jo-

fAtT) {under me)^ beA|"ATr) {at my right hand)^ cuACAm {at

my left hand)—which are found in St. Patrick’s hymn,
in Liber Hymnorum

:

CpiOfC fopATp ! Cpiorc UAtAlp !

Cniofc beAfATp ! CpTorc cuAÚATt) I

Chl’ist be under me ! Christ be over me !

Christ be beside me,
On left hand and right.

For a full explanation of the meanings of the several prepositions see
chapter on prepositions.

For their idiomatic use see “ Syntax.’^

§ 101. Possessive Pronouns—The possessive pronouns
are formed from the personal by a sliglit modification oi the
ending

; thus, from rue, 7, is formed ruo, my.

They are—mo, my ; bo, thy ; a, his ; a, her ; a|x, our ;

your ; a, their. (See section 24, luie 1. p. 34 ; seciicn

27, p. 40.)
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The vowel a, as a possessive pronoun, signifies (1) A/s, (2) her, {3)
their,

(1) "When signifying his, it aspirates; as, a ca\xa, his friend,

(2) . „ her, it does not

;

as, a cAftA, her friend,

(3) ,, their, it eclipses
; as, A 5-CAp.A, their friend.

On the other hand, going before a vowel,

(1) A, his, does not aspirate ; as, a atjati), his soul,

(2) A, her, does aspirate the vowel; as, A h-ATjAip, her soul,

(3) A, their, causes n to be prefixed
; as, a t)-apati;a, their souls.

§ 102. The pronouns n)o, &c., cannot, like 7nine and

thine^ stand alone without the substantive being expressed

;

as, this is mine, ip é po ruo-pA—the noun must be ex-

pressed ; as, Ip é po ruo leAbApi-pA, this is my book.

péiu, self, IS, as in English, annexed to the possessive as

well as to the personal pronouns,

21)o, bo, A, his ; a, her

;

a, their

;

A|t, our, are, in pub-
lished works and MSS., abbreviated when connected with

the prepositions auu or a, in; bo, to; le, with; o, from,
and adverbial particles ending in a vowel.

Singular.

Aro, in wy, written lor ai)i) 1170, or for a’ \x)

Ab, in thy, „ at)1) bo, ,, a’ b’.

h) i;A, in his or her, „ Ai)t) a, ,, a.

Plural.

i)Ap, in our, written for Arjr) Ap, or for ’00 Ap,

’UPA, in their, „ App a „ ’pp a.

Singular. Plural.

i)o, to.

boip, to my, for bo tpo. bivp, to our, for bo Ap.

ob, to thy, „ bo bo.

b* A, to his 01 her, „ bo a. b’ a, to their, „ bo a (their).

lerp, with my, for le rpo.

with thy, „ le bo*

As, “ be]ó At) Alr5]ri t)AoiÍ)ca le vf —And the altar shall be
sanctified by my glory/^

—

Exodus, xxix., 43.

“ Infiguntur ante verba consonge nudae pronominales ut m, n, t, b, d, n, s,

post particulas exeuntes in vocales, verbales no, po, &c Ko
vf XO]i(ix^j salvavit me; r)0 b^ xo]\iiAX]i salvabit vos ; rjf rt)* cApACfA, non
amant me. Fit idem adeo post verbum subst. jr (est)

: Hfu rx)* ecet), neces-

sitas mihi incumbit. i, e., est mihi necessarium.’’

—

Zems., p. 335.
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Althougli found thus amalgamated in well-written Irish hooks, yet the

simpler and more intelligible way to write such words would be to give the

pronoun and preposition separately.

§ 103. Relative Pronouns,—21, loho^ whicli^ lohat^ that,, all

that

;

HOC, ivho^ which ; hac, who not, which not—Latin,

nequis ; hoc, ivho, goes before the assertive verb, is

;

bu6, teas ; a, who, never goes before if, bu6.

Í)a- signifies sometimes who, which ; at others — be oj

which, of whom.

<t)o, the sign of the perfect active Indicative, is employed
very often as a relative pronoun ; as, ‘‘ í)o|3AbA|t cuea iHA]t

thha, ]Ab bu6 THO ‘bo’ ca|chi5 leo beh) ^oihI^H— They
selected for themselves as wives those who were most pleas-

ing to them of all.”

—

Gen, vi. 2.

The pronoun hoc, who, or a, icho, is omitted before bo.

The omission of the relative before a verb is compensated
for by the fact, that verbs in Irish have a special ending

when employed after a relative clause.

§ 104. Interrogative Pronouns,—C]a, pronounced like

the Italian “ che^' who, which, whom ; c^, what, where ;

cib, CAb, lohat, Latin, quid; Welsh, pa, ^o bé, which is

found in a great many Irish books, is only a corrupt ibrm
of CAb é, ivhat {is) it ? Cjteub, what, is compounded of

CAb, what, and ]tiib, res (Latin), a thing.

After the interrogative pronouns the verb to he, is, teas,

am, and their inflections, are omitted; who (am) I? cia

íHifc? who art thou ^ C]A cufA? who is this? c]A é fo ?

literally, ivho (is) he, this? lids he, fo é—if, is, is

understood between fo and é.

§ 105. Demonstrative— So, this, these ; that, those;

fub, that, yonder, of which ub appears to be a secondary

form, at first written fiib, and then after a tiirie ub, to make
spelling conform to sound. Ub, like fub, comes after nouns
and pronouns: C]a fe, ah fCAf ub? who is that man (yon-

der)? “ CjA fiAb ub? what means those'" (what are thesi

yonder?) says Esau to Jacob.— Gen, xxxlii. 5.
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“ says Connellan, ‘‘is generally used with personal

pronouns, and ub with nouns.” This is a distinction without

a difference.

Soy thiSy following a word, the last vowel of which is slender, is Oy
some writers written reo.

It would be well, however, not to change its spelling. It is radically in-

correct, though not against usage, to write it or re, for then it (1) assumes

the appearance of the suffix, and (2) leads the reader to infer a change in

meaning from a change of spelling.

“ It is true these pronouns—re. rin—come after the noun which they

serve to point out; yet their demonstrative character is fully attained by aid

of the article at) or t)A, the, which must always go before the noun whenever
the demonstrative is to follow ; as, this many is in Irish expressed thus, the

man this—at) ro ; these men, the men these—tja riT^ Les^

sonSy p. 83, fifteenth lesson.

§ 106 . The Indefinite Pronouns are: a,
all thnty that ichich ;

Aor), any^ one ; ai) ce, he icho^ lohoever

;

c^c, «//, gen. ;

ceACCAfi, either

;

t)eACCA|i, neither

;

c|A b’ é, whoever^ also

written 5ibe, c]bé, contractedly for C]A bu6 é; c|A b’ é

A]|i b]C, any one at all; ei5]n, some^ certain person; e^le,

other

^

written also A]le; aZA, Welsh; oXKos^ Greek; alius^

Latin; jac, each; jac eile, every other; u]le, all; alle^

German; o/Z, Welsh; 3AC ujle, every individual

;

a cejle,

each other

;

o^peAb, as much; 0|]teAb Ajiif, as much as

;

0]]teAb le ce^le, each as much as the other; “OipeAb le ce]le

be 5AC cu]b b]ob.”

—

Exodus^ xxix. 34 .

Cu]&, a portion 0/, some

;

T)eAc, any owe, an individualy are nouns.

*,* All the pronouns, except the personal and cac, are indeclinable.

Why the plural possessive pronouns, and a ,
whomy a relative

(oblique case), cause eclipsis—see “ Syntax.’’

CHAPTER V.

§ 107 .—THE VERB.

The verb is that word in a sentence which affirms or declares something
of its subject. The noun and verb are the two essential elements of a sen-

tence.

The verb affirms the state of being, acting, enduring the effect of action.

Verbs are classified, therefore, into active and passive, to which are added
the substantive verb, to be, bo be]t. The active is two-fold—mtransitive,

transitive. In the former the effect of the action does not pass over to the
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object; as, ejtH5 ]rr), I arise; in the latter it does; as, ounAjih» J shut—bdi)

ootiur, shut the door,

§ 108. Moods and Tenses.—As life, action, and passion— i.e., the endurinj;

the effect of action, are different in different modes and times, so it is neces-

sary to represent these different states. On this account moods and tenses^

by which the manner and the time are expressed, necessarily belong to

verbs.

§ 109. Number of Moods.—There are in Gaelic five moods—the impera-

tive, the indicative, the conditional, the optative, the infinitive.

How is the optative a mood? Because, in the active voice, at least, it

has in most verbs a specific form.

Has not the conditional also a specific form ; and is it for that reason

called a mood ? Some grammarians place the conditional in the rank of

moods; others, as the author of the Dublin French Grammar, amongst the

tenses. There are reasons on both sides. It has only one tense, and that

tense holds the same relation to the future that the imperfect tense does

to the present ; as,

Present - I shut.

Imperfect - óupA|nn, / used to shut.

Future - I will shut.

Conditional - I would shut.

(1) On account of this analogy, therefore ;
and (2) for the learner^s sake

not to multiply moods unnecessarily
; (3) to conform to the approved prac-

tice in our schools and colleges, the conditional is placed in the rank of

tenses, immediately after that of the future.

The other modifications of verbal meaning are expressed, not by any spe-

cific form, but by combinations—sometimes of particles, sometimes of words.

The subjunctive is like the indicative.

The potential is formed by a combination of words expressive of ability,

power.

§ 110. The imperative mood expresses command; the indicative declares

or asserts ; the optative—a mood so peculiar to Greek verbs—expresses a

wish ;
the infinitive (from in, not^ and jims.^ end, limit), not being trammeled

by person, number, tense, mood, expresses its meaning in an unlimited

manner.
The imperative is the root from which the other moods with all their

tenses and persons spring.

All the moods, except two, are independent, not requiring the presence

of other moods for their use or meaning in a sentence. The two which are

dependent are the subjunctive and infinitive.

Being like the indicative, the subjunctive in English and Gaelic is easy,

compared to its use in Latin and Greek
;

yet the student ought to know
that it expresses purpose, motive, end, or object, and usually follows some
verb, or depends upon some clause expressed or understood.

§ 111. Neither the regular nor irregular verbs in Gaelic have, in the suo-
junctive mood, a specific form different from that of the indicative. Dr.
O’Donovan says (“ Irish Grammar, p. 150) : “ Some of the irregular verbs
have a subjunctive mood.” “ This mood the regular verbs want altogether”

(p. 170). Again, treating of the verb béAnAó, he uses these words: '* That
this and other irregular verbs have a subjunctive mood is quite clear from
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the fact that the indicative form could not be used after uac. co, 50, &c.

,

as, UAc benuA]!*, that thou didst notj*

The fact is, some of the irregular verbs have two forms of the indicative

—

the direct or primary form, and the indirect or secondary, formed from some
obsolete verb of kindred meaning. The indirect usually follows particles of

interrogation, supposition, negation, and the like
;
yet the mood to which it

belongs is really the indicative. Take, for instance, the word which Dr.

O’Donovan says belong to the subjunctive—bepnAiy, This is plainly of the

indicative, as is seen from the following examples

;

tilhneAy, I have done.

rj] ócATinAr, 2 have not done,

50 n-tJeApnAf, that I have done.

Is it not plain that if the form p-tjeApuAr, in the third line, be in the sub

junctive mood, so also is oeAp^Af in the second ; but óeApuAf, in the second

line, is not the subjunctive—for who will say that I have done and I have

not done are in two different moods., t5eApnA]*, second line, is therefore of

the indicative mood, and hence beAptjAy, in the third, being like the in-

dicative in form, cannot, according to Dr. O’ Donovan’s theory, be the sub-

junctive.

It is true, however, that after all particles of questioning, denying, sup-

posing, and those that express relation, the secondary form is commonly,
but not always, employed.

§ 112.

—

TENSE.

Tense is a specific form of the verb corresponding to a

specific meaning in time.

Time is either past, present, or to come. Hence there

are three great tenses— (1) the present, (2) the past, (3)

and the future. The present tense denotes present time

;

the past, past time ; the future, future time.

The present tense is two-fold

:

Q . (1. The simple present.
'

' \ 2. The consuetudinal or habitual present.

The simple present denotes an action going on ; the habitual, habitual

action.

The past also is of two kinds :

(2)

!

1. The one may be called the imperfect, expres-

sing a continuation nn the state of action or

suffering, much like the imperfect tense in

Latin and Greek verbs ; as, ama-

I

bam^ I used to love,

\ 2. The other is the perfect tense, and denotes the

same time as the historic perfect of Latin

verbs ; ex.—bo 5P^bii]5e<\f, amaviy I lovedy

or have loved.
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(3) The future foretells.

To these may be added the conditional.

The number of tenses, five

—

(1) The Present u i f relative negative.
^ ^ 1 consuetudwal or habitual

| affirmative.

The relative affirmative form is peculiar in Gaelic. The verb, by
thus assuming a specifically different form after the relative, can, without any
detriment to language or sense, dispense with the use of the relative pro-

noun. This omission often occurs.

(2) The imperfect; (3) perfect; (4) future; (5) conditional.

§ 113. Number^ Person^ Inflection of Verbs,—“ A noun,’’ says Latham
(‘‘ English Language,” 3rd ed., p. 289), denotes an object of which either the

senses or the intellect can take cognizance—and a verb does no more. The
only difference between the two parts of speech is this—that whereas a noun
may express any object whatever, verbs can only express those objects which
consist in an action.”

Being in such close relation with the noun, and entirely

directed by its own subject, it is plain that the verb has

number and person. (See sections 41, 42, p. 55.)

Number, person, mood, and tense, therefore belong to

verbs ; number and person, they claim on account of their

substantival character
; mood and tense, on account of their

purely verbal character.

The verb in Gaelic is inflected in number, in person, in

tense, and in mood. (See Conjugation of Verb.)

§ 114. Conjugation—Are there two in Gaelic?—Conjugation viewed ab-

solutely denotes the general form of the verb when inflected in full; view'^ed

relatively it denotes that one class of verbs has, in some tenses, specific end-

ings differing from those which another class of verbs assume in the same.

Verbs thus varying in termination are said to differ in conjugation. It is

enough to remind the scholar that in Latin the verbs amare and regere have

not, in some tenses, the penult syllable respectively alike, and that on this

account they are said to be unlike in conjugation. In French grammar it is so.

The verbs parler and rendre are not of the same conjugation. Having pre-

mised this much on special conjugations in other languages, what is to be said

of their number in Gaelic ? That there are two. This w^e prove, it is a fact

that in Irish there is a class of verbs which make the future tense in oca&.

and the conditional in ocA]nP ; and another class, which make the future in

and tne conditional in The endings VAO, of the one,

differ specifically from ocao, ocaitjx), of the other class. That they do so is

confirmed even by those grammarians who bold there is only one conjugation

of Irish verbs. They have classed those verbs that end in 75, ]ri, ]l, ]r, and
in general verbs of two syllables in the root as exceptions to their single con-

jugation. Hence, as they are exceptions, it is certain they differ. But any-
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thing that becomes an exception to a general rule is always supposed to

belong to a class which, in number, are fewer than those that constitute the

foundation for the general rule. Is that the case here ? Far from it. The
rule can then be no longer general if the exceptions form a class of verbs

nearly as numerous—nay, perhaps more so than those that are regulated by
it. This is plain. Now, dissyllabic verbs ending in U15 and in 15 alone form
in Irish a very numerous class of words, nearly quite as numerous as those of

one syllable. Add to them verbs of various other endings, and what a very

vast class of verbs of two syllables in the root have we not got. Why
should such a large body of verbs be exceptions ? Is it not the safer and
the more correct way to form them into a conjugation ? Decidedly. It is

therefore true that there are two specifically distinct conjugations in Irish

—

The first of one syllable in the root

;

The second of two syllables in the root.

But, it may be urged, this mode of arguing will prove that there are

three conjugations, for some verbs end in vp (] a slender vowel); other in

(a a broad vowel) : the syllables differ—therefore, so do their special

forms of conjugation. Answer.—The syllables and with their in-

flections, are the same in sound and meaning, and they take the vowel
j
or a

in the spelling to conform to the principle of vowel assimilation, expressed

in the Rule, “ slender to slender, and broad to broad.’^

§ 115. SYNOPTICAL conjugation OF THE SUBSTANTIVE VERB
bo bejc, to be.

j

Singular. Plural.

Imperative
Mood.

1.

2 . bi-

3. b]6eA6 fe.

1 . bitTjuif.

2. bi&i&.

3. bi&ir-

1

INDICATIVE

MOOD.

Present

Tense.

1.

2 .

3. fé.

1. z'An)U]b,

2. Z'AZAO].

3. Z'Ap.

Present tense

preceded by
the particles

An, whether;

50 , that; nf,

not; n«Ac, woA

1 . b-^U]l-]TU.

2 . „ -iTt.

3. „ ré.

1 .

2 . ,, -q.

3. „ -]&.

Habitual

Present.

1. bl6-]ri7.

2 . „ -i]t.

3 . „ r&'
b]6-eAT)r) n)é, cú, t*&.

1. bí6íuti]b.

2. bjóúí.

3. b]6]&.

bjb-eAut) ri^
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SYNOPTICAL CONJUGATION OF THE SUBSTANTIVE VERB
bo be]c, to be^—continued.

Singular. Plural.

1

INDICATIVE

MOOD.

|
Assertive

Present.

1. ir

2. II* CÚ.

3. irr^*

1. ^rrvm.
2. irri^.
3.

Imperfect.

1. b|8-]UU-

2. „ -ce^.

3. „ -eAÓ yh.

1. bíÓrr)U]|*.

2. b]bq.

3. b|!5ir.

Perfect.

1. b]6-e<v|*.

2. bi6-ir.

3. b]

1. b]-TUA|l,

2. b]-bA|i.

3. b]-bA|i.

Perfect after

the particles

An, 5iin»nfop,

&c.

1. |lAb-Af.

2. „ -Air*

3. ]iAb fé.

1. |lAb-ATUA]t or ItAb-TUAjl

2. -AbA^l, „ -bAfl.

3. -AbAlt, „ -bA|t.

Assertive

Perfect.

1. bu6, or bA rr)é.

2. „ „ cu.

3. 5, ,, fé.

1. buó, or bA X]VV>

2. ,, ,, ]*ib.

3. ,, ,,
]*]Ab.

Future.

1. be]6-]b.

,, -1^
3. „ 1*6.

1. bei8-ruu|b.

2. „ .q.

3. „ -^b.

Conditional.

1. be]6-]T)U.

2. „
3. „ -eAÓ 1*6.

1. be]6ruu]]*.

2. be^bq.

3. be]6bi|*.

Optative
Mood.

1. 30 |tAb-Ab.

2. „ |lAb-A]]t.

3. „ ]tAb ]*6.

1. iiAb-mqb.

2. „ -CAO].

3. ,, -A]b.

Assertive

form.

1
. 30 n)-bub ru6.

2. „ ÚU.

3. „

1. 30 ru-bu6 quu.
2. „ ri^*

3. „

Infinitive Mood. i)o be]c. Participles, a]3 bejc.
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Observe in the foregoing Synopsis that in every tense (Imperative

present, imperfect Indicative, Conditional) in which the first person plural

ends in ]i*, the third person plural also of the same tense ends in ]r ; and
again, in every tense (Indicative present, future

j
and Optative) in which the

first person plural ends in the third person plural, likewise, of the same
tense ends in fb. The learner will find this observation useful in endeavour-

ing to remember the personal endings of the different tenses, as the remark
holds true for every verb in the language, regular and irregular, as well as

for the verb to de, bo be]c.

§ 116. Conjugation of the Verb bo beit, to be, in full.

The nominative case is found in modern Gaelic always after the verb, in

afilrmative and negative as well as in interrogative forms of address.

IMPERATIVE.

Singular.

1 ...

2. B| {bee)^ be thou,

3. Bj^-eAÓ {beeyoo she),

let him be.

Plural.

1. B]-rou]|" {beemush), let us

be.

2 . B]6-]6 [beeyee), be ye.

3. {beedish), let them
be.

The second person plural bfófó, is commonly pronounced as if written

b]5]ó, beegee.

INDICATIVE.

Present tense.

1. rne, I am.

2. cu, thou art.

3. 1*6, he (or it) is;

she (or it) is.

L TL'a Y]r)r)i we are.

2. |*]b, you are.

3. ^bey are.

This is called the Analytic or pronominal form : the following, the syn-
thetic or inflectional.

1. lam.
2. thou art.

3. 1*6, he (or it) is; z'a p,
she (or it) is.

1. we are.

2 . 'Cacao], you are.

3. 'CAjb, they are.

The Interrogative^ or Affectedform.

1. 21 17 am 1 ?

2. 2!r) b-]:u^l-]]t, art thou ?

3. 21 i7 b-fu]l ]*e, is he ?

1. 21t) h^}^\x]\~xr)\x]h, are we ?

2. 2lr) b-f are you ?

3. 2lr) b-pujl-]b, are they f

With Djj not

:

— (1) iNjj b-]:u|l(n7, lam not; (2) x)\ b-]:u|l]]t

;
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3) V] b-puil fe, &c., contractedly, uflitG, lam not; T)fl|rij

of I re ; nfltHuib, of I]*?,

The third person singular b-^U]l, with the personal pronouns, gives the

pronominal, or analytic form
;
as,

1. nje, am 1?
2. b pa]l cii, art thou ?

3. b-^piijl fe, is he ?

1. b-'pu]! f]T)p, are we?
2. b-}^u|l |"]b, are you ?

3. b-pu]l 1*1 Ab, are they ?

The conjugation of the substantive verb to he in English is made up of

three different verbs, am, was, he ; am and was are not the same. Am is

defective in the past tense, and was in the present.

*** cAitt) seems to be the only remaining tense of an ancient verb that

signified, “ to be” It is employed only in the direct and unaffected form of

the present indicative.

b-|^U]l]Ti) is another verb, which also expresses being^ existing. It is the

form of the substantive verb which is usually employed after all particles of

asking, denying, supposing, and such like
; as, at) te, is he ? t)] b-fUjl

fe, he is not

;

50 b-):u]l x^y ttiat he is ; f)v\c b-pujl fé, is he not ?
“ TA,” is, comes after the relative affirmative ; b-):u]l, and its inflections,

after the relative negative; as, at) ce “a rAofi, he who is free; An ce
“ t)Ac b-f:U)l’’ tAOfi, he who is not free.

When an assertion is made— the personal

pronouns, is the form adopted; as, rr^e, it is I ; \x cu, it

is thou ; ]X é, it is he ; ]x is we ; -\x you ;

If*
]Ab, it is they.

With the particles of asking, denying, ]f, is omitted.

The present tense, as it is formed regularly from the root

b], he thou; is b]6|ti), which implies a continuous state of

existence.

B}b-]rn, I am wont to be.

B|6-]|t, thou art loont to he.

B|6 ]*e, he is wont to be.

B|6-Tt)U]b, loe are wont to he.

B|b-]6, you are wont to be.

B|6-|b, they are wont to be.

B}6, the analytic form, with the personal pronouns, rpe,

cu, pe, expresses the same. The termination, cauu, denotes
habit or continuance; as, bjó-eArjo roe, / am wont to be;
b]6-eAr)r) cu, thou art wont to be ; b]b-eAT)i:) pe; he is wont
to be.

Rel. form, at) ce a bjbeAp, he who usually is; at) ri)U]pc]p

A bjbeAp, they who usually are

2i)u]nc|ti, denotes a number of persons—a class—and is the antecedent
employed in Irish for the English they, whenever its meaning is not confined
to some special individuals.
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Imperfect Tense,

Singular.

1. {veeyinn)^ I was
wont to be,

2. [veeliaw)^ thou

^
{you) wast wont to be.

3. B^b-eAÓ yh {veeyoo she),

he was wont to be.

Plural.

1. BiÓ-rou]!* {veemusK), we
were wont to be.

2. Bjé-q [veehee), you were

^
wont to be,

3. B|6-bif {veedeesh), they

were wont to be.

Analytic,

1. B]6-eA6 {veeyoo), rpe, 1
was wont to be,

2. BjÓ-eAb [veeyoo), cu.

3. B|6-eA6 „ or

!• B|6-eA6 {veeyoo), r\VV, u)e

^
were wont to be,

2. B]6-eA6 {veeyoo), pib.

3. Bjó-eAÓ „

Perfect.

This tense conveys the idea of time past generally. It is translated,

therefore, by the remote perfect was, or by the present perfect have been.

1* B]6-eA|* {veeyes), I was.

2. B]6-]|* {veeyish)
,
thou wast.

3. B| X^ {^^^ shé), he (or it)

was

;

b| y] {'^^^ shee),

she (or it) was.

1 . Bi-ir)A|t (yeemar),we were.

2. Bi-bA|i {veewar)
,
you were.

3. Bl-bA]t [veedar), they

were.

See Note, p. 115.

b]ó-eAr [veeyes) is in sound even very like the English word was.

The analytic form of this tense is :

1 . B] n)e, I ivas ; or have been.

2e B] cu, thou wast.

3. Bf x^, he (or it) was

;

b]

y], she (or it) was.

1. B| X]VV9 we were.

2. Bl you were.

3. B| were.

The affected form, n^bAr, is employed in relation to past time, as

b-i:u]l]Ti) (see p.p. 108, 109) is in relation to present time.

1 . 2l]t ]tAb-A|" {rowas)
,
teas I?

2. 2lit xi^h-c^]x {rowish), wast

thou ?

3. 2l]x itAb ye {row she), was
he?

1. 2l]t itAb-Ti^Aii {roicmar),

were we ?

2. 2l|t |tAb-bAit {rowwar),

were you ?

3. 2l]t |tAb-bA]t {rowdhar),

were they ?
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Analytic

—

{was), rnd, cn, yiVV,

RAb-A]* is compounded of yo ; and the perfect biSoAr.

Rel. form

—

cé a b», he who was ; ai) ze nv\c fiAb. he

loho teas not.

In modern Gaelic the particle oo (in ancient no) is found to precede the

perfect tense. This particle, no, is found incorporated with other par-

ticles, V. g. :

( 1 )

^v|t compoul

nfon

Tp^n

n^n
PACAn

(2)

ded 01 Ai), whether^ and no.

ni, not,

^o, thcit^
(

rpA, if, ,

pA, noty
,

OAc, that not,

,

no.

no.

no.

no.

no.

The class (1) of particles ending in n precede the perfect tense ; those (2)

not ending in n precede the present. Those ending in n take after them

the affected form, nAbAp (see p. 36).

it is.— The Assertive Form of the Verb to be.The Perfect ofy.

Singular.

1. Ba or bu6 rne, it was L
2. Ba „ cii, it teas thou.

3. Ba ,, fe, it was he.

Plural.

1. Ba or buÓ y]r)V, itioaswe,

2. Ba „ X]h,itwasyoti.

3 . Ba • 5, f]A^5 it was
they.

Bu6 is also the potential imperfect, bub ihAjc a beAp^b,

it “ would be^ a good thing to effect it.

And the subjunctive imp. ; as, be||tceA|t 50 n^-bub TUAjc

A béAT)Ab, it is said that it “ would bd' a good [thing) to

effect it

;

bubpAb 5U]t bub rbAjc a beAOAb, it was said that

it “ was’ a good thing to have effected it.

Bub is the spelling which, it appears, is employed when
the adjective or predicate begins with a consonant; bA or b’

when a vowel, or y (aspirated) ; as,

bub puA]]ic, was sweet.

bub rr)^]t, was good,

bA éAbrbA|i, wasjealous.
bA Mu]!)} was beautiful,

b’ 4x]tb, was high.

The spelling of this past tense has hitherto been unsettled. It is still so.

In the written language bA or bub is adopted by each writer at pleasure.
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The <vor(ls Ab, lenb, Rob, bAtij, cutRAb, conbAti), and such like,

are compounds of bA, h\

Ab
ttob

ííApb

lenb
bArp

CUTpAÓ

conbATT),

Compounded of

A and bA.

p,o and bA.

t)A, |io, and bA.

le, po, and bA.

bA and tpe.

CO or 50, and tp-buó.

CO, no, bA, and nje.

After buó, the personal pronouns third person singular and plural, take

the secondary, and not the primary form.

Future Tense.

Singular.

1. [beyid)^ Iwill be

Plural.

1. [beymuidh), toe

will he,

2. Be|6-q8 {heyhee), you

will be,

3. Bé]6p (beyidh), they will

he.

2. {beyirh)^ thou

wilt he.

3 . B^i^
it) will he ; hep r1 (^^3/

shee)^ she (or it) will be.

Relative affirmative

—

at) ze a be^SeAf, he who icill be.

At) TÍ/qt)^l]^ ^ be]beAp5
they ivho

will be.

The relative affirmative form of the present and future tenses end in Ar-

Dur, it will be, is the future of ir, it is. It is seldom employed except

before adjectives in the superlative degree with a contingent or future

meaning.

CONDITIONAL.

1. Bé]6-ir)t) [veyhinu), 1

might or could be.

2. {yeyhaw)j thou

mightest or couldst be.

3 . Bqb-eAÓ, [veyhoo^ she),

he (or it) might or could

be.

The first letter of the foregoing tense, like that of the imperfect, is aspi-

rated, if it be one of the nine mutable consonants.

1. B^lb-rpqi* (yeymush), ive

might or could be.

2. B'ep-tp {veyhee), ye

might or coiild be.

3. [veydish), they

might or could be.
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OPTATIVE.
Singular,

j

1. ]tAb-Ab (ffo rowadh)^

that I may he,

2 . 00 |iAb-A|]t {go rowirh)^

that thou mayest be,

3. 3^ ]tAb fé {go rowv she)^

that he (or it) may be

;

50 ]tAb x] {9^ rowv

shee)^ that she (or it)

may be.

[Plural.

1, 3^ itAb-rou^b {go row-

mudh\ that we may be,

2, 3^ pAb-CAió {go rowhy)^

that you may be,

3 , 3^ ]tAb-A]b {go rowidh)y

that they may be.

Bub, may it he^ is the optative form of it is ; bub, it

was ; as, 50 iD-bub rr)A]i^c cu, that you may be

better to-morrow.

The infinitive mood and participles are formed by placing

certain prepositions before the verbal noun, be]C, being ; as,

in English, to^ about to—in French, pour—is placed before

the infinitive, be]C, being.

Prepositional fbo beic, to he.

infinitive. \le be]c, in order to be.

le, with^ placed before the infinitive mood, gives, like pour in French,

the idea of intent, purpose, to perform what is expressed by the verb.

PARTICIPLES.

21|5 be^c being^ same as the old English form,

a-being^ a-walking^ a-loving^ for being^ walking^ loving,
,

21] ft be]c, on being^ having been,

J^ji rti-beic, a/ter being
^
having been,

2l]]t t\ be]c {on the point of being^^ about to be.

§ 117 . ANALYTIC CONJUGATION.

To conjugate any verb in Irish analytically all that is

required is to repeat the personal pronouns after the form of

the third person of each tense.

The analytic form of the verb is so called because its component parts are

analyzed or separated, and thus rendered more simple ; the other is called

synthetic, because the subject and the verb are both embodied in one word

;

as, "Airp, which is equal to cA rpé. Hence, when the synthetic form is used,

the subject, if a pronoun, should not be expressed, for then the verb would
have a double subject; as, cA]b 50 n)A]t, which is equal to cA |‘]ao

xo 50 rr)A]t. Hence Connellan writes : “ The pronoun should never be
used separately after the synthetic form^, as it is only a repetition of the pro-
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noun,” yet there are instances in which, with great elegance, the subject,
when a noun, is expressed

; as, “ t^Clbn^oAn a beAtibttiXftpe lejr And his
brethren said to him.^—Geri. xxxvii. 8. “ ^5ur An UA]tt &o tofUT^nAti ua
í5Ao]ne A n)eu&U5Aó A]p &nu]Tn ha r,\lrhAn—And after that men began to
be multiplied upon the earth.”— /iiíf., vi. L {Irish Bible, by Dr. MacHale,)
“ When, however,” says Dr. O’Donovan (page 153), «‘the nominative is a
substantive, the synthetic termination is retained.”

Observe, when a question is asked the analytic form is used, and the
answer is returned in the synthetic; as. An zú 50 n)A|i-, are you well I
rA]n), I am; U n-5ít^óui5eAnn cu t)]A, do you love God

?

5rtAóU]5]in, I do
{love).

In the following sentence from Genesis, xxiv. 50, we find an instance of
both forms :

“ ^nn rm t?o vneA5An lAbAn A^ur becuel A5ur a bubpAnAti—
Then Laban and Bathuel answered and said.”

|:neA5ATi, the analytic form, is used when the nom. cases are expressed

;

bubttA&Ati, the synthetic, when left understood.
Again, “ t5o ‘ leAn’ nA b-05ipri5 ]aí5, A5ur bo cuA&Ap 'nn a n-b]A]5

50 lAp nA pApxns^—And the Egyptians pursued them and went after them
to the midst of the sea.”

—

Exodus, xiv. 23.

‘‘ t)’ í^neA5A]p ^Aojre A5Ur A &abA]rtc : Kf ‘ Cfteibt:]6 r]Ab' me, A5ur
nf ‘eirbnb’ le mo Búé : acc beAnrAib : Nfon tU5 An C]5eAtinA U50Ariv\r
bu]c—Moses answered and said; They will not believe me, nor hear my voice,
but they will say : The Lord hath not appeared to thee.”

In the above, “ cpe]bt:]ó,” followed by is analytic ; éirbt:]b is

synthetic.

The reader connot fail to perceive, that inflecting the verb synthetically,
the third person singular has not the pronoun combined with the verb, as
the other persons have, and he will naturally ask the reason. It is, as Doctor
O’Donovan remarks, because the third person singular is always absent, and
needs therefore to be expressed, that its gender may become known, whereas
the first person or speaker, and the person spoken to, “ being alway supposed
to be present, there is no necessity of making any distinction of gender in
them.”

When therefore, in the analytic form, the nominative or subject, is in the
first and second persons singular, and in all the persons of the plural, actually
expressed, one uninflected form of the verb suffices for all, since the relation
of its persons is suflaciently marked by the subject, just as in English ;

I loved,
you loved, he loved; we loved, you loved, they loved. The verbal form
“ loved” is the same in each personal ending, yet from the subject, or nomi-
native, the person of the verb is clearly known, (See Easy Lessons,
part I.)

In English the analytic is the form in use ; in Latin and Greek the syn-
thetic

; in French, Italian, German, the analytic and synthetic.

§ 118. The verb to have in English signifies to possess. In this sense it is

an independent, irregular active verb. It is also what is called in English
grammar an auxiliary, because it helps to point out the tenses of some leading
verb to which it is joined.

(1.) For have, signifying to possess, there is in Gaelic, no single corres-
ponding equivalent. The idea of possession is conveyed by the use of the
prepositional pronoun A5Am, at -me, and the verb &o be/c, to he, the use
of which

—

est pro habeo—is so classical in Latin.
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Present Tense.

'Ca AjArT), / have., literally, “ 2Í is at me^' i.e., in my pos-

Singular.

1. JZ'A I have.

2. TZ'a A5Ab, thou hast.

(lO'A A^^e, he has.

A]C], she has.

session.
Plural.

1. T,'a ajaidt), ive have.

2. “C'A AjAib, you have.

3. T^'a aca, they have.

Past Tense.

I had.

A5Ab, thou hadsi.

B| Ai3e, he had.

B| AiC], she had.

1. B] AjAiDt), ive had.

2. B| A3A]b, you had.

3. B] ACA, they had.

The idea of possession, ownership, right to anything, is conveyed by the

assertive verb ir, it is; buó, it was

;

and the prepositional pronoun l]onj,

with me ; leAc, with thee, ^c. (See Syntax, Chapter T.)

(2.) Have, ás a sign of tense, is translated simply by means of the verbal

ending peculiar to the perfect tense. (See Easy Lessons, pp. 25, 108.)

Note 1.—The plural personal endings of the perfect indicative are (1)

tpáp, (2) bATt, (3) OAp, and not AujAti, AbAp, AOAp. One class of verbs sub-

join these and other such endings immediately to the theme or root ;
another

class insert the vowel a between the theme and the personal endings.

This vowel is inserted for phonetic convenience between the parts to aid

in pronouncing freely the joint vocable. It follows, therefore, as it is not

essential to the word, that it is (1) not accented; and that (2) it ought to he

omitted whenever the parts can be sounded together without its aid. This

happens whenever (1) the theme ends in a vowel ;
as,

b], was

:

bi-rpAp.

b]-bAp.

b]-t)Ap.

(2) When in an aspirated or silent consonant ;
as,

5pAóuio, love

:

5pAóiMoTT)Ap.
5pAóU]5bAp.
5pAóui5&Ap.

On the other hand, whenever the theme ends in a consonant, a is inserted

before the subjoined suffix ; as,

OUT), shut

:

oun-A-TÍ)Ap.

&un-A-bAp.

bUn-A-OAp.

buA]l, strike : buA]lAn)Ap.

buAfiAbAp.
bUA]lAbAp.

Note 2.—It had been the custom hitherto to change—whenever the

theme ended in a slender vowel ]—the phonetic A into eA, adhering too

strictly to the rule slender with slender. In this edition of the College
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Grammar we shall not insert e before the phonetic a for these reasons : first,

to conform to what we have expressed in page 18, § 3. Secondly, the inserted

A in these instances is merely for euphony, and not an essential element : if

one vowel is enough, certainly it is useless to insert two. Thirdly, to have the

suffixes and their accidental aids all uniform.

§ 119. Observe the close connexion that exists between the forms and

sounds of the several tenses of the substantive verb in Irish, and those of its

corresponding tenses and kindred terms in other languages of the Indo-

European stock

:

Irish (1), ir; Welsh, oes; Anglo-Saxon, fs; English, is; Latin, es, esf ;

Greek, com

;

Sanskrit, asfL

Irish (1), b] {be thou), present tense, b]óeAnh ;
German, bin; English,

been; beAO, a woman, one who gives life; Greek, ^T]va. {Boet,), and yvvTW

English, Queen

;

Teutonic, beon,

Irish (2). buó; Welsh, bum, bu

;

English, was; Sanskrit, bhu, Pers. bud,

he was. Noun, bic, life, existence; Welsh, bod; Sanskrit, bhuh, the world,

Pers. bud, the being, the world, the great being, the Indian deity. From

bu6 or be is derived the English word boy, and its Irish equivalent, and all

their compounds.
Irish (2),b], bióeAt {vee,veeyas)

;

Latin,/MÍ; Greek, (pva; Latin,/mma,
femula ; French,femme.

Irish (3), bei© {beyh); Anglo-Saxon, bed; Irish, heo, living

;

Bohemian

and Sclavonic, budu.

Irish (4), beic, to be; bi6, life ; Greek, jSios, life; Welsh, byo

;

Latin,

vita; English, who; German, we'ib, a womb, the cradle of life, woman (from

womb and man), the mother of those coming from the womb, the same that

Eve was called : “ The mother of the living wife, from the same root

;

Sanskrit, jiva, life.

These several terms are roots from which many other words are formed.

§ 120. Difference in meaning between cAim and biójip— It has some-

times puzzled Irish Grammarians,’’ says Dr. O’Donovan, “ to point out the

difference of meaning between the verbs ]]*, b]óiTp, and b-pU]l]Tp ;
but

to any one who has studied the genius of the language this difference is

obvious. It is this
:

p*, is the simple copula of logicians, being merely used

for assertion, that is to connect an attribute with its subject, or to predicate

one thing of another ;
as, p* rx)e roluy Ap bon^Ajp, I am the light of the

world. But in all sentences in which existence is combined with locality cA,

is to be used.” p. 164.

“ It is a very strange peculiarity in this language that the substantive verb

zA can never ascribe a predicate to its subject without the aid of the pre-

position ], or AT)p
;

as, cA ’ona tA5Aric, he is a priest, literally he is in

his priest; b] 'v Ploi he was a king, literally in his king.” Ibid,jg.l5i,

The most peculiar idiom, because the strangest yet noticed, is that

which arises from the use in Irish of the preposition Ann, in, with the pos-

sessive pronouns, after the verb z'a, is (b], was; beib, will be), and its in-

flections, to express what is predicated or declared of the subject case
;

as,

I am a good man, is translated into Irish, z'a tpe“ App p)o” peAp tpA]6, 1 am

in my man; the man is a king, cA Ap ^eAp App a’ pi5, literally,

the man is in his king, i.e., in the state of a king
;
she is a virgin, VI

*’* ^hP

A”h-0|5; Joseph was Stewart over all Egypt, b] lorep ‘‘App a” rpAop or

c]opp PA })-e^]pze uffe ; we are Christians, cAtpuib-pe “ App Ap'

5-Cp]orbAi5C]b ; the Romans were brave warriors, b] pA KoTpApA]5 App

a” P5A]r5]6|b cpeupA.”

—

Easy Lessons, Part hi. p. 196.
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' CHAPTER VI.

REGULAR VERBS—FIRST CONJUGATION.

' The imperative mood second person singusar is the root

from which all the tenses and persons of the verb spring.

§ 121. There exists between Hebrew and Irish verbs an analogy which is

I worth being noticed.

! In Hebrew the third person singular, perfect tense, is the root of all verbs.

! In Irish the root is the second person singular, imperative active, which is

exactly the same as the third person singular perfect indicative, the latter

differing from the imperative second person only in the aspiration of the ini-

,tial letter. The change is merely phonetic.

Again, the root of all regular verbs in Hebrew is composed of three con-

sonants, none of which is quiescent or a guttural. In Irish the root of every

verb of the first conjugation is a word of one syllable, or derivable from a

word of one syllable. The terminations too of many tenses and persons in

verbs of the latter language are, as in the former, manifestly traceable from
pronominal suffixes. There are, indeed, many points of resemblance existing

between these two very ancient languages.

In order to know when eclipsis and aspiration of the initial conso-
I nants occur in verbs, see pp. 36, 37, 38, 41.

§ 122. Ending of the first person plural imperative. Some writers use

the termination Tpu]t) for the first person plural imperative. O’Donovan
prefers the termination Tpu]r, because it is more in conformity with the

ending of the third person plural hfr, about the settled form of which there

is no doubt. It is not, besides, unlike the Latin ending, mus

;

as, per-

Í

cutiamMs, let us strike. These reasons are fair enough for adopting the first

form, TTjuir, particularly as it is as much in use among the people as is the

other. Again, it will prevent the learner from confounding it with the ter-

mination of the indicative present, first person plural. Add to these (1) that

muTr is a broken form of the original pronoun “ first person plural (see

Zeiiss). (2) In all the Indo-European families—Sanskrit, Greek, Latin,

Russian, High German—the termination of the first person plural is musi
meSj ame, or am, so very like the pronoun of the corresponding person.

(3) is the plural ending only by exclusion of nyair, and by confusion

and change of termination. At present, however, the ending rpujo, for the
imperative first person plural, is very common, as in Minerva’s address to

Mars (^Irish Homers book v., lines 35-39) ;

l]5ATpu]o bo Cpo]5te ’r 3tveu5’

Lbeic cAbApc bA ceile locA A5ur eu5
’5ur pA5An)U]b aca pA]6 An 5leo 50 b-utpAl

2l]ti eA5lA ’cujlleAó ye]P5’ -pio t7-bul.

In these four lines l]5AT0U]b and ]:A5Arnu]b (first persons plural imperative

active) end with the termination Tnu]b,

In lf5ATnuib the phonetic a”—between l]5, the root, and tpuib»

the ending—is not preceded by e
;
thus, “ l]5-eA-ti)Wib” {see Note 1, p. 115)
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^
123 TABLE showing, at one view, the personal endings of

CONJUGATION, whether the final

Root, t)CÍT).
ACTIVE VOICE.

Root,
1

Singular. Plural. Singular.
|

Imperative
Mood.

1.

2. bup.

3, — pé.

1. ATDUlf.

2. AjÓ.

3. — Ab^f.

1.

2. buA]l.

3. — a8 pé

INDICATIVE

MOOD.

|
Present.

1. — A^rD.

2. — A]Ti.

3. — A]ó

1. — An)U]b.

2. — CAjÓ.

3. — A^b.

1. — in).

2. — iTt.

3. — i6 ré.

Habitual

Present.

bÚT)ADP Tpe,

&C.
ri’w, ri^^) buA^UeAr)!) Tpé,

&c.

Imperfect.

1. 6ur)-A]Dt).

2. — c^.

3. — pe.

1. — Arí)U]p.

2. — ca]6.

3. — Abíf*.

1. buA]l-p}r).

2. —
3. — a6 1*0.

Perfect

1. Ap.

2. — A]r.

3. — pe.

1. — Arr)A]t.

2. AbAjl.

3. AbAp.

1 . — eAp.

2. _ ir-

3. — pé.

Future.

1. bup-pAb.

2 -pAiit.

3. — pe.

1. pATUUjb.

2. — pAjb.

3. — A^b.

1. buAjl-pAb. 1

2. _
1

3. — ]:a]8 pé.

Conditional.

1. ÓÚD-pA]!)!).

2, —
3. — pAÓ pé.

1 jíArouip

2. fA1Ó.

3. — ^AiDír.

1. buA]lpA]pp.

2. —
3. pAÓ pé.

Optative.

1. — Ab.

2. — AiTi.

3. — A^Ó Té.

1. ATpU^b.

2. — cA]6.

3. — A]b.

1. — Ab. 1

2. — Aip. i

1
3. — ^^8 ré. l

j

1

!

1

Infinitive Mood, a8. participle, a8.

1
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all the Tenses and Moods of VERBS OF THE FIRST
vowel in the root be broad or slender.

ACTIVE VOICE.

Plural.

PASSIVE VOICE.

Singular. Plural.

1. ATHUjl*.

2. ]0.

3. — Ab^f.

1. — CA]t xr)h.

2. — CÚ.

3. — é.

1.
i

2. rib.

3. ]Ab.
I

1. — AiDU]b.

2. — q6.
3. — ]b.

1. — CA|x n)^.

2. — t\x,

3. —
1. riwD. !

2. rib.

3. ]Ab,

x\m, rib,

1. — Arr)U]|*.

2. — cjó.

3. — Ab]|".

1. bur)-cAi6,1 iDé.

2. buA]l-q, J CÚ.

3. — é.

1. riw.
2. rib.

3. ]Ab.

1. — Ar^Aji.

2. AbAjt.

3. AbAft.

1. bÚDAÓ or) rx)h.

2. buAjlAb j til.

3. — é.

1- ri”o.

2. rib.

3. lAb.

1. — |:Air)U|b.

2. — ]:a]6.

3. |!A]b.

1 . — rr)'e.

2. — cu.

3. — é.

1. rifJi>*

2. rib.

3.

1. — pAn)U]|".

2. — ]íai6.

3. — ^Aibír.

1. biiA]l-]:f6e or) rrjé,

2.
J cu.

3. — é.

1. riw.
2. rib.

3. lAb. j

1. — Arr)U]b.

2. — ca|8.

3.

— A^b.

1. — CA]x n)e.

2. — til,

3. — é.

1 •

2. rib.

3. lAb.

Infin. Mood, a6. part. a6. past part. biii^-cA, buA]l-ce
L 1
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§ 123 . Example of a verb of the first conjugation, having

in the root the final vowel hroaa.

1 .

2 .

3 .

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

shut^ conjugated in full

^

Preseni Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1. &iir)Aruu]|-, let us sl ut.

but), shut thou. 2. buuA]ó, let you shut.

bÚDAÓ pé, let him shut. 3 . buu<vb]p, let them shut.

INDICATIVE.
Present Tense.

1. buT)A]tD, 1 shut. 1. búi)Aír)U|b, we shut.

2. buoA]tij thou shuttest. 2. buucA]b, you shut.

8. but)A]6 pé, he shuts. 3 . bur)A]b, they shut.

Imperfect.

1 . buuAiDOj I used to shut. 1. buoAruujr, we used to shut.

2. thou or you used 2. buucAjb, you used to shut,

to shut.

3 . ÓUDAÓ he used to shut. 3 . 6u0Ab]p, they used to shut

Perfect.

1. 1 shut or have shut. 1. we shut.

2. bur)A]f, thou shuttest or 2. 6úoAb<\]í, you shut.

hast shut.

3 . but) he shut. 3 . buDAbA|i, they shut.

Future.

\. h\xx)^* Ishall or will shut. 1 . we will shut.

2. bút)pA]]t, thou wilt shut. 2 . buupAib, you will shut.

3 . bút)pA|ó he will shut. 3 . but)pA]b, they will shut.

CONDITIONAL.

1 . 1 would shut. 1. we would shut.

2. bÚDIí^, thou wouldst shut. 2. buupAjb, ye ivould shut.

3 . he would shut. 3 . buupAb]p,íA(?y

OPTATIVE MOOD.

1. 30 D-buDAb, may I shut

or that I may shut.

2. 30 D«buDA^|t, that thou

mayest shut.

3 . 30 i)-bút)Aib fé, thathe

may shut.

1. 30 D-^aDAtDU]b, that we
may shut.

2. 30 D-^uhCAib, thatye may
shut.

3 . 30 D-huDA]b, that they

may shut.
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INFINITIVE MOOD.

i)o 6ÚDAÓ, to shut.

PARTICIPLES.
Present. Perfect.

A|3 búi^AÓ, shutting. having shut.

Future.

A|]t q buDAÓ, about to shut.

SYNOPSIS.

Imper. Indicative.

Present, but). buD-A]TT).

Imperiect, 6ud-a] do*

Perfect, óúo-Af.

Future, bui>pAb.

Conditional

Optative,

Infinitive,

Participles,

8uD-pA|nD.

50 D-buD-Ab.

bo 8uD-Ab.

buoAb.

Obs. 1 .—The termination Arp or eAnj, for the first person plural imperative,

as, buA]l-eAii), is now nearly obsolete, and justly, as its sound could not well

be distinguished from the first person sing. (bunAinj) of the present indicative.

In the following example from “ The Ancient Minstrelsy of Ireland,” vol.

i., p. 174—the Smithes Song—we find the old and new forms of the first per-

son plural imperative •

t)UAileATp Anfr é
buAileAU) le cé]le

'5 bUA]lATl)U]& CUA]nC AlP
5o lUAt A^f 50 h-éAl*5U]Ó.

Let us strike it again,

And let us strike it together.

And let us strike all in a round

Both quickly and smartly.

§ 124. Uniformity in spelling the Verbal inflections desirable.—Endings

of first person plural. It has been deemed right to spell the terminations

of the first persons plural of verbs of the same conjugation in the same uni-

form way throughout. There are two ways at present in use among Irish

writers, both of which are presented in manuscripts and in printed books,

for spelling the plural endings of the first person : Ti)U]r, imperative, imper-

fect, conditional ; n)U]i). present, future, optative, are spelled also TpAO]r and

tpAO]í5 respectively. “ The synthetic form of the first person plural is as

often written Tpu]t) as rpAoib, and pronounced short or long.”— (FDonovan,,

p. 167. Again, “ In the south of Leinster and east of Munster it is pronounced
mmd (short), whether the characteristic vowel of the root be broad or slender

;

and Ti)AO]b (long) in Thomond
; while in other parts of Ireland it is some-

times pronounced njAoib (long), and sometimes tpuib (short). ... It is not

easy to decide what termination should be adopted in the general modern
language, as the provincialists would not agree. ... It is difficult to decide

6
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which (n)U]o or the long or the short ending).’' He then adopts the
long (njAoih) only whenever the last vowel of the root of the verb is broad,
and rnfo when slender. In this Grammar the spelling “ Tpu]t)” “ n)U]r'^ has
been adopted in this as well as in the former edition

;
first, because “ u]”

represents that sound which prevails most throughout Ireland. This the
writer affirms from his experience. He has heard Irishmen of the north,
south, and west, who spoke the language from their infancy, and who there-
fore pronounce their mother tongue at least with ease and elegance, and
with the greatest possible correctness, relatively considered, thus pronounce
the plural ending.

(2) The triphthong, ao], is long and drawling; few have heard in the
word DeAnATt)U]i5, let us do^ or 5U]bArpU7i5, let us pray, the last syllable pro-
nounced long

—

meedh.

(3) The use of the vowel “ u” in the termination of the first person
plural is confirmed by analogy with the Latin language, of which the Sabine
element, according to Professor Newman, is kindred to the Keltic.

(4) “ u]r” and“ U]0” is a spelling supported by the authority of reputable
writers. It is written Tpujo, n)A|c, and to]&, in an old vellum life of St.

Moling. Those writers who adopt rpAO|&, also write Ti)U]b.

When the first 'person plural ends in njup* (imperat. imperfect ind.,

conditional), the third person plural of the same tense ends in ofr, which is

always long. On this there is no difference of opinion. When, on the
other hand, the first person plural ends in Tpujo, the third person of the
same tense ends in ib. This ending, ]b, is short.

The second person plural ends in c], ca], or ca]ó.

Dr. O’Donovan says truly, “ In the spoken language the synthetic form
for the second person plural is rarely used ; but instead of it the analytic

form (biinA]ó r]b), or the consuetudinal present, bupApi)

§ 125. A change—the rule^ CAol le CAol, not to be always applied. A
desire to carry out this principle of uniformity to the fullest possible extent,

has been the cause of another striking feature in the foregoing Table (pp.

118, 119), in which an example of each class of verbs, those having the last

vowel in the root broad (as, bun), or slender (as, buA]l), of the same conju-

gation, is presented. The two verbs, and all others of their class, being of

the same conjugation, ought naturally enough to have the same orthographic

as they have the same phonetic inflection. On this account the use of the

rule, CAol le caoI,” is discarded in spelling the terminations of the per-

sons of each tense, as it has been by us set aside in the formation of com-
pound terms. This course simplifies the conjugation of Irish verbs very

much. 21)u]r and rpujb, having been just now shown to be the correct

orthographic endings of the first person plural, are alone retained. Aiming
at uniformity, the endings, rpir, Tbp, and such like multiform orthographic

inflections, arising from the “ excessive application of the rule, caoI le caoI,”

are set aside. For the same reason the endings of the future are not pjb

(after buA]l), but pAb
; of the conditional, not pinb, but pAjun; and so on of

the rest. The learner is, however, at liberty to adopt this change, or to con-

form to written usage. Let him remember that it has three great advantages,

simplicity, uniformity, and a correct orthographic agreement with the sound

given to these inflections in every part of Ireland. For, as Dr. O’Donovau

remarks, the ending, “ Tpujb” is pronounced mudh, whether the characteristic
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vowel of the root be broad or slender. All the other endings receive, whether

the verbal root end in a broad or a slender vowel, the same sound ; it is

natural they should therefore have the same orthographic form.

Observe, then, three important changes, ( 1
)

that the

phonetic vowel-sound between the root and suffix is always

to be expressed by one letter (a) and not by two
; (2) that

the spelling of the first person plural is rr)U]f, Tuu]b, and
not ruAO]f, TUAO]b

; (3) that one orthographic form ought

to be adopted for the same phonetic ending in all verbs of

the same conjugation.

Obs. 2.—It has been shown that a6, the ending of the third person

singular of the imperative, imperfect indicative, and conditional, is pro-
* nounced like ac {agh) in Munster and in the south of Connaught (see p. 32).

The termination * aó^ in the third person singular is pronounced, in

Connaught and Ulster, as if written ‘ uó^ (i.e. oo English), or uri), but in the

south as if AC {agh) ; but ad, oad, or eó, is the true termination, as appears

from the best manuscripts.^’

—

0^Donovan.

“ The third person singular (5lAnAó r^) is pronounced ^Iaoac re
throughout the southern half of Ireland, but 51aí)aiÍ) or sIatjud in Connaught
and Ulster.” p. 180.

§ 126. Future of the first conjugation— The sound of r—a letter

which distinguishes the endings of the future and conditional tenses—is, in

the verbal endings, scarcely heard in the spoken language. It receives

merely an asperate sound (Á), or that of c (asp.). Still p must, on the

authority of the written language, be received as the true sign of these

tenses. It would be well to sound it fully in the spoken language, for its

use adds strength and lends a peculiar force to these tenses. The writer has

heard some of the best Irish speakers employ it with great elegance. It is

quite incorrect and opposed to all authority to aspirate it, as certain writers

have done. (See O^Donovan^ p. 178.)

Note.—

T

he third person singular of the future ends in t^Ajó, pronounced

fwee. This termination is incorrectly written ^ad by the translators of the

Irish Protestant version of the Sacred Scriptures, thus confounding it in

sound and orthography with the third person singular of the conditional.

Rev. Paul O’Brien and others have imitated and, by their authority, sup-

ported this orthographic and phonetic error.

The termination of the second person plur^,!, imperative,

is as, bur)A]6 . There is a corrupt form, however, very

common,
]5 |

6 ; as, bm)A|3|ó at) bopuf, close the door. This

ending, although it adds a degree of force to the expression

of command, is not supported by the authority of the writ-

ten language, by analogy, nor has it been approved by
grammarians.
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Natives of the County Kerry and part of Cork pronounce the ending of
the second plural, 75; as, |rn]5 atijac {imig), go out. This sound appears
strange to a native of Connaught.

§ 127. Example (2) in which the last vowel in the
verbal root is slender.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Bua]1, strikej conjugated in full.

Present Tense.

Singular. Plural.

1 . 1

2. buA]l, strike thou.

3. buAjlAÓ, pé, let him strike.

2. buA]l]6, strike ye.

3. buAjlAbli*, let them strike.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

1. buAjljri), I strike.

2. buA]l]|t, thou strikest,

3. buA]l]6 he strikes.

1. buA]lATt)U]b, we strike,

2. buA]lc|b, you strike.

3. buA]lA|b, they strike.

Habitual present, buA^leAriD) cu, fé ; fiDD, Tib,

The continued form of the present tense can, as in Eng-
lish, be employed

;
as, z'^ me a]3 buAUó, I am beating

;

civ cu A]3 buAlAÓ, thou art heating ; civ A]3 buAlAÓ, he

is beating* (See Syntax—of the Participle.)

Imperfect or Habitual Past.

1. buA]l|Di)j I used to strike* 1. buA^lATUU|t*, we used to

strike,

2. buA]lciv, thou or you used 2. buAjlcjó, you used to

to strike. strike,

3. huA^lAb pé, he used to 3. buA^lAblf, they used to

strike. strike.

Perfect.

1. bo buAjlAp 1 struck. 1. bo buA]lAmA]t, we struck.

2. bo buA]lA]f,Mr)WsírwcA^5Í. 2. ho you struck

3. bo buA]! ré, he struck. 3. bo buAjlAbAji, they struck.
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Singular.

Future.

Plural.

1 . buAjlpAb, I shall or will

strike.

2. thou shalt

strike.

3 . buAilvAjó |*é, he shall

strike.

1. buA]lpATt)ii]b, we shall .

strike.

2. buA|lf]6, you shall strike.

3. buAjl^A^b, they shall

strike.

The ^ in this tense has totally disappeared from the Erse or Gaelic of

Scotland, as Stewart laments and though it is found in all the correct manu-
scripts and printed books in the Irish, it is fast disappearing from the modern
spoken language.

—

Irish Grammar, p. 193.

Vide supra, section 126, p. 123. In all regular verbs r should be used

whereas it is found in the most correct Irish manuscripts.

The tendency of the Irish language is, at the present day what it has

always been remarkable for, to aspirate or render less sibilant the harsh

consonants. The present custom is to aspirate p, or give it the sound of \).

CONDITIONAL.

1. buAilf 1would strike.

2. buAil|i^5 thou wouldst

strike.

3 . buAjl^AÓ 1*6, he would
strike.

1. buA^l|:ATT)U]f, we would

strike.

2. buAil]:|6, ye would strike.

3 . buA^lt^Abif, they would
strike.

When a relative pronoun (affirmative) is nominative case to a verb, in the

present or future tenses, indicative mood, a strong emphatic termination,
“ is employed

; as, au ce a buA]lAf, he who strikes

;

ah ce a buA]lpAr,

he who will strike.

The relative pronoun (negative) has not this emphatic form.

The termination Ay is used at times when no relative is expressed or un-
derstood, but when merely a strong emphasis marks the words ; as, in the

saying of Pharaoh to Joseph : Ann njo cacaoip ttpobA An)A]n be]óeAy n)é

nfor A]ttoe cu, only in the kingly throne will I he above thee. {Genesis,

xli. 40.)

OPTATIVE MOOD.

1 . 50 ro-buAjlAb, may I
strike.

2. mayest thou

strike.

3 . 50 rn-buA]li6 fé, may he

strike.

1. 50 n)-buA|lAn7U]b, may we
strike.

2. 30 ro-buA]lt:]6, may you
strike.

3 . 50 Tr)-buA]lA]b, may they

strike.
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INFINITIVE MOOD.

i)o buAlAÓ, to strike.

Present.

A]3 buAlAS, striking.

PARTICIPLES.

bnper.

Present. huA^l.

Imperfect.

Perfect.

Future.

Perfect.

]A]t tD-buAUb, having struck.

Future,

Ai|t q buAlAÓ,

SYNOPSIS.

Indicative.

Conditional. buA]l-]:A]r)T).

Optative. 30 n)-buA]l-Ab.

Infinitive. bo buAÍAÓ.

Participles. buAUb.

buA^l'AlTt).

buA]l“A^0O*

buA]l-Af.

buA|l-]:Ab.

Particular rules for the formation of the tenses

:

To the verbal root annex Aim, for the present.

„ „ imperfect.

„ A1*, ,, perfect.

,, pAb, „ future.

,, „ conditional.

,, Ab, „ optative.

>, a6, ,, infin. participle.

dropping the final slender vowel i as, buAlAÓ, from huAjl

(1 omitted).

§ 128 SECOND CONJUGATION.

In p. 106 it is shown that there are two conjugations of verbs in Irish ;

—

“ Tfee first of one syllable in the root,

Thá second of two syllables in the root.*'

It is by the number of syllables, and not by the final vowel, this conju-

gation is distinguished from the former; as, ;:uAr5Al, redeem; cuApcu]5,

search, seek; r]orTtU|o> enquire. In ]:uAr5Al the final vowel is broad (a);

in cuApcuTj and rPthUTo it is slender (]). All Verbs of two syllables are,

with few exceptions, derivative r it is on this account that the second conju-

gation comprises all verbs ending in 75, since all of this class are derived from
nouns or adjectives. A Verb ending in -U]5 is therefore very properly

selected as an example.

The final sellable U]^.—Some write the final syllable of the root of

verbs ending in IqOÍ the second conjugation— —preserving, of course, the
* a' throughout all the tenses and persons that are formed from it.

It seems the spelling—U15—which is adopted by others, is preferable :

First, because the infinitive mood, active participle, and verbal noun, have

always * u ’ and not * a ' in the penult. This shows that the vowel * u ' and
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not ‘ A * should be in the root from which by annexing aó, the infinitive

mood, verbal noun and participle are formed. Secondly.—The genitive case,

too, of verbal nouns, is according to a rule founded on universal usage, like

the past participle; but the genitive case of verbal nouns ending in “ u5A6,^

is spelled with an ‘ u ^ in the penult. So should then the past participie^

and so should the source whence it borrows its penult syllable

—

i.e» the root

of the verb, for otherwise, there would ensue a perpetual fluctuation in the

orthography of this class of words. Thirdly.—The spelling ‘ U] ’ is more in

accordance than ‘ A] ^ with the correct pronunciation of the syllable. For,

in the dipthongal sound—A|—there is, usually, a slight infusion of the voca-

ble A, no matter how short soever the joint vowels be pronounced ; whilst

—

u]—gives us the proper sound, viz., that of the simple vowel f nearly.

Hence u|, is to be preferred to in the spelling of the last syllable in the

root of derivative verbs of this class.

love thou^ conjugated in full.

1 .

IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Present Tense.

Singular. Plural.

5]t^bu]5TDU]rJ

2. 3]t^6u]3|b, do ye love.

3. let them love.

2. 3Tt^6u|3, love thou.

3 . 3|i^6u|5a6 |*e, let him love.

INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present Tense.

1. 3]i^6u]5-]tD, I love. 1 . 3|ttóu]3-ii)U]b, we love.

2. 31i^6u]3-]|i, thou lovest. 2 . 3ft^6ui5-ci6, ve love.

3 . 3|t^6u]5|6 fé, he loves. 3 . 3T^^^u|3‘1í5, the^ )ve.

relative present, ad bujue a 3]ttóu]3eAf ,
he who loves ; da

bAO]De A 3D^6u]3Af, the people wN love—negative form,

DAC D3P^^R150ADD, who love not.

(

CÚ.

r1-

nw.
nb.

I

Imperfect.

usea to \. 3tt^^ti]3-u)Ujr, v)e used to

love.

2
. 3|t^^ui3-ci, ye used to

love.

3 . 5D^6u|3-bif, they used to

love.

Habitual Present.

3]t^6ui3eADD.

1. 3|ttóu]3-A]DD,

love.

2 . 5]t^0u]5-c^, you used to

love.

3. 5|i^6u]3-a6 he used to

Love.
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Perfect.

1 . bo I loved.

2 . ho ^'^b\x]^-^X’)tl^oulovedst.

3 . bo 5fi^bu|5 fe, he loved.

1 . bo 5fta6u| 7;-Ti7 <\]t, we loved.

2. bo 5]t^6u]5-.b<x|i, z/oM loved.

3. b0 5|i^bu|5-bA|i,íA^2//í;z;^/i.

Future,

1
.
3]tív6ócAb5 or 3|t^6occAb,

I will or shall love.

2. 3]ttó5cA] fi, thou shall love.

3
. 3]ttóoc;\|6 fé, he shall

love.

1 . 3|t^6ocAn?u|b, we shall

love.

2 . 3]t^b6cA]6 ,
ye shall love.

3 . 3|t^bócA|b, they shall love.

CONDITIONAL MOOD*

1. 3|t^bocA]or)5 I would love.

2
. 3]t^b5c^, thou wouldst love.

3 . 5|t^bóCAb |*é, he would
love.

1. 5]tab6cArt)U]|*, we would
love.

2 . 5|i^bocA]b, ye would love.

3
. ^ji^bócAb'jf, they would

love.

Note.—In the second conjugation, how ought the endings of the future

and conditional tenses to be spelled ? It may be asked, is it not better

to have one form of spelling rather than two for the Future and Co«-
ditionalf or any other tense ? Yes, so it is ; there are reasons, however, in

support of either spelling ; let us see which of the two is the better for

adoption ? The opinion that the termination of the Future and Conditional^

ought to be spelled ocAt>, and ocA]nn, rather than occao, or occAinn, can be
fairly sustained. (1 ) That the sound of t is scarcely heard, and hence that

letter appears abundant. (2 )
This form of spelling having t, omitted, is in use

among good Irish writers. ( 3 ) It is a readier and a simpler form than the other

having t (asp.) inserted. On the other hand, it is said ( 1 ) that if t were to be
expunged from a word whenever its sound is not heard, the language would
soon become strangely mutilated. (2) And it is true that occaíj, as well as oca&,

is employed by good Irish writers as the proper termination. Usage alone

must decide which of the two is to be universally adopted. Both forms of

spelling are given here. Usage at present appears to sanction the spelling

OCA&, omitting t
:
yet c cannot, on principle, be omitted in the future active

without being omitted in the future passive, which will be then written

5riíxóócATt and not 5ttAóoc6Ap, ; and for the same reason, omitted in the present

tense passive, 5n^óu]5teAti, and in the past participle. But it cannot without

violating principle and opposing usage, be omitted at all in the present passive

}

nor in the past participle. Hence it must be retained in them, and therefore,

ought as naturally and as efficiently to be retained in the Future active, to

which indeed, as well as to the passive voice, it lends a degree of aspirate

sound its omission could never supply.—“ OqAí) is used in the south of

Ireland,^* says O'Donovan. It is, and in Connaught too, in the spoken lan-

guage ; yet it ought not, for all that, to be adopted.
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OPTATIVE.

1. 30 t)3ti^6u]5<\b, may / 1. 30 03|ttóu|3rDU|b, TWi/y

love. love.

2. 30 03ttiv6u]3||i, mayest 2. 30 i}3|iaóu|5C|6, may ye

thou love. love

3
. 30 T73]t^0u|5e 1*6, may he 3 . 30 i)3|t^6u]5|b, may they

love. love.

INFINITIVE.

bo 5]tAbu5A0, to love.

PARTICIPLES.

A]3 3]tív6Ú5A6, loving. i)3|t^6ii3<v6, t\ 31x^61x3^6,

having loved. about to love.

SYNOPSIS.

Imper, Indicative.

Present. 3|i4v6u]3, 3|i-^6u^3-]rr).

Imperfect. 3|t<\6u]3-A]r)r)-

Perfect. 3P^^^13-^r*
Future. 3|x^6ocAb.

Conditional. 5|t-iv6ocA]t)0.

Optative. 30 r)3T^^^R15Ab.

Infinitive, bo 5]x^6u^5a6.

Participles. 3p^6u5a6.

§ 129. Particular rules for the formation of the tenses
;

second conjugation.

To the verbal root annex ]n), for the present.

„ Ann, )) habitual present.

,, Af, relative form.

,, Ab, „ optative present.

„ A]t)t)) 99 imperfect.

,, A|*, „ perfect.

u]3 is changed into ocAb, ,, future.

„ ,, ocA^on, 99 conditional.

130 . In this manner are conjugated the following verbs

derived from nouns

:

VERBS. NOUNS.
Accu]3, pass a decree

; enact, acc, a decree.

^lcu]3, to extol, to magnify ; 4vlc, a height; a joint (Latin,

to thank God ; rn'jle aIcu- altus).

3a6 le i)|A, a thousand

thanks to God : a prayer
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VERBS.

ever on the lips of the Ca-
tholic Irish.

bAfu|3, put to death, kill.

bATtpuiS, to come to a top,

to swell ; to ebb, like the

tide
; spelled, also, bu]t-

beAi;ou]5, bless.

be<\cui3, feed.

CACU|3, to contend, fight ; to

tempt ; CACU5AÓ, fighting,

temptation.

céjruois, step, move, advance.

c|t]oct)u|3, bring to an end,

c|t]ci)u^3, shake with fear,

tremble.

cuA|icu]3, look for, search.

cu|n)t)]3, recollect.

30|tcu]3, hurt, injure—
30|tcu]3 rr)e, do not hurt

me.

fon)<\bu]3, to multiply.

o]tbu]3, to order, command,
regulate.

p|Aou|3, to cause pain

folfu]3, to enlighten.

roru]5, begin.

c|ieo|iu]3, to lead, guide, di-

rect, steer.

^ttbu|3, to elevate.

A|bu]5, written also Apu]3,

to ripen ; Apu]5ce, ri-

pened.

b^T)ui3, to make white, to

lay bare, to devastate, to

NOUNS.

bAf, death.

bAjiit, a top, a summit, swell-

ing tide.

beAUU (quasi, b]c the

felicity of life).

beACA, life.

CAC, a battle.

céim, a step.

c]t]OC, end, finish.

c]i]ty trembling

cuA]]tc, a round, a circuit, a

visit.

cu]n)r)e, recollection.

30|tc, hunger, injury.

|orr)Ab, a multitude, many,
opb, order ; Latin, ordo.

p^AU, pain,

roluf, light.

CO5 beginning.

c|teo]p, a guide.

ADJECTIVES.

^|tb, high.

Aib|6, ripe (from a], an ele-

ment, b]6, of food).

b^U> white, pale.
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VERBS.

grow vexed, angry, mad

—

because the features grow
pale when the soul is filled

with anger.

beo6u]5, to enliven, to vi-

vify.

bo0|iui3, deafen.

bo5U]5, soften.

bu^uujj
,
persevere, continue,

make lasting.

C|uuu]5, to pacify, render

silent.

í5AOftu|3, to condemn.
beA]t3U]3,redden,blush,incite

bubu]3, blacken.

|:Abu]3, lengthen.

•pollfuig, reveal.

|:u<\|iu]3, cool.

3eu]ta)3, sharpen, render

sour.

Ia3U]5, to weaken.

Ti)<volui3, to level, to take oflf

excrescenses, to render

sweet what is sour, to

appease.

TU^T^bu|5, to deaden,

to sweeten,

to make fine, to ex-

plain.

n)6|tu|3, enlarge, magnify.

fA0|iu]3, to make free.

yAj6b|t]3, to enrich.

fUt)ui3, to save, redeem,

render sound,

yo]|ibu]3, to prosper.

c]tjrui3, to dry.

uThlu]3, to humble*

ADJECTIVES.

beo, living, lively.

bo6A|i, deaf.

bo3, soft.

buAi), lasting.

c|ur), still, silent.

bAO|t, slavish, condemned.
beA]t3, red.

bub, black,

fAbA, long,

polluy, apparent.

puA|i, cold, cool.

3eu]t, sharp, sour.

Ia3, weak.

TDAol, bare, even, mild, blank,

Welsh moelj Latin mollis^

soft, mild.

TUA|tb, dead.

TT)]l]f, sweet.

11)1 D, minced.

Tuofi, large, great.

yAop, free.

fAibbip, rich.

safe, sound.

foiftb, prosperous.

cipiTU, dry.

uiúaI, humble.

—Easy Lessons^ or Self-InstI'uctim in Irish,
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The infinitive naood is formed from the root, by dropping
in verbs of the second as well as of the first conjugation,

]
final, should it be found therein, and annexing a6; as,

buATÍ, strike ; 1st conj. bo bu^lAb, to strike.

5|ia8ii|3, love; 2nd do. to love.

If
]
final be not in the root, then annex ; as,

bur), 1st conj. buT)Ab

2nd do. puApjlAS.

§ 131. Substantival character of the Infinitive Mood.—A little reasoning^

will convince the learner that the infinitive mood differs very little from a

noun of the same signification ; to err =» error
; to forgive= forgiveness.

“ And,” says Latham, the only difference between the two parts of speech

is this, that whereas a noun may express any object whatever, verbs can

only express those objects which consist in an action. And it is this super-

added idea of action that superadds to the verb the phenomena of tense,

mood, person, and voice The fact of verbs being declined as well as

conjugated must be remembered. The participle has the declension of a

noun adjective, the infinitive mood the declension of a noun substantive

(p. 290.)” And again he shows that in the Gothic languages the inflection

of the infinitive consisted in full of three cases.

All the infinitives in Irish verbs have the grammatical

inflection, as well as the meaning of nouns, v.g. beAi)i)U5A6,

signifies the act of blessing, a benediction ; or with the

prepositions bo (bo beAi)1)115^8), (beADpugAÓ), assumes

the power and position of the verb or participle. It be-

comes quite plain, therefore, that with this substantival

character the infinitive should be, like the noun to which it

is so near akin, not limited to any specific termination.

The words of the learned author of the Grammatica Celtica confirm

Latham^s view, and show it to be specially true of the Celtic dialects :—“ Si

participium adjectivum est verbale, est infinitivus, substantivum verbi, idque

presertim in Unguis Celticis in quibus non una eademque propria exprimitur

terminatione, ut in aliis Unguis ; sed sub forma plane substantivorum apnaret,

sive est in nuda radice, sive derivationibus quibusdum indutus. Flexia

infinitivi eadem ergo, quae est substantivi.”—Liber iii. c. 2.

§ 132 . The most common endings are -ac, -acc, -a]8,

-ATT)A|r)5 Tit); as, 5IA06, calU infinitive, 3IA06AC, to

call

;

e]fc, list^ listen.^ eipceACc, to listen

;

5Ab, catck.^

seize ; 5AbAfl, to catch., to seize

;

c|ie]b, believe., c]te]bAn)Aii),

to believe., pejc, see., pejCj*]!)» to see. Other verbs take no

special termination being the same in the infinitive and in

the imperative or root; as, pspiof, destroxj

;

(bo)
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to destroy

;

i:uIag3, endure

;

&’ fruUns, to endure ; cuiit,

piit, makes cu|i in the infinitive. To those add the lollow-

ing:
OF THE FIRST

Imperative.

b]tu^c, boiL

eu3, die^ perish.

5U]6, pray.

Sttil, cry.

ÍOC, pay.

ol, drink,

sell,

slay.

bu<vir), reap., cut down.

ce]l, conceal {celo., Latin.)

Tf)e]l, grind

All, nourish^ {Latin^ alo)

bli5, milk

CAill lose.

jTAr), await.

5^1 ]t, call.

3IUAI*, move^ repair.

leAt), follow.

Iej3, allow,

sing.

CONJUGATION.

Infinitive.

bo bituic, to boil.

b’ eu3, to die.

bo 3uióe, to pray.

bo 3ul, to cry.

b’ ÍOC, to pay.

b’ ol, to drink.

bo ttejc, to sell.

bo fUb, to slay.

bo buAiuc, to reap.

bo cejlc, to conceal.

bo rbeilc, to grind.

b’ AileATT)uiu, to nourish.

bo bli3e^i), to milk.

bo CAiUeArbAiu, to lose.

b’ ^^5A|l, to get.

b’ ^AUtt)uir)c,líAt)ACc,íoau7a 2Y.

bo to call.

bo 5luAi*Acr, to move.

bo leAUTbuiUj to follow.

bo 1^1310?
to allow.

bo feiuuiiJ)? to sing.

Obs.—

V

erbs of one syllable in the root, compounded with prepositions,

are of the first conjugation ; ascinjqoll-Je^Tin^b, to circumcise^ (froin ciTpqoll,

croMWi/, and seAnn^ó, cut)\ corpsAin, whisper^ breathe, ixomcox).

together and sApt, to chatter. From this it is seen that the words loobAin,

ofer sacrifice, (from loó, a being, a victim, and beip, bring, give), cAbAjri.

give, (cA, real, and bein)» as well as coipbin, dedicate, and other verbs like

them of two or more syllables, are of the first conjugation.

OF THE SECOND

Abrbu|3, confess.

a3a||i, entreat.

bA3Ai]t, threaten.

cAf3Aiit, slaughter.

C131I, tickle.

C03A1I, spare.

CONJUGATION.

b’ Abrb^ll, to confess.

b’ A3Ai|tu, to entreat.

bo bA3Aiitc, to threaten.

bo CAi*3AiT)c, to slaughter.

bo ci3ilu, to tickle.

bo co3Aik, to spare.
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cof<v]n, defend.

cu]rr)]l, ruh.

banish.

é]|i]3, arise.

'P]teA5A]|t, answer»

graze.

‘\VV]Ti tell^ narrate.

|01)aI, wash.

to play.

lAbA]|i, speak.

Iotha]]!, to strip., pull off.

rr)oy^^]l, awaken.

|*aIca]|i, trample^ dance upon.

]*eACA]T), shun., avoid.

con7A]l, consume.

coiTi]5, search^ look for.

§ 133 . Pa

From the verbal roots

bo cofA]r)c. to defend.

bo cujrnilc, to rub.

bo cor)5b^]l, to keep., retain.

bo 6 ]b]|tc, to banish.

b’ e]]t]3, to arise.

bo ^|xeA3A]]tc, to answer.

b* to graze.

b' ]T;ofeACc, to tell.

b’ ]or)lAC, to wash.

b’ ]xx)]}\z, to play.

bo lAbA^itc, to speak.

bo loroAi]tc or^lomitAÓ, to peel

bo rbof3A]lc, to awake.
bo fAlcA]|ic, to trample.

bo feACAioc, to avoid.

bo comAilc, to consume.

bo c5 |]t]3eACc, to search.

[VE Voice.

Indicative Present.

buo, shiit^

buA]l, strike^

3|tabu]5, love.

) are formed by an- (
« <=losed.

Vnexing the endings buA]lCAJl, is struck,

j L Is loved.

Observe, the passive verb in Gaelic is not inflected in number or person.

Hence, after ouncAp, buA]lcAp, Spí^óuioCAtt, by supplying the personal

pronouns /, thou. he. she (me, cu f^, f]) ;
we. you. they (nOPr fib, fiAO)

the present tense passive in number and person is obtained.

buocAjt

buA]lcA]t

3|i^6u]5CAn}

are of the imperative mood also, and can, by their position

in a sentence, be easily distinguished from the indicative.

The optative and subjunctive moods, also have only this form in the

present tense. The particle 50, that, going before causes the initial con-

sonant of the verb to become eclipsed—(see Eclipsis) ; as, Oeiti, re “ 50
n-&upcAtx^^ (subjunctive) beul pa rpuAiJe, he says that the mouth of pity

is closed ; 50 o-bupcAti (optative) 5eACA]ó irt^lPPr rnay the gates of hell be

closed; 50 p-oeApcAp (optative) bo tofl A]ti at) caIati) tpAp 5P|6Ap A]|V

peATp, thy will be done on earth as it is done in heaven.

For the Imperfect, to the root annex z].

burjc], Ttie, cu, é, ], X]VV9 nh, ^Ab. I used to be shut, ^c.

buA]lc], „ „ „ ,, I used to be beaten, ^c.

3]%-^óu]5q, 5, 5, „ I used to be loved, ^c.
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Perfect (<\6)

TT)e cu, fe, &c. 1 was shut^ thou wast shuty §'c.

bu^]lA6, „ „ I was struck, thou wast struck, ^c.

5]t^6u]5A6, ,, ,, I was loved, thou wast loved, ^c.

Observe, that it is the secondary or aspirate forms of the personal pro-

nouns second person (cu) and third singular (é, f,
for fe, fl) and the third

person plural (nAO or ]a&), and not the primary that are employed after

each tense of the passive voice.

Irish Grammarians taking for granted that cu, é, f, lAb, are accusative

cases of the personal pronouns, were sorely puzzled in accounting for the

grammatical phenomenon of having accusative cases the subject of verbs

passive. The pronouns cu, é, f, 7Ab, (for fe, f], ri^^)f are nominative cases

but affected nominatives— See p. 91, § 89.

Future—

(

1), (2), ocAfi.

First Con / / shall or will be shut,

’ \buAil-^A|i, „ „ I shall or will be beaten.

U]5 of root is changed into ocAti.

Second Con.—

3

]ia6oca|i rrje, I shall or will be loved.

Conditional

—

fl) (pA]6e), (2) ocA]6e.

First Con i
^ would or should be shut.

* \buA]lpA]óe I would or should be beaten.

U]5 unto ocAjóe.

Second Con.—3|i^6ocA]6e x\)h. I would be loved, ^c.

bA ru-buA]lpA^6e, rue, if I had been beaten.

bA t)5T^^^ocA]6e, rue, if I had been loved.

“ &A,'^ gives to the conditional tense the meaning of the pluperfect sub-

junctive.

PARTICIPLES.

Past, cA, ce (or, te).

buu> buucA, shut, closed.

buAil, buA]lce, beaten.

3|i^6uj3, 3|t^8u]3ce, loved.

Future,

]onbuT)CA, about to be shut.

^OT^buA^lce, about to be beaten

^or)3|t^u|5ce, about to beloved

The prefix ]ot> to the past participle imparts to it a meaning lik€ that

which is peculiar to the termination dus in Latin.
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§ 134.—TABLE OF PERSONAL ENDINGS OF VERBS OF THE SECOND
CONJUGATION.

Root, ACTIVE VOICE. PASSIVE VOICE.

Singular. Plural. Singular. Plural.

Imper.
1 . 1. — nrufr. 1 . CAD rné l.— rini).

Moon.
2. 5|t&6ui3. 2. — i6. 2 . — cú. 2. — rib.

3. — a6 3. — bír 3 . — é. 3.— |Ab.

Pres.

1 . — in). 1. TDUjb. 1. CAD rr)é. l.— rint).

2. — 2. — C|6. 2. — cú. 2. — rib.

3 . — 1*5 r^- 3 . — ib. 3. — é 3 — |Ab.

Hab. add, iD^, cu, nnr), r|b,

Q
Pres. re. riAb.

0
0

1 . (5riv&ui5)-)Di). 1. — n)U|r. l. q TD^. l.— rini).

W Imper 2 . — c4v. 2. — q- 2. — tn. 2.— rib.
>
t-i 3 . — a6 3. — &ír. 3. — é. 3.— ]Ab.

<J

0
Q

1 . Af. 1. TDAp. 1. Ab TDe. i. — riw.
Per. 2 . — ir* 2 . — bAp. 2 . — cú. 2 .— rib.

3 . — r^. 3. — bAp. 3. — é. 3 . — lAb.

Fut.

1. (5D^65c)-Ab. 1. — ATDWl^* 1.- AD íD^. 1.— rini).

2. — AID. 2 . A]6. 2 . — cú. 2 . — rib.

3. — a]6 3. A]b. 3. — é. 3. — -jAb.

1 . 3D^óoc-a]dd* l. — ArDU]D. i. A^beTDe. l. — nni).

COND. 2 . — 2 . A^Ó. 2 . — cú. 2. — rib.

3 . — AÓ yé. 3. — 3 . — é. 3.— ]Ab.

1. 5ftA<3U|t-A!5. 1 . — rDUjb. 1 . CAD TD^. l.— rint).

Optat. 2 . — IT»- 2 . — c|6. 2 . — tú. 2. — nb.
3. — 1* 3 .

— 3 . — é. 3.— ]Ab.

InFINIT. 115^6 . PAR. U5A8 . PASSIVE PART.

Observe in this table the broad voivel endings cAn> and not ceAti, a 6 and

not eAó, are for the sake of having one form of spelling, the only suffixes of

the second conjugation. See Section 125, p. 122.

The phonetic “ a,” employed in Table, § 123, pp. 118, 119, before the

endings, njuir, ofr, rtiAtt, bAti, OAp, is omitted in this, because it is not re-

quired in articulating the word. See p. 115. note.
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§ 136. The Analytic form of the passive voice is very

easy. . It is simplj the verb to be^ “ bo be^c ^ conjugated as

in English with the past participle.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense,

Singular.

1. cxx rofe buAjlce, I am
beaten,

2. CÚ buA]lce, thou art

beaten.

3. buA]lce, he is

beaten'.

Plural

1. pinn buA|lce, we are

beaten.

2. z'A y|b buAilce, ye are

beaten.

3. piAb buA]lce, they are

beaten.

Past Tense.

1. b] rr)é buA]lce, I was
beaten.

2. b] cu buAilce, thou wast

beaten.

3. b] fé buA]lce, he was
beaten.

1 b^ buAilce, we were

beaten.

2. b] f|b buAilce, ye were

beaten.

3. h] 1*1Ab hvi^]\zey they were

beaten.

Thus any past participle placed after the analytic form of the verb “ bo

be|c" gives the analytic conjugation in the passive voice of that verb from
which the past participle is taken.

The past participle like adjectives terminating in a vowel, undergoes no
change in the singular or plural number.

Taking it for certain, that the learner knows how to conjugate the

verb “DO be]c,”itis not then necessary to give any other tense of the analytic

conjugation.

{

A beic buDCA.

A beic buAilce.

A beic 5|i^6u|3ce.

§ 136. Why is ca (or ce) the termination of the past

participle aspirated in some verbs not aspirated in others ?

This is, perhaps, one of the most difficult things for a mere
learner in Irish to know

;
yet to a native hearing the language

spoken there is nothing more easy, simply because the as-

pirating or not aspirating of z in this situation and in others

like it is a matter of euphony, and is best learned by hearing

the language spoken.

To simplify the difficulty then, let the learner treat every

past participle as a compound word formed from the verbal
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root and the particle or verb ca.; (for, buA^lce, beaten, may
be regarded as a compound of buA^l beat, and ca, is ; bupcA
of but), shut, CA is; 3ft^8u|5ce, of 3]tA6u]3 love, ca, is.)

Apply then to r, the first latter of the participial suffix, the

rules already given for aspirating compound terms. What
are the rules ? see pp. 34

,
35

, § 24 ,
rule 3, and exception 1 .

It may be well to repeat them here ; that the initial conso-

nant, if mutable, of all words which form in composition the

second part of a compound term, is aspirated.

Exception 1 .—Words beginning with any of the dental

consonants b, c, p, when the preceding part of the com-
pound ends in b, c, p, I, t)»

From the principles of lingual euphony enunciated in the foregoing, the

two following rules are formed.

Rule 1 .—After b, c, p, I (ll) v ; or their aspirates

6 c 3, asp. (which in sound is same as that of 6) and c,

guttural; as, peub, blow, peubcA, blown; prpACc, chastise,

pm^ccA, chastised; CAp, twist; CApCA, twisted; h\x^i^,beat,

buA)lce, beaten; but), shut, but)CA, shut; cIao]6, subdue,

weaken, clAO]bce, subdued; b 4V]r, drown, bA^cce, drowned

;

PI3, weave, pi3ce, woven; cpoc, suspend, hang, crucify,

execute, cpoccA, suspended, hung, crucified, executed.

Rule 2 .—After any other consonant, or after the ending

]3 in verbs of the second conjugation z (of ce, or ca) is as-

pirated : (b) lub, bend, loop, lubcA, bent, looped, like a hook,

(3) bo3, make soft, rock, stir, bo3CA, softened, stirred; cpoti),

bend, make crooked, c]ton)CA, bent, make crooked; cjtAp,

fold, tuck, gather, shrink, cpApcA, folded, tucked, gathered,

shrunk
;
cupi, set, put, sow, bury, cu]]tce, set, sown, put,

buried.

The whole difficulty is made plain by understanding the two points ex-

plained in these rules.

The following are the words of Dr. O^Donovan on this subject. The
rule is not readily intelligible, nor is it possible for an ordinary student to

remember it, because the principles on which it is founded are not explained.

Rule.—“ z has its radical sound after c, 6
, 3, I, ll, t)>

i)T), p, t, as, cjioccA, hanged or suspended; ppoccA, emas-

culated

;

bA]cce, drowned; pp|té]bce, spread; pu]3ce, «5-

sorbed

;

b|iu]3ce, bruised; tt)oIca, praised; rueAllcA, de-

ceived

;

béAUUA, done; cApcA, twisted; b|t]pce, broken;
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blu^cce, closed. But in verbs in or
]5]ru, which make

the future in eocAb, and in all verbs of which the root ter-

minates in b, c, b, 5, ru, p, p, c—the c is aspirated whether
the characteristic vowel be broad or slender, as, lubcA, berit

;

peACCA, bowed; 3]teAbcA, lashed; c|téi3ce, closed; beAU-
UU]5ce, blessed; cotuca, dipped; fCA]pce, scattered; lort)-

AftCA, peeled; peApccA, entombed.^'— Irish Grammar

^

p.
206.

“ In the Erse or Scottish dialect of this language, the c is never aspirated

in the past participle; but it is marked with a decided aspiration in the

oldest Irish manuscripts.*^ And it has always its slender sound in the Erse,

whether the characteristic vowel of the root be broad or slender. Stewart,

therefore, recommends the termination of the passive participle to be always
written te without regard to the characteristic vowel. But this is not ad-

missible in Irish
;

for, the termination of the passive participle is pronounced
broad or slender according to the last vowel of the root, as, bnir? brea]e, past,

part, btijrce ;
ol, drink, past. part. oIca, drunk, (not oilte as in the modern

Erse.) It should, however, be confessed, that in the county of Kilkenny,

and some other parts of the South of Ireland, the passive participle is pro-

nounced slender in a few words of which the characteristic vowel is broad...

But this is most decidedly a corruption, for in the province of Connaught, and
in the western portion of Munster, the c in these words is pronounced with
its proper broad sound. It should be remarked, also, that the c in this ter-

mination is frequently aspirated in Kerry, and parts of Cork in positions where
it has its radical sound in most other countries, as, 5eAUcA, promised, pro-

nounced geallha ; Vi)e A, deceived ; pronounced meallha—Dr. Donovan's
Irish Grammar, pp. 205, 306.

Obs.—

T

he aspirate or non-aspirate sound of c in the ending cAp, of the pre-

sent tense passive, is regulated like that of the passive participle.—See p. 144.

In the passive voice aspiration does not occur in any initial conso-

nant even though it should be preceded by bo or po, or any of the other

particles which usually produce it.

§ 137.—PARTICIPLES.

A participle is a word which partakes of the nature of

the noun-adjective, and of the verb.

§ 138.—There are two participles—the active and the passive. In Irish,

the active participle necessarily partakes of the nature of the noun substan^

tive, for it is identical with the infinitive mood. The prepositions alone which

affect them are different.

“ The participle (active) is used in many languages as a substantive.**

—

Latham, § 402.

This is especially true in Greek, it is true in Latin, in French, and even

in English. Witness the number of words ending in ingf as, singing, play-

ing, building, preaching, which are nouns as well as participles. The pas^

sive participle partakes always of the nature of the adjective.

§ 139. The active participle denotes present time when

preceded by the preposition a]5 ,
at

;

as, a]5 buAÍAb
;
poeti-
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cally or contractedly, a’ buAUó, at beating, not unlike the

Saxon form a-beating
;
past time with after; as,

ro-buAUb, after beating, ) having beaten
;
future time

with A||t c|, on the point of, about to

;

as, A]|i z] buAlAÓ^

about to beat.

The preposition A15 , at^ is often contracted into a’, especially in

Scotch Gaelic ; sometimes, as in hurried conversation or in poetry, it is omitted

altogether.

§ 140. The passive participle has a future meaning to a
certain extent, when incorporated with the prefix “ ]od

as, ]OobuAlce, to be beaten,
]
0 i)3|ttóui5ce, to be loved, formed

from buA]lce, beaten; 5p^6 u]5ce, loved.

§ 141. The passive participle is formed from the root of the verb, by an

nexing to it ce or ca. The letter c of the annexed part is to renaain in its

natural state (as, buA^lce), or must be aspirated (Ex. SpAóuisce) according

to the rules, § 136, pp. 137, 138, 139.

As a general rule, the plural of the participial noun (active) is the

same as the participle passive; as, TpoUó, praise; plu. n;olcA, praises; njolcA

is the passive participle also, signifying praised.

CHAPTER VII.

CONJUGATION OF THE IRREGULAR VERBS.

§ 142. Obs The number of verbs irregular in Irish is ten. They are

called irregular mainly to conform to the fashion of grammarians, who thus

denominate in other languages that class of verbs which differ from the com-
mon standard of conjugation. Irish verbs differing from the regular form are

defective rather than irregular ; moreover, the defect is confined to one or

two tenses, chiefly to the perfect. A certain very numerous class of verbs

in Latin, like those defective in Gaelic, borrow the perfect from some obsolete

verbs of kindred meaning, and yet they are not denominated irregular.

“ It is very evident/^ says Robert G. Latham, “ that it is in the power of

the grammarian to raise the number of etymological irregularities to any
amount by narrowing the definition of the word irregular; in other words,

by framing an exclusive rule This is the last art (framing exclusive

rules) that the philosophic grammarian is ambitious of acquiring.^^

—

The
English Language.

§ 143. These Gaelic verbs are : (1) be^piro, I bear
; (2)

beipjrn {veirhim), I give; (3) c\n]r)\n), I hear
; (4) béAUA]n7 ,

I do; (5) I say; ((i) pA3A]TU, I find; (7) pe|C]iD, I

see; (8 ) PISIU), I reach; (9) ce]6 |TU, I go; (10) qsitu, I

come.

In the first edition of the “ College Irish Grammar/' the conjugation
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of each verb under a distinct heading was presented in full to the student.

That arrangement took up more space than the limited dimensions of the

present edition, with its ampler and more enlarged contents, can well spare.

The present arrangement so groups the irregular verbs, that all are conju-

gated as far as possible like one verb.

In the “ Easy Lessons^^ this same order exists, for the grammatical part of

that work was written from the notes which we had collected to improve or

illustrate the matter of the first ; and while we were preparing for press this

second edition of the College Grammar,

(1) l)e]tt (pr. he-irhs in one syl. short), Eng. bear; Anglo-Sax. hearan;
Goth, lairan; Lat. fer; Gr. <pép, pher. The several meanings of beiTt are:

(1) bring, (2) bear, (3) carry; as, beip Ann xo An leAbAn, bring hither the

book
; be]Ti UA]n) An leAbAtt, bear oiF this book

; (4) produce, (5) bring

forth; as,A5ur bein^fi cu njAc, and you shall bring forth a son; applied to

animals signifies (6) yean, (7) litter, &c., (8) to lay; as, bettieAnn ceAjtc

t)ub, ub 5eAU, a black hen lays a white egg; (9) to spawn
; (10) to obtain,

to procure ; as, be]ti buAjó, obtain victory, be]n beAnnAcc, obtain a blessing.

It has as many meanings as the word “bear’^ in English. “ The word ‘ bear'

is used," says Watts, “in very different senses." Or the word “get" in the

same language, which implies possession of, or at, any place or thing; (11)
with the preposition Aifi, on, it implies seize, lay hold of, catch, overtake,

be]Ti A]n» catch him (it) ; An Tp-beiTtrifi Tfic A]rt, shall I overtake him ? le]r

(with) coming after beip, gives the idea of taking away
; be]Ti leAc é, take

it away.

These are the several meanings which beiti has in all its moods and tenses

:

btteic, birth; 6 njo btieit, from my birth; btte]t, the offspring of the mind,
t.e., a judgment, sentence, decision, determination ; A]5CAbAint: bpeice, giving

a judgment; btteiceAm, a judge; hence the Irish peAcrA btieiceAtnAn,

Brehon laws ; btxejceArnnAf, a judgment.

\)e]Tt]H), I give—a form of cAbA]|t, give thou.

CONJUGATION OF THE TEN IRREGULAR VERBS.

ROOT.

1 be]|i, bear thou, §-c.

2 be]|t, give,

3 hear^

4 do.

5 156] |t, say,

6 V'^iyget,

7 pe]c, see,

8 Ti|5 , reach,

y ce]6, go,

10 c|3, come.

Active Voice.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

2nd person is the root

or theme.

Singular.

12 3
— (root) -AÓ

Plural.

^
1 2 3

-rnuir, -]ó, -ofr

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

Singular,

^
^

1 2 3

]Tn, -in, -|ó, (re)

Plural.

1 2 3

Tnui&, -IÓ, -i&

Imperfect.

The initial consonant if changeable is aspirated.

Singular—|rju,-CA,-A6 (fe). Plural—n)uir,-i6,-feir.
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The Imperfect of is commonly borrowed from 501^,
do, act; 301b-] 0 {nhee-yin), I used to act, do, sui'b-CA, thou
used to act, 5i;i6-a6 pe, he used to act, &c.

Perfect Tense.
Singular. Plural.12 3 12 3

of bei|t is ]tu3-Ap, A]]t, 11113 pe. atua|i, AbAp.

... beifi ... CU3-AP ... CU5 pe. ..o

... cluju... cuAl-Ap ... a|6 pe.

... b^AU... piuu-eAp ... p]T)oe pe.

... be]p ... bubp-Ap ... bubA]pc pe

... pA5 ... pUAp-Ap ... pUA]P pe.

... pe]c ... cor)0Apc-Ap cor)t)A]pc pe

... PI5 ... pAOSAp, or p]ACC-Ap pfACC pe

... ce]6 ... cuAb-Ap, beAC-Ap cua]6 pe

... C|5 ... CA]P]C-Ap CAjOlC pé.

1 be]p

2 béip

8 clujp

4 béAp

5 beip

6 rA5
7

8 ms
9 cejb

10 qs

beiit

beitt

clii]r)

béAp

beip

p^5
peic

1^15

ce]6

^15

Future.

The changeable initial consonant is aspirated.

12 3 12 3

-pAb, -pAip, -pA]6. -pArt)U|b, pA^b, pA]b,

6 p^3 borrows its future from 3Ab,iafe, 5Ab-

pAb
;
neg. form, v] b-puigeAb.

9 zé]6 makes pAcpAb in the future.

10 q3 „ c]OcpAb.

(See remarks on the irregular verbs, pp. 144

—

1^9, infra )

Conditional.

The changeable initial consonant suffers aspiration.

Singular. Plural.

12 3 12 3

-pqw, -pAb (re). -An^uir, -pAib,

6 makes 5Ab-p<\[t)t), in this tense.

9 céjó „ itAcpAini).

10 C13 „ ciocpAioi?.
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Optative

—

Regular,

Singular. Plural.

12 3 12 3

•Ab, -a]6 fe. -AiDu^b, -A]b.

The particle 50 thus precedes the optative, and on that account the radi-

cal initial consonant, b, for instance, is eclipsed by ti)
; c, by 5, &c.

The tenses borrowed from other verbs, which now, from usage, belong

to the foregoing or any of them, shall be explained.

§ 144. THE PASSIVE VOICE OF THE IRREGULAR VERBS.

Rule.—The general rule for the formation of the tenses

of the passive voice is, to annex to the verbal root, for the

Present tense ... cA|t (or, CAp); of the indicative; of the

imperat., optative, and subjunct.

For the Imperfect ... q
„ Perfect ... Ab

„ Future ... pA]t

„ Conditional pA]6e.

According to this the passive voice of

Present Tense,

INDICATIVE, IMPERATIVE, OPTATIVE, SUBJUNCTIVE.

Singular. Plural.

12 3 12 3

is, (bei|t) -CAP me, cu, é; X]VV lAb.

Imperfect,

J) » 99

-cAft, for the present (-c],for the past) is annexed to each
root

; to which, by supplying the personal pronouns, the
persons of each tense are formed.

Deip

be]p

clufu

béAt)

be]p

peic

m
ce]6

CIS

50 rn-ue]yi

» beiTt

„ 3-clu|t)

„ u-béAD

„ D-bent

»

» fi-peic

» PIS

„ &-cei6

.. b-cíT:
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Note.—After the letter v, -c of the suffixes, cA|t and q,
is not aspirated ; therefore the present tense of clu|u,

is clqucAp, —See § 136, pp. 137, 138.
Although the above rule is plain and short, it is not objectively correct

;

for it is not from the root precisely, so much as from the first person singular

of each of the several tenses, active voice, that the indicative tenses of the
passive are formed

;
just as in Latin—from amat, is formed amafur ; amant,

amaxitur

;

amabit, amabitwr. The perfects of the passive then are formed
each from its respective tense irregular in the active, thus

:

Perfect active.

1 I bore,

2 tu5-Ar, I gave,

3 cu^l-Af, I heard,

4 jiiou-eA]*, I did,

5 bub]i-<vp, I said,

6 fuAjt-Af, I got, found,

7 couuA||tc-Af, I saw

Perfect passive.

pujAÓ rue, I was born.

cu3a6, was given.

cuaIa6, and clu^ueAÓ, regu-

larly, was heard.

jtlUUeAÓ, was done.

bub|tA8
, was said.

^uAjtAÓ, was found.

conuAipcAb, from couu^iT^c,

3rd sin.
;
^ACAf, the affect-

ed irreg. perf. pass., was
seen.

The remaining three verbs are intransitive.

The tenses of the passive have never the initial consonant aspirated,

like those of the active.

§ 145. From the conjugation of these verbs, called in Irish Grammar, irre-

gular, here presented to the learner, it is seen that they are perfectly regular

in their numbers and persons, and are irregular only in this, that they want
certain tenses.

The tenses which make any show of diflBiculty to the learner, are the per-

fect and infinitive.

“In language itself,” says Latham (^English Language,^ p. 336, fourth

edition), “ there is no irregularity. The word itself is only another name for

our ignorance of the processes that change words.” Again, “The whole

scheme of language is analogical.”

REMARKS ON EACH OF THE IRREGULAR VERBS, AND ON THE
SECONDARY OR ACQUIRED TENSES.

§ 146.—1. DeiniTi}, / bear or bring forth, wants only the perfect, which it

borrows from an obsolete verb, pu5A]Tn, formed, very likely, from no, very,

and cu5A]Tt), I bring, give, bestow. In the future tense indicative, and in

the conditional, e of béin is long or beAn^At) ;
future passive,

beAnp^n ;
conditional, beAntAiun—passive, beAn^Ajoe ; in the infinitive or

verbal noun the position of the final n (being a liquid letter) is changed, and

made to coalesce with the initial b, thus

:

Infinitive participle, bne]c, breh (and not beinec).
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§ 147.—2. The verb, be]ti|Tt), I give, pr. veirhirrij distinguished from the

former by the letter b being aspirated, has, as it were, two handmaids, which
supply it with tenses, not only the imperative (cAbA]ti), perfect indicative,

(cu5Ar), and infinitive, (cAbAitic), which are found wanting, (in be]ri), but
other tenses which it does not want. These assisting verbs are ca5AiTi) and
cAbriAim (contractedly for cAbAiftiro). From cAbA]ti alone it borrows the
imperative and infinitive, and along with the regular form béAtttA^t) supplie?

to the future the secondary form cAbAp^rAD (pr. thowarfadh)^ I shall give.

(Supplied tenses.)

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Singular. Plural.

... CAbpAruujf, tJiowramush,

cAbA]]t, pr. thower, give. eAb]t<\]6, tJiowree,

cAbjtAÓ fé, thowroo, „ CAbjtAiblf, tJiowradeesh.

The infinitive, cAb<\j|tc, tJiowarth.

Indicative Mood—Present Tense.

be]p]rn, cu^AiTt), and cAb|tA]ru
;
passive present, (indicative

and imperative), be]|xceA]t, cu5CAp, CAbA|xcA]t.

Habitual Present,

beipeADU tpé, cu5Ar)u me, and CAb|tAt)u,

Imperfect.

be]p]T)U, and cu3A]t)u.

The perfect is from the verb z\x’^^vri alone, as is shown
in the table of conjugation, the perfect passive is cu5a8,
from the perfect active.

Note.

—

The verb cAbA]n, seems to be derived from the verb be]n]n),

itself, and a certain prefix expressive of being, essence, a thing, a real gift ;

and one which appears to be related in meaning, and very likely derived from

the old verb, cA, am, is, are, which is found in the present tense of the verb

&o be^c, to be—of which said cA, the infinitive would be “ cad,” a being, an

essence, a reality. CAbemirh or cAbAinm, then means, I give in reality, I

bestow, confer a gift, favour, ox the like. With this meaning it has a certain

force and strength, which the verb bemiTh has not, and is on that account

employed solely in that mood—the imperative—in which command, entreaty,

is implied, and in the infinitive, because that mood, being a verbal noun, con-

veys the idea of imparting gifts, cAbAttc (cAbAticAt—a gift bestowed.)

The future tense of cAbAip, although composed of two syllables, receives

not the suffix oca& (peculiar to the second conjugation), but ^ad, the future

suffix, peculiar to verbs of the first conjugation—like the simple verb bem ;

for, derivative and compound verbs follow in most instances the analogy of

their primitives and simples. y
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Obs. 1.—The correct spelling of the future indicative is suf-

fixing to the root which is preserved throughout, and not the

phonetic spelling cjubtiAO, enoployed by Dr. Keating, by the translators of

the Protestant version of the Bible, and others.

Obs. 2.—According to Dr. Johnson the verb **
give^^ in English has

twenty-two different meanings, primary and secondary, and receives nine

others additional from the accessary aid of prepositions and adverbs, such as

in, out, over, up, off (as, give up, give over, give out, &c.) These several

meanings—primary, secondary, and accessary—the verb be]TM^ (cAbtiAim)

in Irish receives. But it is necessary to remark that cAbA]tt, be^p,, and cu5
have the meaning of be^p, bear, bring, convey, carry, along with that which
signifies give

;

as, CAbA]p cusAip tpo cApAl, bring hither to me my horse ;

-AbA]p UA]ip Afj c-olc xOf take away from me the evil; 6U5 fe lep* at) rpeuo

A b] ^5ATp, he brought with him all I had in possession. Thus the verb

cAbAip conveys in Irish ideas apparently opposed one to the other.

Beip is part of the compound not only of (1) cAbA]]t,

give^ but of (2) lAbAip, speak, which is composed of Iua8

(utterance, Gr. AaAco, I utter), or from Ub, a lip, and be]|i

;

also (3) of co]]tbe]|t, to offer, to dedicate, from cop, the

Keltic name of Jove, and be|p
; (4) ]o6be]p, to offer in sacri-

fice, ivom ]o6 and beip; ]o6, like a] or ao], means a crea-

ture

—

i,e., to offer a being in sacrifice to God.

§ 148. (3) The verb clu]u, hear.

The third in order is clum» hear, which in the formation of its tenses is

regularly formed after the model of the first conjugation, except that (1) its

regular perfect “ cluineAf,^^ is commonly by metathesis, or rather by substi-

tuting I in place of rj, written and pronounced cuAlAf (irregular) ; and (2)
that the infinitive and participle form is ‘‘ clop’^ Clu^neAy, the regular per-

fect, is not uncommon. This verb clu]t) may therefore be safely ranked
among the regular verbs, yet it has been here retained in order to conform
to received notions which regard it as irregular.

§ 149. With the infinitive dor, the following terms in the Keltic and
foreign dialects seem to have a strong affinity

;

Irish, cluAp, (a noun) an ear ;
the organ which has

the power to (cloj") hear.

„ clu, report, fame, reputation, what the public

hear of one.

Welsh, clyw, hearing.

Greek, kX.vo), to hear on report.

Latin, clueo, to be talked of, to be reputed.

Irish, clucAc, adj., renowned.

Greek, kXvtos and kKvtlkos, renowned, famed,

Latin, inclytus.
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§ 150« (4) í)éAi7, do.

The verb beAtj, do^ act, make, is in meaning like the Latin facio. It bor-

rows (1) the perfect from the verb 5ni6]m, I act (root 5n]0.ij, n.^ dn act)^

and (2) also the imperfect 50]ó|oi), I used to act.

Perfect.
Singular. Plural.

1 I did. 1 Tt|3r)ATi)A]t, we did.

2 thou didst 2 |i]5r)AbA|t, you did.

3 |i]5Ue fe, he did ; 3 fijguAbAit, they did.

X], she did.

The regular perfect of ^V}6 is 5nióeAf, which, with the prefix po incor-

porated, becomes PioneAf (q asp.) In the modern spelling 5 (asp.) is changed

into T) for sound's sake. The infinitive is DéAUAó, (old spelling beApATp).

The subjunctive or secondary form of the verb after the particles v^c, nf, 50,

is heixpuAiTi) ;
as t)e]p uac t)i)e;5xpnA]tp (subjunctive mood), he says tkat

I do not do; and perfect, oeApnAr; í5e]p re pac p-&eAppA]b rpe Ap ceApc,

he says that (subjunctive perfect) I did not do justice.

t)eAp is very likely compounded of &o and 5Pió]rp. That it is so, is seen

more plainly from the spelling of the secondary or subjunctive form of the

verb, viz. “ nfopspAirp,” as, Pe]p re “ 50 p-ofopJpAjtp," he says that I do.

This form í)]0P5PA]pj, is clearly derived from &o and 5Pió|rp. t)eAp in pro-

cess of time assumed the present form, smoothed down from the older one

r)iop5PA]Tp.

§ 151. (5) iDeip, say.

All the tenses of i)e]P]tp are regular, except the (1) perfect, bubpAr ; (2)

the imperative, AbA]p ; and the (3) subjunctive, AbpA]n)
;
perfect PubpAr,

=00 and beipeAr—&o, sign of the perfect tense, and be |peAr, perfect tense

from the verb beipjip, I bear, bring forth, out, &c.

2lbA]Ti, say= A, an intensitive particle, and bei|t; Ab|tA]Tu,

I say, is composed of a and he]]i]W. The infinitive is bo

jtAÓ, to say. The passive of Ab]tA]ro is AbA|tcA|i
; of be||t|Tn,

be]|tceA|i; perfect active, bubpA]*; passive, bubpAb.

§ 152. 1=A5- (6) get, find, the sixth of the irregular verbs, of which the

only tenses not following the normal mode of conjugation are (puApAy), the

perfect active, and (tniApAó ; and pP]c), the perfect passive ;
with the con-

ditional, t:o]oiPn, would get,

3e]b]P) (like 5AbA]Tp), a verb of kindred meaning, signifying to get, sup-

plies, most commonly, the imperfect, future, and conditional tenses.

l^P]c, wasfound, although not much employed in written or spoken Irish,

is still not unfrequently read and heard. The writer of these pages has

within the last few days (1863) heard an Irish peasant make use of the word
in ordinary conversation.

The passive participle is wanting. It would be regularly |ri\oCA, but it is

not in use. The present participle, pAqA]! with “ Aip" on; le, with; is em-
ployed in its stead, as (speaking of a thing found) z'a ye A]p paqA] 1, it has
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been got ; re le it is to be had
; with le (prep.) has the

meaning of a passive verb. (See Syntax—le with.)

§ 153. (7) 1=eic. The Gaelic verb, signifying to see, to look at, is ex-

pressed in Irish by the term re]c, see {vide) and C]ó]n). In the imperative
mood the term ArpAttc is usually heard, and beAnc

; Gr., Sep/cw.

TQ:-\c]x\) and c]ó|n) are each conjugated regularly. In the perfect, how-
ever, conoAticAr, I saw, is the form. This term, coonAttcAr, is equal to
“ COX)” together (Latin, con), and tjeAticAf. ConnACAr, I saw, is another
form nearly as common, derived from coo, co, and r^iceAf, regularly formed
from pe^c, see. The inf. is irreg. re]cr]n, and by the interchange of c and

r—reir^in, to which c is sometimes annexed for the sake of strength, thus,

re]rc]T)c. The perfect passive is, strangely enough, “ as well as
“ COOO-AttCAÓ.*'

§ 154. Rio (8) to get asfar as, to reach, is an active intransitive verb

—

it has no passive voice. It is irregular in the infinitive mood, poccA|0, to

reach.

As a fact deserving of notice, the Irish speaking inhabitants sound
all infinitives ending with o as if c were annexed

; irejcrin, to see, they pro-

nounce ireicrinc ; ituIaos, to suffer, vuIaosc ; leAnAniAio, to follow, as if

leAOATrjuio”, &c. This is a falling off from the written standard
;
it is not to

be imitated. Something of the same kind appears in English, as among is

sometimes written and pronounced amongst ; amid, amidst ; while, whilst, &c.

§ 155, Céió (9), go, makes the perfect irregularly

—

CuAóAr, I went ; the

future, I shall go ; conditional, itAcirAinTi, / would go ; the infinitive,

?50 óul, to go; and participle, A]5 bul, t) of but, is commonly pro-

nounced like 5; thus, 5UI (which means crying.) The cause of this is, that

the letter 5 of the particle, v.g. “a]5,” bul, going (being more forcible than

that of b, which immediately follows it), receives such phonetic strength,

that the sound of b is lost, or combines with that of 5.

CuAib, went (as, cuaid ye, he went) is pronounced usually i:uai6 ts.

The c is guttural and should be pronounced like ch. There is a verb, iruAió,

to resign, to give up, to yield ; as, pAp or puA]ó pe, a ppioitAb, he yielded up
his spirit. “ t)o pAp, pro pAp, a verbo ; pApip, loco cedo, abeoJ^—Leo,

Commentatio de Carmini Vetusto Hibemico, p. 14.

Obs. 1.—The past tense of réió (cuAóAp) is often beACAp, after the par-

ticles nf, woi ; AX), whether (interrogative); 50, that ; as, O] óéAcA]ó pe,Ae did

not go ; An nbeACA]ó cu, did you go? It is always oeACAp in the subjunc-

tive, as bep pe 50 n-beACA]ó ppb, he says, that they went. t>eACAp, appears

to be a compound form of cuadap and bo, the prepositive particle of the

perfect.

Obs. 2.—The verb itt)6]5 or depart (from p) about, over, and above,

moreover, and cei5, go), is a regular verb. The verb ce]c (pr. theJi), hasten,

be off, is regular
; éiti]5, arise, is reg. This last, is occasionally employed in

the written and spoken language in the sense of go, as eip]o AipAC, go out,

come out

;

ep]5 50 Lecel 1ubA, go to Bethlehem of Juda.

go, is a corrupt form of cé]b, used only in the imperative

;

UA cé]tii5 Ann tP, do not go there, is an expression not uncommon amongst

the people of the counties of Galway and Mayo.
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'Cij [come), imperative cati.

§ 156. (10) The conjugation of the verb ci5 ]n), I come, should be well

known, for its use in Gaelic is very common, being employed with the com-

pound pronoun liorp, with me, leAc, with thee, le]r> him, &.C., to express

the English words, can, could ; as,

'C |3 l^om, I can—literally, it comes with me,

7^15 leAc, thou canst, it comes luith thee,

^13 ^^ir> can; c |3 lejce, she can, it comes with her,

\]oxx}> I 'Ojas able, I could—literally, it came with

me, ^c,

\]oxr), I will be able; conditional, qoc^A|T)D,

I would come
;
and in third person singular followed by

Ijon), with me; leAc, with thee ; \e]X, with him; lion, with

us, &c., I coidd have (done it)—literally, it would have

come with me (to do it).

Infinitive bo ceACc (háght), or céAcc [hé~ught) é long or

short.

Sometimes the perfect tense, cA]n]CAr» is spelled cAT)5Ay, I came ;

cAn5A]y, thou earnest; cA]n ]5 re, he came ; in the Protestant version of the

Old Testament, e.g., Gen., c. 18, v. 5, and c. xix, v. 8 (cAnsAOAti, they came).

This faulty orthography is not to be found in the Catholic version by Dr.

Mac Hale.

Many verbs in Irish form, it is true, their infinitive mood and participles

differently from the regular mode, but they are not, on this account, irregular.

To increase the amount of irregularities “ is the last art that the philoso-

phic grammarian is ambitious of acquiring. True etymology reduces irregu-

larity by making the rules of grammar not exclusive but general.’'

—

Latham
on the English Language, p. 336.

)t, eat,

§ 157. The verb ]t [eeh], eat (Latin, ed-o), changes z into

X in the future and conditional tenses. ^ shall eat ;

pA|r)D, I would eat.

The change from c to f is phonetic; the use of o before it, as found in

MSS., arises from collating the vowels broad with broad.

The fact that in the verb ic, eat, f and z, are found in the root, the

one in the present, the other in the future tense, is very striking to any one
who knows the well-known roots es and ed, of the verb ed-o in Latin, ia-nw,
Greek, to eat

;

in ed-o the root is ed {d and t are of the same organ, the one
is commonly interchanged for the other)

; in es-ca,/ooi?, it is es, like the |f in

irpAO, future of ic, eat ; in like manner in eV-0i€j/, to eat ; and eS-^uei/at, to

eat, the roots are es and ed, exactly like the Irish ic and ir iu ir-(pAb;.

The infinitive of it, is ]te{i~he), to eat

;

the perfect &uAf,/ea^, is a cor-

rupt form, for o’lceAp, the regular perfect.
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§ 158. There are sixty-eight irregular verbs in French
;
yet to attain a

knowledge of the French language is not considered very difficult. Its ortho-

graphy, to the eye of an English-speaking student, is not at all in accordance
with the pronunciation which he is taught to give the words of that language.

The final consonants are quiescent. The Irish language has fewer irregular

verbs, and fewer quiescent letters ; how then does it arise that Gaelic or Irish

is considered by the same individuals difficult to be acquired, because a few
aspirated letters, having little or no sound, enter into the composition of
many of its words ? The fault, it seems, does not rest in its intrinsic difficulty;

it must exist either in the want of clear philological elementary works hitherto

unattainable, or perhaps it arises from the apathy of Irishmen to be Irish in

language as well as in thought and in action. It is time that this apathy
should cease.

§ 159 .—DEFECTIVE VERBS.
The following defective verbs are those which are most frequently met

with in manuscripts and printed works :

—

<vi|i said he; ai|i, says; before a vowel takes an x
suffixed, as, ao says the man: x is here
suffixed for sound's sake.

Ab bAc, he died,

cA^cpib, miLSt

;

it is the same through all the tenses and
persons.

Ah pAh, he re/flfes (Latin,/aíwr); found in Dr. Keating^s History of Ireland,

passim,

^Aió, or pAO]ó, he gave up, he resigned

;

PAhpu]C ho pA]ó ye A fpjottAh,

Patrick resigned his spirit. See p. 148, § 155.

yéAhA]rp, / am able; wants the imperative and infinitive moods, with the

participles.

peApAitu, I know,

yeAhAtt, I know

;

used negatively and interrogatively ; as, of yeAhAti roe,

I do not know

;

of peAhAnjAp, or of yeAhpAnjAp, we do not know

;

y]h]p, knows (same).

t)] must=ilfaut (French).

ol, op, quoth; as, ol ye, quoth he; ol y]Ah, quoth they ; TpA]c, a tpic op
AT) y-ASApc, well, my son, said the priest

;

éipi5, ol ye, arise, said he ;

A]p and op, seem to be the same verb.—Latin, ait, says; Vita Moling,

po|tbA6, was finished^ made complete; from x^x^y perfect,

yeAccAó, was fought

;

yeAccAo cac, a battle wasfought ,• from yeAcc,

to subdue, to wage, to fight out, to subdue, break down,

yeAccA, broken, subdued, conquered,

pu|tA]l, it is necessary

;

a]3 pu]tA]l ujlc,^ exerting evil,

p|iAO]t)AÓ, was brought under ; subdued {root, pjtAop, a
bridle),

ceAjtuA, he escaped

;

cA]tpAf, was revealed

;

from

cAbAijt, give, and pfop, knowledge.
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§ 160.—OBSOLETE VERBS.

The following verbs, though obsolete, are found in

written records and printed books. An explanation of the

terms must be useful.

2lc cobA, he has, he shares, partakes of.

Root, c\x\o, a portion; ac is an old form form for a and &o

—

a, who^ and

t)o, sign of the perfect tense ; ac cooa TT)|An> he entertains a wish.

Bac, he died; also ac bAc, a bA]l, he died; and a united

with bA]l—thus, AbA]l, dead; also A]tb^]l and epbA^l, from

A, who, and b^c, died. Bac, drown, is not at the present

day obsolete.

Lac and bAcAó are in common use, signifying to drown, to perish; and

the derivative formed from these terms, v.g. from h'A,}ze, perished

;

is formed

bA]ceAc; lA bAjceAc, a perishing day ; C]t bA]ceAC, a drowning shower, a

deluge of rain.

BeAbA^p, he died [i.e., a, bA, a^ bAf) a, who ; bA, was

;

A, in; b^f, death.

CacaíÍ), he departed (for cA, he is ; a in, cati), repose), he reposes with the

dead ;
cAih had the meaning of death in the old language. In the derivation

of cAh)leAcc (Tallaght, near Dublin, from z^n), death, plague

;

and leAcc,

a monument) this meaning is preserved. The first colony that came to Ireland

under their leader Parthalon, 9,000 in number, all perished by a pestilence in

one week, leaving the country once more without inhabitants.

—

Annals of the

Kingdom of Ireland ; Haverty's Ireland, p. 2. Cait), in its present accepta-

tion, means a short sleep, u] rtiAn ipe cAn) a pé]Tt, I did not get a wink*s rest

last night ;
tj] ruA]tt cAti), she did not get any repose (sleep).

'CefcA, he departed; cApcA, wanted (modern).

Ceip, he fell

;

ceipb ; copceip, he fell; like the modern
c\x\]y,put; and zo]i, totally, fully

;

CAorT)A|ru, / caw, Ifind
convenient; from c^on), gentle, obliging

;

cutuaca|tu (from

cutua, state, shape, ability

;

hence, curuAp, ability

;

and
cutuacc, power), I am able, I am powerful, 1 can.

CuTt)A means form, mode, shape, state, ability, capability for any thing

—

hence, indifference, &c. This word is in common use; as, cac é At) cun)A
cA on~, what is the state in which you are ? (how are you situated, provided

for, 8fc. ;) ;
oc, rjAc ceAf ad cuti)a cA cu, Oh, my ! are you not in a nice way ?

r]r) é At) cun)A, that is the way, that is the style; one who shapes,

fashions—therefore, one who invents, i.e., frames appearances in his mind,
which have no reality ; hence, a fabricator, a story-teller, a liar

;
cA cu a

cuTi)At)0]tteAccJ you are only inventing.

ClAOLpA^b, they trust (from cIaoo, inclined)

;

cIoca, was
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heard

;

from clu or clur, fame, report, hearsay

;

modern
do

I*
and clu]i) (see verbs irregular),

^Decf for bo to see.

t)u|* (for bo frjoj-), I knew

;

b’ it wcs settled

;

for

b’A|C)b (leo), it was agreed upon by them.

2t)u]tA]n7, I demolish, I raze (root rníÍTt, a wall).

Rac, he gave; ]tAC|*Ac, they gave; Ann. Four Masters,

A.D. 3304.

§ 161. IMPERSONAL VERBS.

Verbs like the English ^‘it appears’^—C]óceAri, ^ejccAri/ it is lawful^

fcl75tvvp (from blf^e, law), are as numerous in Irish as in the classic languages

of England or Greece. Strictly speaking, however, these verbs are not imper-

sonal. The real subject or nominative case is the sentence, or (as in English;

the pronoun. 5o]pDAp, is called; incorrectly written 5ApAti; senAp for

5e]ncAtt, is lorn ; cApU, it came to pass

;

ceApnA, escaped; ri5 , it comes
with (see the verb cAp, as c]5 IjOTi;, it comes with me, I can, are of

this class.

§ 162. According to the strict meaning then of the term impersonal, there

is in Gaelic only one or two such; as, bAp l]on;, he thinks

;

bAp leAc, thou

thinkest

;

bAp leo, they think,

t)Ap is very likely a contraction of bo and leap, perceptible; as,

bo leup iTom (for bo, emphatic particle, ]r, is; leup, perceivable); Ijon;, by

me; i.e., I think.

hi] fCAbAp tpe, I do not know; for tj] ]:eAtcAp tpe, it is not known {to)

me.

CHAPTER VIII.

ADVERBS.

§ 163. An adverb is a word that shows the time, man-
ner, or circumstances of an action

;
{time), as, John writes

to-day; {manner), John walks hastily; John walks

haste

;

“ with haste,” or hastily,” points out the manner
of John’s walking.

The expression “with haste, is as much an adverb as that other ending in

“ ly,'^ according to Dr. Priestly, who defines adverbs to be (1) “ contractions

of sentences ; or (2) “clauses of sentences'^ serving to denote the manner and
other circumstances of an action.

The adverb modifies the meaning of adjectives and other

adverbs as well as verbs.

“ Adverbs, in general, are abbreviations of two or more words
;

thus,

bravely, or, in a brave manner, is derived from brave4ike, wisely from wise*
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lihe^ happily from happy4ike.^'— English Grammar, Style and Poetry,” by

Richard Hiley, 13th ed., 1862; Longman, Green & Longman.

§ 164. Adverbs are therefore of two kinds; (a) the one answering to

those denominated contractions of sentences, as in English, newly
^
daily (i.e.,

new-likej day~like)

;

and in Irish, 50 nUAó, 50 lAecAnjA]!
; (ó) the other,

which may be classed with those called clauses of sentences; as, a]|i ai)

í\óbAri rib {for that reason) therefore

;

c]Annór (i^or c]a ao nóf, what is the

manner).^ how ; Latin, quem-ad-modum—quo-modo. These are common in

every language
;
examples, by-an-by, now-a-days, wherefore {Le.,for which),

therefore {i.e., for that), quam-ob-rem {LdXm), on account of which thing,

scilicet {scire licet) ; videlicet {videre-licet) ; pour-quoi (French); con amore,

lovingly. Sometimes entire incidental clauses hold the place oi adverbs.

§ 165. (a) Those adverbs which describe the manner
of an action, constitute a very numerous class. They are

formed from adjectives by means of the prepositive particle

50 (in Scotch Gaelic, 5u)
; as, loving; “50”

5|i^6ac, lovingly,

fpe^sAit Aipir ‘5^’ ‘3^'

Homer (“ Iliad in Irish heroic metre,
By Dr. Mac Hale), b. 4., 1. 109.

§ 166. 3o is a preposition, meaning with, in form and meaning
like to the Latin, cum {with); Italian, con (as con amore, with love, i.e., in

a loving manner, lovingly; adv.). That this particle “ 50” or co, means
with, like cum or con, appears from its use in the “ Anuals of the Four
Masters,” vol. i. p. 1.

CCACPACA lA bbillbb CA]n]C CAeroifl 50 b-G:ihinb “50” CA05A]b
n-]i)5eAn crt]un i:eAti, forty days before the deluge Kaesar came to

Ireland Withffty virgins and with three men.

§ 167. Every adjective in the Irish language, except

those of the comparative and superlative degrees, becomes
at once an adverb by the use of this prepositive particle

“ 30.’' Hence, the great body of adverbs become known
by learning the adjectives.

Note.—

I

n October, 1859, a very curious ode or btxornACAó caca,

“

fierce

appeal of battle,” consisting of six hundred adverbs, was published in the
pages of the Nation newspaper. It was furnished by Mr. William Livings-
tone, Glasgow. This address was composed and pronounced to the Mac-
Donalds at the battle of Harlow, fought in 1411, between Donald of the Isles

and the Duke of Albany. The bard was a progenitor of Niail More Mac-
mhuirich, of Barra, who supplied some of those MS. Gaelic poems of which
James Macpherson distorted parts into English prose.

This address is at least very curious and instructive, as affording illustration

of the copiousness and refinement of the Gaelic language.
The stanzas, consisting of some twenty lines each, are numbered in the
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order of the letters of the alphabet. The whole piece would be too long for

our limited space. The curious may be pleased to see one or two, as speci-

mens, which are here subjoined

:

“toporOACAÓ CACA ClO]nn t5on)nU]U le IacAH ^Otl ^AC^U]]t]C ^llbAOAlC.

lACA blAjt CAt SApbAC, 1411.

A fierce appeal of battle of the clan Donnell, by Lachan M5r MacMuirich, an
Albanian. The date of the engagement of the battle of Harlow, 1411.”

“ ^ clAnu^ cuinn cu]ibn]C]b

CttUArAO Arp l)-loia5AT0 ]ll.

C.

5u CAlrpA, 5a cupAucA,

5u CttÓÓA, 5U CtlUA&AlAC,

3u cAcbuAóAc, 5U ctieucOAtiTtiv^c,

3u CjtUAlÓ-lATbAC, 5U COttp^leUpAC,

5u conrpull^^i 5w c6pA5Ac,

3u c]otmr3nAc, 5u coourspAC,

5a col5AncA, 5a cAtíbóp.,

3a cuilbA]pAc, 5a cpaAfólAunAc,

3a CTjeAóAc, 5a CAjctieAm^c,

3a cA]tcti]teAc, 5a ceATjorPiteAcAC,

3a ceAunAfAc, 5a cdpATOAc,

3a cti;ixobAc, 5a cljuceAC,

3a carÚAc&AC, 5a conpAóAc,

3a clAO]óba]UeAC, 5a col5AptiA,

3a cpaA|óba]lleAc, 5a cA]*beuTpAc,

3a coiir)eAc^ 5a cojpbco,

3a cu]bA]ó, 5a cuiJcpoTp'^c,

3a capA]OeAc,, 5a cunbA|lceAc,

3a co]nc]nneAc, 5a ct)A5ac,

3u c|iaA]ócpióeAc, 5a cop,pAc,

Cti;S^&Ac,' coUA]OeAc, cpeAcnjop.

t)-

3u i)jAn, 5a búTt,

3a bATAtjAc, 5a beAjpalAijAc,

3a bAT)A, 5U bfrc]n,

3u bi65AncA, 5a b]co]r5ce,

3a bejonceAc, 5a blfitbaiUeAc,

3a beA^lAnjAc, 5a bopujijoeAC,

3a bolu]§, 5a DolabAiD,

3u bpocrbe]neAc, 5a b6]ipc-va]leAc,
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beftrineAc, 5U beAtjoAl-Ac,

5u i)]cc|olUc, 5U fteutiAtAc,

5u beAttsUttiAc, 5U &]05aIcac,

5u beir^^etjAc, 5U &i(ibAlAc,

3u bfnjeAfAc, 5U &]on5Ac,

3u &eAlA]ó, 5U beA5builleAC,

3U OeOtlAC, 5U DÚtl"<^C&AC,

3u bOttÓA, 5U bAT)5ATtA,

3u bUTin^TlcA, 511 bAlnjA,

3u bu]t5AT)cA, 5U bottTt&A,

tíócArAc boqof A]cce.^’

Adverbs are compared
; their comparative and superla-

tive degrees are, however, those of the adjectives whence
they are formed.

§ 168 . (b) The second class, clauses of sentences,’’

or adverbial phrases, as they are called in schools, points

out the time and circumstances of an action. They are a
complex union of prepositions and nouns.

“ Many adverbs,’^ says Hiley, “ are formed by a combination of a preposi-

tion with other adverbs. Some are composed of nouns .^'—English Gram-
mar, p. 71 .

ADVERBS—CLAUSES OF SENTENCES.

21 b-pAb, a-far

;

from a, in

;

and pAb, length,

21 b-pAb Ap po, far hence (in relation to time or place).

21 b-pAb po]Tbe, long before (in time or place).

21 3-cé]T), /í3ír off; from a, in; and céiu, dat. case of

ciAU, remote, distant, foreign, tedious; (as to time), ]p c|au

l]Ort7 civ cu atuu]35 Ifeel you are long absent; (as to place),

]p pAbA 0’ X) Iau) a civ a 3-cé|n, one is far removedfrom
the {friendly) hand that is far away; c]Ar), n,

;

plur.,

ciauca; civ pe t)a c^auca” ó coouAipc rue cu, it is

ages since I saw you—I have not seen you this age-

21 3-corbr)u]6e5 always, continuously ; from a, and corb-

T)u]be, abode ; i.e., abidingly,

2lruAc, out.

2lruu]3, without, outside.

The difiference between AtpAc and ati)U]q is, that the one is connected with
a verb of motion—as, cei6 atijac, go out

:

the other with a verb of rest—as,
cA rpe AThU]5 ,

1

am without.
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2lll)A|lAC,

2lrt7<\]jteAC, y to-moi*rom.

A]|t t)A rbA]fteAC, J
21 (]t Aif, hack»

21] |i 4vi) ^6bA]t ]*]r), therefore,

2l||t bAÍl, on the spot, presently^ very soon,

21] ]i b]c, at ally in the world,

2l]]t é]5 ]t), with difficulty,

2lr)V A]ce, near, nigh; 4>.\ce, i,e,y i(t^cey nearness

;

from
trocuf, Welsh, agos, near,

2lot) on
2lr)All (1) (= 0

, from; ad, the ; oil, yonder ; see adod,

infra), over, higher, to this side

;

always connected with a

verb of moiion; as, cAjtjt adaU, come over.

It is the opposite of Aijon, to the other side

;

as, bul Anon A5ur AnAll,

going to that side and to this side, wavering, changing from side to side,

^non and aoaU convey necessarily the idea of motion; the adverbs a bur
(for A b-ro5ur), on this side; tAll, on that side; the idea of rest ; as, cA re
A bur, he is on this side (not AnAll); cA re caU, he is on the opposite side

(not Anon).

a bur ^5ur cAll, here, there, hic^ illie

;

on this side and on that (when a

state of rest is implied).

2lnon A5ur aoaU, hither, thither, Awe, illuc

;

to this side and to that

(when the idea of motion to a place is conveyed).

2lnon (2) is written also Anoll in many instances. On this account,

and because it is in meaning antithetic to auaU, which ends in “ ll,^^ its deri-

vation appears to be from the preposition oil, ábove^ superior, yonder, higher,

and Af), the: Anon, f.e., ahoU = An, the, oil, higher, yonder (cAob, side, or

le]c, half, being understood)
; (3) caI is derived from the same word, “ oll,’^

and c, a prepositive, like r, in rwAr, or rather the remnant of the preposition

bo (omitting o, and changing b into c)
; (4) a bur is a contracted form of a

b-ro5ur, i-e., An (cAob) r^^sur, the nigh side.

The particle au, the prefix to these adverbs, is considered by Zeiiss to be

the article, and not, as others think, the preposition.

From analogy with kindred words in Irish, and adverbs of the like mean-
ing in English (as aboard, afloat), the particle is readily proved to be a pre-

position.

21d Allob, of yore (for ad c-atd Allob, the old time ; or

for add [^id] Allob, in the olden time),

21d beAf ,
southward, or, from the south,

21d o]]t, eastward, ov,from the east.
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21t) |A]t, westward, or, from the west.

9X northward, or, from the north.

Note.—2ln oeAr, meaning from the south, is a contraction for 6 at)

6eAr ; so also at) from the east, for ó At) oiti ; ad ]An, from the west,

b AT) lAfi; b.from, being omitted, ^t) óeAp, the south (in the nom. case),

is composed of the article At), and the word OeAr, south, right side

;

also at)

óeAr is for Aí)í) oeAf, in the south, according to the grammatical arrangement
of the context or sentence.

2lr) T)occ, to-night

;

sometimes 0
|
6ce is added ; as. At)

oi6ce t)occ, this very night

;

Greek, vvktl r Latin, nocte

;

Saxon, nicAi; English, night.

2lt) ]u6, to-day

;

ai) ’i) this very day ; an jour

d'hui.

2lf) i)eAccA|t, externally, in the> outside, for at)1) feAccA|t

(initial X, when aspirated, being omitted) ; root, peAc,

apart, outside ; feAccA]t, more apart.

2lt)i) AOT)-peACc, together.

The word uAf, means above, high; hence, ua^aI (uAp-

aI, from uAf and aI, offspring), high-born, noble ; uA]fle,

nobility.

So, ]ox means below

;

hence, ]peAl, low-born, lowly,

humble ; At) c-Aop oaI, the common people.

Whenever Irishmen wish to express the idea of motion upwards, or mo-
tion in a downward direction, UAf and

]
0 |- take an initial r ; as, fUAv, up-

wards ; rfor, downwards: ruAf A5ur r^ox, up and down {SiQÚse).

A state of rest above is expressed by fuAr and below by ffor ;
as, cAjo fuAf

(thaid huas), they are above; ffop, they are below.

Motion/row above is expressed by the form, at) hat {le., b,from, at), the,

UAf, above) ; from below, by at) fof (for o, At), for, from the below).

Hence, AnuAr (although compounded of uAf, above) signifies down

;

as,

cAptt AT)UAr, come down

—

i,e., come from above; Af)for, up

;

cAttn AT)for,

eome up

—

i.e., from below.

Opx, east, tom, eastward

;

|Ati, after, west, t]<^ti, westward; follow the
same analogy. The initial t is perhaps from the preposition sat, towards.

2l]|t 3-cul, backward; z'^ p|b Aip 3-cul, you are be-

hind ; rA |*]b bul Apt 3-cul, you are retrogading ; pA cul,

under cover, covertly, behind backs.

2l]]t t)-bo|3 , indeed (from A]|t, on, and boi5 , hope, i.e.,

hopefully, probably, indeed).

2lpi pAb, altogether; cA|b A]|t pAb At)t) pit), they are

altogether there ; this expression Ajp pAb (p, asp,), pr. air
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adli, means in length; as, lejc mile “ A]]t frAb,” a half-

mile in length,

2l|]t b-cuf, in the first place, at the beginning

;

5-cuf*,

in the beginning ; a co^ac, in the beginning,

2l]]t be]]te, at the end, at the close, late—luithout any
share; ]:a 6e^]te, at last.

As, CA rr)]xe A]ti. oeitié, I am without any share ; on the principle that

he who arrives late for the booty, gets either little or nothing.

2li|t le]c, a-part, from a|]i, on; and half—side, a-

side; jto|t)0 A]]t Ve\t A5Uf comfto]nn, a share “ apart

f

and
co-share,

2l]tAon, singly (from A^jt, at; and ago, one^ i,e., one-by-

one; Aoif, uA]fle A3up curbAcc 8o|b “ AjiAor),’'

their age, their power, and their glory {i,e,, of each) is the

same,

2l]tA0]]i, adv., last night,

21peeAC, into

;

Ape 15, within (doors) ; ApceAC equals

jup AO ceAc/’ towards the house.

2lpc];5, within, i,e,, in the house,

2l|Ti uAijifb, at times.

21 itiAtb, ever, i,e,, up to the present

;

30 bpiAé, ever (in

time to come), in the sense of till doom's-day ; bjtAc, judg-

ment ; 30 beo, ever—as long as life lasts ; pío]t, ever (time

past or to come), perpetual; a co]6ce, ever (time to

come).

The term never (equal to not ever) in the English language, is trans-

lated into Irish always by the words not—ever; (1) the negative particle

noti goes before the verb, and ever follows ; but (2) remember the term

ever has two meanings, that of (1st) hitherto, all along up to the present

time; (2nd), all time to come; when it signifies hitherto, it is to be trans-

lated by “A n]ATÚ,” when time to come, it is to be translated by “50 ueo,”

or 50 bpAc ; as, I never (time «past), did it

;

and never (time to come) will

do it ; nfott mnne rpe “ a p]Aih’' é, A5ut* tji óeAnirAo 50 bfi<^t, / teas

never there, and never shall; u| pAb tpe “a piAii)^' atju ti^»

béjó]» “a coióce.^^

2lrm All), in time^ timely

;

Apt) ApcpAc, untimely

;

30
c|tAcATÍ)Ail, opportunely (from cpAc, special time).

21 b-po3up, near ; Latin, vicinu^, a neighbour ; auu 5A]t,

near, nigh (in place or time).

21 i)é or A i)b^, yesterday,.
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It is, after all, most likely that ne, yesterday^ and |uó, to-day, were each

spelled with b in the forepart of the terms respectively. See the reasons in

favour of each view in the work published by us—“ Easy Lessons ; or, Self-

Instruction in Irish (reprinted from the pages of the Nation), p. 30. In the

Codex PauUnus quoted by Zeiiss, and preserved in the Library of the

Monastery of St. Gall, Switzerland, the Irish of the words to-day is

found to be inn&]u (i.c., Ann t)]u). Again he says : Ita subst. b|A (dies) in

formula usitata, * ]nt5iu^ (hodie).'^

—

Grammatica Celtica, p, 563.

2lnn fo, here {in this) ; Ann tin, there {in that) ; A]5 fo, here {at this

place) ; A75 rio, there} Ann there, yonder ; rnAn so {in that way)

;

o ro, henceforth; 0 ro aujac, {from this out), henceforth; ó \]x), from that,

thence; o f]n a le]6, ever since*

This word where, in English, is sometimes an adv* of interrogation—of

relation, or, is employed indefinitely.

1. When ? (interrogative), {vjliat hour) •

C]A-Ai)-cAro, CA b-AiT) [what time) ? C|a-ao“

cjtAc [what special time—cjtAc) ?

2 . When^ ‘‘ a,” or, aoo a,” in which [time) ; as, the

time the deluge was on the earth—ao cjtAc

‘^a’^ b] AO bjle A]|t AO boioAo.

3 . When, ’onAin? this is the most common form.

Where ? ca? as, ca cu? where are you? ivhere=
in which place ? 0]o ao “ aoo a|i’’ leA5

“[•lAb é, that is the place where they laid him.

2lrbA]0, only (as if from a, in; rbo, a person; aoo, one).

2lrblA]6, likes aoato, seldom; coaooa, already;

although, from c]6, sees, i.e., seeing, that

;

&ejró|0, indeed

;

eAÓoo, to wit.

'pojl, yet, awhile; 'pói", yet, a longer stay, or rest;

^ApbA, henceforth.

same as q6;, iA]t]tAro, hereafter (from |A|t, after,

and ATO, time).

joioa|tftA, moreover (from ]Oio6^r many, or more; and
u]tltA, over them).

jlle, thenceforward ; 5 t*|0 |Ue, /rom that fonuard.
entirely ; 50 same ; leojt, sufficient ; 50 leofi,

sufficiently; 30 entirely

;

50 pollup, openiy.

2t)Aille and ^oroAille (from ]oro, about, with, and A]lle,

another), together with, along with.

^Ao, as; lOAO x\x)i in that way—so so; roA|i f|0 be,

therefore, thereupon.
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fG, in this way^ thus ; Ti7A]]*e, well! well,

well

!

feAÓ, yes

;

]*eA6 a rbA||*ce, indeed ; well, well

!

it is so.

2Qir)|c, frequently ; t)A, noi, imperative; as, beAi),

do noi do.

Ml, not (in the indicative mood)
; as, v} me, it is not I

;

v] mojt oAc, almost {it is not much hut) ; v\ mo|t it is

not much but that

;

beA3 dac, little but, i.e., almost.

Snl, before; fAmlAjb (from fArbo^jl, like), in like man-
ner ; as, ArblA^ó is from AmAjl, like.

i)e b]t]3, because, by virtue of; be usually ; be

Iaca]]i, presently, just now—also, in one^s presence, and not

in a concealed way ; be ló, by day ; b’o^óce, by night, in

the night time; ^a cuAi|tc, round about, in a circle.

'pA 6eo|3, at last, at the long run (pr. yeo-igh, in one

syl.)
;

pA 65, twice ; fa c|t|, thrice

;

|:a |*eAC, by turns,

apart.

pA cuAiTt^m? conjecturally

;

bu]le ^a cuA|]t]rr), a blow by

chance (cua|i, a conjecture), without aim; cuA|]t|rf) means
about, in the direction of, without defining the precise way.

cuAiriiTT), is also a preposition, meaning in the direction of, but that

direction not specially defined. (See p. 165).

móit-mo|t, especially.

)or)Voy 30, in order that.

Au 3-c5a6oa, in like manner.
O ceile, asunder (5, from, cejle, a companion, from one

another) ; le ce]le, together, one with another, as with a
companion (ce]le) ; mA|i aot), together, as one.

Oy 1r(ol, lowly, in a whisper, privately.

Oy above board, aloud.

§ 169. Besides these classes there are in Irish certain adverbial participles

which unite with nouns, adjectives, verbs, and other adverbs. They are

sometimes incorporated with the word with which they coalesce, and some-

times not, but merely connected by a hyphen. In this respect they are of the

same use in Irish, as the prepositions or the particles a, 5vs eu, &c.,in Greek.

By them, and with them, are formed hundreds of new words, which thus

enrich the language, and supply the speaker with forms of expression to suit

every shade of thought. In learning them and their meaning well, the

student will, after a little study, have advanced a great way in acquiring a

great knowledge of Irish. These prepositive particles shall be explained

presently in chapter x. on derivation and composition.
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CHAPTER IX.

PREPOSITIONS—CONJUNCTIONS—INTERJECTIONS.

§ 170. A preposition is a word placed before nouns and

pronouns to show the relation which they bear to each

other, or to some verb. Prepositions are of two kinds (1)

simple, and (2) compound.

§ 171.—Simple Prepositions.

A, or Ai)U, in

;

or ]u,

(old form), in

A]3, at.

A]]t, on, for, against.

A|*, out of.

cui5e, to, towards,

be, of
bAft, by (in swearing),

bo, to.

e|b||t or ib]|i, between.

for, concerning.

\^o\, under; y.o, under,

5AU, without,

1 to, towards.
5^r )

30UA, with (obsolete).

le, le]f, with.

po]Tbe, or Tto]Tb, before.

o, or UA, /rom.
oy, above; ua|*, orig. form.

pe and p]f, for le and leip.

peAC, beside, over ; Lat. secus.

CAP, and CAP, over.

CA|p]f, over, without; as,

béAi) cA]p|f*, do without it;

CU|P AO bpAc t^]]\]X,put

the cloak over him,

cpe, through, by means of ;

cpeAp (before the art. ao);

as, cpeAp AO bOTOAO mop,
through the wide world,

cpeApoA, through, across

;

as, pACpAjb AO 'C|5eApoA
“ cpeApoA’’ buAlAÓ OA b-

63ipce, “ the Lord shall

pass through, striking

j^gypt.”

cp'jb, through,

u]roe, about,

’pAO, for Aoop AO, in the;

contractedly, and
omitting 0 (of the article)

pA .

§ 172.

—

Compound Prepositions.

The compound prepositions are composed of substantives and prepositions.

They are short phrases having the meaning peculiar to single prepositional

particles. In this view they are quite easy, for phrases bearing a preposi-

tional sense exist in every language. But some of the Irish compound pre-

positions—like cuTp, towards, for the purpose of—are not at first sight suffi-

ciently distinct in their classification. They are composed of nouns now
obsolete, and have become, by usage, so reduced from their compound state,

that sometimes they resemble simple prepositions.
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21 b-pA]l, in the border of, vicinity of (from a, in, and
a ring, a wreath, border, circle—kindred in meaning

to a fence, enclosure ; whence a cloak, cover-

ing).

21 b-fíA|t]tA6 (from a, in, and ]:Ait]tA6, company, linked

in society—root, pAti, same as rf)A]i, with ; (1)
along with, in company with ; (2) in comparison with ;

in this last sense written a b-^A]t|tAr; oac b]teA5 at)0]|*

é, A b-fA]t]iAf roA|t b| 1*6, how splendid it is now, in com-
parison with how it was.

Of A b-^^AjifiAb, in the first sense, the following quota-

tion is an example : ^x cpuAj 3AU 0]3i|t
“
’on a b-|:A]t]tA6,’’

it is a pity there is not an heir in their company,—Davis's

Lament for the Milesians.''

21 b-]:]AÓí)ui]*e (from a, in, and ^]A6i)uq*e, witness,

presence—root, p]Of, knowledge), in sight of, in presence of
so as to witness; be|p]rr) 6 a b-]:]AÓnu]|ie í)e, I say it in the

presence of God {urho has a knowledge, 9f *0 ^

vf ^|AÓr)U]|*e, in my presence, before my face.

^lAiiu]r comes from rjoft knowledge; lOOjr» tell), and therefore means to

declare (in testimony) what one knows.

21 b-tiocAip, with, together with, in company

;

pocA||i,

company, nearness to

;

it is from the same root as pocuf

,

near,

21 lACA]it (from a, in, and Iacaip, spot, presence; where
one sees—leup, perceivable), in presence of; a lACA]|t ao
'C]geA]tuA, in the presence of the Lord.

Or corbA]]t, (from of over

;

and coThA]]t, count, aim.,

front, face presence)

;

or corbAjfi au bon)A]u rboiji, before

the whole world (so that they may count aur actions^ and
calculate regarding our conduct).

Or cojuue, opposite, diagonally, face to face, vis-a-vis, in

presence of (from or, and co]uue, i,e., cuAjo^y o^n angle,

diagonally—in opposite angles or positions).

Observe the resemblance in meaning of the five foregoing preposi-

tional phrases. The English word before is rendered into Irish by any of

those five. The particular meaning of the preposition before must be at-

tended to by the translator.
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6lluc, or ellu;^, and college, altogether ; also, aoo ellu^,

unanimously.—Zetiss, Grammatica Celtica, vol. ii. p. 620 .

This preposition, or rather adverbial phrase, is at present in common
use in Connaught. biOAp eUu5 Ann tin, they were there altogether. The
word is pronounced as if written, A l]5, all; as, b-|:u]l f]b “a l}5,” flAn ?

are ye all well ?

CoUe]c is derived from c6, with; and le]c (Armoric, fccA/ Latin, foco),

a place.
“ Invenitur,^^ says Zeiiss, ** etiam personas significansj^p. 565. Hence its

use at the present day as a pronoun amongst the Irish-speaking peasants of

the West, dates from the remotest antiquity.

21 1* ucc, for the sake of—pour Vamour de.

21 5-c|Ooo, A 5-ceAoo, at the head of at the end of, in

addition to, along with—root, ceAoo, head, end, top ; gen.

case of ceAoo is cion, dat., qooo.
0|* qooo, over, above, at the head of ; z'a í)]a ox C|ono

OA bOTr)A]r) rbqp, God is above (at the head of) the entire

world ; oy bo CjonOj over your head ; as, a master.

2loo ^ meeting), in the meeting of; céjg

AOO A A]]tc|]*, go to meet him.

21 5-cqooe, in order to get, to meet, to obtain ; as, cAiqc
ye A 5-cu]r)Oe A]|t5]b, he came for {i.e., in order to get

A 3-cu|noe), money.

This preposition is ever on the lips of the speaking Irish, implying to meet
with, to get. It always follows a verb of motion. See of co]nne.

21 le]t (from le]c half one of two, side), to the charge
of It is an adv., and means aside, apart, hither.

21 leicpe, one side (from le]c and pe, with), unaccom-
panied ; as,

PeA5U|*, Jb^y b^ looofqj í)|Arí)ub zyeur),

te]cpe A 3-cqb peAp, 30 TOir^^^ThA]! '-^uy 30 béAO.”

21 cAob (cAob, side), relating to, in regard to.

2lmeAr3, among, amidst (from a, and moAfc, mixing) ;

Latin, misceo ; Eng., mix, i.e., misc.

From A5A]b (eye-e), face, front, is formed the preposi-
tion AOO a3A]8, against, which is very much in use. Le
a3A|8, %mth the {face) view to, intended for; z'^ je yo le

a3A]6 SoArouif, this is intended for James. O aJa^Ó,
aiuay from, from the face of; pAOj a5A]6, under the eye of,

in the view of.
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The preposition Aip, 0», is omitted oftentimes before bun, foundation ;

cut, rear, back; vaO, length; peAó, space; breadth; shade, ap-
pearance; ron. sake;—Oo, to, is not always expressed with cum, the form,
shape, the waist, circumference, position ; nor with péiTt, will, accord. In
this way these nouns have the appearance of simple prepositions. In the
following list they are given in full :

—

2l]|t but), established—literally, on a foundation.
cul, behind

;

as, cut tja ple^be, behind the

mountain

;

cul ad bo|tu|r, behind the door.

2l]]t in length—the length of
2l||i feAÓ, during

;

as, A](t peAÓ ad l<ve, during the

day.

2li]t AD bOTDAiD, throughout the world,

21] |t f3AC, for the sake of (rather, shadow) of, for the lucre

of I A]]t f5AC CA]|tbe,/or the sake of a respite—for a little

loan.

2l|ti fOD, for the sake of, through; a]|i fOD í)^, for

God's sake.

2lr ucc, through, by virtue of.

<1)0 according to accord, will).

i)o cuTD (or, curD), to, towards, for, for the purpose of;
curD DA fie] be, to the mountain

;

curD a óoadca, in order

to do it (literally, in order to its doing).

From eir» a spot, a place, a track, afoot-print, come the prepositions

:

21dd e]f, after {in the track of).
Í)’ ejf, after {of the track of) ; b* e]y is commonly

written without the apostrophe, “ &e]f,’’ after.

'Cad c|f, after {over the track of).

From b]A]3, end, conclusion, is formed the preposition,

add ^]A]3, ; contractedly, d-^]A]3 (pr. 72e^-66) add
b|A]3 relates to place, or position; as, John is after James
(in place), Soa^ad ’d b]A]5 SeArDU]f.

4)6|6, with longing desire; as, D]H iD^ add 6é]6 f]D

ope, I do not grudge you that.

beiTtce U] l)p]Am A3ut a óíx fu]l muA óé]ó, O^Brien*s alms—whose

eyes looked longingly after the gift (a proverb).

Jap, after, behind (]Ap, the west)

;

cAp é|f, and lAp, re-

late to time
;

as, ^Ap ceAcc, after coming.

joDDfA]6, towards, unto, in the direction o^, about, to-

wards, against (from the noun ]ODDrii]^> attack, a turning
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towards, an approach to—root, lO, in, and sit, rest)

;

b’]0i)t)fu|6e, towards, against; with a verb of motion it

gives the idea of hostility, opposition—also of seeking re-

fuge
;
cuA]0 pe At) r)Aif)A|b, he went to encounter

the enemy.

'C]iT)C]oll means circuit, ambit

;

a c|n)C|ol!, therefore,

means about, around, and is usually employed without

the preposition a {in).

TDuA]p|rr), conjecture (root, cuA|t, a sign, a prognostic )

,

):a cuA]]t|ru, towards, about ; as, ]:a cuA||i]rr) bo fl^]t)ce,

towards your health ; pA cuA]|i]rT) t)A ]"le|be, towards, or

someiuhere about the mountain, i.e., in the direction of,

without defining the exact spot—this meaning accords with

its radix, cuAp, guess, conjecture, sign.

b-c], to, unto, up to ; zo uu|5e, until, up to.

towards ; same as 50, to, towards. It receives x
final for the sake of euphony whenever the article ad, the,

comes immediately after
;

as, 5up, ao ro-bA|le rr)ó|]t, to

the large town.

The word a]|*, meaning side, border, brink (perhaps for

track, mark), is not found in any Irish Dictionary

which the writer has seen, yet it is common in the spoken

language
; as, le a]|*, along, by the side of.

Le A|[* T)<v couucA ^lofiAc’ 3é]rr)r)Ac’ 3Ati3.”
‘‘ Along by the waves, roaring, loud-resounding, raging.’’

CONJUNCTIONS.

§ 173.—Conjunctions are the connecting links in the chain

of speech.

2lcc (1) but ; (2) except, at ; ast, Latin.

2lc is an incorrect spelling; acc is found in the most ancient MSS.

215111* (1) and ; (2) as, like the Latin ac atque, which
have both meanings, that of ‘‘and” and “as;” co, so, is

followed by A5U]*, as—ex. of both :

CUUA5 \)^c b-pu]l bo ueApc 3Ar) clAOjóe

(1) “2lr” bo luc CO up co Ujbjp (2)
‘‘ ]•” z'^ bo cpo|6e.

Homer (in Irish heroic metre,

by Dr. MacHale), b. 4., 11. 357, 358.

Again, z'A OAjlle ija T)&-AO]ne co ipott “A51U” rin 5^^ nsUcAjO at? u^le
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cunATT) T)e]C]b &]on)buAn An c-rA05A]l ro, A5ur 50 nbeAnA]t5 neArbbniS,
be rAi0btt]r ríonriiilbé pAtintA^i*.—“ The blindness of mankind is so great

that they take all care of the transitory things of this world, and treat as

worthless the everlasting blessings of Paradise^’

—

Irish Sermons by Dr. Galla-

gher.

^5ut, and; has sometimes the meaning of that^ on account of; as, Ctteu&

f tijo cixin ? ctieub f
vi)o co]tt “ 5Utt leAf) cu co 501111 ri^) n;e ?

—

“What was my fault, and what was my crime that you pursued me so

hotly.”

—

Genesis

j

xxxi., 36 .

^5uy, in ancient writings Accuf and ocuy, akin to ii05ur, wear, connect^

ing

;

Greek, 677WS; and to A]5, prep., ai; British, ac. and; Welsh, Latin,

ac ; Scand. ok; by changing the palatal c (k) into t, e/,Lat.,and by altering

the position of the consonant k, is obtained the Greek kou.

The learner will remember that its modern spelling is “ A5ur,” and not,

as some authorities write it, “ ocuy.” This latter was its spelling some ten

hundred years ago
;
perhaps because formed from yocuy, by omitting y.

^5ur is contracted into ^5ur, A’y, and ^r* in poetry ; A^r is sometimes, but

incorrectly, printed thus confounded in its spelling with the word ir, is—
the assertive form of the verb to he^ bo be]6.

2lp, whether; used in asking questions in the present

tense
;

as, “ cu z'^ auu p]T) ? Is it you who are here ?

Latin same, a/i

—

arH^ tu qui illic es?

When preceding a verb in the past tense it becomes Aft, whether

;

n is

part of the obsolete particle yio, sign of the past tense.

CeAUA, before^ already, even ; acc coaua, but, however,

moreover,

Co (and com, in composition), (1 ) so, (2) that, (3) until;

CO luAc ‘‘ A3U1*,” as soon as,

conj., that, to the end that

;

French, que; Erse, or

Scotch Gaelic, gu,
(3^ is also a prep, to ; and sign of the

adv.
; as, 50 roop, exceedingly),

3ap5 that {i,e., 50 and po), employed before the sub-

junctive tenses.

With buó, may be; 5Utt forms the compound 5UtiAb, that it may be—^

which, in old writings, is found written thus—cupb and cupAb.

B]b and b]o6 (pr. bee, bi-u), or b|6eA6 (bi-00), let it

be (imperative mood, third singular), be it so, grant it, like

the Latin, esto, although,

3ib and 5]6eA6 {gi-00), although, yet, nevertheless, com-

posed of 30, that, and bjÓeAÓ.

Ce and 30, although, appear to be derived (like quod,

in Latin), from the pronoun c]a, ca, who, what?
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C]8 (pr. kee)i seeing that^ even, although, yet, perhaps ;

same as 516, or from c]'6
, sees.

if, had it been that, on the hypothesis that.

It precedes the conditional mood, to which, in reference to past time, it

imparts the meaning of the pluperfect subjunctive.

differs from tíja in this—that precedes the indicative form of con-

jugation ; bA goes before the conditional, oa Tt)-biiAil^A]nn, if I should strike ;

and, in reference to past time, had 1 stricken, if I had stricken.
^

3^17, that, not, for 300A, compounded of 30, that, and
T)<v, not; be]p pe leAC 3<\o a he tells you not to

do it.

2t)A, if

;

and mAf for tua’p, or ti^A if it is.

SOAb and tijac, in ancient writings, are for tpA and buó, if it were.

pop, yet, moreover

;

from pop, rest.

jooa, and contractedly, which is now the common
form — than

;

c4v cupA o^op peApp da rujpe, thou art

better than 1,

OlbAr, in old writings, means literally, is above; from ol (same as op),

above, and ]r, is; also, olbA, and olbv\ce (from ol, over, and cA, “It
should also be noted,’' says Dr. O’Donovan, “ that olbAt, olbAr, is very fre-

quently used for ]ot)A, in ancient writings ; as, Ap po bA b|le leir cIatii?

KeAccA]!) olbAc clAun Ke]ll, ‘ for the sons of Neachtan were dearer to him
than the children of Niall.’ ”

—

Ann. Four Mast. a.d. 1460.

^Ap, as ; T^Ap po, thus

;

rpAp pio, in that way—so and
so. 2Qap AO 3-céAboA (bo, pr. = nn), also, in like

manner.

Ma, ihat<i '^ot, like {ne in Latin) ;
compounded with 30,

that; — 300A, that not ; as, be]p pe leAC 300A bcAOAb,
he tells you not to do it ; OAp, not (=oa and po) before

subjunctive tenses; OAp le]3j6 Í)]a, God forbid.

20a, if with HA makes tt)ut)a, if not, unless, except that. 20uoAp, in the
subj. tenses, and contractedly, tpun. Before buó, is, may be, ipunA becomes
njuoAb and munbAó, were it not, if it was not

;

and also ipupAp before buó,
with 50, that, following. 20utiap buo 50, contractedly, mup bA 5’, com-
monly pronounced by the people, njiip beA5, were it not that, &c.

N| (1) not (absolute negative), xy\ co|p, it is not right

;

r)^ roe, it is not I
(2)

neither, nor

;

01 rofpe, 00 cupA,

neither I nor thou ; 0| roAic, 00 ole, neither good nor
evil.

K] becomes in the past tense nfop, absolute negative.

Observe the difference between nfop and oAp ; pfop is in the direct
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form, as, **t}^o\\** tijnne nje é, I did not do it; TjAtt, in the indirect or sub-

junctive; as, ííein re “uAia” ninne rr)3 é, he said that I did not do it.

“ ninne, here follows the verb Deiti, saj/s^ and therefore and
not nfoTi, is employed.

No, or, non

This particle should be spelled with o and not with a, to distinguish it

from ’nix, thant ha, notf pA, of the (article).

N<vc (a negative relative employed in clauses that are

dependent), is not=r}], not, and ac, for acc, but, i.e., not

but; as, uac tt)A|c but is he not good? uac becomes

{Le, RAC and po), in secondary or dependent clauses.

Ó, since (before verbs), whereas.

Ó cApU, whereas, since it has happened.

Oip, /or, perhaps from A]p, on.

SeAb [shah), yes=}X it is ; U] feAb [nee hah), no, it is

not. “ SeAÓ,’’ et eAÓ,’" antiquiores formse ejusdem signi-

ficationis pro recentiorum Hibernorum ye'' et Monaceda-

norum eh—i.e., is, sive id, verbum igitur verbo ‘‘Af peAÓ,’'

in lingua Franco-Gallica exprimi potest, c'est comme, p. 7.

—

Commentatio de Carmine Vetusto Hibernico in Sancti

JPatricii, Isixxdem ab Henrico Leo Ord. phil, H. T. Decano.,

Halis Saxonum, 1845.

?t)A] 1*0^6 (accent on pe^6), if it is it, if so.

^A]feA6 (accent on n)A]f), pr. maise=ivell, well.

Sul, before that.

INTERJECTIONS.

§ 174. An interjection expresses a sudden emotion of tho

mind.

In Irish theie are many interjections. The following are most in use

:

21, Oh!
2lbu (a war-cry), for ever

;

victorious !

Handfor ever ! lixri) Iaoui a bCl !

the strong-hand for ever ! CpoTp

A bu ! Cromfor ever !

^bú, is considered (1) to be a con-

traction for “ A bUA]ó” in victory

^

therefore victorious (2) from A,m,

and bu, life^ living

;

therefore it

is equal to vivat^ vive. long-life

;

O’bomnAl A bd! O'Donnell for
ever ! I'Aib beAp5 a bd ! the Red

21 bxi bu! O Strange, life,

life ./=papae (Lat.)==/§a-

/3at ! (Gr.)

^CAC, hey-day!

é/jfc, hush ! list

!

P^ApAop, alas! (pd, cause,
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A [t, our ; A]|t, ofwoe, gen.

of A]t, woe.

)^'A|tAO|i 5eu]t, O sad sorrow/
peuc l=ecce (Latin), lo ! or

behold

!

pu]l-le-lu6 ! hallo ! bloody

wars! bloody lé, with,

for, luAÓ, to flow I

9\)o my grief!

“ 3neu5, 5.cAt 5euTi njo

A5utt x\)o cpíxó.”

Homer—Iliad.

9\)o leun, my sorrow, alas !

oc! n)0 lean, alas! my

sorrow that it is not so !

rr)0 leur) 5eu]t, my piercing

sorrow it is not so !

?Qor)UA]t ! alas (from n)o,

my

;

AO-uA^it, sad hour),

woe-is-the day ! my sad

hour !

Oc ! uc ! Oh !

Uc, uc, ÓT) ]r breoice Ti)]re, och!
ochon! sickly indeed am I

!

*"• Ancient Music of Ireland,

v.i.,p. 163.

Ocói) ! alas !

Ocox) O ! my sad sorrow !

§ 175. There are many other expressions of pity, sorrow, grief, shame,

encouragement, joy, exultation, and the like, most of which, properly speak-

ing, are not interjections, but nouns, accompanied by some pronoun or verb,

or, it may be, both :—Ex. cnuA5 I woe ! (literally=eY is pity) ;
njo

tu! fy !—my shame {art) thou; njo cpeAc ! alas!—my ruin; n)o bfion,

my sorrow /

Sometimes verbs, nouns, and adjectives, uttered by way of exclamation,

are considered as interjections; as, Hail! heavens! shocking !”—English

Grammar, Style, and Poetry, by Richard Hiley, p. 74.

The odes of the Irish bards abound in plaintiff phrases of an interjectional

character ; the following is an example

:

“ 2i)o cdn)A! tpo biAó A3ur njo óeocl
2í}o cúrbA! Ti)o cof5 6 5AC A]nb;

cdmAl njO AT) ]n)C]Af),

5tiT^ CA]lleAr n)o lAocfiA cA]ó !

2í)o cdrhA ! n)o Óút) Afi lAft,

^0 cúrijA! Ti)o r5^6 A^i* Tt)o ;

cdthA! ^eAp5AC aV CiApbAT),

^0 cúrpA ! L]A5An ! bA bpeA^ cl]Ab !”

Translation.

My grief! my food and my drink

!

My grief! my restraint on everyside !

My grief ! my journey afar.

And that I lost my noble heroes

!

My grief ! my Dun laid low

!

My grief! my shelter and shield !

My grief ! Meargach and Ciardan,

My grief! Liagan ! of the strong breast.

Lay of the Wife of Meargach,
4th vol. of the Transactions of the Ossianic Society, p. 166.

8
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CHAPTER X.

§ 176.

—

DERIVATION AND COMPOSITION.

A correct and accurate knowledge of the meaning, primary and second-

ary, of the nomenclature of any language is acquired best by endeavouring to

learn the component elements of each term—say, the root, with the particles

which go before and come after, and with which it unites in new and intelli-

gible combinations. A person acquainted with the component elements of a

word is master at once of its meaning and its orthography. This subject is

therefore very important. It has already received some attention in these

pages.—See Orthography, chap. 3, pp. 43, 47, § 31, 34.

In its etymological character, derivation is taken in a more ample sense

than that which embraces the subject of spelling.

§ 177. Derivation is two-fold—(1) tracing a word to its

root or stem
; (2) and annexing to the stem the various

affixes by the aid of which other terms, either new or already

in use, branch into complete and correct form.

§ 178. The stem is called a simple term ; the stem and its

branches taken together a compound term.

Viewing the compound as springing from the simple, or from any new
form thereof, it is called derivative ; and the word from which it immediately

springs, —See p. 44, § 31.

The \.exv[i% primitive and derivative^ like the words /ízíAcr and soriy are re-

lative ; 2.e.,each leans for its meaning upon, and derives its significancy from
the other.

§ 179. Every derivative is a compound, for it is composed of the stem and

some other term, either wholly or in part. Words which are not simple

may, therefore, well be classed under the heads of compound and derivative ;

as, {gold~rod)y a sceptre; ^reAtt-ionAt) (from peAp, a man ; and ]oi)a&,

a place'), a vice-gerent, vicar, ox lieutenant; |:eAttAtijA]l, wa/iZy ; t:eAttATi)lAcc,

manliness.

EXAMPLES OF SIMPLES, DEBIVATIVES, COMPOUNDS.

Stem. Derivative. Compound.

heavy. heaviness,

6Abc|toTi7, non-hea-

vy, light,

GAbcpoiuAf, light-

nessy non-heavi-

ness,

CoTb-c|ion7> even,

of equal weight

(from com, to-

gether co,y and

cfiom, heavy).

'C|ioro-beo]t, a hea-

vy tear.

IZ fioro-ruea6ac<vu,

heavy weight.

'C]ton7-cu]|ife, a
heavy weariness

—great sadness,

or its effects on

the frame.
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§ 180. The words which go before the stem are called prefixes, those that

come after it, suffixes : affix is a suffix or prefix.

The prefixes are entire words, or parts of words ; the suffixes, also, are

entire words or parts of words; as (for prefixes) death-music ; (for

suffixes) ceolruATt, musical, from ceol and : from ceol, music, come
ceoU]6, a songster, a musician ; ceolixn, a little songster ; applied to a child

Of foolish person who is always piping; ceoU5Aoc, musical-breeze.

§ 181. The noun (1), adjective (2), verb (3), are the

only three important parts of speech which enter the do-

main of derivation, either in tracing to the stem or annex-
ing branches thereto.

There are compound pronouns in Irish.—See pp. 95, 99.

§ 182. 1.—NOUNS.

""1 (m) end in Af ; as, tuAjceAf, goodnesSy from
roA]c, good.

Abstr ct
^ fAO|tfAcc, freedom, from

nouS^
3 (/) end in e ;

as, ^]\ey fairness, brightness, from

3eAl, bright, cjtojroe, weight, from cporT?,

^ weighty.

This last class of abstract nouns are exactly the same as the gen.

singular fern, of the adjective, or like its comparative'degree. They are of the

fern, gender—the gender of that word from which directly they have been

derived. In this respect derivative words follow the nature of the primitives.

Personal nouns end in o||t, A]]te, a]6, ac.

—

See pp. 46,

47, of this Grammar.
Derivatives, in au (m), p (m or /according to its mean-

ing), 05 (fern.) ; nouns of multitude in jiAib, or Ia]6; as,

eAC|tA]8, cavalry, from eAc, a steed

;

euulA^b, birds, from
eui), a bird; lAocpA^b, heroes, from Iaoc, a hero ; n)AC|tA]6,

youths, from a son.

§ 183. In the forty-first lesson of Easy Lessons ; or, Self-Instruction in

Irish (Dublin: Mullany, 1, Parliament-street, Publisher), we observe that

many words which are not diminutives end in ah ; as, lubAn {m,), a how ; from
lub (m.), a hend, a clasp (v.), to bend; ipoTtAn, many, a large number, from Tpoti,

great, large; cAtAi) (from cof,flfoot), a foot-path; 0]UeAi), an island, (from

ol, above, and \'M),the íií?e), or, which is more natural, from ojle, other, sepa-

rate, apart

;

and \isx),land

;

2.c.,land separated by water from the main land.

Other words ending in At) from cat), time, or from possessions, are

of this class ; as,rutA]T), efema/, everlasting (apt))* ai) Dcaca rutA]p, and (in)
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life everlasting—Apostles* Creed), is derived from ro, bliss, blissful, and cArj,

time, meaning the blissful continuity of eternal life,

§ 184. From the word or land, region, possessions in land or
stock, riches, are formed the words ^foncA]n, a vineyard, from vjorj, wine, and
CAO, land; T^ór-::An,« rose garden; a garden of myrtles ; bhlcA^n
the land of the Brits or speckled people (Britain), ?í)AimcA]n, the country of

the Mauri; l)in&urcAn, the cat) or region along the Indus or Sindus, as it was
originally called.

1a, a region or territory, is the termination of almost’aU Latin topographi-

cal names which have that ending.—Ex. the (]a) land of ^rmTi.

§ 185. A few nouns end in bAp, top, produce, growth; as, ceilAbAn,
pairing, the pairing of birds ; ceolAbAti, warbling ; &U]llebAtx,/o/ia5'e, i.e., the

growth of leaves.

§ 186. The second class of derivative terms are adjec-

tives. Adjectives end in atí)aiI, ac, i&, bA or 6A, and
CA,

These spring from nouns as roots, or from adjectives, rarely from verbs,

because it was from things—of which nouns are only names—and from their

qualities (expressed by adjectives), that mankind first formed notions or ideas

;

and, therefore, the names of such things and their qualities were the earliest

germs of human speech, of the genealogy of which history and philology

point out the Keltic as one of the earliest ofifshoots.^^

—

Easy Lessons, p. 247.

§ 187.—2lrbA|l, like.

Stem.

2le]t, air.

21] Bin, a name.

2lo]be, delight, satisfaction.

Bo]t|i, increase, enlargement.

Sao], a gentleman.

SiAT)]", pleasure, joy

.

Derivatives (adjectives).

2le]tAihA]l, airy.

2l]ninnAihA]l, nameahle, re-

spectable, presentable.

2lo]bAihA]l, delightful^ plea-

sant, delectable.

of a fair size,

groiving big, enlarging,

proud.

SAO]AinAil, respectable, gen-

tleman-like.

S]AnrAThA]l, pleasant, funny,
jolly.

The suffix ATÍ)Ail, is written in Scotch Gaelic, A]1, eil. In Irish poetry

ATUAil is contracted into a’| 1, wherever that sound is required to meet the re-

quirements of rhyme. Philologists cannot fail to perceive that ArnAfi, is the

root of the Latin ending alis, ale, and its derived form in the Romance lan-

guages.
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§ 188—21)ATI.

Some suppose this suffix to be the particle ipAp, as; others that it is, as

in Erse, from the adjective tpop, great.

Stems.

Nouns.

216 ,
luck.

7^eu]t, grass.

ipeo]\, flesh.

puAC, hate.

6A5r)A, wisdom.

Derivatives.

Adjectives.

2l6Tr)ATt, lucky, Scotcli Gaelic,

A6Ti)0]t.

peuTimATi,

/

mK of grass.

peolrbATt, heshy.

puActi}ATi, hateful..

l6.

I

©A3tTA^6, wise.

^A, CA, 6a.

a foreigner.

y^]yie\i\),amemherofthefaith-

^ fid; T^ioji, true; aou, one.

Oft, gold.

^AllbA, exotic.

p'ijteupcA, righteous.

OftÓA, golden.

§ 189.—2lc.

BeATic, an action] exploit Bcaticac, tricky, wily,

(good or bad).

Bjteu5 , a lie. BttGU3AC, given to lies.

From the active signification peculiar to the ending Ac, adjectives with

this suffix become personal nouns, expressing action, office, or individuality

;

as, bACAc, a lame man; from bAc, a hindrance, an impediment; ctiujceAc,

hunchbacked, from cpujc, a hump.

§ 190. Adjectives ending in ac are derived from the passive participle of

verbs, by changing the final vowel into ac; as, deceived,betrayed

;

peAllcAc, deceptive, deceitful; rpeAllcA, beguiled; rpeAllcAc, a beguiler, a

cajoler.

§ 191. Obs.—PatronymicSjSirnames, nicknames, or titles

of honor or dishonor, end in ac
;
as, 2llbAn<vc, a Scotchman

;

BTteACAi)AC contractedly BiteAcoAC, a Welshman; 6]Tie-

aooac, an Irishman; SpA]rjGAC, a Spaniard; BftiAOAc,

an individual of the family of O'Brien ; BI^cac, Blake ;

B|teACt)AC, Walsh; Bbui^ac, Browne; BuitCAC, Bourke

;
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í)ATÍ)t)4Uc, MacDonald ; KuAjtcAC, O'Rourke ; SeoÓAc,

Joyce

;

SoAb^c, Hawkins (from fe^bAC, a hawk),

§ 192 . Some nouns of no fixed classification end in ac, as

^oaUac, the moon

;

^]a6ac, {fee-yach), hunting, venison. A
few end in Iac^ which perhaps is a broken form of luce,

folk, people (Greek, Xaos)
; as, coa^-Iac, a house, a family,

the hearth; from ci5e, of the house ; and luce, folk; 05-

Iac, a young lad.

§ 193 .—Op derivative verbs (third class).

All verbs of the second conjugation are derivative, some from substan-

tives, others from adjectives.—See the large list furnished in pp. 129, 130,

131, of this Grammar.

§ 194 .—Of the foemation of ieish compound teems.

In purely compound terms, as well as in derivatives, the principal groups
are, nouns, adjectives, verbs.

A noun may have for its prefix another noun, an adjective, or verb ; simi-

larly, the adjective may have a noun, a verb, or another adjective
; and the

verb has for its prefix an adjective or noun. Thus there are eight classes of

compounds, to which is added a ninth—words prefixed by prepositions.

The second part of the compound is aspirated according to the laws

of euphony explained in p. 138, § 136 ;
and in pp. 34, 35, § 24, rule 3.

§ 195 .

—

1 . Substantives in the nom. case compound with other substan-

tives in the same case. The German language abounds in compounds of this,

class.

B^Ti|t-cobA:||i, head-fountain.

Bo-fujl, cow-eye ;
from bo, a cow

;
and t"U]l, an eye.

Biteu5-j:A]6, a false prophet
;
b|teu5-c]Ab, a wig, a pe-

ruke; from b|teu3 and c]Ab, a lock of hair.

B|teu5-]t]5, a pseudo-king ; from b]teu5, a lie, a false

thing
; and pij, a king.

Buu-p]tuc, a fountain; from bui7> but, source, origin, root

;

and rpuc, a stream.

CAc-b4v]t|t, a hemlet ;
from cac, a battle ; and b^jip, the

top, the head.

CAjc-rb|l]6, a battle-soldier.

CeAt)U-beA]tc, a head-dress.

CeA]tc-rneoÓAT), middle.

CeApc-liv|t, the very centre.

ClAp-pluf, twilight.

Clo5-ceAc, a belfry, a round tower ;
from cloj, a bell

;

and ceAc, a house.
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C|tAob-|:leA|*5, a garland ;
from cjtAob, a branch, a sprout

;

“ and pleAf3, a wreath, a fillet.

Cul-CAp)c, back-biting
;
from cul, back ;

and ca]T)c.

t)u]r)e-b^6, a plague amongst men.

'peAll-beA|ic, an act of treachery.

a lieutenant, or vicegerent ;
from a

man ; and looAb, a place, a position—one who holds the

place of another.

a messenger, an informant; from know-

ledge ; and a man.
A Words compounded of t^eo|l,

meat; and CAOjtA, a sheep ;

IA03, a calf
;

ruuc, a pig ;

and roAjtc, a beef.

From Uifi, a hand ; and í)f a,

a god
;
eubAC, cloth ; and

o|tb, a sledge.

\From leAc, half, or one of

two; and cor, a foot; rs^^d,

a story
;
rn]l, an eye ;

caod,

a side.

CAO]|t-reo|l, mutton,

LAO]3-reo]l, veil,

^u]c-reo]l, pork,

2QA]|tc-reo]l, beef.

LArT)-i)|A, a household god,

LArb-eubAG, a handkerchief, a

napkin,

LATfi-opb, a hand-sledge.

LeAc-coir> one foot,

LeAc-rseul, a half-story, an
excuse,

LeAc-fu]!, one eye,

LeAc-cAob, one side.

keAbA]t-co]TÚéAbAi6, a librarian.

Of3-beAu, a maiden ; from o]5, a virgin ; and beAu, a
woman.

Pi3-reAp, a virginal youth.

Ofi-flAc, a sceptre; from op, gold; and r^Ac, a rod, a
wand.

K]3-reAp, a very good man, a king in his way, from pig,
a king, and peAp.

riuAc-^Aoc, north wind.

SeApc-3pA6, affection, love.

S|6-rulAU3, good temper, peaceful endurance; from f]t,

peace ;
and pulAus, suffering.

'CeAp-SP^b, heat-love, zeal.

'C|P-5P^8, patriotism, country-love.

The prefix beAu changes the gender, as,

BeAi;-i)|A, a goddess.
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BeAD-i)eAcuT), a deaconess.

a female foe.

BeAtj-o^orb, a female saint.

BeAt)-05lAC, a female attendant.

BeAo-ri5^, a witch, a fairy woman, a hean-shighe

;

from
beAo, and n^e, a sprite

;
root, pij, a happy state.

BeAT)-T*5lAbA, a female slave.

BeAo-cigeApoA, a lady
; a woman-lord.

§ 196. Note.—From combinations like the foregoing, for which the Keltic

has, from the earliest period, been remarkable, are derived some proper names
found in Caesar ; as, DumnoriXy world-king

;
from oornAin, the world ; and

Ttio, king
;
and Bituriges^ life-king ; from b]t, life, the world

; and ti]5 ,
king

;

Caturigesy battle-king.

Obs.—In a compound term resulting from the union of two simple nouns
in the nominative or from that of a simple and derivative noun, the second

part is the leading element, and the first merely qualifies or defines the mean-
ing of the second.

The declension and inflections of the compound term are, accordingly,

those peculiar to the second part ; and so is the gender of the term, unless

the prefixed noun (as beAn, a womauy a female) be such as to point out a

change.

§ 197. Nouns followed by others in the genitive case are regarded by
many as compound substantives. In point of fact, they are not, although
their equivalents in English commonly are compound terms. They are some-
thing like the following : hodxá-of-health, hoíxdi-of-trade, ship-qf-u'cr, man-
of-alUwork. Nouns of this class, with de or a, are numerous in French ; as,

pomme-de~terrey a potato
;
fieur-de-lisy lily.

B|tAc-cAife, a winding-sheet

;

from bjiAc, a garment, and
cA]fe, o/ death (gen. case), copp-rboiiA, a crane (from copp,

generic term, a crane, and rnooA, hog, wold)-

Cu-rr)ApA, dog-of-the-sea, an otter.

i)eo3-plA]c, the last prince-

7^eAp-ceo]l, a man-of-music, a musician-

"peAp-peApA, a man-of-knowledge, a seer (peApA, gen.

case of p|op).

peAp ci5e, man-of-a house, a householder,

Laoc ceo]l, %uarrior-of~music warrior-bard’’

—

Moore).

Lao5 roApA, calf-of-the-sea, a seal,

2t)Ac aUa, son-of-the-cl[f, echo,

21)ac qpe, son-of-wold, a wolf,

T^eAc oj^cA, a house-of-entertainment, an inn, hotel.

The noun in the genitive (the second in order) imparts a special signifi-

cancy to the meaning of the first, which is the principal as well as the leading

part of this class of compound terms.
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§ 198,—Other names of Keltic origin—as, Orgetorix,

u|iTiA 5Ac-co]tu]f, the-stay-of-every-journey ; Cmgetorlx,

c]r)r) 3AC co]tu|f*, the head-of-every-journey ; Vergobret,

|:eA]t-5o-b|tec, the-manfor-judgment—are formed much
after the same manner,

§ 199.—2. Nouns with an adjective prefixed.

áljtb, high, chief, supreme ; as, chief-king ;

C]5eA]tr)A, sovereign lord; sovereign power,
Buad, enduring, lasting

;

as, buAi;-|*A05Al, a long-life

;

buAT)-r^A]*A6 {long-standing), perseverance,

Cao]d, gentle; as, cAO|D"^uc]tAcc, earnestness without shoiu,

Caotú, mild, tender ; as, cAorb-3fi^6, tender love ; CAOiiv

cmic, a slender, gentle form

;

CAOiTb-sejo {gentle-begotten),

Kevin,

CIaod, inclined, partial ; as, clAOD-b|xeic, a partial-judg-

ment,

Co|cceDD, common (hence kitchen, English), ex. cojc-

cejDU-becAÓ {coenobium), a monastery, where all live in

community,
Cjton}, crooked, bent

;

as, c|ioro-leAc, the cromleac, or

druid altar.

i)AO|t, dear, bound, condemned ; as, bAO|i-b|te]c, a con-

demning-judgment, condemnation

;

bA0]t-03lAC, a bond-
slave»

í)eA3, good ; as, beAg-óu^ue, a good person.

í)eA]ib, real, true ; as, beA|tb-b]t^cA]|i, a {real) brother,

one of the same father and mother.

without the prefix tieApb, means frere (friar), or brother in

religion ; leAt-bpAcA]p, a ^fl^-brother, an uterine brother
;
oeApb (pr*

der-hure), from riup, {shure), sister, a sister born of the same parents.

*4:* This word beApb, is pronounced as if written tien; as, &ep-fu]n> a

sister

;

bepcAoin^Ab, lamentation, wailing

;

beApibop, enormous, right-big.
' From beAtib, in its affected and reduced form, &ep, comes the preposition

t)Ap, translated by—employed in asseverating ; as, OAp pocAl, upon my
word; bAp Tp' opó]p, upon my honor ; i.e., literally, bAp (for bApb), assures;

i e., my word assures, my honor avers. Hence, too, is formed the adverb, bAp
pipe, in truth, or truth (pfpe) avers

;

this word, meaning in truth, or in

earnest, is usually spelled bAP]p]ó (p aspirated being elided).

i)|Au, vehement

;

as, b]Ar)-3]t^6, vehement-love,

i)luc, close; as, bluc-CA]t|iA]T)3, n,, attraction {drawing-

close).
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í)]toc, had, contrary of good

;

as, b]toc-6u]oe^ a
had man ; b]toc«|iAc, a had condition, state.

y']om, fair ; as, ^ white-flower.

'Píor». true; as, spring-water, living-luater ;

'C<\bA]|i b^rr? beoc 'PÍo]'i-u]|*5e, give me a drink of spring

water.

rough

;

as, 3ATib-f]ot), a tempest, a rough blast,

short

;

as, 5eA|t]t-^jA6 (a short-wild-animal), a
hare.

clean ; as, ^lAn-cjtoibe, clean-heart.

pellucid, bright, clear

;

as, 5l|i)r;-]tA6A|tc, dear-

sight.

2t)Aoc, soft

;

as, n^Aoc-^eojl, tender-meat.

^\ov, small, low, little ; as, ro|orj-^|iné|f, small cattle ;

n)]ot^-cA]f5, low-Easter, i e., Low-Sunday
;
rojOD-oobUc (pr.

7iollac), little- Christmas, i.e.. New Year’s Day.

Latin, minus; Gr., jueiojy; minuo, I lessen; hence minute; i.e., a little

portion of time, an item of news. It is evident tijese derivatives are from tbe

oldest root, the Irish or Keltic n;]on, little, low, small.

2t)6|t, great

;

as, ri)0|t-ca]l, great fame.

DAorb, holy ; as, r)Aort}«ACA]]i, holy father.

t^luAÓ, new ; as, r)aAb-6u]i;e, an upstart

;

literally a noms
homo (new-man).

O5, young ; as, 05-freA|i, a young man ; 05-rbA]tc, a
young ox.

O5, entire

;

as, entire submission ; O50]l3erio,

amnesty; full fine:

P\K]ofx)i first, primal; as, p]t]OTb-^6bA]i, the first cause;

p|t]OTb-eA3lA]f, a chief-church.

S^oh, silly, false ; as, pAob-pA]6, a false prophet

;

pAob-

Apfcol, a false apostle ; pAob-c]Al, folly, silliness; from

fAob and cjAl, sense.

Saoix, free—not hound, not in thraldom; as, ]*Aori-pe]lb,

a free-hold ; x^o]K-to\\, free-will

;

pAO|t-.6u]t;e, a free-man,

no slave (bAO]t-6u]i)e, a thrall, a slave, a bond-man).

SeAt), old ; as, peAi)-peA|i, an old man; peAthAOjf, old

age; peAri-jteACc, old law.

'C|ieur), bold, strong, mighty

;

as, c|teui7-peA|i, a brave

man; cpem^-lAoc, a hero.
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'Cftort), heavy

;

as, c|tOTr)-c[iO]6e, heavy-heart

;

cfiort;-

drink to the dregs (from c]toro and squeeze) ;

tfton)-lu|6e, the nightmare (from z\ion) and lu]6e, lying),

U<\rAl, noble (u<xf, high; a] 1
, educate) ; as, uAfAU<vc^]|t,

a patriarch,

U|le, all; as, ujle-curbAccAC, Almighty

;

u]le-eol5AC,

all-knowing.

§ 200.—3. Nouns with a verb prefixed.

breakfast (from to break, and cnof-

fasting),

jc-]omtiA6 ,
backbiting, slander; from ]ú, to eat; and

(that is, ]i^6 , a conversation ; ^0117, about)
; CA]ifi-

Ar)3-A|tc, a magnet

;

from cA]t|VAT;3 , drawing, and A]tc, a
mineral,

“ The genius of the Irish language,” says Dr. O'Donovan, Grammar, p,

340, “ does not seem to favor the prefixing of verbs in compound terms.”

§ 201.—4. Adjectives with a noun prefixed.

BAl-beA]t3, red-streaked.

B|c-beo, sempiternal, ever-living; from bjc, life; and
beo, living,

B|C-buAT7 ,
everlasting ; from b]c, life ; and buAU, lasting.

B,e-pAbA, ever-long, perpetual.

Bic-p^lteuT), ever-true, ever-faithful,

Bic-3A|t|iA]b, short-lived.

B|c-flAu, ever-safe, ever-hale.

BIac-cutú]ia, blossom-sweet.

B|t]c-bAlb, stammering like a Britain.

The ancient Irish regarded their British or Saxon neighbours, as stam-
merers, on account, either of the language they spoke, or of their unintelligible

attempt in speaking the language of Eire.

CeAUD-bAU, head-white {white-headed).

CeAUU-b^UA, head-strong.

CeAtic-l^]t, the real-centre.

CoDO-cobAji, hound-careful; Irish of the name
O'Connor, pr. Conchower, and by metathesis, Cnochowei\

Cop- luAC, foot-fleet (fleet-footed)

.
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LeAc-rf7A|tb, half dead ; leAC-beo, halfalive,

Rl5-rbAic, sovereignly'good.

'Cojiít-óeAlbAc (pr. thornyelacK), Jove-like, Turlough

The list of adjectives having nouns prefixed is too large to insert

here : the foregoing number shall suffice for examples.

§ 202.—5. Adjectives having apjectives prefixed.

Nouns are the stems from which adjectives branch off.

The prefixes of nouns—which have, in class 2 , § 199 , been

shown—serve therefore for the prefixes of adjectives.

§ 203.

—

6. Adjectives with a verb prefixed.

These are few, like nouns with a verb prefixed, § 200, p. 179. For ex-

ample ;

Bpi1*3^1 n)t)eAC, hroken-soundoed.

t)o5-c]toi8eAc, heart-hurning ; from ^65, to hum ; and
c|tO]6eAC, from c]tO]6e (pr. chree)^ the heart,

voracious.

Lior)-ThA]t, abundant.

§ 204.— 7. Verbs or participles with a substantive

prefixed.

^itb-AOT;cu]5]TT)j I coincide, ecq)ress in words what I
think.

Cojt-ceAujA^l, to tie in a knot

;

from co]t, a knot, a twist

;

and ceAr)5A]l, to hind.

C|tAob-v5Aol, reveal

;

from c]tAob, a branch ; and f3A0I,

to loose, to draw away

;

because Avhen a branch is torn off

a tree, the inner part is revealed.

C|tA0]6-b]t|]"eA6, to heart break.

Cul-cA|inAr)5, to retract

;

from cul, the rear, the hinder

part of anything ; and ca]i|iau5, to draw to.

Slol-cup, to sow seed.

T^eAf-5|tA6u]5, to he zealously loving of.

§ 205.

—

8. Verbs or participles with an adjective

prefixed.

2litb-eiqollA^ru, I fly on high.

í)eAit5-lAfAb, red flaming. This class is very numerous.
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In § 199, pp. 177, 178, 179, the adjectives which are usually employed
as prefixes have been shown, e. g.^ cnorp-pAirs, v., quaff, drink to the dregs;
from cporp, heavy, and pA]|“5 , squeeze ; cnonj-5uU|Tp, I weep loudly,

§ 206 .—Words compounded with a preposition prefixed.
The genius of the language does not admit the preposition to constitute

a prefix, a few instances excepted. The preposition comes, as in English,
usually after the verb ; as, to ascend (to go up), out “ descend=bul
rfor pass hy, but “

2l||t-c]t)r)eAc, a prince, a president, a superior

;

from
and qun, dat. case of ceAuu, head.

6]b]]t-A]|-oe|r, a digression,

^

Bl^llt-folun twilight; from e]b]|t and r^luf, between
lights,

6|b]]t.6eAlbu3A6, cí/tóicízow; from eib]|t and be^lb,/orm,
frame, individuality.

distinction, perception, cognition,

6|b|]t-.5uibe, inter-cession, from e]b||i between; and 3U|6e,
pray,

6]b]|i-ceATicA6, inter-adpisting
, interpreting, doing justice

between two opposed parties,

felbjjt-rbinis, V., interpret

;

ei^ili-f5A|t|tA6, separation of
two, divorce,

(from e]bt|t and for one who is
the f5Ac, the shield, shade, defence^ mutual protector of
fghting friends, a peace-maker or go-between.

'peAjt.e|b||if5A]u, a man who separates contending foes.
po-bque, a low, vulgar man ; ito-caIatt), low land.
jA|t-rt)beu]tlA, an adverb; ion)-C|TnceAll, to surround;

}oxx) for ujiue, about.

Ol-|:oi]tbce, over-perfect,

Koirb-]tab, a preface, a fore speech, a prorogue.
'C] rt)cioll-3eA]t]tA6 , circumcision.

'^V’]^-X^]Wxec.c, transparent, pellucid ; cni-rACAim, »er-
jorate,

^

§ 207. The second class of compound terms strictly so called, are those
which have prefixed to the stem, or to any word branching from it—noun,
a jective, and verb certain particles, which add to, modify, or change the
meaning attached to the radical word. These particles are, from the posi.
ion hey always occupy, called prefixes : they are twenty.four in iium«
ber.—See § 169, p. 160.
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1

.

—2lr) has two meanings, one negative or privative, that

is, denying or reversing what is implied by the simple root

;

the other intensive, or one which increases the natural force

of the word.

9Xx) (1), negative, has the meaning of un (English), in

(Latin) ; as, eoUc, knowing, having a knowledge of, skilled

in ; AU-eol<\c, ignorant, illiterate, having no knowledge of,

unskilled in. Example, Ajup 30 ftAib AjueolAc

Auucb and that he (Stanihurst) was unskilled in it (the

Irish language).—Keating's Ireland, p. 50 : eoluf, learn-

ing

;

Ajueolur, ignorance, want of learning ; a man ;

a maid; wisdom ; AT)eA3UA,/oi/?/ ; |:o]pbce,

mature; ^oyoyyhie, immature

;

slAjue, cleanliness; au-

5lA^r)e, uncleanliness; cpe^broAC, believing ; Aucpe]broAC,

unbelieving

;

bljge, law

;

Au^bje, want of law; beir^,

comfortableness (from beAp, rights correct, comfortable);

Aiubeipe, affliction (pr. anneshe—ob coming together, sound

like nn), 'pjOf, knowledge; Ajobfiof, ignorance; Aub-

p|OfAC, ignorant.

(In this compound, r is eclipsed by b
;

it is pronounced anvis).

2li|t TU-be]c 60 yh]X) Aubp^ofAC V au 3AO]b]l3e, on his

being {to) himself ignorant of {in) the Irish.—Ibid.

2li) (2), intensive, means very

;

as, puA]t, cold; AufuAp,

very cold; vo^^t, good; AumAic, very good; ceAf, heat;

ex-cessiveheat

;

au, very; is very commonly pre-

fixed to adjectives.

[In published works and MSS., Aij is spelled Aju when the first vowel in

the annexed syllable is e or f.]

2

.

—2lTb {^^rv)—dis or mis (English); as, leAp, luck,

fortune, advantage to one's self; AimleAf, ill-luck, misfor-

tune, disadvantage to one's self 2^a béAUAUT) cu yo, béAu-

y^]6 cu b’AjrbleAr, if you do this, you will do your disadvan-

tage, i.e., you will do what to yourself will be a disadvan-

tage. 2lrbl5 ||i (for ArblAb|t6]p), a dumby, an oaf, a mope,

a fool

;

literally, one who cannot speak

;

from atu, not

;

and

lAbA]p, speak ; z'a rue ^luo Atfilo]]!, I am like one bewildered,

like a man in the dark, a mere mope, or oaf
t)eo]u, according to will; Airfibeoiu, in spite of; as,

b’A]TÚ6eo|u UA KoruAUAC, in spite of the Romans.
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ready, plain ; entangled, disturbed, dis-

ordered

;

n., entanglement, strife, a fastness or defile.

%xx)—very, in some few words; as, strength;

ATbt)eA]tc,

;

\e]xj^e, sloth ; indolence.

3.

—2l}f = again, backwards (English) ; cA]t a]|i A^r/'

come back:
It enters into composition, and is, as a component particle, incorrectly

spelled e]r.

%XK=re (Latin); as, ]Oc, pay; A]fioc (with the accent

on the second syllable), repayment, paying back

;

arise

;

A]fe]p]3,
resurrection, rise again

;

written com-

monly, but incorrectly, e|fe|p]5e.

4. 5dc has a reiterative meaning, or going back again on what is already

done. It expresses, therefore, two effecU—first, that of cancelling what is

conveyed by the root
;
and, secondly, that of doing anew what the uncom-

pounded word indicates, its meaning is sometimes confined to the former,

and then it becomes a negative particle ; sometimes, however, it extends to

both, and then it is a reiterative.

2lc ( 1 ), as a negative, is not common—Ac-pigeAS, to de-

throne ; from AC, and PISOAÓ (theme P13 , a king), to en-

throne ; Ac-clé]]teAC, a superannuated clergyman ; ac-Iaoc,

a superannuated warrior.

%t (2), as a reiterative, is very common
; beAUAÓ, to do,

to make

;

Ac-8eAUA6 , to remark
;

growth ; Ac-p^f, a

new growth ; a second crop
;

Ac-cu]r)5e, a petition, an en-

treaty ; from AC and cu]r)5e, a bond, a tie or chain—a word
implying that, by our prayers, we, as it were, chain Him
whom we petition to grant our request.

5.

—Co (couand corn), like the Latin prefix con, signifies

together, with; old Irish, co, with, prep.—See § 166, p. 153.

6

.

-Í)], a negative particle
;
from b]c, want, like di, dis

(Latin) ; as, c\ie\bec^n), faith, belief

;

bi-c|ie]beATn, unbelief

;

ccAH, a head ; b]-ceAn, one who lost the head ; b]-ceAnUA]m,
I 6ehead ;

bjlAccA, an orphan ; from b|, want

;

and Ucc
(gen. case, Iacca), milk.

When compounded with words beginning with b or |r, it causes eclipsis;

as, buióeAc, thankful, grateful; &]T])bu]óeAc, w^ithankful, wTigrateful, grum-
bling ; &]T0bUAn, M?^lasting.

7.

—i)o implies difiiculty (Gr. hvs) when compounded with
past participles

;

as, béAUCA, done; í)o-6éAr)CA, hard to be
done ; ol, drink

;

51ca, drunk

;

bo-olcA, hard to be drunk ;
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eat; bo-]cce, hard to be eaten; }:e]c, see

;

peicj^joce,

seen; bo-^e]cr|t)ce, /iará-to-be-seen, invisible; bo-c|tioc-

T)u|5ce, infinite
; from bo and c|iíocr)u^5cé, ended—root,

cjtloc, end

;

bo-cu^mriS^e, incomprehensible ; from bo and

cu|rnrP'5^b, to comprehend; from c\xxr)^X, power,

i)o, before nouns and adjectives, has the meaning of ill,

English; as, bo-beufa, iii-manners
;
bo-c^]l, iii-fame

;
bo-

co5b^ll, iii-education ;
bo-beupAC, iiZ-mannered ;

bo-cA]-

leAc, iZZ-famed.

Obs.—bo and So are opposed in Gaelic : the one means the contrary of

that indicated by the other. From this opposition a great number of words

antagonistic in meaning, nouns as well as adjectives and participles, exists in

the language

:

8.—So (and pu; Sanscr,, su; Gr. ev, good, well), feasi-

hility.

Examples of this opposition between and bo.

NOUNS.

SA^6b]teAi", riches

;

from
pA]6b]|i, rich ; pA^bbiieAf

a’p bAibjteAp, riches and
poverty,

Sao], a gentleman, Sir, a
hero,

S^t, peace, plenty.

SocAijt, n., einolument, con-

venience- Ex.
:

pocA-||i

A5up bocAjp AO ceipbe,
the profit and loss of the trade

;

a proverb, like the Latin, qui

sentit commodum et incommoda
sentire dehetur.

So-curbAcc, easy-power, in-

herent facility,

So-6u]r)e, a good man.

So\x)]ox)\),fair weather

;

from
ro (or yov) and fioi).

Sol^l*, solace.

t)A]b|ieAi*, want of riches,

penury

;

from bA|6b]p,

poor, penniless,

i)AO], a worthless person, a
dunce, a poltroon,

í)lé, want, misery,

Í)ocaip5 loss, inconvenience ;

from bo and friendly,
kind.

i)o-cuTbAcc, difficult power,

i)o-6u]t)e, a bad man, a
rogue,

i)o]t}]ot)t)> foul weather, a
storm,

i)olap, sorrow, prief.
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Sorr)A, plentiness, wealth.

happiness^ bliss.

So-cIaoi)^6, toivardness.

Socul, ease, rest (properly

|•ocArbA]l) ;
from pog or

]*oc, and like.

SoneApc, strength.

Sof3eul, the Gospel

;

from

Xo, happy, and
SuA^pceAp, sweetness.

SubAlice, virtue (po and
bA]l).

Í)ott)a, want, scarcity.

i)or)Af, infelicity, misery.

Í)o-cIaot)^ó, repulsiveness.

i)o-cul, difficulty.

i)o-t)eApc, ivant offirmness.

i)o5eul, had news.

i)uA]pceAp, sourness.

i)ubAilce, vice (&o and bA^l).

ADJECTIVES.

SA^Óbjp, rich.

Saop, adj., free, cheap ; v.,

save, redeem ; fAopAb,

freeing.

So-cpuc, fair, honest.

So]pb, affable, quiet, easy ;

po]pbe, affability

;

pojp-

beAcc, affableness.

SbcAip, easy, at leisure, tran-

quil.

SocupAc, steady, established,

immovable

;

from po and
cufp, put, place.

SocApAc, profitable, easy

;

from po and friendly.

So-cpeibrbeAC, credulous.

Socpo]beAC, kind-hearted,

giving ease ; from po, and
cpo]be, heart.

So5p^óAc, very loving, affa-

ble.

So]orbeAc, prosperous.

SoÍéip, clear, bright, lucid;

30 pole]p, clearly, lucidly;

from po, and leap, seeing.

C)A]6b|p, poor.

i)Aop, in slavery, dear; bAo-

Pa6, condemning ; bAop,

V., to condemn.
<t)o-cpuc, hideous, dishonest

i)o]pb, peevish, ill-humour,

grievous ; bo]pbeAcc, pee-

vishness.

t)ocA^p, uneasy, difficult.

i)ocupAC, unsteady.

i)ocApAC, hurtful, wrong,

injurious.

í)o-cpe]bn)eAc, incredulous.

í)o-cpoi6eAC, sorroivful, af-

fecting the heartwithpain ;

bo, and cpo]óe.

Í)o-5pa6ac, unloving, repul-

sive.

í)oiprbeAC, adverse.

í)olé^p, dark, obscure ,,
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Sot;a, lucky, happy, prospe-

rous ; from fo, and -^6,

luck,

SuAi^tc, sweet, pleasant,

Stt]lbi]t, agreeable, eloquent

t)or)A, unlucky, unhappy,
unprosperous*

i)iiA]]tc, sour, sharp.

i)u]lb||t, disagreeable {bo and
UbAjt, speak).

PARTICIPLES.

So-6o]]tce, easy or apt to he

poured out.

finite, easily

ended ; root, c]tioc, end,

So-cu]n7f|5ce, comprehensi-

ble ; from cu]rp, compass ;

cujrons» v„ to compass.

So-fre]cni)ce, visible, easily

seen ; root, pe]c, see ; fo-

'pe]cf|or)A, same.

So-slACUjjce, easily taken,

acceptable,

So-5luA]t*se, moveable.

So-cu)5f]ODA, intelligible.

i)o-8o]]tce, difficult to he

poured out.

í)o-c|tíocou(5ce, infinite,

hard to be ended,

]5ce, incomprehen-

sible, hard to be com-

passed or comprehended.

i)o-pe|cnr)ce, invisible, not

see-able ; &o--pe]Cfjoi^A,

same.

i)o-5lAcu]5ce, hard to be re-

ceived, unacceptable,

i)o-5luA.]|*ce, immoveable.

t)o-cu]3f|ODA, unintelligible.

9 .—é, a negative particle, like the Latin é, ek, eks, or ex

;

as, be]rbin, indeed, certain ; é&e]rb]0, ^certain.

é, before a syllable beginning with a broad vowel, takes a after it, to

conform to the laws of vowel assimilation; as, t)0 ]ú)]r), deep, not shallow;

eA-&o]ri)in, not deep, shallow.

Ca, before the consonants c and c, causes eclipses, or assumes, for the

sake of euphony in the enunciation of the compound term, a letter of the

same organ

—

5 before c, and b before c ; as, c]aIIóa, intelligent

;

eA5-C]AllóA,

of intelligence
;

c‘\\.A]hte^c, pious ; eA5-cpA]bteAc, impious, devoid oi

piety; cpocAjTte, mercy; without mercy; eAb-cpocA]peAc,
merci/ess. (3a5 is the prefix which precedes words beginning with r ; as,

rAipAil, like, similar

;

eA5-rATbA]l, ifis-similar, imlike, wnusual, roatch/m.

The Scotch Gael do not admit the use of the eclipsing consonant after eA

;

as, eAceApc, injustice; eAcnocAjpeAC, merciless

;

eAbocAy, despair.

In this they are right ; for the eclipsing consonants are, in such

instances, useless
; nay, in a small w'ay, they help to puzzle the learner.

excessive ; from euj, death ; eu5-CAO|t)e, a
dying groan, great lamentation,

10 .

—

6A|t, extreme, n., top, end, is an intensitive particle

;
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as, eAfi-^Ab, arrest

;

eA]i-^Uic, an autocrat

;

from e^ti,

and rU|é, a prince, a chieftain ; eATttnAll, very slow ; caii-

cofAtbAil, very similar ; eA]t5&i|»,
congratulate ; eAHSnAió,

munifieent; cAtt^jofe (from and 3n&, appearance), dis-

tinction, recognition ; \i\op cu]|i x] e^T‘5'5'^ opxn, she did

notice or recognise me.

GAn is found only in a few words. It appears to be of kindred meaning

with lAp, after, meaning final, ending, crowning; as, eApbAll, a tail, from

eApi and bAll, a member, by metathesis peAbAl.

11.

—0Af, not, devoid of ;
from a]*, out of

;

as, eAf-CA]tAb,

an enemy; from oa)*, and cA]tAb, a /wnd ; eAr-umlAcc,

disobedience ;
from eAp, and umlACc, obedience

;

which

comes from uttiaI, humble ; Latin, humilis ; eA|*-u]t|tAn7j

disrespect, ivant of reverence ;
from eA]*, and u]t|tATb, reve~

rence, respect

;

eA|*l^i), sick, infirm ;
from eAf, and yi^v,

sound in health ; eA3-rl^n, means the same, infirm ; from e,

or as above, éA^, death, and is pronounced short.

12.

—y:6]]\, before, in front; therefore it mems advanced,

very. Hence its presence imparts to the meaning of all

words with which it is compounded, the idea of fullness or

completeness, perfection, intensity ;
as, ]:o||i-b]ieAcua]3>yb^^"

think, prophesy, conjecture, divine

;

from yo\yi, and hpeA-

cr)u|5 ,
meditate on, speculate; ^6|]t-b|i]Ac-A|t, an advero

,

from yó\]i, and b]t]ACA|t, a ivord; |:6|p-b]tuAC, the edge oj

a precipice; from yó\\K, and bjtuAC, edge, border, brink;

'poip-ceAUU, the extreme end; root, ceAUU, head, limit;

yb]yi-\xx)^<s\, frontier, limit, furthest extremity, circumfer-

ence ; from ^tuoaI, a border, a hem ; as, ]rueAl a 'pAllAjU^,

the hem of His cloak; imeAl da caItdau, the ends of the

earth ;
violence ; u^Apc, stJ'ength ;

'|:6||i-e]5eAD,

oppression ; root, e]5eAUj or ^X5\Vy force, violence, compul-

sion.
^ ...

13.

— back, quick succession

;

as, pp^c-ccAcc, coming

and going ; t:|tic-buAlA8, repercussion, a palpitation.

14.

Jol, and sometimes written ]l, akin in meaning with

u]le, all, signifies plenty, variety, diversity—\\ke ttoXvs,

polús, in Greek; as, A]dtd, a name; lol-AiumUA, niany

names ; beu|ilA, language, speech (for beuljiA, root, beul,

the mouth ; and speech) ; ^ol-beuplA, many languages ;

]oI-c]aI, many significations ; ^orpAb (adj.), many, nume-
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rous

;

(n.), a multitude ; '|ol-]orr)Ab, a great multitude ;
^ol-

many-iongued, a polyglot
;
pl-piAu, torment

;

from ]o\, and piAu, pain ; ^ol-beufac, arch, sly, versatile ;

from ]ol, and beu|*Ac, mannerly ; root, beup, manners, he-

haviour

;

plbACAc, parti-coloured.

15

.

—joru, around about; from the preposition u^me,

around, about

;

it is therefore an intensive particle
;

as,

5AOC, wind

;

] 01173aoc, ^ ivhirlv^ind ; f^dl

;

prul^u,

entire^ complete ; shut, close ; loro-^jtujb, surround,

shut up all around; puUus, endure, suffer; ]ort7-f^alAU3,

endure ; loiucporo, uery heavy. In two instances it reverses

the meaning of the word with which it is compounded ;
as,

]owte^cz, to depart

;

from ^ort), and ceAcx, to come ; and

a counter-tide ;
from ]oxv, and rpuc, a current.

16

.

—jou, a particle that expresses fitness, suitableness ;

as, marriageable (from ^oOifitfor^ and ]:|]t gen. case

of ]:eA]t a man), as applied to a maid ;
^oumUA, as applied

to a young man (from ]ou? and tuua, the gen. case of beAu,

a woman)

;

louApm, fit to hear arms. Before past parti-

ciples it can be used at pleasure. It imparts to such

ticiples the same meaning that the suffix able,” “ ible”

(Latin, bilis), gives to English words; as, ]t, eat ;
]tze,

eaten

;

^ou-icce, eatable ( fit-to-be-eaten) ;
ol, drink ; oIca,

drunk

;

]or)-6lcA, drinkable (fit-to-be-drunk) ;
mol, praise ;

molcA, praised ; ^oumolcA, praiseable (fit-to-be-praised)

;

5|ttó (n.), love ; (v.), love thou ; 3P^6u]3ce, loved ;

^oi}5]tAÓu]3ce, loveable (fit-to-be-loved), deserving-of-love

;

much like the Latin amandus ; and, in this sense (as far as

the Latin participle ending, dus betokens suitableness) what

O’Molloy says of this prefix is true—that it has the force

of the Latin participle of the future in dus.

Whenever, therefore, a person translating English into Irish meets with

a word ending in able, he need only observe its root, learn its Irish equiva-

lent, form the past participle, and prefix ion.

Obs.—jou differs from the prefix ro ;
for ro implies ease,

feasihility ;
]or),fitness

;

as in the annexed example, in which

fo-ó&AT)CA {easily-done), lOti-beAncA {fit-to-he-done), are

contrasted ;
i))’l 5ac 1)1*5 ca i*o-6&AT)ca, jon-béAOca, every-

thing that is feasible, is not suitable.
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17

.

—)t) and as found in some compound words, is a
form of the preposition auu, in ; as, ^oucoIou^aó, incarna-

tion
;
from ]OU (or aoo), in; and coloujjAÓ, to give a (coIao)

body to; to make flesh

;

]ou-TÚeo6AT)AC (adj.), interior,/rom
within ; derived from fou, in, and TueoÓAo, middle ; Latin,

medium

;

English, mean ; ]0U3AUCAp (pr. ee-yan-thas), a
wonder

;

from ]ou, and 3Ar)CAf (root, 3^0, rare^ scarce)^ a
thing that seldom happens

;

iuUo]3, in calf; as, bo iul^o]3,

a cow in-calf ; a treasure^ a valuable thing in which
{^^limation, value) is placed ; ]VC]r)o, the brain; from

10, m, and ciuu, the dat. case of ceAuo, head. Joo, in (per-

haps for Au, p. 182), intensifies ; as, }or)ZV^Q]nO’,persecutio7i ;

from ]oo, and speiri), a grasp ; it also annuls; as, 103^0,
nn-clean.

The prefixes ]ol, ^oij, are written in published works and MSS. ]l,

]Ti), ]n, when preceding a slender vowel.

Anxious to make Irish orthography fixed, we shall write these pre-

fixes in every instance with the broad vowel ]ol, and not ]l ; lotp, and not ]tx);

ion, and not in, except the prep. 1 and m, in. It is desirable to adopt this

form for the reason just assigned. Besides, lol is preferable to |l, for it is

synonymous with uile, in which the broad vowel is a leading feature, and
because the spelling lol prevails more than il ; and lastly, the spelling lol

accords with the usual pronunciation better than that of il. These reasons

hold for lorn.

18

.

—2^1, ill, amiss; of the same meaning as the Saxon,
“ misf' is a negative prefix of frequent use ; as, '^'6, fortune^

luck

;

TU1-A6, misfortune, t7/-luck
;
pAc, success, a prosperous

issue; calamity, ill-success

;

3T)íotú, an act; mi-
Jipoih, an act done ami55; clú, fame; tui-cIú, iZZ-fame.

19.

—l^eATT}, a privative (spelled pep in ancient writings,

but in Scotch Gaelic at present invariably peo); as, AipeAC,

attentive ; peAtp-AipeAC, inattentive
;
copAipAil, like, simi-

lar ; peATp-copAipAil, unlike; leip3, dislike, loath-

ing; peATp4eif3, courage, spunk ; abseiiceei sloth, dislike,

&c.
;

puiip, regard, the sum of one’s esteem for ;
peAip-

fuirp, disregard; pi8, a thing

;

peAip-pib, a thing luithout

substance or effect; as, if peAip-pib ap u]le acc atp^ip

i)|A A piApAÓ A3uf A 5pa6u3a0, all is vanity (a useless

thing) but alone to serve and love God,

20.

— Oil, great

;

of kindred meaning with u]le, all

;

or

with prodigious, vast, mighty

;

as, olUguc, a loud voice

;
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oU-3t)iorbAc, of daring deeds ; oU-slóit, bombast, big sound.

2111 is found as a prefix in a few words ; as, «.U-buAi&eAC,

mighty, all-victorious; » All-ueApc,” {of) mighty strength

** t)0 bUA|0 6 *X) TjAtb UA]UCAC ^1* All-nOAt^C.

Which he won from the foe (who) was haughty and (of) mighty strength/

Which he won from the proud invader/'

Song

—

Let Erin remember the days of oldJ*

21

.

—Ro, lavge, very, too much ; as, |io-cu|iArf7 ,
very great

care; ]to-c]tAi), a large tree; a great wish;^ ^o-

bATicA, the influx of the tide. Ro, when affixed to adjectives,

imparts to them the same meaning that the adverb too or

over, in English, does to adjectives before which it is placed

;

as, po-apb, too high ; po-ffibp, over large. The word P15 , ^

king, is employed as a prefix; as, piS-h)A]c, supremely

good : p]5 differs in meaning from po
;
the latter denotes

excess—the former, excellence, superiority, perfection ;
as,

z\ At) yo pi5-rb^ic> this thing is very good

;

At) t)ib

po po-rbA|c, this is over good, too good.

22

.

— (from pAU, self, found commonly as a suffix

;

as, é-pAU, himself), peculiar, proper

;

as, pAr)-3eT)elAC,

proper genus / pA]t)3t)^5 special appearance, own form

,

pA]r>3UU]p, propriaforma ; poupAC, special

;

from pA]T), and

p]occ, state.

23.

—Sap is an augmentative denoting excellence, superi-

ority, and gives therefore to adjectives with which it enters

into composition the meaning attached to absolute superla-

tives; as, p-ap-rb^ic, exceedingly good; p^p-rbAipeAC, ex-

ceedingly handsome ;
p^p-Apu^ó, quite ripe ;

pivp-6u]r)e, an

excellent person ; p^p-lAOc, a great hero. S^p> a noun,

means a worthy, a hero, a leading man, compounded, as it

were, of po, worthy ; and peAp, a man. In this sense we

can easily see the meaning of the Saxon word ‘‘ Sir,'' and

of the Russian ‘‘tsar" (or “zar"), and “zarina," to be a

superior or distinguished person.

Jap, prep., after, behind—also a noun, the west, western ;

as, |Ap-bpeic. the after-birth ; iAp-bu]lle, a blow from 6^-

hind; ^Ap-beAp, the south-west {west-south) ; 'jAp-cixAC, íAe

north-iuest

;

iAp-TÚu]p, the Atlantic; lAp-bouu, brownish,

after-brown; from bopp, brown; and ^Ap, after, left, re-
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maining
; grief

,
pain

;

from and 5«ir), a
sting, a wound

;

]A]t5culcA, wild, remote, deserted, western

;

from and cul, a corner

;

j<v]t-CoooAcc, West Con-
naught,

24.—SeAC, anciently fee (Latin, secus)^ beside, apart,

out of the way ; as, fCAC piat)a, out of the way of pain,

not having to endure pain
; feAC^p;, avoid, shun; from

fOAC, and pau, stay, keep—ix,, keep aside, avoid ; peAC-

3A]|t]ru, I call aside

;

feAc-lAbpAb, an allegory, a discourse

having a meaning beside or apart from that which the plain

words present to the mind. SeAC is the root of the English

words sex, sect, and of the Latin seco, I cut, separate, sun-

der, divide, I rend, and of all its derivatives.

§ 208.—PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SIGNIFICATION OP WORDS.

In the infancy of language, words at first were employed, vei^ likely, only

in one sense. As time progressed, and as society became formed and ex-

tended, the associations of mankind—not alone in morals, but in the walks

of science, art, letters, philosophy, and theology—were gradually compassing
different spheres for the exercise of thought. For this increase in ideas, a

proportionate increase in terras by which they could be expressed and con-

veyed, was required. This could not be better supplied than by employing
those terms already in use, to other objects analogous in cause, effect, form,

inherent power, or quality.

Words have only one primary or radical meaning—they have several se-

condary meanings, according to the different classes of objects to which they

are applied. Most words have the primary and secondary meanings ; others

have only the primary ; others, again, retain only the secondary.

§ 209. Let us take the words UAC&Att (from UAy, above), superior, the

top, upper ; the inferior, or lower part of a thing, Uacoati and
lAcoAp are correlative : uAcOAji conveys the idea that there is something
else which is to it

primarily means upper,

Uacoap (2), cream, because it is the upper part of milk set to rest in a
milk pail

; IaXc&ap, thick, unchumed milk,

(3), soprano ; iacoatx. basso, in music.
UACbAp (4), the top, scum, dross.

UAcOAtt (5), the upper part of a fields

UACbAp, (6;, the upper part of a dress,

Uacoap (7), the upper of a shoe or boot.

U^cOAit (8), the upper part or top end of a cloth, the right side or upper
surface. See the word bApp, top—in ** Easy Lessons,’^ p. 275.

It is thus seen that the only way to get the key for understanding fully

the secondary acceptations of words, is to learn their primary and radical

meaning, which can be best done by attending to the principles and rules

which have been presented to the reader in the foregoing lesson.
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PART III.-SYNTAX.

CHAPTER I.

§ 210. This part of Grammar treats, as the word shows,
from its component parts, aw {sun), together

;

and rao-o-o),

to arrange, to order—of arranging together in proper order,

according to certain rules, the words and phrases of a lan-

guage, so as to enable the people who use it as a medium
of communicating thought, to express their ideas in the
clearest and most perfect manner.

§ 211. Those rules are founded on the universal lingu-

istic principles of agreement, government, connexion

;

and
on the special principles from which idioms or peculiarities

of construction and collocation spring.

The order observed by grammarians in treating the subject of Syn-
tax is— first, to furnish rules which regard agreement

;

secondly, those rule»

which show the government—that is, the power and action of words in their

mutual influence, thus producing a pleasing variety of inflections and rela-

tions in each sentence
; thirdly, their connexion or appropriate combination.

When the words of a sentence have been directed by these three leading

laws, a syntactical arrangement results; words and phrases may» however,
be syntactically arranged, and yet the sentence resulting from their union

may not be clear in its meaning, elegant in its form, nor idiomatic in the

manner the thoughts have been conveyed. Besides syntactical arrangement,

there is, therefore, another which may be called the rhetorical, by which
perspicuity, idiom, and elegance are attained. This latter does not enter the

domain of Syntax.

Written or spoken language is composed of sentences. It is quite in

keeping with this subject, therefore, to say a few words concerning the sen-

tence.

§ 212. A sentence is the expression of a thought ; as,

(1), IP ruA|c i)|A, God is good; (2), z'^]xx) pouA, I am
happy

;

(3), do

;

(4), 5p4x6u|5, love.

*** By thought is here meant what logicians call a judgment.

A sentence is (1), simple or compound; (2), complete or incomplete ; (3),

low or perfect, which is also called a period. A simple sentence has only

one subject and one personal verb ; as, tr God is good. A com-

pound sentence includes two or more simple sentences. In a complete sen-

tence, the sense is fully expressed ; in an incomplete one, the sense is not

fully expressed; as, om bA Tn-bei6eAó trior A5At»-rA A5ur ^Ih at) lo at)

1UÓ, for if thou also hadst known, and that in this thy day.—Luke, xix. 42.

The period and loose sentence belong properly to the domain of rhetoric. A
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simple sentence is affirmative, neyative^inqjerative, interrogative, deprecative
or vocative, according as it affirms, denies, commands, asks, deplores, or ad-
dresses.

§ 213. In order to show more in detail the agreement, government, and
connexion of words, together with the idiomatic forms of expression in the
Irish language, the usual, and indeed philosophical mode in which the sub-
ject of Syntax has been treated, as shown (§ 211), is not in the present
instance adopted. It is thought wiser, as well in order to aid the younff stu-
dent, as to render the subject clear, and fully intelligible, to furnish, as in
the first edition, the rules according to their connexion with the nine parts
of speech respectively. This plan does not virtually differ much from that
referred to above.^ The concords are four— (1), that between the adjective and sub-
stantive (see c. 111 ., p. 77); (2), between one substantive and another; (3)between a relative and its antecedent

; (4), between a verb and its nominative

§ 214.—THE ARTICLE.
In English, German, French. Spanish, and Italian, the indefinite article (a,

cm, un, uno) is employed
; in Irish, Latin, Greek, it is not. The simple idea

conveyed by the words, a man, is expressed in Irish bv the sole term, treAp.
1 fie word roAn, taken singly, serves to convey the particularity of idea which
the English indefinite article helps to convey.

It happens that the deffinite article is employed in Irish with great pro-
priety in positions where the indefinite, or none at all, is found in English.The definite article in Irish (like 6 , to, in Greek) gives prominence and
force to the noun before which it is placed. It has a kind of demonstrative

1.—Before sirnames, for the sake of distinction or em-
phasis; as, All c-0|rit), Ossian; ao c-2lcu|l,

Was Walsh here ? RaiB •• An” bneAcAnAc Ann ro ?

""as. Mi n-Mb “An” UneAtAnAc, (pr. intwo stables Berhannoch), ac- b] “An” RasaUac (pr. Rhy.alloch').
Borrowed from the Irish, there are found at the present day some^mily names to which in English the definite article is attached; as. TheO’Donoughoe, The O^Connor Don, The O’Neil, The O’Brien.

Before titles or qualities ; as, God Almighty, Í)]a
U)le-CUTT7ACCAC, i.e., God the Almighty.

2.—Before the names of virtues and vices ; as,

What is faith "i Cap é at? n)ó “ ao” CTtejbeArri ?
What is hope.^ Cap é ao mó » Ap»' Poccur?
What is sin ^ Cap é ao t)]ó “ An” pcacap ?

Patience is good, ]r f ao”

3.— Before abstract nouns
; as,

Hunger is good sauce, If “ ap” c-ApUp << Ap” c-ocpuf.

9
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When hemty and hrilliancy fade from the gems, ’NuAin caIuioO^at «

i)A TeoOA)b “ AH” r5l<'"> 5“r “ An” bUc. „
“ And from loves shining circle the gems drop

4.

Before adjectives taken substantively ;
as,

There is not much between (the) good and (.the) bad

1r beA5 A CÍX ei&in c-olc A5ur >^0

5

,

Under this view it precedes numerals, not influencing

nouns ;
as,

It has struck (the) two, t5o buAil re “ at)'’ &o.
^

It has struck {the) three, t)o bUAil re “ ao
is

s,„ é ‘‘ An” citi, that is “ the" three; rin e An ceAcAiit, „/,L
fottr Tin é “ An” CH15, that is •• the” five. In enumerating, as follows, he

{rticie not employed; as, Aon, one; &o, two; cpi, three; ceAcAP, /o«r,

c\x-\^,five, Slc.

e. Before a noun accompanied by the demonstrative

pronouns; as,

This man (Irish form, the man this), at)'' reAt to*

That woman {the woman that) “ at)" beAT) ri^).

These men {the men these), oa rm ro.

The demonstrative pronoun this, is translated into Irish ^^^t alo°®

by ^ahis), but by the combined use of at), and ‘ ro. ^t), ^^clwes *

ro, points out. The position of one before; of ^
That the word this should be translated by “>eans of two toms

^Ise lre
and ro does not appear strange to one wbo reflects that fAis a.nA these are

eompotoded of the Anglo-Saxon article, «e, and of *e, he ;

That, in like manner is composed of two parts the, and i . a , p

iv., c. xiv., § 336.

7.—Names of countries; as, (the) Spain,

(the) France; “ ah” ;
(the) Scotland, ‘‘ au 2llbAiu;

(the) Germany, » au” SllUthAiu ;
betore the name of

“ Rome,” o’u Roim ;
from (the) Rome ;

before

(the) April, au 2lbpAiu ; mi ua Saiúua, the month ot (the)

November.

2lti the “ gives force and prominence to the noun.” When opposition,

antifhel, ;r Emphasis is required to be ««'PloJ-V'lnd »d Maud
hp nlaced bv liood writers before such names as, England, Scotlana,

Tara; if emphasis or the like be not expressed, the artic.e the (ad) i

ted \ as, „
UApt rT1)UAlI)]T1) A^)^ fAOltlb T)A"

When I rejkct on the mbles of {the) Ireland^^^
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2i)u]nc]ri “ ha" l)-G]neAnn, the people of {the) Ireland,

3]ó TO id’ Arb^ttc DeioCADAc a]t\
** Cininn^^ a cojóce.

Though the last glimpse of Eire in sorrow I see

Gl|i]Dn (dat. case governed by A]|t on) has not the article ad before it

;

in the other sentences G]Tt<3ADD has. Similarly CeArrjAitt, Tara; and “ ad'^

CeArDAin, the Tara, are frequently found. The names of towns and locali-

ties in Ireland of the masculine gender have not the article unless some
special reason require it. Feminine nouns are usually in this case excepted,

and follow rule 7 ; as, rDUin^in “da” 5A]U]rDe, the inhabitants of {the) Gal-

way ; TDU]DC]n nA t5fle, the people ofBeel.

8.

—Before u]le, when it precedes a noun, meaning every

;

as, the every man, ‘‘ ao'' u]le bujue ;
the every house, ao

u|le ceAC.

U]le signifying all, whole, takes the definite article in English as

well as in Irish ; as, the whole world, “ ad” DorpAD rr)ó\i
; it is only when it

signifies every, the difference of idiom is manifested by the use of the article

in Irish, when in English, in the like form of expression, it is not found
; as,

•‘ad” uile cftt (the) every country
; ad cftt u]le, the whole country.

Note.—U]le going before its noun has a distributive meaning, as is plain

from the foregoing example, and therefore, signifies every ; coming after its

noun, it has a collective meaning, and therefore signifies all. Omnis, all, in

Latin has the same power ; omnis homo, every man.

9.

—

A

or an (English) signifying one ; is translated into

Irish by aot;, one, and Arb^lU, only, singly; as, a single

individual, aoi/’ bu]ue “ArbAiu;” there is not a single

individual of that family now alive, of I “aou” bujoe
“ Arr)A|t)^’ Auoii* beo be’ o rbujocpt ub.

10.

—In affirmative sentences expressed by ]p, it is, and
bub, may he, was, or their negative forms, and having two
nominative cases—one going before, the other coming after

the verb—the definite article ao, the, is employed before

the latter of the two in Irish, in English the indefinite
; as,

peAp ^\]c bl]5e p* ole ‘‘ au” corbuppA.

A cunning lawyer is a bad neighbor.

In this example the term coiDuprA, neighbor, is defined in Irish by the

article ad, the

;

in English it is not defined. The Irish expression is much
stronger than the same in English. The sentence, and all others of the same
mould, can be translated thus : the neighbour is bad—a cunning man of (the)

law. The word con^uppA, neighbour, in the sentence is the real nominative

case to the verb ; peAp t)l]5e is im apposition to cofbuptA, or nominative after

the verb is: ole is what is predicated of the neighbour. Some gentlemen
learned in English grammar may be inclined to dispute this view of the sen-
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tence, and on that account it is fair to show why it is here stated that coTÍ)U|tfa
coming after the words ]r ole is the nominative. The reasons for it are

;

(1) The nominative case in Irish follows the verb.

(2) The article points out the subjeet (rule 17 ).

(3 ) In sense and grammatical construction the sentence is the same as

this: ir ole AT) “ coinunr-^’^’^ reAp 5I1C &l)oe. Other sentences of this class;

1 r tpA-ié AT) reAp SéAiT)ur, James is a good man ; literally, the man James
is good ; 'buó bneA5 “ t)a” trip ]A&, they were fine men—literally, the men
they were fine.

Note.—

I

f only one nominative is expressed, this idiomatic use of the

article does not take place ; as (the proverb), ]r ti)A|c “ r5eul’^ 30 0-ri3]ó at)

t)ApA rS^wl» (literally) a story is good till the second story reach (us)—one
story is good till the second be told; ]r peApp “ rcuA]Ti)” ^i)a t)eApc, in-

genuity” is better than strength.

11.—Whenever it is required to express in Gaelic the

state or condition of a person or thing without employing

the assertive form, a very remarkable idiom—a possessive

pronoun governed by the preposition adt), in—is adopted

to express what in English is conveyed by the indefinite

article, and in Latin and Greek simply by the noun
; as,

pé ’uu bujue Tt)A]c, he is a good person; b] p]Ab ’uoa

b-t:eAn^‘>^lb bpcAjA, they were fine men
;
be]6 pj 'ox) a CAjliu

'a\ví]X), she will bo a beautiful girl; z'a tué ’mo pcolajpe

TbA]c, I am a good scholar.

Literally, he is in his good person, i.e., in the state of a good person ; they
were in the subsistence of (in its logical acceptation) fine men, 6lc. The ’no

A before &u]T)e, is a contraction for at)T), in, and a, his; the m a, before

peApA]b, is contractedly for at)t), in, and a, their ; which differs from a, his,

and therefore, causes according to rule, peApA]b to be eclipsed by b. The
’ti)o, before rcolA]pe, is for at)t) tT)o, in my.

Note.—

T

he preposition Ann or ), m, does not follow the emphatic form
of the verb to be, i.e., p*, it is (buó, was, may be), which is a mere copula,

expressing simply existence.

The form of the verb employed is ci\]Tt), with its cognate tenses and inflec-

tions. Ca expresses existence combined with locality, state, condition ; it is

more special than ]r. Ir may be classed as a generic term in conveying the

idea of existence; z'a, a special term.

See the difference in meaning between ir, z'xs^ix), b]6in), b-vuiltn), shown
in § 120

, p. 116 , supra ; consult Easy Lessons, part iii., p. 196 , tJiM edition,

Dublin, Mullany, Publisher.

Obs.

—

The preposition t, in, or ai)t), in, is omitted whenever the possessive

pronouns of the first and second persons, as well plural as singular, follow;

as, cA Ti)e 'n)o comuTirA tiiA^c, 1 arn a good neighbour ; in this sentence, at)?)

is omitted before mo, my ; it reads then as if it were, / am my good neigh-

bour ; which to one not knowing the idiom would undoubtedly appear very

strange. Again, before bo. thy ; as, b] 00 edp he]pc A5Atí)> ^ tT5eApi)^, be

unto me, 0 Lord, a tov)er of strength.
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§ 215 .

—

What some Irish Grammarians think of this Idiom,

Certain persons writing on the subject of Irish Grammar, assert with

more fluency than philosophy, and without condescending to assign a single

reason for the assertion, that the noun governed by the preposition Ann, in

this Irish idiom, is, although a concrete term, taken for the abstract; for in-

stance in the following : cA re ^nn a óu]ne TpA^c, he is a good man the term

t)U]ne, a man {Jiomo)^ is taken for the abstract term humanity ; and there-

fore that the sentence “ he is a good many'’ is the same in Irish as to say, he

is in the state ofgood humanity.

Reasons against their view,

1.

—By one stroke of the pen, these wonderfully clever men overturn all

the laws of thought, logical reason, and physics—making concrete living

things mere abstractions. Every one sees that the concrete term man cannot,

unless the meaning of language and logic be changed, mean, at the same time,

that indicated by the abstract term

—

humanity.

2.

—“ In language itself there is no irregularity,’’ says Robert Gordon
Latham in his work, “ The English Language,” third edition, p. 336. “ The
word itself is only another name for our ignorance of the processes that

change words.” And again :
“ A great number of expressions scarcely warrant-

able in strict syntax become part and parcel of the language. To condemn
these at once is unphilosophical—the better method is to account for them.”

3.

—Can this construction of aou, m, after cix and its inflection be accounted

for ? Very easily. as the best Keltic philologists show, expresses the

idea, as has been said (p. 196), of existence in some state or condition, and
relatively to time or place. On this account the preposition auu ,

iny is usually

employed after it ; as, c^a mejb t)]A (cA) auu ? how many God’s (are) in ity

i.e., are there! Answer—U] “ Ann” acc Aon ArnAin, there is in it

only one God. Again it is said, cA Ann, n]ó Aip b]c a óéAnAb, it is in him
to do {i.e.y he is capable of) anything. From all this it is plain that—some
way owing to the relative meaning vrhicb is contained in the verb cAinj, of

expressing existence in some special state—the preposition Ann must neces-

sarily come immediately after it.

Obs.—

W

ith they verb cAittj, therefore, Ann, m, must be employed, to aid

in expressing fully the position, character, or state of a person or thing ; ca
of itself is not sufficient to convey the correlative idea. Hence the idiom.

4.

—This simple, natural, and truthful view, agreeably to the meaning of the

verb rA]in, is confirmed bv analogy—take for instance the French, a language
which in many ways still retains traces of an early Keltic element in its for-

mation. The preposition en is sometimes employed as it is in Irish
; as, he

died a man of courage—il etait mort en homme de cceur ; he deports himself

(as) a good man—^il se porte en homme de bien. A similar analogy is found
to exist in the following quotations from the Greek and Latin, which bear in

their construction, the impress of the Hebrew linguistic mould :
“ *Eyca

€(Topai avT^ €15 Trarépa, Kal avrhs iarai fioi iis viop, Heb. i. 5. Esto mini
in Deum protectorem.

—

Ps. xxx. 3.

§ 216 . A or an, for per, when translated into Irish, is

rendered by the preposition aoo ;
as, twice a day

;
bo
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’fAt)” lo, five shillings a week
; r3 llllt)3 ^vrjf' An

c-feAccThA]T). It is, however, commonly translated by 3AC,

each; as, he earns three shillings a day, i-Aoitcui^Anr) fe

m u.

A for fl/=Ai5 ; as, c-fishing, “ ^75” ]Ar5A]neAcc ; for on, by A]n ;
as,

fl-bed, A|ti leAbA ; for in, by a, in ; as, a-far, a b-i:AD:

Note.—Robert Gordon Latham observes, in regard to the indefinite and
even the definite article: “ So far are they from being essential to language, that

in many dialects they are wholly wanting. In Greek there is no indefinite
;

in Latin there is neither an indefinite nor a definite article.’^ “ Just as an
and a have arisen out of the numeral one, so has fAe arisen out of the demon-
strative pronoun that—or at least from some common root.” Again :

“ In no
language, in its oldest stage, is there even a word giving in its primary sense

the ideas of c and the.”

From this it is plain to the student that the foregoing rules take their

rise from the fact, that in the English language the indefinite article is em-
ployed, while in Gaelic it is not ; and again, that the definite article is used
in Gaelic before terms, the equivalents of which, in English, do not admit
that part of speech. The foregoing rules, therefore, are idiomatic. If Latin

or even Greek had been the language with which a syntactical analysis were
being made, the foregoing rules should of necessity be expunged, since the

two languages in respect to the use of the article bear a strong similarity.

§ 217. The idiomatic use of au, the, in Gaelic in posi-

tions, in which in English it is not at all employed, has

been shown in the foregoing rules. It happens also that it

is employed in English in some few instances quite cor-

rectly, while in the like forms of expression in Irish it is

not admissible
;

as, I got the book of the scholar, puA]]t me
leAbAip ‘‘au” ycoUpte.

The article the is employed in English before the term book and scholar

;

in Irish it is only before the latter of the two, not before the former.

“CuTi) lumse ‘UA^ n5Tteu5 &o cpiAll at) r-ASAUc tArn.”

“ To [the] ships of the Greeks the gentle priest repaired.”

The in Irish is omitted before the term ships.

Note—In p. 56 of this Grammar, it has been shown that there are twm

forms of the possessive case—the Anglo-Saxon and the Norn^an. The Norman

is known by the preposition of; the Anglo-Saxon by ^s (and the apostrophe).

When the Norman genitive occurs in English, the article the before the for-

mer of the two nouns is omitted in Irish, although expressed in English ; as,

to the ships of the Greeks, cun) 101050 t)a 0511005.

When the Saxon genitive occurs, and that it is to be translated into Gaelic,

the article precedes only the possessive case, and then no idiom arises. The

sentences, as regards the article, are alike in both languages, except that the

position ’nf the governed noun suffers a change ;
as, to the Greeks' ships,
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cuti) luin^e “ da” i)5neu5 ; the term “ t)a genitive, answers to the

English possessive, “ the Greeks’;'" which in Irish follows lumse, ships, while

in English it precedes the same term.

§ 218. The defining office of the article “ the” (^n, mas., rjA, fem.) is more

special in Gaelic than in English. This helps to show the reason of its non-

use—as compared with English—before the former and less definable term

of two nouns in a sentence, as is seen by the following

:

Three instances in which the definite article, correctly employed in English, is

not idiomatic nor correct in Gaelic.

[)

.—In rendering into Gaelic such sentences as these,

“ the Lord of the world,” the light of the sun,” omit the

article “ the'' before the former, and retain it with the latter

noun
;

as.

The Lord of the world.

The light of the sun,

Solu]* “ ua” 5|té]oe.

(

)

.— It is retained only in the last of even three or more
genitives ; as.

The beauty of the daughter of the king,

2l|leACc lusiue au”

Obs.—This specially defining use of the article, and its non-use in

Gaelic, does not differ in idiom from the English form when the Saxon geni-

tive is employed ; as,

The sun’s light,

‘‘ ua”
The king’s daughter’s beauty,

2llueACc IU31UG “au” 1113.

The Saxon and Gaelic genitives are here alike in their requiring the pre-

sence of the definite article; but the Norman and Gaelic are not. For in-

stance, in that last sentence, neither the term “ beauty,” nor “ daughter’s”

has the article, while the word “ king,” which is the term to be specified

above the rest, and its Irish equivalent, Tt]5, have the article. In the Saxon
and Gaelic forms, the position of the nouns in the one is the reverse of the

order in the other, for instance

;

English—The king’s daughter’s beauty.
“ Beauty” is the last, '' king’s” the first term.

Gaelic—2l]lueACc lusiue ‘‘ au” 1^13.

“ Kí5” (king) is the last, AjlneAcr:” the first.

From Easy Lessons ; or, Self-Instruction in Irish, pp. 368, 369.
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Exceptions,—Compound nouns of .the class specified in

§ 197, p. 176 of this treatise, do not take the definite article

before the second of the two nouns
;

as, lot)5 co5A]8 ,
ship-

of-war; lUAbAÓ cuoic, ^og-of-mouniain

;

i.e., mountain-
dog

;

5<\CA gditQ-of-heaven,

The names of virtues and vices, and those pointed out in pp. 193,

194, retain the article; as, <Ac,x]n “ nj-bpeu5 ,
o/*-(the)” lies

;

|:a75prophet-§ ** of-the'* -curses.

Obs. 1.—The demonstrative force of the article ** ad, ^Ae,is seen from the

following examples

:

(1)

, reAp rise, a householder. 1 , ^

(2)

, “ah’’ rcAp ci5e, the householder.
erms.

(3)

, peAp “ An‘^ c]5e (the) man of the (meaning a special) houses

§ 219. (c—third instance).—Sentences like the following: Catherine is

fAc fairest; John is the tallest
;
having the definite article before the adjective

in the superlative degree, omit it in Irish when the assertive verb ]r» is, is

employed ; as, rf CA]clfi) if A]lne ; if re SeA5An ir Ajp&e.

In this form, the words “ah” beAtj, the woman; ** at)** peAp, the

man, are understood; as, n CAjclfi) (“ ao^^ beAu) ir A|lne; fe SeA^Au (“ao'*
peAp) If A|p&e.

§ 220.—AGREEMENT OF THE ARTICLE AND NOUN.

The article agrees with its noun in gender, number,
and case; as (sing, mas.), at) b^pb, the poet; ua b^ipb
(plur.), the poets; au b^ipb (gen. sing, mas.), of the poet;
AT) beAi) (nom. sing, fern.), the luoman ; ua (gen. sing,

fern.), of the woman ; t)a (nom. plu. fern.), the luomen;

UA n)-bAi) (gen. plu. fern.), of the women,

T)A ^-CUppAÓ f T)A 5-cl]Ap,”

Land of {the) heroes and of {the) clerics.

Ode by Gerald Nugent on leaving Ireland,

hrish Minstrelsy

i

vol. ii. p. 228—see pp, 38, 50, 51, of this Grammar.

In the spoken language, the n of the article is sometimes not pronounced,

as Dr. O’Donovan remarks, “ before aspirated palatals and labials.’^ This

elision is, perhaps in the spoken language, allowable wherever usage lends it

a sanction ;
but it certainly ought not, contrary to strict etymology, be allowed

in the written language. No good Irish scholar will, therefore, write in this

incorrect style. It is quite common however in Scotch Gaelic; nevertheless

it ought not, contrary to true philosophy and philology, be recommended.

§ 221. The influence of this agreement between the article and noun, and
its effects in writing and speaking the language, are fully shown in pp. 38, 50,

51, of this treatise—^see Etymology, c. i,, § 37.— The Article.
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To sum up all that has been said in this chapter, concerning the

idiomatic use of the definite article in respect to the two languages, English

and Gaelic

:

(1) There is a Gaelic idiom which requires the use of the article, when
its presence in English before nouns of the like import is never needed

(§ 214, pp. 193, 194, 195); (2), the article the before the former of two
nouns in English, when the Norman genitive case, i.e., genitive with of, is

employed, is omitted in Gaelic
; (3), from the demonstrative character of the

article, it is plain that the term which the speaker requires to specify, must
be defined by the article.

CHAPTER II.

§ 222. When two or more nouns referring to the same
object come together, they ought to be in the same case by
apposition; as, í)o bu6 tt)}C 2lbA “ rpUA” 6r<^u,

these were the sons of Ada the ‘‘ wife’’ of Esau.

—

Irish

Bible, by Dr. MacHale, p. 70.

In this sentence the name is in the genitive case, and “ njrjA,” which

refers to the same individual, is by apposition in the genitive.

2t)ACA lUSÍDG 21o6a Ruai8, the adventures of
Macha the daughter of Hugh {the) Red.

The proper name 2t)ACA is gen. case on eAcrrtA, and lUofne is gen. case

by apposition ; for 2t)ACA and lUoeAO refer to the same lady.

“ ^5 A5A]tic co]ru]pc be,

2r)ic njnA tjA Ti-&eAr-t5lAO]5, r<^eiteAr &eAlnAó ad Ue.^^
“ Entreating the protection of (the) god,

the son of the woman of the comely-curls, who sheds the splendour

of the day.”

Irish Homer, B. 1, lines 47, 48.

Here tbjc and be, referring to the same object, are in the same case.

“ 2I3UI* bo béA|t]:Ai6 ye bo ‘ruACA^b’ 2l|io]u ua bA^AitrAjb,

and he shall give it to the sons of Aaron the priests.''

—

Leviticus, ii. 2.

In this sentence, “ TijACA]b” and rASAttcAib are in apposition.

§ 223.—A GAELIC IDIOM REGARDING NOUNS IN APPOSITION.

In the foregoing rule the words, ” ought to be in the same case,” are

employed, because sameness of case on account of apposition is not always

observed, not only in colloquial but in written Gaelic. The translator of the

Irish version of the Protestant Bible—Bedel—has not observed it. Yet, from
the identity of object indicated by nouns in apposition, one would expect to
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hear them expressed in the same case. If analogy, too, be any guide where
idiom is not concerned, we should expect to see this rule fully carried out

;

for it is one that is common to most other languages. Besides, the rule in

question “ has been observed,’' as Dr. O’Donovan remarks, “ by Keating, the

Four Masters, and Duald MacFirbis, who wrote in the latter end of the

seventeenth century yet the same author observes a little further on in

his Irish Grammar^ p. 366—that, “ Keating, however, does not always ob-

serve this apposition, particularly when the first noun is in the dative or

ablative case.”

No one of his time knew the Irish language better than Geoifry Keating.

He thought in his native language, from his cradle he spoke in his native lan-

guage, and he wrote as he thought and spoke—idiomatically. It appears then

—

as well from the authority of Keating as from other writers who wrote before

and since his time, and from the custom even at the present day prevailing

amongst the Irish speaking population, of not observing “this apposition when
the first noun is in the dative case”—that this latter trait is an idiom in the

language.

In no other w^ay can we account for this fact, which strikes one as he

reads the first line of the creed in the old catechisms or books of piety written

in Irish: “ Cpei&iu) Ann t)]A An c-AtA|n ude cutÍ)Accac, I believe m Got?, the

Father Almighty.” These two nouns refer to the same Being
;
they ought

therefore, by apposition, be in the same case
;
yet the term “ An c-AtAip,” is

manifestly nom. case; w'hile t>iA, is the dative or prepositional case on Ann.

In like manner, in the second line of the first book of the Irish Homer, a

nominative case (An 5A]r5ióeAc ceinrcAc 5AP5) is made to agree by apposi-

tion with a noun in the genitive (^cu]l)
; as,

“ bnuc ^cu]l r^inn, 915 neAinóA a’v buAn peAp5,

‘y.cu|l’ (gen.) rnic í)é]l An 5A]r5|óeAc (nom.) ceinteAc 5An5

—

Achilles’ wrath, sing, 0 heavenly virgin, and his enduring anger;

Achilles’—Peleus’ son—the fiery fierce hero.”

Irish Homer, by His Grace the Most Rev. John MacHale,
Archbishop of Tuam—Dublin, Duffy, bookseller.

No Irishman since the days of Geoifry Keating—nay, from the time of

the “ Irish Ovid,” Donogh More O’Daly, Abbot of Boyle (a.d. 1244), can

wield his native language with such power and idiomatic preciseness, as the

great Archbishop.

To account for this idiom, it appears that the verb ]r» is, are, is under-

stood—thus :
“ I believe in God (who is) the Father Almighty, cneimm Ann

r^TA (]r) An c-acaip,” &c. The mind of one thinking in his native Irish

language, reverts back to the subject, i.e., to the nominative, in which accord-

ingly, overlooking apposition, the term is expressed.

GOVERNMENT OF THE GENITIVE CASE.

§ 224. The latter of two nouns coming together, when

the objects of which they are names are not the same, is

governed by the former in the genitive case ; as,

4)e,’' God's Son.
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t^é is the gen. case of God^ governed by the noun tijac, ion, \)^hich

precedes it.

TDjc, a son of a son,

2I)]C is the gen., governed by hjac, nom. case.

If the word leAb^ix (Ihower), Latin, liber, a book, be

substituted, the sentence runs thus :

LeAbA]t TU]C, a son's book.

And with the pronouns, or the article preceding tt)]C :

LeAbA|x ruo rr)]C, my son's book.

LeAbA]t bo rb]c, thy son's book.

LeAb^p A rr)]c, his son's book.

LeAbAp Au” rbic, the son's book.

The words bé and rpic are comformable to rule in the gen case ; and
rightly, for they express the idea of generation, source, origin, ownership of

that which is conveyed by the nouns which precede them.—See § 45, pp. 55,

56, of this treatise; also, “ Easy Lessons,^^ Part IV., p. 261.

In every single instance, in Irish, as is seen from the foregoing ex-

amples, it is the latter of the two nouns, and never the former^ which is the

governed word. It is not so in Latin.

2Í)ac bé may be translated, filius Dei, or Dei filius, the gen. Dei being

before or after the governing word
; and in the Anglo-Saxon genitive case

(that is the genitive or possessive ending in ^s) it is the former of the two
nouns, and never the latter, which is the governed word ; as,

God’s Son, 21)ac “ t)é,” filius Dei. The gen. case (God’s) precedes in

English, in Irish (t5e) follows the governing word {Son, SOac).

§ 225. In translating from English the Saxon genitive

case, i.e., that ending in's, the position of the governed noun
must therefore be reversed in Irish, as in the examples just

presented

—

Godfs Son, 2t)Ac í)^.

But, in translating the Norman genitive, i.e., genitive

expressed by “ of," into Irish, the order and position of the

nouns are retained, the preposition of, or sign of the geni-

tive case omitted, while the latter noun assumes in Irish the

genitive case-ending
; as.

Son {of) God, 21)ac ;

Day {of) the Lord, au ‘CiJeAppA.

It is wmrth while observing that mere English students, not acquainted

w ith Latin, or Greek, or German, regard the particle “ o/,” in such instances

as the foregoing, purely as a prepositiou, and not as a sign of the genitive
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case; and on this account they are, whenever learning to translate into those

languages, as well as in the present instance into Irish, puzzled at the non-
use of the preposition “ of'^ On the other hand, they find French and Italian

easy in this respect.

§ 226 . Observe, in translating compound substantives and
those followed by the preposition “ o/,” that term of the

two which expresses the property, office, character, owner-

ship, title, relation, or quality of the object pointed out by
the other noun, is governed in the genitive case

;
as.

Property

:

a house-of-gold, ceAc oqt (gen. of op, gold).

„ a ship-of-war, I003 co3A]ó(gen.ofco3A6,i(;ar).

„ a wall-of-silver, b^llA A|P3|0 (gen. of A]]t3eA&).

„ a tin-can, c<\t)a (gen. of pc^n).

Office: a door-keeper (porter), peAp bopu]p {dorish, gen. of

bopuf, dhorus).

„ a musician (man-of-music), peAp ceo]l.

Character

:

a soothsayer, peAp peAj-A (man-of-knowledge).

Title: gate-of-heaven, 3eACA plA^cjp.

Obs.—The first part of a compound word in English becomes the second

part of its Irish equivalent, as is plain from the above.

Note.—The second noun specifies the meaning of the first. For instance,

in the expression zeo^c oin (house-of-gold), the word “ gold’’ does not make

fuller nor clearer the prominent idea conveyed by the term “ house,” yet it

distinguishes this latter from one of silver, clay, stone, or the like.

§ 227 . Obs.—The student who knows only English should be made aware

of the several meanings which the preposition “ of” in its various relations

with nouns is capable of admitting. Dr. Johnson counts twenty-three. These

can all be grouped under four heads. “ Of” denotes

—

(1) Origin, cause, possession (see pp. 55 (end of), and 56, on the gen. or

possessive case).

(2) Class, rank, partnership.

(3) Cyhas the meaning of among, on, from.

(4) Of expresses property, quality, attribute.

(1 ) Of, in the first sense is translated into Gaelic by the

genitive, for that case gives the idea of origin, cause, mate-

rial, possession, &c.

(2) Of, in the second sense, is rendered by “ &e,” of (same

as the French de), whenever it follows numerals, adjectives

of the comparative and of the superlative degrees, partitives,

nouns denoting fullness, abundance, and the contrary ; as.
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(numerals), one ‘‘of” the whole, ceAU “be ’u” ]orulivu

;

Catherine is the iairest of the daughters, x\ CaicIiu ir

bei^e “ be” ua \ of all, a b-]:u|l be
; full “ of” wis-

dom, Uu “ b’ ” eA3UA.

’job ’x ^ b-i^ii’l fuAf leAC, “be” r)<v í)eAc’ ]"io]t-beo

—

Jove, and all that are with thee above o/the immortal gods.

Prayer of Hector to the gods, to bless and protect his infant son, Astyanax,
fittered during his last interview with Andromache.

—

Homer, b. vi.

“ i)e” TuUAib beAf’ au boruA]U

jl* bA b-]:^5A]i)i:) pe mo jiogAU,

Sf ^ol bub AU 5leAUA ]p pe^jtjt Ijoru.— Old Song,

2lcc “be” UA 'Cpoigce ujle A|]t 3AC Iaoc,

Z'^ AT) CAC A blAOC.

But on each hero of the Trojans all.

And on me especially, the contest is calling.

Last Address of Hector to his wife, Andromache,

A portion of a part of, one of many, by “ &e;” as, cuib be oa
bAO(n]b, some of the people

;

UAno oe ’n caIa ip, 5ome of the land; ccAon
** 0 ]on)lAn, one of the entire number,

(3)
In the third, 0/ signifies among ; as, c^a A3Aib, which

o/you; and on; as, bo UbAHt pe“o|tc-pA” he spoke o/(on)

you
; from; as, a man of France, peA]t “ 5 ’ u” b-pfiA^oc

;

he did it of himself, piDoe pe é “ uAjbe” péjt) (from, i,e., it

proceeded from him as the originator).

A MOST PECULIAR IDIOM.

§ 228 (
4

)
In the fourth acceptation o/has no equivalent

in Gaelic
;
the mere absence of any preposition suffices—the

noun remains in the nominative case ; as, a man of the

highest position and fame, peAp a b’ Aqtbe cé|n) A3up clu;

she was a woman of the greatest beauty, beAu
\
bub ri)6

rSlATT).
*‘ 5eAbA]TV ceub Ti)A]5&eAn TijeAótiAc, 05,

SoiUyeAc, lonoTTAc, njAp aij n5né]o;’

1i* péApn beiib, eput, A5ur rnóó,

V ir b|nne beojl ceol DA D-eun.^^

“ Thou wilt get a hundred virgins gay and young,
Bright, refulgent, like the sun,

Of best form, shape, and appearance,

Whose voices are sweeter than the music of birds.^'
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The foregoing is a very remarkable Gaelic idiom. It is the “ lUus

et vituperium^* of Latin syntax, and in that language requires the use of the

ablative case; in Greek, the accusative; in English, French, the prepositional

{ofy de) case ; in Irish or Gaelic, the nominative.

Dr. O’Donovan, in regard to this idiom, after telling the fact, “ that when
one substantive is predicated of another by the verb ]r, and an adjective of

praise or dispraise connected with it, it is never put itito the genitive case,”

says, that he cannot account for it {Irish Grammar^ p 165).

He does not say that the noun in the predicate is the nominative case

;

but it is plainly the nominative, for the sentence he gives, pe-cxp buó njo pixt,

is elliptical, and by supplying the ellipsis, it runs thus
:
peAp (a]p a) buó

np pAc, a man {on whom) there is usually or was the greatest good fortune.

The phrase on whom is quite Gaelic and idiomatic ; as, cA puAcc oprp, there

is cold on me (I am cold) ; ca le]r5 “ optp,” I am loth.

§ 229. Although the genitive case conveys the idea of possession, never-

theless, ownership or exclusive possession is expressed by the assertive verb,

ho belt, to be (ir buó), with the preposition Xe^with

;

bo, to ; as, (1) ir 1]oti;-

VA AO leAbAp ro, this book is mine ; literally, it is with myself this book;

ir l]orp-rA lAb, they are mine.—Numbers iii. 13 ; ir ao bo ati 5ArbAn,

the calf belongs to the owner of the cow—literally, it is with the man of the

cow, the calf

—

partus sequitur ventrem—an adage of conventional equity

amongst the ancient Brehons ; (2) ir tpAc “ óaip-va” atj c-65Ai)AC i*o,this

young man is my son—literally, “ a son to me.”
le, withy conveys the idea of right to the possession of the thing spoken

of; it expresses also entire devotedness; as, buine “ le” t)|A, a man with

{devoted to) God. “ Ha ceub coptA a co]pbfpeAr cUn ‘ir lep'^

VA5APC ]Ab—all the first fruits which the children of Israel offer belong ex-

clusively to the priest.”—U]bpeAc {Numbers)

y

v. 9.

W'A bióeAnn cu l]otp, b] l]orT) be 16 A’r b’ oióce;

b]óeAnn cu liorp, b] l]OTh of comAfp ah c-pAO^Afi ;

b|óeAno cu lioTi), bi I10TI) 5AC unlAc Ann bo cpo|óe.

Song—“ Twisting of the Rope—CApAb ah c-SdsAjn,”
Hardiman's Minstrelsy y

vol. i., p. 195.

Literally thus

:

If thou art mine, be mine by day and by night

;

If thou art mine, be mine before the entire world

;

If thou art mine, be mine every inch in thy heart.

1^* Mine=l]OTt), i.e.y with me, expresses the idea of belonging to one, so

that no other has any claim thereto.

§ 230. O, or Ua, a grandson, a descendant

;

tpac, a

son; 0], or 013, a descendant ; \)]c, a daughter, govern the

genitive of proper names ;
as, i)orboAll O’CodimU, Daniel

if Connell; O’CeAÍUis, James O'Kelly

;

Pacjtujc

2t)AC ^orr)o<^\\, Patrick MacDonnell

;

CoooaU,

Mary O'Connell; SjubAi) Judith O'Brien;

S^bb v] Sally Whelan {Ancient Music of Ireland,

vol i. p. 121.)
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Tn1]5 is the fominine form of Ua or and must there-

fore, with reason and with the sanction of usage, be pre-

fixed to the family names of women ;
as, Jane O’Donnell is

Siub^vr) “ (not U<v, or 2Q<\c<t)OTho^lll) ;

Bridget O’Neill, Bit|5|b v] Ncjll (not U<v, or 21)acD6|11).

Nj5 , or me, means daughter
y
like the common terra mseAo, daughter.

Obs.—

I

n translating from Irish to English, the fem. prefix to family

names—like the maiden name of a young lady after marriage—has been,

as a rule, suppressed, while the mas. prefix rp^c, or ua, has been retained in

modernized Gaelic proper names.

Hence, conversely, in translating names of women into Irish, 0 must

be translated pf (or Pio); and Mac, me ; and, in general, the names of women
have the prefix p ]5 in Irish ; as (1), “ 0,” in Mary O’Connell, is ^Afne “ pi’^

CoppA]ll; (2), Bridget MacDonnell, Pio tJorrjpAill ;
Sarah Sheridan,

^Aób pf Semb'^fn (pr. Sowv nee Heridayn).

Obs.—Some proper names take in the genitive the ar-

ticle prefixed
;

as, SaAimuf- au James Ward
(properly MacWard) ; N|c <m) BAptb, Catherine

Ward; Uill|<\rr) 2p<vc au William MacGowen;
Sé<\iilAp AU Bpejce^sri^AU, Charles MacBrehanny

,

or

Jiodge

;

SoArpuf 2t)AC At) L^a5 a, James Lee, or MacLee;
RlobAfiiD 21)AC At) i^|Oti)pAt)Ai5 ,

Robert Tempany, or Mac-
Tempany.

These surnames were given to the progenitors of those families from the

particular calling or profession to which they were educated; as, 2Í)ac ap
l3ix]n&, son of “Me” bard; ^ac ap btiejcAtpAp, son of Me judge— i.e., son

of him who had been a bard, or who had been a judge ; ^ac ap 10a5A, son

of the physician (now Lee)
;
and so of the rest.

§ 231. When the noun in the genitive case is the proper

name of a person, or place, and the article is not employed,

its initial letter, if a mutable, suffers aspiration
; as, Ó

Ajmpip P^cfiA]C 5 since the time of St, Patrick; bAjle

Co]icA]3 , the toiun of Cork,

Yet proper names (gen. case) following O, Ua, 21) ac, in

the nominative (i)i5 , a daughter, excepted), do not suffer

aspiration ; as, O í)ort)i)Aill ; Ua CeAllA ]3 ; 21)ac Ca]tcA)3 ;

21)ac Cocla]i)i) i)A 3-cA]|*leAi) 3lé-5eAl {Irish Minstrelsy,

vol. ii. p. 334.

Here the t) of t)OTppA]ll, the C of CeAllAjJ, the C of C^n6A]5, and the

C of CoclA]p, are not aspirated, though they are the initial mutable letters of

proper names in the genitive case, not having the article prefixed.
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The reason is, T5orbnAiU, CeAUA]5, may be regarded as forming

with Ó only the same case, because both refer to the same object. t)on)nA|ll

and CeAlU]5 and such are, however, genitives.

However, they do suffer aspiration, firstly, when they

follow the genitive cases (U|, ofa descendant; n)]c, of a son)

of these family prefixes
;
and, secondly, when rr)AC means

really a soil, and u<v, a grandson, and not a descendant
;
as,

SeA^At) TUvXC t)orboAill U] CoooA]ll, John, Son of Daniel

O'Connell

;

P^c]ia]C roAC Né|llU] í)ori)OA]U, Patrick, son

of Neill O'Donnell.

Here the C of ConnA]ll, and the t) of t)on)nA]ll are aspirated, because they

follow U], the genitive case of O, or Ua. Again, SeAtpuf tijac l.'A&nu]c

means James, so?i of Patrick; while SoAnjur njAc PAí5ttu]C means James
FitzPatrick ; and t^onncAó ua CeAllAi5, Donough Kelly's grandson; while

t^onncAó UA CeAllA?o signifies Donough O'Kelly simply, as a name ;

‘‘

Ann ro, Pionn tpAc Cun)A]il mjc ^ipc inic Cbpeunmójn Llf \!)AO]r5ne," there

are here the son of Curnhall (who is), the son of Art, the son of Threunmhor
O’Baoisgne.— Transactions of the Ossianic Society, vol. ii., p. 74.

** Some writers," says O'Donovan, in treating of the aspiration of the

genitive of proper names, “ aspirate the initial of the latter substantive, even

when it is not a proper name But this is not to be imitated,

as it weakens the sound of the word too much.''

—

Irish Grammar, pp.

368-369.

General observation.—Proper names are aspirated in the gen. case, except

after the family prefixes ^ac, and Ua or O.

§ 232. The names bpeATu, a class; b|tou5 , a horde;
luce, a body ofpeople ; xx)^}X)Z]yi, a clan ; pobAl, a people ;

fluAg, a host, convey plurality of idea
;
as, couAjpc it)U]0“

cip vf ACA]t A5uf f:lACAThA|l AT) b]teAm lAb, I saw
my father's people, nnd they are a princely race.

Sjol, seed, tribe, causes eclipses
; as,

“ Sfol 5-CeAllA]3 nAp’ b’ pAnn Ann Aop 50]!,

^5ur rfol 5-ConcobAp rrAjpeAmAil, ixeuomAp

;

^5Uf rfol 5-CAnóAi5 dac n-beAnnA]ó clé-beAnr."
Hardiman^s Irish Minstrelsy, vol. ii., pp. 332-334.

CHAPTER IIL

SYNTAX OF THE ADJECTIVE,

§ 233. In treating of the syntactical influence of the adjective, one can

OonsMsr (1), its position with regard to the noun
; (2), its agreement there-

with ; (3). its governing power
; (4), its idiomatic use in Gaelic

; (5), the

érffecíá arising from its influence on the noun.
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( 1 .) Its position is after the noun :

This rule is universal, see Etymology, chapter iii., § 70, p. 76 of this trea-

tise.

3ur eAlu]5 50 le]r rorcAc, cfion), v^An5,

le A]r oA o-concA “ 5l6riAc, 5é]n)n^c,

Homer translated into Irish

by Dr, MacHale, b. i., 11. 45-46.

5* aKewp iraph diua iroXvcpXoia^oio daKaacriSj

Homer, b. i., 1. 3.

The trembling priest along the shore returned,

And in the anguish of a father, mourned
;

Disconsolate, not daring to complain,

Silent he vrandered by the sounding main.

Pope's Iliad, b. i., p. 30, 11. 47-50.

3l6ttAc, 5éjfi)nAc, follow the noun coijca, waves.

Exceptions to this rule

—

{a) A]tb, high ; buAu, enduring ;

CAOju, gentle; cAorh, mild ; cX^ox)^ inclined

;

cporo, crooked ;

bAop, dear; ^0^5,
good; beA|tb, real; vehement;

blue, close; b]toc, had; p]or)U, /air; fjop, true; s^pb,
rough ; short

;

sUo, clean; slioo, pellucid; rn<\oc,

soft

;

ro]ou, small

;

moji, large

;

UAorb, holy

;

ouaó, new

;

Ó3 ,
young

;

p|t|Oih, first; fArf), soft; fAob, silly

;

fein?,

mild; x^o}\ffree; old ; epeuo, bold; zy\oxx)^ heavy

;

uAr^l, noble

;

u]le, all, and a few others (see pp. 177-8).

Special exceptions—beAg, good ; bpoc, bad; white ;

UUAb, new

;

peAU, old, always go before the noun
; adjec-

tives of the same meaning—rt}A]c, good; ole, bad; bitn,

white, and soaI, bright

;

up, new

;

AO^rA, old (api*a, old,

pojppe, mature), follow the noun. Those others above-

named sometimes follow as well as precede the noun.

(Í) In old Irish MSS. the adjective is often found to go before the noun,
as in English; as, A5ur 00 bA ua “ inireAc^^ idbtVAbAn) é Aitt riAO,

and he was a descendant of the just Abraham, said they. leAbAia bf^oAc
{and The Four Masters), passim.

(c) Adjectives of number go before the noun ; as, “t®” nuine, six persons.

In numbers higher than ten, the position of the noun is between the

decimal termination oeu5, teen, and the first part of the numeral adjec-

tive; as, thir-teen men, ctif-i:]tt-oeU5, literally three-men^een

;

the thir-

teenth man, at) cnín)Aó ^reon &eu5.

The Gaelic decimal termination t5eU5, from the word oeic, ten, is

formed by a slight increase of sound, much in the same way that teen is

from tm%
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Obs. In naming sovereigns and princes, the numeral adjective follows the
noun; Ex. UlljAtp Atj William IV.; IuqA]© ao ré-í)eu7

;, Louis
XVI.; WApolop Ap cpf, Napoleon III.; P]ur PApA Ap pao], Pope Pius IX.

{d) In such sentences as these : God is good, truth is

bitter, wine is pleasant^ the assertive verb and the adjec -

jective precede the noun
; as, |f Í)ia; ]y au

flftiue; ir n)|lir noo :

Jf* bin ^ beul cofc,

A silent mouth is musical,

)r rv]l]r r1ou—ir r^Aixb ’5 a |oc,

Wine is pleasant—unpleasant its price,

“ Jp buAiue'^ bl^ó ’uA PA03AI,

Reputation is more enduring than life,

)y ole <VT) cu T)<vc pfu h pe<xoAíl,

It is a bad hound that is not worth being luhistled

for.

The copula ]r and the adjective, form only one predicate. On this

account the adjective comes immediately after ir- And on this account too,

the adjective suffers no change whenever, as is shown in exception (a) to

next section, it refers to the verb and not to the noun.

§ 234 . Agreement of the adjective with the noun.— Ad-
jectives which, come after the noun agree with it in gender,

number, and case
;

as, au peA]t roojt, the big man; au f^ifi

rT)6 ||t (gen.), o/the big man ; au beAU TÚ6 |t, the big woman
;

T)A TUUA (gen. fern.) TUO]|te (moirhe), of the big woman ;
&o

b]t|peA6 Auiop cojbjieACA ua b-<^|bé|fé ro5|]té, the foun-

tains of the great deep were broken up. [Irish Bible, by the

Most Rev. Dr. MacHale, p. 13.)

An example of the Dative Case of the Adjective,

'Oo pA peAtiAib njopA (not P)otiA]b), to the big men.
Obs.—In modern Irish works the dative plural of adjectives seldom or

never ends with the termination jb. It is more in conformity with syntax—

at least, it is with analogy drawn from the polished languages of old Rome
and Greece—that it should. The following instance of its application is met
with in Dr. MacHale’s small work, called, “ CftAob uppAi^e cpAbA75e,^^ p.

11: “ 5o p-&éAPí:A r]r)6cAip A5ur ^fop corpAopcAcc A bpopAb bo n^QCib

A5ur t50 ppiontATb ‘ cpiorbArpAlAib,' ” that thou wouldst bestow peace and
true concord on Christian kings and princes (see Etymology, c. iii., pp. 76-7

of this Grammar.)
Exceptions to the rule § 234.—(a) "W^henever the adjective is employed with

the verb bo bejc, to be, to express what is predicated of the subject (or
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nominative), it agrees, not with the noun—but with the verb, and therefore

undergoes no change at all ; as, oa &Ao]ne ro “ these

people are gentlemanly; ha lOpéAnA rSTAipAc,’^ the daughters are

beauteous ;
“ rAoicAn)A]r’ and “ rsiAujAc,^^ are not plural but singular, be-

cause they form with but one predicate.

(d) When the adjective is connected in meaning with the verb, it is in no

wise modified by the noun ; as, at? rc]AT) seup, he made the knife

s/iarp ; not nioUe xé at? rc]An which signifies (because seutt is made
to agree with rcjAU, by aspirating the initial letter 5), he made the sharp

knife.

From this example, he made the knife sharp, one sees that the word
“ sharp is evidently a part of the verb

;
for, he “ made sharp,’^ and he

“ sharpened,” are the same. Hence sharp being part of what is predicated,

agrees not with the noun, but refers naturally to the verb.

This affinity of the adjective with the verb, when showing what is predi-

cated of the noun, is philosophically correct, yet strange, usage has not deve-

loped it in any of the classic languages of France, or Italy, of ancient Rome,
or Greece.

See in rule vi., p. 37 of this treatise, the influence exercised by buo,

was, on the initial letter of adjectives.

§ 235 When an adjective comes after two or more nouns

connected by the conjunction A5uf, and, it agrees only with

the last, though it qualify the rest; as, a5u|* beAo
TUAjc, a good man and woman.

If a noun in the plural number be amongst them, it is better to bring it

last, and thus have the adjective in the plurd.

§ 236. Governing power of the adjective.—Those adjec-

tives which have the force of nouns govern the genitive

case
;
these are

—

tuoti^U, much or many

;

60^5^0, /6^o, little

;

^oruAb, many; ]l]Orr)Ab, very many; ca rbe^b, how many

;

50 leo]t, much, many

;

lAo, fall; 1]acc, many, not few
(from l]A, more, comparative of TUOjiAn) ; ArbA^l, like

;

fATUA]!, like

;

as, Tuo|t^u “ cploouAccA,’" much of wis-

dom
;
Iau At) i)orbA]u/’ the full of the world

; ca
bu^ oe ? how many persons ?

“ CnfonnAccA” is the gen. case of ctifonoAcc, governed by njofiAt)

;

‘<-bon)A]n, of the world, is gen, case on Un.

'5a IjACc” AlOpin Tpin a' T1)' Ó]A]5,

le buA]b a'p mAO]n 'n a VA]n),

There are maidens would he mine.

With v)ealth in hand and kine.

^ Ancient Music of Ireland, vol i., p. 1 1 ,
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ru]r lortjAij n)úil]óe V ci}0 |c pAO] lixtt,

Many mules and mountain dogsfell in carnage.

Irish Homer, by Dr. MacHale, p. 13, 1. 67.

The adjectives 5 AC, each; ]on)ó^ (pr. umma)^ many ; u]le, each, all agree
with the noun, but do not govern the genitive.

le cAbApcAf crioTi) ^5ur reoi&e Ann 5AC
With a heavy ransom and rich presents in each hand.

Ibid. b. i., 1. 18.

t5fc 5ACA rfonA, t]oc,

t^ft 5ACA bujbfoe, bpoc-beAH ;

• t»fc 5ACA ceine, t:eAtinnÓ5 5lAy,

tifc 5ACA b|5e, T])e]óeA5 rpeAc, r^Ann.
' SeAT) Ríx]óce,

The want ofeach biting blast is—frost.

The want of a real rabble is—a bad woman.
The want of all sort of firing is—green alder.

The want of all drink is—whey, thin, sour, and old.

§ 237. Obs.—Instead of the genitive case, the preposi-

tion be, of, is sometimes employed after roó|t<xr), 66^5^.!;,

lap, ]ort)ab
;

as, Iao be” b<\o| 0 |b, full 0/ people
; rnópar) b’

rbuinqp, many o/his kith.

i)e, of, follows adjectives in the superlative degree and
partitive terms implying selection, choice, or the like (see

§ 80, p. 84 of this treatise ; also § 227, pp. 204-5, Syntax.

Reason of this.—“ The superlative degree,'' says O'Donovan, “ does not re-

quire a genitive case plural after it, as in Latin, for the genitive case in Irish,

as in English, always denotes possession and nothing more, and therefore

could not be applied, like the genitive case plural in Latin, after noun-adjec-

tives of the positive, or the superlative degree ; but it (superlative degree)

generally takes after it the preposition no, or more correctly &e ; as, at? beAo

]r ivjlne be n)nA|b, thefairest woman of womenJ^—Irish Grammar, pp. 371-2.

§ 238 ‘‘ í)é” for be é, o/z7, is often in Irish suffixed to

the comparative degree
; as, |f be Ujll]Aru At)

corÚAjple ub, William is the better of that advice.

“ it] T:no]n)]be loc ao Iaca,

K] cno]n)]&e cac au rn]An ;

"N] cno|n)ibe cAopA a b-ollAnn,

H| ctto]Tt)jbe colAH c]aU."

The bit's no burthen to the prancing steed,

í*íor the snowy fleeces to the woolly breed

;

The lake with ease can bear the swimming kind

Nor is good sense a burthen to the mind.

MS. of Irish Proverbs,

Translation by Haliday.
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is for cno]n)e, more heavy, comp, of cnori), heavy ; be, is

for be, é. of it

—

i.e. the lake is not the heavier on account of it, the duck,

&c. (see Etymology, '§79 in which this point is fully explained.)

§ 239. Idioms.—Such sentences as, I am cold, z'a xx)^

;
I am warm, rue ze]t, are translated into Irish

idiomatically, civ |:uacc o]tru, cold is on me ;
civ ceA|* ojiruj

heat is 07i me ;
civ ca|xc ojtru, thirst is on me.

Many adjectives, which in English take after them the preposition ^,take

in Irish the preposition le, with; as, he is like to his father, is, in Irish, he is

like with his father ;
as, cix re corAfÓA]! “ le,” t)-a ACA]ti ; he is friendly to

me, cA ré 5eAxn*vir)*v]l “ (See Easy Lessons, Part iii.)

§ 240. Sentences of the form, he is six feet high, are

translated, he is six feet on height; as, civ ye cytoigce

A]|t

le ]OTi)CAri c]5eAttnAri)Ail luA]r5 re rleA5 Anmott,

Cpf rl'^c “a]TI ^Ab'’ ttAb cinjcioU be, op.

Irish Homer by Dr. MacHale, b. vi., 11. 443-4.

With lordly might and grace he let fly a very large javelin,

Three yards “ in length,'^ around which was a rim ot gold.

The adjectives broad, long, high, deep, are translated as if, in breadth,

in length, in height, in depth, &c.

§ 241. Adjectives, like the nouns which precede them, are

aflhcted by aspiration; as, a 6u]oe óoua !’’ O unfortu-^

naie man /

t), of boijA, is aspirated in the vocative or nominative case of address, just

like b of the noun buine (voc.)

Exceptions.—“ When an adjective beginning with the linguals b, c, is pre-

ceded by a noun terminating with a lingual, the initial of the adjective retains

its primary sound in all the cases of the singular ; as, v\p mo 5UAU]nn beir,

on my right shoulder ; Am a coir t’eir» on his right foot—not Am ^ co]r

óeir ; colAun bAopuA, a human body—not coIaipp bAoppA.’^

—

O’Donovan,
Irish Grammar, p. 351.

§ 242. Obs.—Remember, therefore .that adjectives beginning with the

dental or lingual consonants, b or c, ought never to be aspirated after b or

c, or after the liquids I, p, or the sibilant consonant y.

This rule is true under every respect in which these consonants, b, c, I, p, r»

may chance to come together, either in agreement, composition, or the like

;

as, Apb-c]5eAnpA, sovereign lord; cneup-bix]pe, a brave man ; tu]l beAf, a
right eye ; “ beAp-cA” (past part.), done.

“ This exception,” adds Dr. O’Donovan (p. 351), “ is made to preserve

the agreeable sound arising from the coalescence of the lingual consonants.”

Obs. 2.—(a) The letter c. of the past participle passive, has its aspirate

or non-aspirate state regulated entirely on this principle of lingual euphony.
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(d) All compound terms are regulated by it: (c) The adjective, in its

phonetic relation with its noun
:

(d) The noun or adjective beginning with

b, r, or r, and governed by a preposition ending with I, n, r ^ (^) After the

article au, words beginning with 0 or c are not eclipsed.

Hence too, for a similar reason, the letter 5 ,
following the consonant n .

of An ( fAe, whether^ in)^ is not eclipsed, for n and 5 form onlv one sound i^see

N5>p. 21 .)

See exceptions 1, 2, p. 35 of this treatise; rule ii., p. 38 ; exception to

rule iv., p. 40 ; § 136, p. 138.

§ 243. fwo, is a sort of dual number in Irish, partaking of the nature

of the singular and the plural, yet neither one nor the other ; the article agree-

ing with it is of the singular number ; the noun (feminine) of the dative sin-

gular, (masculine) of the nominative singular
;
while the adjective is plural

to agree with the noun
; as, ao rpnAO], the two women ;

atj dA tphao]

TpAice, the two good women; An ceAC, the two houses; its genitive is

the same as the genitive plural
;

as, lonnpA a óa f Cil, the brightness of his

eyes.

t>A, when compounded with &eu5 , the decimal ending, governs in the

same wav the noun placed between them ; as, OA peA|t&eu5 ,
twelve men—see

§ 84, p. 88.

CHAPTEE IV.

THE PRONOUNS.

§ 244. Personal Pronouns.—'Cu, thouy the second person

singular, is still, with grammatical correctness, the only

pronoun employed whenever a single person or thing is ad-

dressed
; as, c|AUu6p a b-pu]! ‘‘ cu how are you ?

You, and vous, and sie^ the second or the third person plural, are, agree-

ably to the manners of the age, but contrary to strict grammatical truth, now
in use

;
{you) in English, {vous) in French, and {sie) in German, for the

second person singular.

§ 245. The personal pronoun, be it the nominative or

objective case, comes after the verb
; as, tuoIauu cu é, you

praise him.

Cu, thou, is nom. to rx)o\óiX)r),praisest ; é, him, is the accusative or objective.

2t)olAr)U pé cu, he praises you.

Cu {thee), is objective on tijolAun
; r®, is nominative to it (see pp. 90-1.)

Obs.—The secondary form of the personal pronouns, in the third person

especially (singular and plural), follows:

{a) Verbs passive (see p. 135—Obs.)

{b.) The assertive verb > bub, was, may be.

(c) 'iicz,but ; x)i,not; is not? OAp? was not ? whether ?

whether (past time) } A5ur, a^id.
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Examples of Acc, hut.—Wfon cAimc Aon buine ** acc e-fAn/^ no one

came but him ; e-r^^n» is the nominative (affected form) to cAimc understood,

or the accusative case on acc, hut.

Of A^ur-—Cinn re cTor ^noA cuine A5ur é a]5 coacc, he se^it a mes-

sagefor him, and he coming

;

é, is nom. (affected form) coming after r in

the word A5ur (see particles, rule v. and vi., pp. 36-7.)

§ 246. Compound Personal Pronouns .—In the English

expressions, “ which of you,'' which of them^" the phrase

ofyou is in Gaelic—not ojb {deev), of you; blob (dee-ov), of

them, but A5A]b5 at you
;
aca, at them

;
as, which of you

is the best ? cfA ‘"A3A|b” ir freA|t|t ? which o/ i/im is the

highest ? CjA aca’^ If Aptbe ?

§ 247. Idioms.—Some idiomatic forms arise from the use of the com-
pound personal pronouns with the verb to he; as, cA “ A5ATn,” I have (there

is at me) ; cA pjOf A5Am, there is knowledge at me, i.e., I know'
;

rj] 'I r’or

A5ATT>, I do not know; cA u.x]Tp, / have not (there is from me); ]r n)]An

Itott) (there is a wish with me), I desire, I intend; cA ponn opm, there is an

inclination on me, i.e., I am inclined
;
ta r^Acc ottm. there is cold on me,

I am cold ; ru& ope ! your health !—literally, there it is on thee ; cu5 xe pCim,

he gave under me, i.e., he scolded me ; rlAn leAc ! fare-thee-well

!

ceit leA- ;

away with you ! i e., flee with thee

;

cApp ua]c, come on, come along—lite-

rally, comefrom you, i.e., come from where you are
;
50 n)-beAnnu]5e t)]A

bu]c, God save you, henedicat tihi Deus, may God give you a blessing, our

national salutation, expressive of the religious feelings of our people
; and the

reply, 50 p)-beAT)U]5e biA ’5U|* SOutpe óuic, tells how our fathers loved, in

the polite interchanges of civility, to unite the name of the Virgin ^Mother

—

^u]pe—with that of her divine Son
;
and in thus asking a blessing through

her who is “ the channel of all graces, raised the words of civility to the

dignity of prayer, and the poverty of mere expression very often to the rich-

ness of merit. When compared with this, how cold our English good
morrow,” and “how do you do,” appear! (See § 118, p. 115; § 229, p. 206;

§ 239, p. 213.

The several idioms which are connected with the use of the com-
pound personal pronouns have been clearly and fully explained by us, in the

work lately presented to the Irish reading public in Ireland, America, and
Australia—the Easy Lessons ; or, Self-Instruction in Irish, of w'hich see part

iii. on this subject, pp. 160, 190, third edition. Dublin—published by John
Mullany, 1, Parliament-street.

§ 248. The possessive pronouns precede the noun ; as,

rpo CAfAb, my friend ;
bo thy love

;
a|x u-ACA|]t, our

father; bup r)-í)]A (vur Nia), your God.

For examples of a, his, her, their, see p. 100, § 101.

Obs.—

I

n § 96 of this Grammar, it is clearly shown that the possessive

pronouns are the possessive cases of the personal pronouns. On this account

they (firstly) are not found in agreement like personal pronouns in French,

Italian, Greek, Latin, German, &c., with the noun ; and (secondly), they ex-
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ercise a phonetic influence on the initial consonant of the term which imme-
diately follows them (see §§ 24, 27, pp. 34, 40, rule i.)

§ 249 . Relative Pronouns.— 21
,
who, which, in whom, in

which; r)oc, ivho, which

;

dac, who-not, ivhich-not, come
immediately after the noun or pronoun to which they refer.

Obs. 1.—According to Zeiiss the primitive form of the relative pronoun a,

who, was AT) (kindred in its radical meaning with at), the, aot), some one). This
being so, it is easy to account for the eclipsing influence of a (or at), who), which
is nothing more than retaining or changing, according to a well known prin-

ciple in phonetics, the sound of v to suit the cognate character of the conso-
nant following it immediately.

'N, before vowel sounds, remains unchanged ; before a lingual, and 5 , a
palatal, it remains unchanged

;
before b, it becomes (Tp)

;
before p and y it is

lost.—Zeiiss, p. 348.

Relatives, nom. case.—All the relative pronouns affect with aspiration the

initial mutable consonant of the verb.

In the objective case.

—

il for Apr) a, in which time, or {place), is trans-

lated. whe7i or where, for “ when” means the time in which— “ where” the place

in which 'ií, or App a, in which, causes eclipsis
; as, Ajc “ Ap A|t” 5-cuipeAD

é, the place in which he was interred; Ap att) “ a’^ 5-c|tucu]oiVó Ap PorpAp,

the time (in) which the world was created.

From the former example, it is seen that “ a’’ takes n after it sometimes.

It may be asked, is Ayi a case or inflection of a, who, which. It must be said

that it is not. Take this sentence—Ap peAyi “ Afi’' le]y cu, the man with

whom thou, i.e., to whom you belong
; p, in this instance, is the consonant

of po, which usually precedes the tense buó, may be, was

;

buó is commonly
omitted, and po remains, which on eliding o, is only a solitary letter. Re-

duced to this state, it coalesces with the vowel next to it— the relative a. In

like manner, po was formerly, and is even at present, expressed before the per-

fect passive; the same elision of o arising, |t naturally coalesces with the relative

pronoun. The theory expounded above by Zeiiss, and explained in Obs. 1,

proves this point satisfactorily.

Obs. 2.

—

"Do and po serve in Irish to point out the preterite of verbs, just

as the particle “ to” does the infinite mood in English,

There seems to be no reason for coinciding with another late unphiloso-

phical writer in the opinion that po, before the perfect tense, is an “ augment

if so, “ to’' in English, and “ zu” in German, are augments.

An Instance of Amphibology in Irish.

Since the relative is indeclinable and found always before the verb, one

cannot, unless from the context alone, know when it is the agent and when
the object ; as, ap t))A a oPíxóu]5]n), the God whom I love. In this, one

can know from the verb, which is in the first person, that the relative a is in

the accusative case. But let the proposition be altered, and let the verb as-

sume the relative ending “ eAy,” then the sentence runs, Ap t)|A a ^pA-

óuioeAf Hjé, the God who loves me. The sentence is not at all plain. And
should one say, Ap t)iA a 5pAóuio rvé, it would be difficult to know
whether it means, the God whom I loved ; or, the God who loved me.

There is no language, no matter how polished, that cannot furnish in-
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stances of amphibology. Take the Latin language, for instance; every

schoolboy knows the sayings of the Delphic Oracle :

“ Aio te, iEacide, Romanos vincere posse.”

**
Ibis, peribis nunquam in bello peribis.”

A correct writer can readily avoid this species of writing.

§ 250. The forms, bA]ib, or bAjtAb, le^b, Tn<\|tb, Ab, &c.,

which are nothing more than contractions—<DA|tAb, for bo,

to, A, whom, |io, bA, was ; lejtb, for le, with, a, whom, |to,

bA, was ; roAiib, for rt}A|t, ito, bA
;

^ujtAb, for 50 , that, tto,

bA ; should be written in their simple form, and would ac-

cordingly be less puzzling to the young learner
;

as, beAu

bApb A]om Bf^isib, a woman whose name is Bridget—
literally, a woman (bAjtb) to whom is (i.6., bo, to ; a, whom ;

po, bA, is ;) a name Bridget.

The Latin idiom of “ est pro habeo,” is very like this Celtic turn
; v. g.

femina cui est nomen Brigida (see p. 112.)

§251. ‘‘He who,’’ is translated by “ At) cé “they
who,” by “r)A bAO]ne a; ad rbuiucip a;” as, au ce a
5|t^6u]5 At) boruAr), He who loved the world

;

t)A bAOjue

A p|t)UO At) co]p, they who did the deed; At) n)u|t)C]p a
cu|p It) b|b]pc t)A bariished the foreigners.

§ 252. It is usual to omit the relative in familiar lan-

guage; as, At) c-Ari) CA|i)|c PAcpAjC 50 b"Bjpit)U, the

time Patrick came to Ireland.

In English a like omission of the relative is common, but not approved.

But in Irish the relative in the nominative case imparts to the verb a peculiar

ending, by which the omission of the pronoun is compensated (see p. 105 of

this treatise).

§ 253. Is the use of the Preposition in Irish, as in English, at the

end of a sentence an error or an idiom ?

In familiar discourse, prepositions are in Irish, as in English, separated

from the relative and the interrogative pronouns ; as, ca]T)]c av “ a ”

mjr^ corArt)A]l **
leir,” the man whom I am like to, came

;

cu cofAtpA]! lep*,” whom are you like with. The former could,

perhaps, be more gramatically written thus, “ tvXjnic av ^eAri “ le
”

b-pujl n)]re corAnjA]! ; and the latter, cja “ le]!*” cu corArpA]!.

—

Easy Lessons^ p, 193.

Dr. O’Donovan does not approve of thus separating the relative pronoun
from the governing preposition, and of placing the latter at the end of the

sentence. He says :
“ The relative pronoun is often loosely applied in the

modern languages, somewhat like the colloquial but incorrect English, ‘ who
does he belong to ?’ -1 ^
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form, however, should not be introduced into correct writiner, but
the relative should be always placed immediately after the preposition

; thus,
instead of An e nn ao PeAp a nA]b zú A5 cAfoc leir ? is that the man
who thou were talking to? we should say, ao é rin atj ^eAp le a nA]b ci't
A^cAinr ? ts that the man to whom thou wert talking O’Donovan’s Irii,h
Grammar, p. 3/6.

Lindley Murray condemns the same practice in the English language-
yet the best English writers, from Lord Macaulay to Dr. Faber, obstinately
con^tinue to practise it, judging the point to be, it seems, in English as it is
in Irish, rather a propriety of idiom than an error of grammar.

“ In languages,’' says Dr. Latham, a great number of expressions scarcely
warrantable in strict syntax become part and parcel of the language. To
condemn these at once is unphilosophical. The better wav is to account for
them.”

It can with truth be said that the loose application of the preposition to
the relative pronoun in the English language, has come from the parent
Saxon dialect. It was a grammatically correct form of phrase in the tenth
century, when Saxon was the language of England. In the Irish and Saxon
languages there is one striking feature, in this point of view, common to
both that prepositions come after not only verbs, but other terms

; as, he
went up, he went down

;

bo cua]ó ]é yuAf ; bo cuA]ó ye rfoy ; he went
over, under; again, herewith therewith {With thdX), thereby {hy
that), therefrom {irom. that); and in Irish, c]a le]r (whom with), c ]

a

bo
(whom to). From this it appears there exists a peculiar tendency of having
at the close of the sentence the preposition whenever it refers to the interro-
gative or relative pronoun. Again, the pronoun cja, who what, is a more
forcible term than a mere particle to hold the first place in a sentence.

Translate accordingly the phrase, with whom, whom with, c]A
“ leir to whom, whom to, cja “ b5.”

Whose, c]A leir (whom with) ; as, c]A le]r é fo ? with whom this {whose
IS this) ? The preposition le]r, as has been shown in § 229, p. 206, con-
veys the idea of possession.

Hence the words mine, thine, his, her, our, 8fc., are translated Ijow-
rA,fvithme/ leAc-rA, with thee

;

le^r and le]r*r-^n (emphatic form), tóA
him; le|c-re, with her

;

l]b-re, with you ; leo-fAi), with them.

If l|OTi)-tA At) leAbA|i to, this book is mine.

If leAc-fA At) CApAl tin, that horse is thine.

It lo]t At) peAt) to, this pen is his.

It leite-te at) biibAc tIO, that ink is her's

It l?hT)e ceApe 6]peAr)T) A’t Ap 5-cA]pbe,
On our side are Eire’s right and our friends.

. Cii" Whose, meaning belonging to whom, c]A le|t.

Whose, of whom; as, whose image is this, c]A “be” at) ]OTt)A)^ to, of
whom is this an image.

§ 254. The Demonstratives, So, this, Sitl, that .—The
demonstrative pronoun always follows the noun ; as, Atj

]:eAfx “po,”itemau; At) beAt) “ rin,” that woman—lite-
rally, the man this ; the woman that.
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The demonstrative follows not only the noun but the adjectives which
accompany it ; as, tja &AO]ne Tp<\]ce i)65ArbU ** fo” these good^ decent

people—literally, the people, good, decent, these.

From the foregoing sentences the learner sees that the article the^ At) (and
its inflections), goes before the noun

;
yo, or no, comes after.

The demonstratives fo and yjo are never used unless the article the pre-

cedes the noun.

The demonstrative character of these pronouns, yo and rin, although they
come after the noun, is fully attained by aid of the article, which must neces-

sarily precede. By this means, the attention of the learner or reader is

arrested, while fo or no, closing the phrase or sentence, clearly points out
the thing to be “ demonstrated.^' Hence, it appears that it is in the com-
bined use of both—namely, the article ao and that their demonstrative

character is fully shown.
The definite article, from its office of defining, as well as from its root, has

a strong demonstrative power.

See § 92, in which the difference between the emphatic particles r-A, r^,

fAo, and the demonstrative pronoun is shown. The emphatic particles

follow the pronoun (personal and possessive), while the demonstrative pro-

noun always follows, when the article precedes.

CHAPTER V.

VERBS.

Verbs may be viewed in regard (1) to their subject or nominative case ;

(2) to the relative place they hold in a sentence
; (3) the case which they

govern denoting the object
; (4) moods, the infinitive.

§ 255. The verb agrees with its nominative case (1) in

number and (2) person ; as, xx)o\^]xx) ao 'CigeAfioA, Ipraise
the Lord

;

roolArou]b ao T^i3eA|tr)A, we praise the Lord

;

Aft TbolAfó 'CiJeAjioA ? did they praise the

Lord ? roolAbAft, they did {praise the Lord),

“ ?í}olAí5Att" is plural number and third person, because its nominative,

is plural number and third person.

1
^^ The student will please to refer to pp. 113, 114, § 117 of this trea-

tise, and read all that is there written on the two forms of the same conjuga-

tion—the analytic and synthetic.

The form njoUirp of the verb Vi)o\y praise^ in the example just presented,

is equal to “ TpolA]ó nje," / praise ; the pronoun “ njé" is incorporated with

the verb “ tijoIaió." It is therefore called the synthetic^ which means put
together, combined, from avv, sun, together, and TiQryii, tithemi, I put.

§ 256. Obs. 1.—Hence, whenever the nominative case

is not expressed, the verb is in the synthetic form, and con-
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forms to the general rule of agreement in number and

person withdts subject ; as, “ b-pu^l” are ye well ?

CATuu^b (^e are). is the analytic, because “

the nom. case, is expressed ;
“ cAroujb,” the synthetic, when

the nominative is not expressed.

In asking questions, the analytic form is more forcible, it is therefore

more in use than the other
;
but in replying, the synthetic is the fullest and

most usual.

Obs. 2.—Whenever the nominative case is expressed, the

verb must be analytically conjugated, and must therefore

have only the same ending in all numbers and persons.

Exception.—After nouns in the third person plural, the verb follows the

general rule and agrees in number with its subject: “ In vetusta Hibernica

etiam tertiae personae pluralis usus est adhuc frequens et communis.’^—Zeiiss.

§ 257. The place which the verb holds in a Gaelic sen-

tence.—The verb in Gaelic commonly holds the first place ;

the nominative, which denotes the subject, the second
;
the

accusative, which points out the object, the last.

** Vox,^' says Zeiiss, “ ante alias praedicans verbum est primum
inde locum in sententiis Hibernicis obtinet verbum.^^— Grammatica Celtica,

p. 881.

In an English sentence the order of construction is, first the noun, next

the verb, last the objective case.

This statement regarding a fact it is quite sufficient to make; for, the^'in-

telligent student will immediately perceive that the difference of construction

in a simple sentence between the two languages is a matter of idiom.

§ 258 Philosophical analysis of the Irish and English methods of

placing the predicate.

Some may say that the arrangement of an English sentence is simpler and

more natural than the arrangement in an Irish one—that the subject, and

not the attribute, should be the first enunciated. Let us see. Take a

simple sentence ; for example, the sun is bright. What is it } It is, as logi-

cians say, the expression of a mental judgment—that is, the expression in

words of the agreement of two ideas in the mind. As in the example

above, the mind conceives the idea of “ sun” and the idea of “ brightness”

and on comparing the two, it sees they agree, and “judges’^ accordingly that

“ the sun is bright.” This agreement expressed, is a simple sentence, or what

the mind thinks.

That arrangement of words in a sentence is, therefore, natural which

follows the order the in which mind conceives the ideas and associates them.

The question, then, is reduced to this: what is that order }

First View.—'lhQ order in which the mind receives ideas through the
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medium of the senses is—first, the qualities of things present themselves ; next,

the things; as the quality brightness^ for instance, strikes us before we form a

notion of the sun ; the idea of the quality of the thing is called by logicians

the attribute

;

of the thing, the subject

;

and the connecting link, “ the

copula. The natural manner, therefore, of expressing a judgment agreeably

to the order in which the ideas arise in the mind is, to enunciate the attribute

first, the next. Hence, bright is the sun^fair is the moon^ pleasant is

wine, high is the house, are correct and natural forms of expression
; and by

analogy, round is the world, terrible is death [see p. 210 {d) supra.]

Now, this is generally the form in which the qualities of things are predi-

cated in Gaelic. In Hebrew it is not an unusual form
; as, great is God,

mighty is Jehovah, terrible is this place/^ as Jacob said of the place Bethel

;

“ great is Diana of the Ephesians.”

Second View.—On the other hand, it is true to say that in every judg-

ment the subject is the leading or primary idea—the attribute, the secondarj^

;

and it is only natural that as the quality comes of the substance, so the at-

tribute should follow the idea of the subject, on the principle accidentale

sequitur principale'^ Hence, in comparing the ideas, the subject is the

leading concept, the attribute follows. And expressing the judgment in this

order, the subject comes first, the attribute next ; as, the sun is bright., the

moon is fair, wine is sweet. This arrangement is that observed in English,

French, Italian, and the Romance languages.

From this exposition of the matter, it is plain that the Irish idiom is

natural, if one regard the order in which the ideas are conceived

;

the English

idiom is natural if one regard the order in which the ideas are compared in

forming a judgment. The former is stronger and more striking; and hence
is even in English adopted by poets, and in moments of surprise by persons

the most prosaic.

Accordingly, the ancient writers and speakers of Rome and Greece wisely

followed neither form of expression exclusively, but availed themselves of

either the one or the other as occasion or judgment demanded.
Obs. 1.—After cáx, the predicate follows the nominative ; as, cix fe

he is well.

Obs. 2.—When ]r, is, the copula which connects the subject with the

attribute is expressed first, the predicate immediately follows, and next in

order the nominative case ; as, ir cléineAc tpé, I am a cleric ; ]r, the copula,

is first, cléjpeAC, the predicative, is next, and rpe, the nominative case,

follows.

A certain writer has said : “ That should the definite article come
before the predicate, then the nominative case immediately follows the verb,

and the predicate comes last ; as, ]r rpé ap clemeAc, I am the cleric
;
but

even in this instance there is no reason for asserting that clé]peAc is not the
nominative to the verb ]f.

§ 259. The copula ]r, is, is sometimes omitted
; as, c]a fé, t))A, who (is)

He, God

;

C]A tu ? who you, i.e., who (art) thou ?

lei^eAf 5AC btió]T) comníxó,”
Cure for every sorrow—converse.

“ 5^^ bo]cc báxf,”

The physician of every poor man-death.
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lo|i)5e a b;2xtAo

Dejne ^|c A lorsAó ;

Cieftie ^lA]c -A cAineAó,
t5e]fie rl^ince ornAó.

The end of a ship—drowning,
The end of a kiln—burning;
The end of a chief—reviling

The end of health—a sigh.

Obs.—Such English sentences as, “ who am I ? who is he > what is it ?
what IS the matter ? is it he ? is it not he ? this is the man,” are translated
into Irish by omitting the verb, w, are, am, was—c]a tp]re ? c]A fe ? cao
re . CA& ye AO n]ó ? An ye ? {is it) he ? oac fe ? is it not he ? nf fe \it
w) not he ? to fe ao yea^yi, '

^

§ 260. Active verbs govern the accusative case ; as, njo-
Uim ‘p]<v, I praise God; sit^óuijjAuo é-péiu, he loves
himself.

The accusative and nominative both come after the verb.

§ 261 . Idioms of the Infinitive and Participles of Active
Verbs,

Obs. 1, Tho iiifinitG mood of active verbs governs the
genitive case of those nouns which come immediately after
it; as,

i)o 5]t^6u3A6 i)e, to love God;
i)o 0]b]te, to do work,

Obs. 2.—When the noun goes before the infinitive—which is the usual
vernacular • form—the noun is governed in the accusative case, and not in
the genitive

; as,

le A §t^Aóu5Aó;
le “ obAjTi” A óéAUAó.

‘

t)|A and obAftt are in the accusative case.

After the compound proposition euro, towards, for the
purpose of the gen. and sometimes the accusative is em-
ployed

; as,

Curo i)6 A 3P^6u5a6;
Cuti) 0]bTte Á óéAOAÓ; or,

Curo t)|A A 5|i^bu5A6

;

Curo 0bA]]t A ÓéAOAÓ.

§ 262 , Obs, 1 .—The active participle governs the geni-
tive

; as,
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2i]3 0]b|ie, doing work

;

21|3 3|tiv6u3^8 <be, loving God

;

t^beAipAÓ zo]},\x\x, dfter performing a
journey,

Obs. 2.—Before the infinitive or participle, the gen. case

of the personal pronoun is the more common
;

as,

Le 1)-*^ a’’ 3ltA6u3A6, in order to love (a) him

;

Le t)-a 3|i^bu5A8, in order to love (a) her ;

’3 A 5|t^8u3ub, loving him;
’3 A 3|ttóu3A8, loving her.

Literally, at his (a) loving; at (her) loving; a, hisj aspirates the initial

or first letter of the infinitive mood ; a, her^ does not
; a, their

^

causes

eclipsis.

The difference in sound leads the hearer to know their respective mean-
ings.

Note.—The two foregoing idioms in Gaelic are founded on the sub

stantival character of verbs—a principle which is true in all languages, and
which is well explained in the following words of Professor Latliam, in his

work, The English Language^ p. 290 :
“ A noun is a word capable of declen-

sion only. A verb is a word capable of declension and conjugation also

The infinite mood has the declension of a noun substantive. Verbs of lan-

guages, in general, are as naturally declinable as nouns/’

If the learner ask, then, why do the infinite active and the active parti-

ciple govern in Gaelic the genitive case of nouns immediately following them,

the reason is, because they are verbal nouns, and therefore come under the

rule, “ the latter of two nouns,” &c.—p. 202, § 224.

§ 263. After verbs passive, the noun is in the nomina-

tive case
;
as, béAucAjt ole A]|t, evil is done to him

;

cu]]icA|t

ce]fc ojtTi), a question is put to me,

Olc, evil, and cejfc (keshth), a question, are nominatives.

§ 264. Observe, however, that the personal pronouns,

particularly those of the second and third person singular

and third plural, are id the secondary or affected form ;
as,

TuolcAfi ‘‘ lAb/’ they are praised
; buAilcAn cu, you are

beaten; buAilcAp é (or ], she), he is beaten; buAilcAjt noo
(or y|b), we or you are beaten.

9X)e, I, rinn and rjb, the first person singular and the first and second
person plural, are in the primary form

; cu, second person singular, é, he,
f,

fhe, they, are found in the secondary form after verbs passive.
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§ 265. The Nominative and not the Accusative Case of the Per-

sonal Pronouns follows Verbs passive,

Eeasons for this opinion.—For a long time, the case of the personal

pronoun in these positions was regarded as an accusative, because of its

aspirated or accusative character. Dr. O’Donovan, treating this subject,

writes : “ In Latin and most other languages, when a verb active is turned

into the passive, the accusative of the verb active becomes the nomi-
native of the verb passive

; but in the Irish, the accusative still retains its

form and position
; thus, buA]l strike them^ and buAjlreAn ]Ab, let

them be struck ; has the same form and position, and some have thought
that it is the accusative case, governed by buAilceAp, like the accusative after

the Latin impersonal verbs ; as, oportetme^—Irish Grammar^ pp. 183-4.

And Zeiiss appears to have held the same views :
“ Vix dubium est quin

in vetusta lingua Celtica, per verbi passivi tempora, etiam exstiterit omnium
personarum flexio, eo fere modo, ut in serie verborum deponentium. Sed
evenit ex usu flexionis impersonalis, inde quod persona prima et secunda

utriusque numeri etiam significari poterant per tertiam personam numeri sin-

gularis, infigendis tantummodo pronominibus hujus vel illius personae, ut

perierint praeter hanc ceterae personae, quarum vix rudera quaedam adhuc ex-

tant. ... in vetusta Hibernica etiam tertiae personae pluralis usus est adhuc
frequens et communis.”

—

Liber iii., p. 463.

The pronouns cu, é, |, ]<xb, after verbs passive are nominatives, but nomi-
natives, it is true, in the aspirated or secondary state ; for, as has been shown
in chap, iv., pp. 90-1, § 88, 89, cuis nominative case as well as cu, and é i.c.,

fé, f,
i.e„ f] ; f, aspirated, loses its force as a consonant (see note, p. 90.)

It is plain that cu, é, f,
]Ab, are nominatives—first, from the immediate

connexion in sense, as subject, which the pronoun makes with the verb;

secondly, from analogy, for if tpe, non, rib, be nominatives to the verb, so

ought cu, é, ]<\b, for a similar reason ; thirdly, there are many instances in

which, beyond all dispute, cu, é, and lAb are nominatives ; v. g., An 2i)|CAel a
mnne et was it Michael who did it? K) “ b-é,” i.e., ni t^, not he; c]A

pinne é? ia» fAn. Now fé, or é, and lAb-rAn seem, plainly enough, in these

and similar answers to be in the nominative case, and therefore mere aspira-

tion after a verb in the passive voice does not undo their ch|racter as nomi-

natives.

?t)o íbdirinín !

b
’Sf blAc 5eAl TjA rnjeun f,

Ir blAc beAf OA fub-cpeAb f,

'5l plAnnbA b’ tpem f,

le b-AtnApc bo full

1h
ri)o cuirle, ’rf rpo pún f,

^’r Í blAc oA n*dbAi cfiinnA f»

If fAtnpA Annr An fUAcc f

eibip noblAi5 A5ur cA]r5.>

She’s the white flow’r of the berry.

She’s the bright bloom of the cherry,

She’s the noblest, fairest maiden
That ever saw the day I
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She’s my pulse ! my loye ! my pleasure I

She’s the apple’s sweet bloom-treasure,

There is summer in her presence

’Tween Christmas and the May

!

^5“ Í in these stanzas is nominative case.

The folowing from Hardiman’s collection is like the foregoing

:

2lnn TT)-b4]le yo rix At) Cu|l^)or)t) A’f At) njAjQ&eAi)

Tl)U]T)Ce,

’Sf An buinneixn n b-v^icfn) eií5]n njn^ib,

’Sf Ti)o feApc
f, ’rf rpo pdn f, ’r Í Annr^i^c rpo ful b

SfrAh)ttA Ann b-t:uAcc f, i&]p no&iA]5 A’r cA]r5.

Irish Minstrelsy j vol. L, p. 274.

The personal pronouns coming after bA, was, take the objective form,
which are only aspirated nominatives

; as, buó tu, and not bub cu ; bub ye
or é, and not buó ré. It appears that after bub, the aspirated nom. fe, ff,

f]Ab, and not é, f,
]Ab, ought to be employed (see £asi/ Lessons, pp. 39, 40).

§ 266. Do, did, may, can, will, shall, when denoting*

time, are expressed in Irish as in French, Italian, Latin,

and Greek, by the termination which the verb assumes in

each respective tense
;
as I do'ílove, 3 P'<^b^]5]n7 ; I will love,

5pa6occAb ;
I would love,

When denoting action, power, ability, resolution, wish,

are rendered by béAr)A]Tu, I do, or make; ip cojl l]oro, or

}X rr)]^v l]oru, I ivish ; q5 l]oro, I can ; liorp, I

am able ; or péAbAjrn, I am able

;

ca]C|:|0 n)é, I must.

§ 267. The continuative form of the active or passive voice, such as, I
am striking, / am being struck, is expressed in Irish by the different persons

of the verb riv]TT) with the present participle
;

as, rA at) CI05 ’5 a buAlAb,

the clock is striking, corresponding to the Saxon form, a-striking.

In sentences of this kind, bo, contrary to strict etymological propriety, is

in much use instead of the particle a]5 ; as,

CA )*e b’A buAlAb, it is a-threshing ;

CA fe o’a cA]ceAb, it is a-winnowing.

Ancient Music of Ireland, vol. i., p. 30.

^Ao) bAnpA t)A 5-cTiAob ’f AT) 5Aot b ’a bo5Ab,
Under the leaves of the boughs, and tossed by the wind.

Ibid, vol. i., p. 146.

Obs.—He is loved, is translated spAbuiotAti f®» and also cA re 5nAb-
U)5ce. The former denotes a continuance of action; the latter a complete

action.

§ 268. A verb in the infinitive mood depends for its

government on some other verb going before, on a noun, or

on an adjective ; as,
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*‘/5ur cu5 Ó0 cori)Ainle * éifceAcc^ le tj-A

And counselled him to heed his voice.

Irish Homer
j b. L, 1. 32.

‘‘ If c6|n t)A roit]5e jleur, civ V 'noA lu]óe,

*S A feolcA fSAo^leAó ^bA]le lejf ah 5Aoc.”

Id,, b. i., 1. 79.

§ 269. Obs.—The sign (a or &o) of the infinitive mood is omitted in Irish

after verbs of commanding, exhorting, ordering, and the like, and after the pro-

nouns or a vowel sound
;

as, A5Ut* Af An caIatu &o tU5 An c]5eAttnA t5]A A]ti

5AC uile and out of the earth the Lord God made every tree grow.

O'Donovan says :
“ When the governed verb is one expressing motion or

gesture, which does not govern an accusative, the sign t5o is never prefixed;

as, & fibA
I
tic i*e lion) í5Ul 50 CottcAij, he told me to go to CorJcI^—Irish

Grammar, p. 387.

§ 270. When a purpose or end is to be expressed, the infinite mood is

sometimes preceded, like verbs in Italian, or French, by a preposition ; such

as, cun)

—

pour (French)=^or=joer (Italian) : le, with, or with the intention

of; Ain, on.

!dcc hOAc nAorncA Am bic “ le itA^aiI,''

But try is there any person of divine knowledge to hefound.
Irish Homer, b, i., 1. 80 .

le 5nAbii5Aó=jooMr aimer=io love.

Obs.—le, unth, preceding the infinitive mood active, gives it a passive

meaning, as in the words le vA^aiI, to befound., in the line just quoted from
the first book of the Irish Homer. This idiomatic trait should be noted by
the student.

le, going before the infinitive in this way, comes after the verb to be, 00
belt; as, cA at) obAin le teArjAb, the work is to be done; bi ai) obAin le

teAT)Aó, the work was to be done.

§ 271. If the infinitive mood is taken substantively, it is

governed in the genitive case by the prepositions cun),

as a noun would
;

as, curt) a pUpuj^ce,

/or their salvation, or for saving them.

The infinite mood is the nom. case to a verb, or the objective case

on a verb active, influenced as a noun would be if in the same situation ; as,

TÍ)olAó T)i ei5ir), 'r cAm cAbAiftc tuic, nf com.
To praise you is not needed, to disparage you is not meet.

Irish Homer, book iv., 1. 411.

§ 272. The nominative absolute in English, or ablative absolute in Latin,

is translated into Irish by the dative case of the noun coming after the infi-

nitive of the verb ‘^to be," governed by Am» on ;

Example.
—** 2lm bem bo'n cionoil IfonmAn leir ati rlUv^J,"

The assembly being filled with the multitude.

Ibid., b. i., 1 . 74 .

** 5eAtmóm 'Humnoim Am b-irA3bA|i Gm^Atio óu,"

Gerald Nugent, on leaving Ireland.

Irish Minstrelsy, vol. ii., p. 226.
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CHAPTER VL

ADVERBS.

§ 273. Adverbs are placed nearest the words whose

meaning they modify ; as, fjubAl 50 beo,” walk quickly

(pr. shoo-il)
; cAftp ‘‘50 Iuac/’ come speedily.

They are placed therefore immediately after the verb.

Quite unlike adverbs in English, they cannot in Irish, according to idiom,

be placed between the verb and the past participle ; as, he was very

much praised, bf ye tpolcA §0 b-Au-Tpop, and not b| vé 50 b-An-ipop rpolcA.

§ 274. Adverbs beginning with a vowel, incoming after the assertive verb

ir, buó, are, in many instances, distinguished from the adjectives from which
they are derived, by taking the aspirate b prefixed; as, b^ ole ap peAp é,

he was a bad man ; ole, the adjective, has no aspirate prefixed
; but if a

person say, he did it badly, he must put an b before ole; thus, buó b-olc

00 pi^ne ré é
; b' Ap-roAié Ap ^eAp é, he w'as a very yood man ;

biió

b-Ap-n;A]6’^ 00 lAb'ATp ré, be spoke very well; b^AO]b]Pn Ap l^ é, if was
a delightful day ; buó b-AO]bip bo eA]pc]e rf» she sang delightfully. It is

said above, “ in many instances,’' since the remark does not hold true in all

cases ; for in speaking of a subject of the feminine gender, the aspirate b is

employed before the adjective; as, she was a handsome woman, bA
“ b-bs/' ixlAtp, Ap beAp

f.

See Etymology, c. viii., p. 152, 160
;

also § 207, p. 182.

§ 275. Peculiar use of the Negative Adverb in Irish,

“ It is worth the learner’s attention to observe a feature peculiar in some
measure to the character of the native Irish people, as reflected in the mirror

of their language. The positive worth or merit of an object is expressed not

unusually by asserting that it does not possess qualities of an opposite cha-

racter. It is true that many examples of this style are found in the inspired

writings, and that it is not uncommon with other people
;
yet amongst the Irish

the use of this peculiarity of expression is very striking.”—From Easy Lessons,

Part IV., p. 301. Third edition; Dublin—Mullany.

CHAPTER VII.

PREPOSITIONS, CONJUNCTIONS, INTERJECTIONS.

§ 276. All the simple prepositions govern the dative

case.

§ 277. All the compound prepositions govern the geni-

tive (because radically they are nouns).
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Some grammaiians have taught that between^ governs tha

accusative.

My observations on the written and spoken Irish for the last ten years,

have tended to prove the contrary (^see in § 265
,
the quotation from the soug,

2lno fA Ti)-bA]le po, &c., second line).

At) bu]nneAt) If ume f B-fe|C]Tt) “ e|&]p njoAib."

“ 2noA|b’^ is the dative case on e]&]n.

“G]0]tt njAc A5ur nirjAO] A5Uf peAp.”

M.S. Irish,

§ 278. Obs.—2lr)r), or lo, signifying towards (like cum,
towards, for the purpose of), governs the genitive case

(passim in the writings of Dr. MacHale.)

O, le, pe, and rpe, take n when going before any of the possessives

A, his; A, her

;

a, their

;

Ap, our; and b commonly before words whose
first letter is a vowel ; as, le p-a tijac, with his son ; le n-A rpAc, with her

son ; le b-eA5lA, with fear ; le b-A]P5]&, with silver ; le b-óp, with gold,

CONJUNCTIONS.

§ 279. Conjunctions have the same connecting power in

Gaelic as in other languages (see all that has been written

concerning them in Etymology).

Obs.— written and ’r, and—like the

Latin “ ac/’ and, has the meaning of as.” Ex.—c^jm “ co’’

mA]c A5uf c |5 l]om, I am as well as I can be. Co and
and as in corresponding clauses of a sentence.

The English than,” Latin ‘‘ quam,” after the compa-
rative, is expressed in Irish by ’ua, or ioua (see pp. 165,

168, Etymology.

INTERJECTIONS.

§ 280. In addressing a person or thing, the vocative

case is employed; as, a 'CiseApoA, O Lord; a m|c ua

5-cumArm, son ofmy affections.

2Í}ap5, woe, takes the dative case ; as, n)Ap5 datp, woe to me. CpuA5,
tponuAin, Tpo pA]pe, and the like, expressive of pity, are nothing more than

nouns, forming with the verb |f, expressed or understood, short sentences,

which agreeably to their meaning, take a nominative or a dative case ; as, rpo

T)A|pe tu
! fy ! (or) thou art my shame ! ]f^cpuAj l|OTp tu ! pity ! {thou art

to me a pity /)
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PART IV.—PROSODY

CHAPTER I.

§ 281. Prosody—derived from Trpo^, to, a song, an
ode—treats of the laws of harmony in metrical composi-

tion.

Its end is twofold—to direct the harmony of articulate sounds, and to

adjust words according to the measure of their rhythmical combination.

§ 282. To direct the harmony of articulate sounds is called Orthoepy,

from opdoeTreia,—6p66s, riyht,Siná eta, speaking, eiros, a word; to adjust the

measure of their rhythmical combination is called Versification.

Prosody is, therefore, divided into Orthoepy and Versification.

§ 283. Orthoepy regards correct pronunciation not only

of letters and syllables, but also of terms.

In chap, i., Etymology, pp. 12, 27, directions have been given for the

proper pronunciation of vowels, consonants, and syllables.

§ 284. Proper pronunciation of words of two or more
syllables is regulated by the usage of the learned and in-

telligent who speak the language, or by some standard

authority agreed to by the majority of the nation whose
language it is.

The pronunciation of a word of two syllables or more, is regulated by
accent and quantity.

§ 285. Accent is a stress of voice laid on a certain

syllable.

Accent is twofold, primary and secondary. Words of one syllable can

have no accent ; w^ords of two syllables have the primary accent only.

Words of three or more syllables may have the primary and secondary accent.

As a general rule, the primary accent in Irish is on í\íq first syllable.

Obs.—In Connaught, Irish speakers always accent the first syllable ; in

Munster, the second. This difference in accentuating, causes the verse of

Connaught poets to appear harsh to the people of Munster, and vice versa.

The written language is not in any way affected by this difference in the pro-

nunciation of the Irish-speaking people of the two provinces. In conversation,

however, one readily perceives the dissimilarity. It must be said, that really

this difference is far less than many persons who know not the people nor
their language have pronounced it to be. Two Frenchmen, say from tbe bor-

ders of the Seine, and the banks of the Garronne, would have greater difficulty

in mutually interchanging thought in their own language, than a native of

Munster and Connaught would in their native Irish tongue.
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§ 286. Quantity is the time occupied in pronouncing a syllable : it is long

or short. A syllable is long when the stress is on the vowel
;
short, when

cn the consonant.

§ 287.

A syllable

is long

(1)

When followed by 6 (asp.) or 3 (asp.) ; as,

ftAÓ (pr. raw), a saying

;

]t]3 {ree), a king

;

1*03 (sdA), happiness; ^^3, get; t)|^,

thing

;

pug, juice ; beAonuig, hless

;

I

a prophet; pig (shee), a fairy,

p2) In written language when marked with

the grave accent
;

as, bA|b, a boat

;

6l,

I

drinking; ojt, gold; A]t, slaughter; Ac,

' luck,

(3) The endings At», iu, 63, expressive of

smallness, youthfulness, &c. ; as, CApAn, a
path; pu|p63, a lark: see the long diph-

thongs, p. 23 ;
and the triphthongs, p. 26.

Obs.—

E

very long syllable is not an accented syllable.

§ 288 .

A syllable

is short

V

(1) Whenever, as a general rule, it follows an

accented syllable.

(2) When a double consonant follows the

vowel
;

as, copp, a crane—a few words ex-

cepted
;

as, bApp, top ; peApp, better.

(3) See the short diphthongs.

Derivative words follow the accentuation of those from

which they are derived.

Note.—The art of making a proper use of pauses, emphasis, and tone or

intonation is called elocution.

The foregoing explanations regard Irish, whether in prose or verse.

CHAPTEE II.

VERSIFICATION.

§ 289. Versification means verse making,

Vei'se is a measured arrangement of words.

It is of two kinds—blank verse and rhyme.

§ 290. A verse is ene line of poetry.

§ 291. Rhyme is applied to verse which ends in syllables of the same
sound. Blank verse is devoid oi sameness of sound in the final syllable.

§ 292. Rhythm lends to poetry and to prose the charms arising from
rightly adjusted sound.
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§ 293. Metre is the recurrence within certain intervals of syllables simi-

larly affected in the same line.

Note.—Rhyme and rhythm differ very much. Rhyme regards the same
sound in the final syllable; rhythm, the movement by regularly occurring

accents.
“ Rhythm or cadence is the simplest combination—the lowest measure

by which evident order can be given to the sound of either music or speech”

—

Mitford.

Rhythm differs even from metre. Rhythm is proportion applied to any
motion whatever; metre,, proportion applied to syllables in aline.

Rhythm is derived from the Greek pbOfxós, a measured motion^ from pvca, to

run; Irish, tt|6, to run; rhyme, from the Irish pfrt), count

;

or the Anglo-

Saxon rim, to number. count

;

is even still in use amongst the people
;

as, nfl mri) le]r> there is no counting with him, no standing him.

'§ 294. The same kind of stress, or the same lengthening of a syllable,

may occur in every second or third syllable. The number of such, inclusively,

from one emphatic syllable to another, is called a measure. If it happens on

each alternate syllable, the measure is dissyllabic; if on every third, it is

trisyllabic. Two or more syllables constituting a measure is called a foot.

§ 295. A couplet consists of two lines
; a distich, the same

; a hemestich

is half a verse ; a stanza or stave, a number of verses forming a regular divi-

sion of a poem or song ; a strophe, the same as a stanza.

§ 296. Certain Essential Properties of Verse.

In reading a verse, one can note the phonetic accordance with which two
or more words in the line begin or end.

A phonetic agreement, or a similarity of articulation in the beginning of

two or more words in a verse is called alliteration ; a like agreement at the

end is called assonance.

§ 297. Alliteration (from ad, to, and litera, a letter), re-

quires that two or more words in a verse begin with the

same articulate sound.

As, from Lord Byron,
“ The bay

Receives the prow, and proudly s^;urns the sjsray.”

Prow, and prou in proudly form an alliteration
;
^urns and sjoray are alli-

terative.

§ 2J8. Assonance (from assono, to correspond to by
sound), requires that a certain number of words end with
a similar articulation.

All rhymes, perfect and imperfect, form assonant metres.

Note.—Alliteration and sometimes assonance are employed in prose
writings as an ornament. “ Alliteration as an ornament must be distinguished
from alliteration as an essential quality of metre.”

Showy WTÍters are very fond of alliteration. A moderate use of it

renders prose writing very agreeable. But to sacrifice sense to sound, which
is not uncommon with young and vain writers, is a sign of silliness and self-

sufficiency.
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§ 299. Various kinds of Accented Metre.

Again in reading a line of poetry one can note the ac-
cented syllables.

measures the accent falls on the /ríf syllable or on the

DissylUbic. Í f 2u j
g'óry

I
wáits thee.

I Ó. The harp
|
that once

|
through Tá

|
ra's halls.

In trisyUabic measure it falls on the/rsf syllable, on the second, or tkird
as,

'

C Pj^oudly the
|
note of the

|
trumpet is I sounding.

Trisyllabic.
^

d. Remember
(
the glories

|
of Brian

|
the Bráve.

^ c. At the close
|
of the day

|
when the hám

(
let is still

Ob.s. 1 .—The dissyllabic measures are more usual than the trisyllabic.
Obs. 2.—Of the two forms of dissyllabic, the second is the commoner.
Obs. 3.—Of the trisyllabic, the first form (c) is the least common.

§ 300. Nomenclature of Modem Metre.

1. Octosyllabics, or eight syllable metre, with the accent
on the second syllable

; as,

The hárp that once through Tára’s halls.

,
Melodies, by Thomas Moore.

The way was long, the wind was cold.

Lay of the Lust Minstrel,

by Sir Walter Scott.

2. Heroics^ien syllables, or five feet of the same
; the accent on the

second syllable. Blank Verse—heroics without rhyme.
3. Elegiacs—heroics in four-line stanzas, with alternate rhymes.
4. Rhyme 7'oyal—seven lines of heroics, with five lines having either alter-

nate or periodic rhymes, and the two last lines successive rhymes.
5. Ottava rima, or eight lines of heroics, emploved in narrative poetry.

The first six rhyme alternately, the last two in succession.
7. Spenserian ifonra -eight lines of heroics, like the foregoing, but closed

by an Alexandrine.

8. twelve syllables of the dissyllabic (class b).
9. Service fourteen syllables of this same measure {b).
10. Ballad metre is service metre divided in twain

;
it consists of stanzas

of four hnes—the first and third lines have eight syllables, the second and
fourth, six, with alternate rhymes ; as,

Thus freedom now so seldom wákes,
The only throb she gives,

Is when some heart indignant breáks.
To show that still she lives

!

In trisyllabic measure, a dissyllabic foot is introduced
; as.

Proudly the
|
note of the

|
trumpet is

[
sounding.

The line closes with a dissyllabic foot.
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Obs.—Although one measure predominates, it is rarely unmixed.
Note.—The different species of accented verse now in use, are pointed

out in the two foregoing paragraphs.

§ 301 . The Metrical Systemfounded on Accent differs widely from
that founded on Quantity.

“Accent and quantity differ/' says Latham, “and the metrical systems

founded on them."
{a) With metres founded on quantity, accent is combined

;
but with

those founded on accent, quantity is not combined.

(f)) On this account Latin and Greek poetry, even to people of this

country who read it chiefly according to accent, sounds euphonious.

{c) The ancients of Greece and Rome read their poetry in a manner quite

unknown to moderns. They expressed the quantity and the accent perhaps
in a kind of musical strain, much in the same manner that the Jews read the

Sacred Scriptures, or religious in the Catholic Church recite the psalms.

(d) Accented verse cannot, properly speaking, be read according to

quantity.

“ Certain classicalfeet have no English equivalents^*—Latham^ p. 515.
“ No English measure can have either more or less than one accented

syllable**--^Ihid.

On this account the learner now sees why, in the foregoing paragraphs, no
mention is made of Greek or Latin measures, lamhuSy Trochee^ Spondee^
Dactyl or Anapaest.

§ 302. The Irish language, however, in the plastic hands of poets like His
Grace the Most Rev. John MacHale, Archbishop of Tuam, has been moulded
into all the graceful varieties of which accented metre is capable.

Example of a,

Ce]G n5e]b^)p

*S bejóAf o' pé|Tt) '5<v l;£vn-lUAó,

VÓT ofiTi) cu]TÍ)neAC bf.

Go where glory waits thee.

But while fame elates thee.

Oh I still remember me.

Example of b.

THE HARP THAT ONCE THROUGH TARA^S HALLS.

!•

2ln cnuic, 00 tnf caIU]ó 'p nij
Na s-Aece ceolcA bipp’,

Zix 'n bAlUp CeATPttA 'po]t 'pp A lu]6e
3 ap ceo]l, po pipp

:

fCiO CN 'p C-ATp, CUA1Ó cApc, yAO] cco,
CA 'cAjl, 'r A clu TAO] fUAp;

2l'r cfioióce, 'fApcui5 ipolcA ceo,

“N] ^IMo^App ]At5 50 bUAP.
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n-

Kf cljuncAft ctvujc TjA CeAn)TXA cneiin

^eAf5 CfiUjOOiúo^®

Óin, ruA5f\<xoo
)
be]C ireACCA, faoo,

pUA]n) bftirce ceub n-0 (óce!

2í}Aft c-rAoitir-Acc, auah) cnív

y. búf5CAti f 50 beo,

2lcc ^)UA]fi A b|t]rrAii c]ao]óe '5 A cn^óAÓ,

2tl5 f
be]C beo.

/ns^ Melodies^ by Dr. MacHale.

Example of c,

1*

CA b|T)i) 5uc AH AbAiric 50 5l6tiAc A 5é]TTjnu5Aó,
*5ur 5iv]Tt-cAt A rfoeAó 50 b-Ati& A]tt ah 5Aot;

Cah loc 5 u]ll]o cA *x) cTteun Uoc 50 Iuacidati a lé]n)T)U5A6,

nA rlUA5cA 'nsleAn c-5Ait)A]ti a bejpnuo^ó saij rsi^-

o 5AC rle]b 5Ó beo,

T)AC cejcpAD 5leo

l)ttutci5ió ^AO] 5lAf-briAc burl T)5A]t5ióe 2lo]ó RuA]d
UUATJACC ^5Ur 5Al05lA]C

Deirniolb 50 clAon A]5 cac,

5uAf r^A buft o-»|l-cjri!—U| t)oiiji)A]ll 2lbú.

n-

)^euc Ua “NtaU, T5l^t t7A b-t:lAÓ, cunj cAbA]Tt a clAonAó,

le n)6ri-TluA6 sAirsjobe, ^5ur C05A tja b-l^eAóAnn,

Ca tpfle eAc bo rib 'aíjo a r^o]m-riAi)n a ríneAó

V^o] ha nj^ric-Ai^ib o't) 5-cluAf) a b-ru]l vriuc bAOTjA Arju,

S* ]orTjóA ATT crto|oe beioeAf fAno»

i^Aoi A coIa|& leAi)",

l)é)ó 5euri-brión A]ft nAnjAio, lAO-reio b) 5A!) criUA5,

biuA]ti clujnpArt A]ri 'n s^iT'-b'eo

^55Tiiac A]rt AT) c-rjoeAf) zeo

21 btiurcu5Aó cun) &|05AlcAir U| t>on)t)A|U 2lbi:i.

RI-

CA *T) AT)T) t>eArn)U]i) A]5 A]\leAo 50 rAocriAc,

'A AT) ]olriA 5Ar) eA5iA A r5n]AC Ajri An W^io i

Ca’t) rioHAc Airi a r'Airir'^ 50 cAoctiAc,

bijH bU|t)e le bA5A]ric A]^, beo Ajri Ai) r^AjC I

T=A]r5’ U|le lATT) 5o*ceAnT),

CuAó-cAc ^5ur r^AobriAc-iAnn,

r6|5 OTicA cTion)-&]05AlcAr ceAnc A5ur luAó

béió ACA criA]óreAc-T 5eul,

2l]n &il clAiT) i)A 5Ael,

s* Ajn cfieun-clAt) U| COOA]U, U| boiT)t)A]ll 2lb(i.
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]U.

*Sé *tj ]:fo|t.ceAttc cix CUt) CotjaiU, corA]nc co co]lceAc,

Ka ceAUAijie ’ha l)-Alco]tt^ cA AnrA Ati 5-ctto)óe,

Ca lott5 Af) tjAn)A]b ^noA bAT)-^ArAc t:u]lceAc,

le lAfAiti A b-ce]nce cA to]lfeAc ^n)eAóon ojóce

íe 5AC Iaoc, ítjAn r]f?,

5-CTA0 5le6, b] A3Aib nofon,

21 clAi) CohaiU bilir AlUt)eAncn)An ]:ao| bf\uc,

2l]n]U5A* An 5AcrAo reAll,

Cnorn buiUióe clAío riA nS^el,
l)UA]l |:a bun 5lAr-ctn Ui t^ornnAiU 21bií.

Song—O’OonoAiH Donnell Abú.

Translated hy a Maynooth Students

Example of d,

Thira stanza of the song by Moore

—

Remember the glories of Brian the

Brave.

Forget not our wounded companions who stood

In the day of distress by our side

;

While the moss of the valley grew red with their blood,

They stirred not. but conquered and died !

The sun, that now blesses our arms with his light,

Saw them fall upon Ossory^s plain.

Oh ! let him not blush when he leaves us to night,

To find that they fell there in vain

!

“Ha beAnn)AbAió nA có-UocnA b]lire, CU5 cojl

\!)e]c pArcu]5ce 50 caItpac Sleo;
5]b b] cAonAc An 5ieAnnA beAp^ le n-A b-trujl,

Wfott te]cAbAp, ACC cu]CAbAti béir clot.

2in 5niAn, a ca b' An rofinu^Ab, bo conA^pc ]Ab ^pa luióe

2l]n bA]nt*eAcA]b Ofpu]6e tA lAn,

“Na bfóAb Tn)d]b Ain> HA bpAc-bpoin a node A)5 bul paof,

Fa 5up tU]CAbAn sap cu]C]CÍ5Ab ^tap Ap.

Translation by Dr. MacHale,

Another Example of d,

THE EXILE OF ERIN.

7 .

t50 CAfP]C curp AP CUA]P peAp beopA]0 5 é]PlPP,

bf *r) bpucb A]p A loTp.culA]c truAp A5ur eporp;

2l]P A tfp CU5 ré ornA A15 TpA]bip A]5 e]pj5,

r*ul^ pUbAl CAOb AO CP0]C b’pA5 PA 5ACtA po-lorp.

2l]P peulc 3eAl pa »pATbpe bf a fiifle aj5 T:A]pe,

l>i ‘A]5 éíp]5 CAP GjPfPP—beAp.pijjAp pA pjapa,

2tp Aic App A b-rói5Ai5 é ’r ié rbr Ajpe,

t)o tlPltp bfpp-pApcA A éjpeApp 50 bpAc.
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IN

Oc
! ]f rnuA5 é mo cAf t:AO] Anpp a íJÚrAcc,

Ca AO rionoAc Vao 50 ruAiooAc ^OO a uióe ;

2lcc A5Aio-rA oi’l co|n)]tic 5 octtuf A^f 5UArAcc,

2l)o ceAc, 0Ó too cfn vejo nf a coibce,

tif ^eiciTAo A coibce oa 5leA0cA A’f oA
^00 A s-CAicnAft TOO finreAtt a tao^aI A'r ^ T0-be*x-A,

3Xjo cnuic cAoio of cfióiorAb 50 le oa to-WIAca,

*S 0] 5uaIi:ao TUAf bjOO-ceolcA e]|\eAOO 50

TIN

Cine, TOO tin téio, 51b coeisce 50 b-lofolAo,

iiiOf] too Aifiios’ Of ÍA5A1TO 00 cAlAii) 50 oeó,

2lcc, tAriAoin ! ^ouAjn a butAfn;, cajio a b-|rAb ua]c Ain

feAcnAo,
?li5 rrouAioeAb A|n n)o rtiufocm V^c teicfrAb ofor too.

re '00 b'AO bAto. a cioeAiijuio cnuAfb ireAb nio fAojAil|

beic A]n Air AOO TOO CI5 5AO OOCAn 00 bA05Al,

fA,ice A 5.cuinrAio onto cUo to* ACAn aV 100 5A011?

b*eu5 ffAb le too corAfOc 00 m* cAOfoeAb cAfO beó.í

lu.

tJonAf 1)0 Ci5e bf A15 coill slAf An b-cné]5Aó ?^

tJenfmnACA An caoio rib a tuici^ Va cn^^c ?

Ca b-ru|i To^ ACAin 'r ^0 lóAtAin bf '5-coróuibe a bneA-

5U5Ab
21 n)ic r^io

—

aV ca b-rufl Xh cejle aV too 50^6 ?

Oc ! ir bub cA 0)0 cnoibe Vci5 T^aoi AiosAn A15 cnice,

pA sn^b tAb^n^ bo 'aOO fOOTOUr ÓO lUAC UAflO A nice,

CA teonA .o:> rí*lle A15 cicfto toAn ciotA.
^

2ict r^ti • ii *)] léfs^rbóAib mo cneAc A’r Tpo cn^b.

\ié

3o bein® ^0 TAoJaiI aV too beAcA AonbcA]5 ,

9X)o pAnc 5eA0 one, Cin^i A 5nAbui5iT0 éAn cAc—
2l5AO-rA cA beAOOACc fr oof^poAfse bo beónAjbe,

21 tfn 5H TOO ffTirm» a é]\Ke 50 bnAc.

5lb froioce bo bibmteAc A’r t)A beonA A fl^ ro,

bióAó biAc Ain soncAib 5iAr-iT)oir ir Toiire,

^OICA 50 nA]b CÚ A15^ rilfbe ofor Í>ílre,

éine, TOO Tóúintifo I Cine 50 bnAc!

Translated by the Rev. James Casey C.C., Sligo, Diocese of Elphin

while he had been a student of Maynooth, March, 1856.

In the first edition of the Grammar it has been remarked in regard to this

8ong that it was a translation and not the original; and that of course, the

writer did not in any way interfere with the rival claims of our countryman,

George ISugent Reynolds, and Mr. Campbell. The version differs from that

furnished by Collins—which is in blank verse.

§ 303. The following beautiful hymn, Jesu dulcis memoria, composed by St.

Bernard, and sung by the Church in the office of the Sacred Name, has been

translated into Irish verse of the same metre as the original by the author.
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The translation is very literal, yet idiomatic, preserving the dignity, simpli-
city, and beauty of the Latin hymn, together with that necessary elegance

—

in order to be a suitable translation—its capability of being adapted to the
same musical notes :

Jesu dulcis memoria,
Dans vera cordis gaudia,

Sed super mel, et omnia,
Ejus dulcis presentia.

5uA]nc l]nn, lor^, a co]óce

DponnAt onA]rin rrfon-AoibnAr c|io)óe;

cAn mil 5^^ wile me,
Za cui&eAcc cí\]ó l|im Annr a c-flf^e.

Nil canitur suavius.

Nil auditur jucundius,

Nil cogitaiur dulcius,

Quam Jesus Dei Filius.

"Ht cluTHceAtt ceol nfor lume,

"Ni cAinceAn pocAil ir binne,

5uc AX cnoióo i)l Cl 5 6 óujne,

Ainm ruAipc ^ic t>é oa ctiuine.

Jesu spes pcenitentibus,

Quam pius es petentibus !

Quam bonus te quaerentibus

!

Sed quid invenientibus ?

lofA óótcuif lujcr ATj 5eun-cAO]óe,

Hac &il PneAtp z'A ope a 'blAO]5 •

Kac |:iaI bon cé z'a oó lops ta c-i*l]5e

^cc ciroe irein, &o feilb a 5-cno]óe ?

Nec lingua valet dicere,

Nec littera exprimere

;

Expertus potest credere,

Quid sit Jesum diligere.

Nf i:éfí?ip le ceAn5A a Iuaó,

Nf ré]Oip le leicip a cloó ;

*S A]5 An cuine oiaóa a cA,

Cao é i,\\b lofA, A pAó.

Sis, Jesu, nostrum gaudium,
Qui es futurus praemium.
Sit, nostra in te gloria,

Per cuncta semper seen a.

Amen.

lorA, If cu A\ lUAt-o^VlP,

idln n-cuAir AnnrA u-rA05Al e]le, cA]p;

íjíln nsióin bióAó lonnAO-rA, a pan,

Cpé r^e^Al PA r'<^05Al, 50 buAu.

Jdmen.

An Example of Accented Heroic Metre, from the Irish Iliad hy Du
MacHale,

2ln ceub leAbAp &e 11]A&.

bpuc 2lcu]l, tém, ó]5 néAtiióA, *5ur buAp t^Ap5,

2lcuil Tb]c Peil, An SApoibeAc réinceAc, 5AP5,

t?o rcAp cpiD rluA5 UA n5peii5 epom leun a^t

*S c’ mbp^n lAocpA epeun, po Iuac Aip lAp,

RAb n-AblA)5 i:u]leeAC, rPAccA A]P a’ b-reup,

5^15 ipAOpAib reAnsA, V v^nSAib 5opcAc, seup.

l)uó ’n^ CAn péip tolA 1ob 50 ^-Cloc|rAó An c-eu5
0 CUA10 curn impir ^^cuii ’r ti^i^ pa n3peu5.

^CeolpAióe An binnir, cpAobi-SAOil, be pa t>eA,

Ce ’n neAc 00 cionr^pAm 5leo o^p f]olpui5 cpAó ?

t5o rsAoil n)AC loppAc lob a 5Aece tec,

3ur feoil 50 PÍ5ACC Ap bA]f pa r’uAi^ce beo

:

^Ap 5eAll Aip ófmeAr CÍblf5 tu5 ap p)5

"O^A fA5Apc pAorpcA; peApe Ap leuP 5Ap r^fc,

ÍÍI15 ceAcc 50 ejUo 50 b-obAp A]P A lop5.

?i)Ap ofosAlcAf ceApe A]P CeApiTApc UAllleAC, bopb.
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CuTt) lu]n5e Tj<\ i)3neA5, &o ctijAll At) rA5A)tc r^]ri),

le cAbAttCAt CTxoTi) ’5ur reoi&e Attn 5Ac lAirt)

;

^A]t b] pleArs cttAob, bfó pillre A]tt a ceAt),
^5ur bAcuU 6iti, 5nA6-briACA PI)eubA ceAnn:
t30 5UIÓ At) rlUA5 50 léjtt, ACC p6r 50 bUAT),

5u]ó bfr clA]t) ^]tri]óe, cAO]n5 Attb t)A luAn.

§ 304. There are some few who imagine that the foregoing and similar

specimens are not real Irish poetry, because not fashioned according to the

rules of the ancient Irish grammarians. The excellence of the specimens, and
their exact conformity with the requirements of the accented measure is suf-

ficient answer. Still we shall give authority to support this truth.

“ Poetry,^^ says Lord Macaulay in his essay on Moore’s life of Lord Byron,
“ as the most acute of human beings, Aristotle, said, more than two
thousand years ago, is ^ imitation.’ It is the imitation of nature, and the more
closely it approaches that great pattern, the more perfect it becomes.”

“ The heart of man,” continues the celebrated author, “ is the province

of poetry, and of poetry alone.” And can the heart of man be governed by
any unsentimental regulations—no matter how fixed, or how ancient soever?

Why then have poetry, whose province is the heart, fitted and trimmed out

by rules which have no foundation in nature, nor in those principles by
which the movements of the heart are often more or less regulated ? Hence,
“ an art essentially imitative,” says the same writer, “ ought not, surely, to

be subjected to rules which tend to make its imitation less perfect than they

would otherwise be
;
and those who obey such rules ought to be called—not

correct, but incorrect writers.”

“ You who would dull the poet’s fire

With learning of the schools.

Gay fancy’s feet with fetters’s tire.

And give to genius rules ;

Had bounteous nature’s counsel hung
Upon your will severe,

Tom Moore had ne’er green Erin sung.

Nor Burns the banks of Ayr.

O’erawed, I ween,

Both bards had been.

Nor dared to strike the simple lute,

In your majestic presence mute.”

Poems and Lays by Gerald Griffin, p. 123.

Dublin, Duffy.

The principles Of versification, which is founded on accent^ have been

thus briefly yet fully explained in the two preceding chapters.

The conclusion to be drawn from the theory, reasons, and examples

furnished is, that Irish, in accented metre^ is at least as rhythmical and eupho-

nious as English, French, or Italian.
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CHAPTER III.

VERSIFICATION AS PRACTISED BY THE IRISH BARDS.

§ 305. Every scholar who has read Hebrew, Greek, Latin, and any of the

European languages, knows that the phonetic framework in which the poetry

of a people is usually fashioned, differs with each of the great national fami-

lies, much in the same way that their languages and their genius differ. The
Greeks, for instance, and the Latins of old, framed the language of poetry in

metre consisting essentially in the recurrence of similar quantities; the

Indians make it consist in measure alone, or in a specific number of sylla-

bles ; the Hebrews thought that poetry without jyara/Ze/zsw, or a recurrence

of similar ideas in certain parts of the verse, would be like the body without
the soul; the Germans, Swedes, and the Norse generally thought, that poetry

could not be expressed without alliteration—a quality which, to their mind,
constituted the essential characteristic of versification

;
and moderns—as well

Irish as English, French, and Italian—embody poetry in metre founded on
accent, rendered symphonious by the use of assonance and alliteration.

Amidst these varieties, no mention has here been made of the metrical system
of the ancient Irish bards. Was their versification founded on quantity or

on accent—on measure alone, on assonance, alliteration, or parallelism ^

It was founded on none of these exclusively : not on quantity, as practised

by the Greeks and Latins, which any one skilled in Latin prosody may
readily learn by analyzing an Irish quatrain ; nor on accent only, for Zeuss
puts the question and answers it : “ Queritur, an syllabarum majoris et

minoris accentus in versuum membris alternantium certa fuerit regula?
Conjici possunt. . . . pro diversa locatione accentus duo diversa schemata.
Attamen nec in hoc membro nec in aliis plurium vel pauciorum syllabarum
certus usus statuendus videtur.’^

—

Grammatica Celtica^ pp. 914, 915. Of
course, it is true that accent plays a part in all kinds of versification. Nor
was the ancient Irish metre one merely of measure, of assonance, or parallel-

ism. It embraced all these qualities, some one of which was considered by
other people specially essential in constituting verse. It is no wonder then
that it has been pronounced by O’Molloy “ the most difficult kind of compo-
sition under the canopy of heaven’’—“ Maocime autem de metro

^
omnibus

qu(B unquam vidiy vel audivi, ausim dicere quui sub sole reperiuntur diffici-

limoP—Grammatica Latine-Hibernicdy p. 114.

§ 306. In reading the poetry of the ancient bards, either published or
still in MSS., one cannot fail to perceive in Irish verse composition, that the
following requisites have been deemed either essential or necessary

:

Requisitesfor Irish Verse Composition.

1 . Each stanza is a quatrain or a stave of four lines.

2. In each line there are seven syllables, generally.

3. Of these some must necessarily be alliterative.

4. Assonance is indispensable.

5. Rhyme therefore, if the assonance be perfect, is found in Irish verse.
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6 Rhythm, as well as rhyme, lends its symphony.

7 Parallelism of thought is often—of words, usually employed.

8*. Each line expresses a judgment. The same word in the same sense is

never used twice in a stave.

9 Special kinds of verse require (1) a syllable to be annexed to the pre-

scribed member ; or that (2) the final term in the second and fourth lines, or

first and second lines, consist of one syllable more than that of the other verse

in the same couplet ; or that (3) there exist a certain alliteration or assonance.

These specialities Irish bards and grammarians have distinguished by specific

Obs 1, 2 regard the metre and mould of verse ; 3, 4, 5. 6, 7, its orna-

ments, ‘its symphony, and phonetic effect; 8, the thoughts; 9. special

The first four—number of lines, number of syllables, alliterations,

and assonance—are indispensable in pad DifTieAC, or direct metre ;
the others

only for particular kinds of Irish verse.

The requisiUs for Irish Versification more fully explained. The

Irish prosodical nomenclature—their modern equivalents.

s 307 First Requisite.—The Irish stave or stanza is called in the Gaelic

language ceAcnujAn (pr. kah-roo). from ceAt^n

marians have given it in English the name quatrain, because uke the Irish““
root:?«a<«or, meaL four. It consists of two couplets-the one

called from its office reoU6, leading or guiding; the other coipAB, or closing

fsee « 295 o. 231). A stanza is called also Kano, from nann, a division;

because it is the common division of a poem. Rann lonjU^n is a complete

stanza; nAmi bp,rce. an incomplete stanza. Every pane must express com-

pletely and absolutely the sense intended to be conveyed, and must not de-

pend for any of its special meaning on another paoo.

S 308. Third requisite.—Alliteration has been defined in § 29/, p. 161.

Its Gaelic name is “ uaitp,” which means (like yuaim)—first, either

sumuhony, accord

;

or, secondly, /ramwori, gear. In the former sense it

tallies exactly with prosodical alliteration, which, like the sound arising from

the same note repeated, produces a pleasing symphony ; in the latter, it shows

that alliteration was considered by the Irish bards, as it ^ fhouTd be
a quality essential in verse—the frame as it were in which it should be

wrought! Modern Irish grammarians give it the name of

accorLnce of sound. The term alliteration conveys more fuliy than that of

cmtcord the idea of which ua]tp is the expression.

** Uá\]rp
**

is of two kinds ;

r l^foTt-UAiTt)=true-alliteration, or,

^ \UAin) cluAire=ear-alliteration.

J 5nu]re=alliteration-of-appearance,
or,

^ ru]le=ailiteration-of-the-eye.

i:ion-uAin) requires the last two words of a line to begin with a vowel,

or thLame consonant; uAirp 5nu]re requires only that any

terms in a line be alliterative. The latter, or eye-alliteration, can be used for

the former in the leading couplet of the pAnn, but not m the closing couplet.
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Note.—Un this subject of alliteration, which so abounds in Irish poetry,

many pages could be written. The writer has culled several beautiial alli-

terative examples from ancient poems. Their insertion here would not har-

monize with the other parts of prosody, and would mar the symmetry of the

work as a whole. The poor Irish people who ask for alms speak in allitera-

tive strains. It is not uncommon to hear, as the writer of these lines has

often heard them say

;

t>U]ne bocc rr)é—

a

cXv.

Bap b|Aó, 5AP beAcA.
3ap cu|i?, 5AP currAf.

5ap Puipe, 5Ap PeofiA|ó.

5An TnAO]p, 5AP n)uiP5ip.
5ap ceAc, 50^0 &c.

Such is the alliterative phonetic flexibility of the Irish language, even

\^^ith the illiterate.

§ 309. Fourth requisite, assonance.—This quality is called by the Irish

bards, corpAriPA (from com, together^ and ApOA, elevating')^ a term which has

been translated correspondence by modern grammarians, because they

perceived that two or more final syllables were identical, and, as it were,

responded one to the other in phonetic eifect. From this it is plain that the

quality called corpApOA requires that a certain number of words end with a

similar articulation.

This definition is the same as that of assonance, see § 298. Now, asso-

nance is twofold—vowel assonance and consonantal assonance. Vowel asso-

nance consists in identity of phonetic eifect arising from vowel sounds ; as,

bold, note; consonantal assonance consists in identity of sound of the same
consonants ; as. Id in hold, mi/i?. All vowels are assonant : “ Hae omnes
(vocales) sihi assonant, nec necesse est esse easdem.”—Zeiiss, Grammatica
Celtica, p. 911.

CorpApoA, or assonance, in Irish also has been by the bards divided

into two sorts—rl^n, perfect; bp]rce, broken—the former, is vowel asso-

nance; the latter, consonantal. Perfect consists in the chiming of the

closing terms in each line of a couplet ; broken consists in their agreeing in

vowels only, and not in consonants.

In corpAppA bp]rce, or consonantal assonance, it is not necessary that

the consonants should be identical ; it is enough that they be of the same class.

§ 310 . Classification of Assonant Consonants by Irish Bards.

In page 39 there is a “Table of the Cognate Consonants.” The
consonants in the perpendicular line in that table are homorganic, or belong-
ing to the same organ ; those in the horizontal line, homogeneous, or of the
same genus or class. Now, consonantal assonance only requires that they be
of the same class. They are :

Common
classification

by linguists.

rl. Tenues, or smooth, c, p, c.

' 2. Mediae, intermediate, 5 ,
b, P.

( 3 . Aspiratae,c, p (i.c., tr), t, with the liquids I, rpt P, P,

a id the sibilant r.

11
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The division by the Irish bards (see O’Molloy, p. 160; Halliday’s Irish
Grammar^ p. 159, Dublin, 1808; O’Donovan, p. 416) is the following:

1. Three soft, i.e.y smooth, c, p, c.

2. Three medicB, 5, b, b,

3. Three rough, i.e., aspiratas, c, p (i.e., r), t.

4. Five strong, or double, ll, on, np, 05, u) (nasal).

5. Seven light {aspirated mediae and the liquids), q, b, 6, I,

TP, p, p, and the sibilant r* called by them the queen of

of consonants, for it is bound by no rule, nor influenced

by those laws which direct the use of the other consonants.

Obs. 1. corpixpbA bpjfce requires, then, a phonetic agreement in conso-

nants of the same class
; e.g., nj and p (class 5), c and 6 (of class 3).

The terms UAirp and UAipl ,

« - A A r make an assonance
pAc and 5AC j

Obs 2. Perfect assonance is imperfect rhyme.
“ In ea assonantia, origo prima assonantiae findlis est, cultae praesertim a

populis recentioribus Europae quam dicunt rimum.”

—

Zeuss, And he shows
in a note that the word rimum, rhyme, is of Irish origin : “ Quamvis ea vox
computationem poeticam indicans in vetustis lihris Hibernicis non occurrat,

frequentissimi tamen est usus. Simplex Hibernica substantiva rim, inde

derivator pirpipe, rimire, computator,” p. 912—Zeiiss.

§ 311. The fifth requisite.

—

Rhyme is, therefore, a quality of Irish verse.

Rhyme consists in the combination of like and unlike sounds ; as, told,

hold
;
the sound old in each of these words is like ; the sounds of t and h

unlike.

Rhyme is perfect or imperfect.

in perfect rhyme mere chime is not enough—the accent must fall on the

chiming syllables
;
in imperfect, the accent does not fall on the chiming

syllables. To couple an accented syllable with an unaccented one (as the

words fly and speedT’/y), or two unaccented syllables (like ty in flighty, and
ily in merrf/y) is imperfect rhyming. In order, therefore, to form a perfect

rhyme, the chiming syllables must be accented.

It happens very rarely that perfect rhyme is found in Irish verse. It is

only whenever some very perfect assonances occur. In Irish, as in Spanish

poetry, assonance was more attended to than mere rhyme,

§ 312. The sixth requisite is UAitne, union, symmetry, symphony. The
term uA]CT7e is applied to a hinge, because it is the sole point which unites

and binds the whole hanging framework—and to a column which supports

a superstructure.

From the meaning of the term, therefore, and from its use, as defined by
grammarians, uA]cne is that quality in Irish verse which fashions and frames

the parts, and which imparts symmetry and symphony to the entire stanza

—

the charms of mould and melody to each couplet.

Hence this sixth requisite includes the two qualities known by scholars

as rhythm and verbal parallelism (see Rhythm, as defined in p. 230). Parallel-

ism requires that two or more terms in the second line of a couplet should

form a symphony with others of the same articulate character in the first or

.eading line. Assonance is also employed as a subordinate kind of parallel-

ism, or balancing of words and syllables.

Classification

by the Irish -

bards.
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•*lnTt)U]T) tnuAó, bU|t-5eAl a brtAc
;

A T*luA5 T)5A]c-beAtic 5leC y

Sé]x T)eATbóu]óe cAjije a cttoé
,

'5 ^A]óe A t^oc Ti)beí?T?bu]6e bnec.’^

E. 0'Hussey.

In the leading couplet rnuAó and tiuA5, and blAjc^eAl and 5A]c beAtic

form a parallelism; in the closing couplet oeArúóuióe and beunbui&e

another. Then ctioc (final) and I'-oc, in the middle, are assonant. In like

manner, bfiAc and 5lec, cyxoz and bpec are assonant.

The rhythmical element, like latent electric fire, permeates and combines

the whole.
To illustrate this plainly, let us analyze the first stanza of that hymn com-

posed by our countryman, Sedulius, a.d. 430, and sung in the Divine Office

on the feast of Epiphany, beginning with the words Hostis Herodes impie

:

** Hostis Herodes impie,

Christum venire quid times ?

Non eripit mortalia,

Qui regna dat caelestia.”

impie and venire, having the same vowel sounds, form a correspondence ;

so do Herodes and times; mortalia and regna correspond ; non eripit forms a

parallel symphony with gui regna dat ; mortalia and ccelestia chime.

So natural was it for Irish bards to compose couplets in this strain, that

many of the ballad-writers of the last century who knew only a little English

“made the attempt,^^ as Dr. Petrie remarks {Ancient Music of Ireland, vol.

i., p. 2), to transfer to the English language the constantly occurring asso-

nantal or vowel rhymes of the original Irish songs.^^ Mr. Millikin of Cork,

in the song, “ The Groves of Blarney has introduced the Irish style :

“ Kind sir, be easy, and do not tease me,
With your ialse praises most jesting/y ;

Your dissimu/aifioTi of ixiyocation,

Are vaunting praises seducing me.

Pm not Aurora nor beauteous Flora^^ &c.

Father Prout has imitated it in his

“ Bells of Shandon, that sound so grand on

The pleasant waters of the river Lee.’’

Every one'knows how Turlough O’Carolan, in his first and only compo-
sition in English—the song on Miss Fetherston—could not avoid introducing

into English versification what he practised so much in Irish :

“ Though the mass was my notion, my devotion was she.”

Hardiman’s Irish Minstrelsy, vol i., p. 54.

Historical Memoirs of the Irish Bards,

by Joseph C. Walker, vol. i., p. 303.

§ 313. Other requisites.—(a) R]tju, or termination. R]nn, which means
literally a pointed end, a promontory, requires that the closing terms in

the second and fourth verses exceed the final words in the first and third
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verses of the stanza, by one syllable ; so that if the last word in the first line

contain only one syllable, the last word in the second line should contain
two ; and if the last word in the third line consist of two syllables, the end-
ing one in the fourth must have three syllables. The first is called simply

Pino, or minor ending ; the second, ;^ni> or major ending.

§ 314. (Ó) Ce^nn, which means head^ or an unit, consists in having the
last word in each distich a monosyllable.

§. 315. (c). 2irnur, means leisure, time-measure (from Arp, time), and re-

quires that the final words which correspond be assonantal and parasyllabic.

Those just pointed out are the requisites which Gaelic bards demand
that every versifier should understand and practise.

CHAPTEE IV.

í)ívT) 051^0^]*, Bt^iil|05ACc, í)|io]5T)eAc.

§ 316. t3;Jxn bftxeAc, i.e., direct metre, is the principal and prevailing kind
of Irish versification. In writing bfiteuc, the first six qualities just now
explained must be attended to.

Its general subdivisions are—beibtfior ttAnn-^^loeAcc njott, ftAnn-

AiJeAcc beA5 , cAtbAipn, and tt]nn

The first, called be|b]óe (from beibeAó, to hasten), is such a form of bAij

DfneAc, that the last word in the second and fourth lines exceed the final

word in the first and third by one syllable, i.e., that the seventh requisite be
perfectly carried out.

The second, called r^AbuA {i.e., eoctending)r\% the reverse of the last in

ninn, having two syllables in the last word of the first and third lines, which
besides must contain eight syllables

;
the second and fourth lines end in a

word of one syllable.

Every second and fourth line rhyme, or form a perfect correspondence í

and every first and third may make a perfect or imperfect one, that is, they
may or may not rhyme.

Of this there are three kinds, r^AbijA njon, t^AbijA coirceAnn^ and
reAbuA lueAbonnAC. 2í)óri requires every distich to terminate—not in a
monosyllable, but in a trisyllable

;
the co]cceAnn is that already described

;

and the rueAóoqnAc must have the first line of every couplet ending in a
trisyllable.

KAf)nA|oeAcc.—This species of t)An bfpeAc is of two kinds, called njoft

and beA5 , or great and little,

UAnnA]5eAcc n;6|i requires all that is necessary for bAi) bf|xeAc, and is

distinguished by its requiring that every line in each stanza end with a word
of one syllable.

HAnuAiJeAcc beA5 differs from this in having the last word in each line

consist of two syllables.

CArbAipn is another division of bAn bftteAc and differs from ttATjnA]5eAcc

beA5 , in requiring the final word of each line to be a trisyllable and not a

dissyllable. There is a vulgar kind of cArbA]Ttn, in which every line ends

with a word of four syllables. This, from the weight of its head, is called
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heavy-headed CAfbixitiT). CArbixjnn is from cat, turning, closing, and bíxjtin»

coming to a (b;ix]a) top, i.e., increasing at the close of the line.

Each of these enumerated as being species of bAn oftieAc, must have the

requisites of bi\n bfneAc. Indeed, the different names seem to have been

givenfrom a mere change in the ending of each Jine or couplet.

Haliday speaks of another species of this ‘‘ direct measure, called

5xnb, of which there are four kinds, in one of which—that consisting of six

syllables in each line—i^en5ur céjle t)é, or, The Culdee, he remarks, wrote
his “ Festiology.^*

§ 317. OsUcAf is an imitation of ban bi]teAC.

05lACAf means servile raetre (from 05IAC, a slave).

Because it is servile, a strict adherence to the perfections of bivij bfpeAc
is not required.

Example,

'CjiuAg ^ leAb|t]i) b|3, ba|i),

'C^ocpAjb /s,x) la A’f bu6 y:\o\i
;

í)éA|tpA|6 T)OAC Of CfODO bo cla|]t,

roAi]teAi)r) At; larb a fcjtpb.

How sad it is, fair little book ;

The day shall sure arrive,

When o^er thy page it shall be said.

Thy author’s not alive.

All the requisites for bixn bfrieAc are not here found. Still there are

some—for instance, alliteration in the first and third stanzas : b|5, bixin ; and

cfovn, clA]tt. And bA]n and cUiti; and rcttfob are assonant.

§ 318. Bitul] 05Acc, fullness, plumpness (bfu and lion),

requires the final term in each line to consist of three sylla-

bles.

In bttul]Ti5<xcc the requisites of the bixp bfpeAc are not essential*

§ 319. The species of poetry called bpoigueAc is not

imitative. It is called bpoigoeAC from bfoigeAU, the

black-thorn, on account of the difficulty attending its com-
position. It will admit of from nine to thirteen syllables in

each line
; each line must end in a word of three syllables

;

it must have the sixth requisite, uA]rr)e, or rhytlim, parallel-

ism, and assonance
; and, lastly, the final words in the

lines of the closing couplet must form perfect or imperfect

rhyme.
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An Example ofmixed b|to[5oeAC.

3A1J Ajoini, ccc.

1 <

)r pUjc A 2QúfiiAio,

2I5 cofA]Dc cjtice 3AC At)b|:ADT),

]Y q|t l|or)CA
Í be m]\ A’r be beoip,

2l’r píoft-bíbeAi) 5AC bicleoijt!

11 *

)X lonibA 3UÓ A 3-cl^fi l,A]3eAT) 30 njeAp,
Sceub luAcrbAjt, a3U|* cjteut)-peA|i,

)Y ó|3-beAb foiTjeAbbA ceó|l,

2lr)V A b-lonjAb uA]fle aV or)ó]\i I

111-

Ni llACCAjb |íU]r)CÍt) A3 pAf Al|l PAJC,

14a tr)A]5beAr) aIa]T), a’^ Aitb--plAir,

2I3 3-c|tiocAib UIIa6 ija Iaijo njeAjt,

Ma t)A D-eAC, ]f T)A b-cjté]ij-peA|t I

]U.

TiA CopijAcc TDolcA, bA n)-be]0|iH) mo co]-b,

CorjbACC AO)b|T)D

—

3Ar) aoij locb,

Ca ó|t le ^A3A]l ADD A3 luce AjCDir Tiadd
2I3U]* ’y] Coddacc CDU|CDeACc 6iiteADD

!

[Translated from the Irish.]

I.

Each Munster chief is a beautiful flower,

The weak man’s dauntless, defending power;

'Tis a land o’erflowing with honey and beoir—

•

It shelters and succours the poor evermore 1

II.

On Lebster’s plains what voices of revelry!

What fleet-footed steeds ! what pillars of chivalry

!

How musical, mirthful, and gentle each maiden,

Whose heart is with honour and nobleness laden.
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III.

’Twere easier to reckon the leaves of the lea,

Than the beautiful maids and high chieftains that be

In Ulster ! Grand home of brave steed-warriors,

Thy shields and thy quick swords are Liberty’s barriers !

IV.

Fair Connacht were praised, tho’ hushed in the tomb I lay;

Oh, land without fault, thou never lookest gloomily !

For the children of song, gold, and honour are therein.

And ’tis Connacht’s the wheat of our green, pleasant Erinn!

Erionnach

Observe in each stanza how alliteration, assonance, uAicne, i.e,, rhythm,

and parallelism—with n]bn, or the prolonging by an additional syllable the

last terra in a couplet (beo]|i and &]cleo]p), and rhyme, have all been observed

in these verses.

§ 320. CouAcloT) is a kind of versification in which the same word which
ends one line begins the next. This species of verse is very ancient. The
oldest specimens in the language are composed in this metre (see § 324,

infra^ p. 251).

§ 321. There are several other kinds of metre
;
hut all may be conveniently

classed under three heads, AbpAp, or song^ buriohn, and cAOjne, eligy (see

Hardiman’s Irish Minstrelsy; O’Daly’s Poets and Poetry of Munster;
Reliques of Irish Jacobite Poetry ; Ancient Music of Ireland, vol. i. ii. (by the

Society for the preservation and publication of the ancient songs of Ireland);

The Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy ; the vols. i. to vii., published

by the Ossianic Society ; Irish Melodies by Dr. MacHale ; Irish Homer,
ibid; The Language and Poetry of the Highland Clans, by Donald Camp-
bell, Esq.

“ According to some writers,” says Denis Florence M‘Carthy in his in-

troduction to The Poets and Dramatists of Ireland, vol. i., p. 53, “ Irish

poetry was as abundant in the variations of its lyric measures as the language

itself was copious, flowing, and harmonious, there being anciently, according

to them, one hundred varieties of verse among the Hibernian bards. On the

other side it has been stated by Dr. Drummond, that in all the more ancient

specimens which have reached our times, there is a great simplicity and
uniformity.”

From the little that has been here shown, the reader cannot but perceive

what astonishing command our ancient bards had over all the sources of

melody and song ; and how thoroughly conversant they were with every kind

of rhythmical elegance, and hence how utterly false, to use the language of

the gifted poet whose words we have just cited, “ is the opinion that attri-

butes the introduction of rhyme to the Saracens in the ninth century.”

§ 322. The utter absence of truth in the assertion.—How utterly opposed

to historic truth is the assertion, that it is to the Saracens in the ninth cen-

tury is due the introduction of that poetic quality—rhyme—into Europe,

s tail be seen in the next chapter. Rhyme was known and practised in the

lourth century even by Latin poets. Those from whom the writers of the
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Latin hymns borrowed or learned the practice, must have known it at a much
earlier period.

§ 323. In order to show the young learner how the several requisites just
now explained were attended to in verse-making by the Irish poets, a few
stanzas must be analyzed. A poem just now at hand, composed in the Iasi

century by Hugh MacCurtin (died 1750), the poet and historian, will serve
the purpose. It is written in the leading kind of versification, called

t)fneAc, and must necessarily have those qualities which have been just now
enumerated and explained, and which had been by poets considered ewential
in that kind of poetry.

Example /.

i)ai) bjiieac

I.

21 uA]]"le éi]ie<\r)o Ajlr^e,

21 c]au 5-cé|n)eAT)r) coti)ba|Óe,

'Cfté|5]6 bu]t b-c|toíT}fuAD 3^17 ó \)

;

C^]ii)|6 loroliiAÓ bu]t leab<tft.

II*

T^|torn Ai) cé]6n) xo CAjtlAjÓ baojb

;

jb]|l IDD^jb AJUf Tl)4VCAO]Tb,

2l|t péADAÓ featijiaó bu]t

CorbftAÓ 'folujf bu]t

[Literal translation.—Oh, ye nobles of fair Ireland—blood of the gene-

rations of friendship—fling off your deep slumber without delay
;
aspire to

ready.reading (of) your books. (2.) Heavy has been the trance which came
>n you—as well on women as on the young men—in eschewing the old

/ayings of the sages, that language of light, from your ancestors.]

In each of the two foregoing stanzas there are seven syllables. Each
line is alliterative—not only in part, but throughout ;—Cpu, and céfnjeAnu,

and coiT)bA]óe. 2nd stanza.—Cponj, réjónj, and c-A|tlA]ó ; mnA]b and

TT)ACAO]rT); re^pAD, reAnpAó, and reAp. Assonance abounds :—G] andeAin

CipeAnn ; ej and eA in ceinjeApn
;
uAp-le and Affpe ; rtie]5ió and cé]Tp]ó ;

rponj-yuAn and lonj-luAó. 2nd Stanza.—21], in cAtilA]ó, bAO]b, TijnA]b, njA-

cAoirfi, is a continued strain of assonance. The closing couplet of the

second stanza is, if possible, more full of assonant beauty. The words &AO]b

and TpACAO]tb rhyme. Rhythm smooths and completes the whole. Parallel-

ism is not forgotten
; as, “a uA]rle CipeAun,’’ and “a cpu pa 5-céinjeAnn

“ c]ié]5]ó bup b-upoip-ruAn,’^ and “ céitti]ó Iotij-Iuaó bup.^* Rinn, or the

increasing by one syllable the final word over that of the line preceding it;

as, on and le 'bAp; yeAn and nnrcAp.
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Two Stanzas in double lines.

ni.

1 3 J 3

N]0]t óeAlb AT) borbAT) u]le
;
ceAi)3A]6 ||* rr)]lyé n)ó|icuile;

1 2 3 1 2

í)e b|t]AC]tAib ]f bitioccj^ouice blAf ;
CA(pc ]y C|A^i)C|lce

»

CUI)CUf.

IV.

3 __
2t)A cnAi5ceA|t c|ob|tu]b At) f]y : LeAbAi]t UArr)A A’f

T^aIac bu|t r3^ui V] rsi^i^r ^ 3^t) n^r ^>«1^ s-céjn)-

CAT)!) COCftOrt),

Literally thus—The whole world never fashioned a language sweeter or

more abounding in words—of a more finely formed accent ; a speech, of an*

cient story the faithful vehicle.

If the fountains of knowledge be dried up, books, records, and chronicles,

become neglected, the concealing of your history is not a small loss ; nor

is it small to be without a knowledge of your progenitors.

Note.—The strokes under the words denote alliteration; those over,

assonance.

Example II,

(Taken from a collection of poems by Angus O’Daly l^jonn, surnamed The
Divine, died a.d. 1570.

Ma béAi) b]on)Af, a 6u|t)e
;

be|rr)|i) ):]i|c y]OX b . occ

)^05Uf bAO]b, ^íAitAOjit ! At) c-UATt)
;

t)A bjóeAÓ b’ a CAOb

UAbAjt OjtC.

The writer has in his possession more than twenty poems by the
“ divine” bard in this measure.

Example III,

St. Kiaran composed, a.d. 541, a poem on the three Marys, of which
the following is the first stanza :

Sa5A|ic bo b], e]le
;
bo b’ é’ A]t)ti) 3At) A]i)pe]i)e

tfACAjii At) ^orj-fUic ml; b’ uAirljb
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[A priest there was, another time, to whom was the name without mis-
take, Isacar, the fair, freely giving-prince, of the nobles of the children of
Israel.]

Example IV

§ 324. The following is taken from the second volume, p. 7, of the
‘‘ Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy,^^ a Roys c-aca, or martial ode,

sung at the battle of Cijuca by Feargus, son of Finn (not Finn MacCumhai),
and addressed to Gall, the son of Morna (a.d. 150) :

3o]ll rr)eA]t, tDjleAbcA ; ceAp t)A cpoÓACCA
,

P]aI, AppACCA ;
ipjAt) i;a rpopACCA.

2Qap l^irp Urj-cei 1)1)0
;
ppAOc i)ac ppuApcAp

^

Laoc 50 l^t) i)beAbi)A)6; pé]rr) Ap p]CupA]b;

LecipAP luACAptpAC ; a leopAÓ b]o6bA]ó
;

'Copp A5 cpeup ciiAp5U|p
,

sojll pa pspac lApju]!

,

Map cpAOC A bcpeup cACAp. . . » ,

Again

—

P|aI le fjli&ib; rsif cu|iAibib,

Ciop A)p C|peA6A|b, b]t A|p bApApA]b;
plA)C poc píop b]ATpup

;
3AC qp’ cpeup leopAjb

;

Hi5 50 1^15 AilseAtxv.

Goll, vigorous and warlike ; chief of heroes
;

Generous and brave of hand ; the choice of chivalry.

Like the bound of full-fed flame ; a blazing which cannot be

quenched.

A hero in many encounters ; the sway of the royal knights
;

A lion rapid to the attack ; disabling the foe ;

Bulwark to the brave ;
when under blows j

Valiant hero in constant after-battles ; who never yielded in a

battle of the brave.

Generous to poets ; rest to knights ;

Tax on nations ; ruin to invaders

;

Prince of true tutelage ; subduer of every country ;

King to the king of laws

a

man of firm judgments.
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Example V,—Cot)Aclor)c

In this kind of versification, the same word which closes one line com-
mences the next (§ 320, p. 247.)

Bjt rOAC IDllljl IDOCAC

fljAb fjteACAC,

SlieACAC coill qocAC.

[Lines by Amergin the poet-warrior, and brother of Milesius, who flourished,

according to O’Flaherty’s “ Chronology, the year 1015 before the Christian

era, a.m. 2934 (see vol. i. Annals of the Four Masters ; Transactions of the

Hibsmo-Cellic Society, vol. i., p. 13, 14.]

§ 325. From those examples now furnished—drawn as they are from the

best authenticated sources— it is very evident—first, that in the second, third,

sixth, and subsequent centuries, the Irish bards 2Lríáfilidh composed verses in

which (1) assonance, (2) alliteration, (3) rhyme, parallelism, were essential

qualities ; that versification without some of these essential requisites was
never tolerated by the bards. And bearing in mind that the bardic laws and
regulations were very binding, and that all the Keltic races have tenaciously

adhered to the traditions and teaching of their progenitors, as Zeiiss remarks

—

“ Morum priscorum semper tenacissimifuerint Celtici populi’^ (p. 915, Gram-
matica Celticd), we must infer, secondly, that the Irish hards and filidh

who flourished several centuries before the Christian era, practised, as our

historic annals testify, the same kind of versification which was in use in the

early Christian ages. And the third conclusion to be drawn is, that which
Zeiiss attests—the druids and bards of Wales and Gaul practised the same
kind of versification in which the bards and filidh of Eire composed their

hymns and elegies.

“ Apud Hibernos vetustos et Cambros constructio poeticae orationis, in

genere est eadem. Facile inde statui poterit, cum morum priscorum semper
tenacissimi fuerint Celtici populi, etiam apud veteres Druidas et Bardos
Gallicos carminum constructionem nonfuisse diversam.^^

Another inference is this, that the Keltic inhabitants of Gaul, Cambria,
and Eire knew quite enough about rhyme and its use—that the Keltic bards,

at least of Gaul, put that knowledge into practice two thousand years, perhaps,

before the Saracens came to enlighten Europe.

CHAPTER V.

VERSIFICATION OF LATIN HYMNS.

§ 326. Latin hymns.—In the divine offices of the Church, the hymns
sung ihroughout the year, and found in the Roman Breviary, are about one
hundred and twenty. In the pontificate of the most holy Father, Urban
Vlll. (a.d. 1629), the hymns known at the time were collected and re-edited

in an improved form. That collection consisted of ninety-six. Since then,

more than twenty others have been added to the number, composed in honor
either of saints enrolled in later years on the calendar, or in commemoration
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of some great event—like the victory over the Turks atLepanto, and the un-
expected and sudden triumphal return of Pope Pius VII., from his imprison-
liient in Sevona, to the Capital of the Christian world.

§ 327. Their metrical character.—Of these hymns (1) some are composed
in the metre of the poetic prototypes according to which Horace and Terence
wrote

—

{a) iambic trimeter, ifi) iambic tetrameter, (c) sapphic, with á clos-

ing adonic to complete the strophe.

(2). Others have been composed irrespective of the laws of Latin versifi-

cation. Their authors attended, as St. Bernard remarks, more to the sense
of the words than to their classical completeness. As a matter of fact, how-
ever, the whole of this latter class, and a great many of the former, are

written in verses of the same number of syllables, and adorned with the same
phonetic qualities in which the bards of Keltic Gaul, of Cambria, and Eire

composed.

§ 328. Composed in the manner and measure usual with the Keltic bards :

—

How account for this fact ? Did it happen by accident ? No ; for nothing
bearing the impress of knowledge and wdsdom can happen by accident. The
hymnologists must then have learned of the Keltic bards, or the Keltic bards

learned of them. The latter part of this proposition cannot be admitted

—

chronology and facts are against it. Again, Zeiiss says this form of versify-

ing was unknown and entirely foreign to poets of classic antiquity : “Formam
incognitam poetis classicae vetustatis et peregrinum certeJ^—Grammatica
Celtica, p. 918.

§ 329. Latin hymnologists.—The hymns sung in the Church prior to the

period in which Urban VIII. flourished, were composed either by (1) Irish-

men, such as Sedulius, Columbanus. Columba,Secundinus ;
or (2) by men

of Keltic origin, as St. Ambrose
;
or (3) those who, like St. Augustine, were

of the same metrical school wdth St. Ambrose ; or, lastly (4), those who
flourished between the fourth century and the fourteenth, and followed, in

the composition of hymns, the metre and the melody of the great master of

hymnology, St. Ambrose.

§ 330. Thehymns written hy Irishmen —With regard to the first, they, like

St. Fiach Bishop of Sletty, wrote in Irish of rieAXc, and in that species of it

called rÓAbUA, which contained eight syllables, and required necessarily the

employment of those requisites spoken of in p. 239. For men who understood

Latin so well, that in all the ancient manuscripts w^e find they wrote alter-

nately in Latin and Irish, the transition from Irish to Latin versification was

quite natural and easy. When, therefore, one finds such hymns as those

which Sedulius composed,

A solis ortu carmine^*

And

Hostis Herodes impie^*
^

written like the Irish odes of the time, the proof is complete that that

manner of composing hymns was borrowed from the Irish bards.

§ 331. The hymns written hy St. Ambrose .—But what of St. Ambrose,

who lived in the fourth century } How did it happen that he wrote poetry

like the Keltic bards ? Because he was a native of Gaul (born a.d. 333, died

397), and before his conversion to Christianity he understood the manner of

versifying which the bards of Keltic Gavl practised. “Non nimium audere
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inihi videbor, si affiirmavero jam priraa religionis Christianae aetate in Gallia, earn

Gallicam carminum formam in carmina Christiana translatam esse/^ If I should

affirm now, that in the first age of the Christian religion in Gaul, that Gaulish

form ofcomposing odes was transferred to the composition of Christian hymns,
it would not appear to me, says Zeiiss, that I stated too much. He—and no
living writer of this century knew better, or could know better—is of opinion,

that the form of ode- writing in Gaul was handed over to the Christian poets

of the first age of the Church. Now, of these St. Ambrose was the first and
the greatest. He was the first, for although hymns were sung before his time»

as we know from the evangelists’ account of the night before the Passion, and
from the words of St. Paul to the Colossians, nevertheless St. Ambrose is justly

regarded as the first hymnologist in the Church, because he composed seventy-

seven hymns of those now sanctioned by the Roman ritual, and because, as

his commentator Paulinus testifies, Hymns began first in St. Ambrose’s
time to be sung in the church of Milan, a devotion which continues at the

present day to be practised, and which has spread throughout all the pro-

vinces of the west.” “ Cultus divini public! hymnis, celebrandi primus auctor

fuit.”

—

Zeiiss. “ Arabrosius plures hymnos et ipse conscripsit, adeo cora-

mendatos Ecclesiis, ut plerseque illos adoptarenon dubitaverunt.”

—

Thesaurus

Sacrorum Rituum, by Rev. D. Bar. Gavanto, with a commentary by P. D.
Merati, tom. ii., p. 105—Venetiis, 1744. St. Benedict called the hymns of

the Church by the name Ambrosiani, for nearly all the hymns known in his

time were written by the sainted bishop of Milan.

§ 332. St. Augustine and others of his time—St. Paulinus, for example,

learned in the school of the great St. Ambrose.

§ 333. All the hymns of that time, whether written by St Ambrose or by
the Irish missionaries, were looked upon by every hymnologist in after times

as the prototypes according to which new hymns should be written.

It is plainly seen, then, that all the hymns which are sung in the

divine office of the Church, are moulded in the form of the Irish poetry of

the earliest ages. How very few of the young ecclesiastics think of this, when
reciting the hymns sung daily at prime, terce, sext, none, complin, and those

at matins, lauds, and vespers.

§ 334. A few examples of Latin hymns written in the style of, and possess-

ing the qualities required for Irish versification are here presented

:

Example I.

Hymns hy Caius Coelius Sedulius.

He flourished in the middle of the fifth century. His original name was

Sia6aI (hence the family name, Sheel). He left Ireland in early life; tra-

velled through France, Greece, Asia, settled at Rome. He wrote commenta-
ries in more than fifty books, on the Sacred Scriptures and on the life of our

Lord. Besides the following hymns, he wrote several others not extant,

andthe Carmen Paschale^ or a poetical life of our divine Lord, in four books.

I

A soils
I

orttí^ cardme

I
Ad

I

usqite ierrce

I
Christtim

|

canamus principm
Natwm Maria Virgme.

In this stiinza, all the qualities required for composing in the metre and
molody of ofpeAc are found.
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Second Star.z i

:

Beatus auctor seculi
|| servile corpus induzi

Ut came carnem liberans
||
ne perderet quos condidii.

The foregoing hymn is sung in the divine office at lauds on the festival of

Second Stanza of the hymn Hostis Herodes Impie.

Ibani Magi,^ quam viderawi
|| stellam sequentes praeviam,

Lumeri requirzi?2i \\xmine:
|| áQum faténtur munere.

[Sung at vespers on the festival of Epiphany.]

Example IL
Take an example from the vrritings of St. Columbanus, the founder of the

monastery of Bobio. These monosticha (or epigrams consisting of a single
line) are selected from a collection of the saint’s pithy sayings, copied bv
Zeúss, p. 920.

1 ^ y f j

11. OmnibMs est
|
mundi

|
melior sapientia gaze's,

16. Morbé causa male nimia est (juaecunque voluptas.
52. ^clita

I
perpetuam

|
prastat

|
patientia

|
vitam-

88. Quod tibi non
[

optas
|

alii ne feceris
|
ulli.

100.
I

Disce sed á
|
doctes,

|
indoctus

|

ipse
|

doceto.
102.

I
Sermo datur multe’s, animi

|
sapientia pauce's.

159. Alma
|
dies noctem sequitur sic

|
dona labores.

165. Qui
1
modica spernei

|
minuei

|
majora per boras.

170.
I

Cui secreta
|
quidem

|

credas
|
cautissime cerne.

*** Assonance is shown by the italics
; alliteration, by means of the per-

pendicular strokes.
^

Internal assonance is plainly seen in the following lines, by the same author.

59. 'lantum
|
verba

|
valeeei quanteeeremeíesseeeíiatilla.

61. Non erit
|
antique novees

|
aeeteferendees amicees.

In the following, assonance between the radical parts of the words so
peculiarly Irish—is observed :

128.
I

Semper in ore tuo re-
|
sonent bona verba I sa-

lutis.

174. Ob-
I
servat

)
sapiens

|
sibi tempusinoreloquendi.

175. In-
I

sipiens loquitur
|

spretum
|

sine tempore
verbum.
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The foregoing monosticba of St. Columbanus are not only assonant and
alliterative, but are withal composed in heroic hexameter.

Example III.

The following is from Secundinus, or SeAcoAll, anotherirish saint, the son

of Darerca, the sister of St. Patrick, and therefore the nephew of our glorious

Apostle. The hymn written in his honour, is not in hexameter
;

it is after

the Irish models, and accordingly abounds in assonance and alliteration.

See Book of HymnSy part i., p. 44, edited by Dr. Todd, and published for

the Irish Archaelogical and Celtic Society—Dublin, 1855. Vide Vitam S.

Patricii apud Boll.

I

Audite
I

omne^
|
amante^

||
Deum sancta merita.

Viri in Christo beati H Patrick episcopi.

Quomodo bonitm ob acti^m
||
similatwr angelic.

Perfectamque propter \iiam
1|
sequaiur aposto/i^.

Example IV,

The most wonderful specimen of this kind of versification, abounding in

assonance and alliteration, and not constructed with any regard at all to

the usual Latin metre of the prosodical prototypes of the Roman poets, is the

Catholic carmen of St. Augustine, written against the Donatists of his time.

Everyone knows that the great doctor of the Church was bishop of Hippo, in

Africa, and had been, before he embraced the Catholic faith, for many years

professor of rhetoric at Milan. On the occasion of his conversion, St.

Ambrose and he composed the celebrated canticle, Te Deum Laudamus^
Subsequently he composed the following. He died a.d. 430. Each line or

verse is composed of two members, each consisting, like that species of Irish

Dixn bfrieAc called reA&nA, of eight syllables (see p. 244.)

The following strophe is taken from the works of St. Augustine, printed

at Lyons, 1586.

Abundantia peccatorum
||
solet fratres conturbar^ ;

Propter hac dominus noster
||
voluit nos premoner^,

Comparans regna Ci^elorum
|| reticulo misso in mar^,

Congregante inulto^ pisce^,
1|
omne genus hinc et mde,

Quos cum traxissent ad litus,
|1
tunc coeperunt separar^,

Bonos in vasa miserunt,
1|
reliquo5 malo^ in mare.

Quisquis recolit evangelium,
||
recognoscat cum timore,

Videt reticulum ecclesiam,
||
videt hoc saeculum mare,

Genus autem mixtum pisces Justus est cum peccatorc.

Sseculi finis est litits,
||
tunc est tempz/s separare,

Quando retia rwperimi,
||
multum dilexerwni mare.

Vasa suntsedes sanctorum,
||
quo non possunt pervenire.
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The entire piece consists of twenty strophes, consisting like the foregoing
of twelve double lines

® ®

On this Zeiiss makes the following remark : Magis inauditam formam
oifert, novam quasi terram aperit novumque aevum annuntiat psalmus abece-
darius S. Augustini—The abecedarian psalm of St. Augustine presents a more
unheard of form, opens, as it were, new ground, and proclaims a new era in
the annals of verse -making."

Example V.

The following is one of the many which St. Ambrose wrote. It is sung
at matins in the office of Monday (feria secunda) :

I
Somno refectis artubits

|| spreto cubili surgimzis,
Nobis

I
pater, canentibtts

|i adesse te deposciWMS.
Te lingua primam concinai, || te mentis ardor

ambiai,

Ut actuMm iequentmm
|i
tu, sancte, sis exordium.

It is true that it is an iambic tetrameter—a metre consisting in each
hemestich, as it now stands, of four feet, chiefly iambics, or eight-syllable mea-
sure. In it, however, are carefully wrought all the required artificial elegancies
which the Keltic bards deemed essential in versifying. “ Assonantia etiam
vetusta Hibernica induta sunt," says Zeiiss.

In the same metre, and with the same assonant qualities, are composed
most of the hymns which St. Ambrose wrote ; these, for example, recited at
prime—“Jam lucis orto sidere at terce—“Nunc sancte nobis spiritus;"
sext—“ Rector potens, verax Deus

; at none—Verum Deus tenax vigor."

Example VL
From the poetic pieces of Aldhelm, bishop of the Western Saxons Ta.d.

709) :

^

Summi
I

satoris
|

soKa
||
sedit qui per cathra/ea

Alti
j
oijmpi

I

arcibiis
||
obvallatus mmacibus

Cuncta
I
cernens

|

cacitmme
|| coelorum summo \u-

mine.

Again

—

I
Vale,

I
vale,

|
fidissime

||
phile Christi cariss?me

I

Quem in
|
cordis

|

cubzcw/o
||
cingo amoris winculo.

The assonance occurs in two or more syllables in each half line
; as, arci~

buSf miiiacibuSf cacumine, lumine, pdissimct carissime—a form verv usual in
Irish metre. Observe, too, that the Latin metre and quantity are in this
sixth example entirely overlooked.
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Example VII.

^

But that noble piece by St. Thomas Aquinas (born 1227, died 1275), sun»
(feast of Corpus Christi, 1864\ is by far the most

nhnnpf* r Celestial solemnity, and sonorous with all the
phonetic forms which can charm the ear or affect the heart.

1. Lauda, Sion, salvatorem :

Lauda ducem et pastor^m,
In hymnis et cant^c^5 .

2. Quantum potes, tantum aude;
Quia major omni laude,

Nec laudare suSicis.

11. Dogma datur christiam^,

Quod in carnem transit pams,
Et vinum in sangumem.

12. Quod non capis, quod non vides,

Animosa firmat fides,

Praeter rerum ordmem.
23. Bono pastor, panis vere,

Jesu. nostr^ miserere;
Tu nos bona, fac vider^

In terra viventium.

The other hymns of which St. Thomas was the author, embrace,
though not composed m the same kind of metre, all the qualities of the an-
cient Irish poetry.

The splendid hymn which is the admiration of all—the Mater
Dolorosa --written in the fourteenth century, as is commonly supposed, by
the blessed Jacopone di Todi, is wrought in the same rhythmical mould as
the Lauda Sion.

Thomas Celano, the friend and disciple of St. Francis (beginning of the
thirteenth century) and the now acknowledged author of the incomparable
Dies IrcP composed a hymn, of which the following is the first strophe, inhonour of the seraphic saint (see the other twenty-nine stanzas in the copy
of the Rambler for November, 1853)

:

i^regit t;ictor i;irtualis, hie Franciscus triumphal^,
Crucis adversarium

:

Crucis lator cordials, jorinceps jt?ugnae spiritalw,

Insignis amantium.

p T ® '“"8 time lost, “ but has been lately,” savs the
of November, 1853, p. 357, “published in the Sequentil InedU<B of

ahnne ilno“ ® o‘=‘avo MS., of dateabout 1400, in the National Library at Lisbon.^^
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APPENDIX L
The annexed specimens of the Irish language from the fifth to the seven-

teenth centuries, selected from authentic works, published either by individuals
|

whose names are illustrious in Irish literature, or under the direction of
|

learned and patriotic bodies, such as The Archaeological and Celtic Society,
|

will serve to show what changes the language has undergone from the days
|

of St. Patrick to the present time.

The first specimen, which has been selected, with the authors kind per-
I

mission, from Dr. Petrie^s work {History and Antiquities of Tara Hill, p. 33), i

is the hymn composed by our Apostle on Easter Saturday, a.d. 433, on his
:

way from Slane to the royal palace of Leogaire, at Tara, with seven clerical

companions and the youthful St. Benignus, to shield himself and them against

the wiles and plots of the druids and assassins appointed to compass their de-

struction.

“ Tunc vir sunctus composuit ilium Hymnum patrio idiomate conscriptum,

qui vulgo Feth-fiadha, et ab aliis lorica Patricii appellatur ; et in summo
abinde inter Hibernos habetur praetio

;
quia creditur, et multa experientia

probatur, pie recitantes ab imminentibus aniraae, et corporis praeservare peri-

culis.^^ Colgan

—

Septima Vita Tripartita S. Patricii^ par. i., cap. lx., Tr.

Th. p. 126.

The Irish version furnished by Dr. Petrie, and published in the first edition

of the College Grammar, is in the Bearla Feine, an old form of the language
in which, for instance, the Brehon laws are written. In the present edition

the old form is excluded, for it can be found by the curious in Dr. Petrie^s

work ; the modern version is considered preferable.

A modern-Irish version of it, with an English poetical translation by
J. Clarence Mangan, is here given for the benefit of many who may wish
to see it either in modern Irish, or in an English poetical dress. The poetical

version, taken from Bufffs Magazine, is extremely literal, yet lighted up
with the same devotional glow that pervades the original.

The same protecting power which, according to St. Evan, who flourished

in the sixth century, this hymn was known to possess in and before his time,

is with reason ascribed to it even to this day. “ The Luireach Phadruig,”

says Dr. Petrie, “ is still remembered popularly in many parts of Ireland, and
a portion of it is to this day repeated by the people usually at bed-time.^'

An instance of this popular devotion towards our holy Apostle came under

my own notice in the year 1848, when a peasant from my native parish, who
was preparing with his family to go to America, asked me to procure for him,

if possible, a copy of St. Patrick’s hymn. How exactly this practice accords

with the words read in the Book of Armagh (which, according to Dr. Graves,

was written a.d. 807), transcribed from “Tirechan's Annotations on the SainPs

Life, written in the seventh century.’^

—

Canticum ejus Scotticum semper

canere. Book of Armagh, fol. 16. p. a, col. 1. See Dr. Petrie’s History and
^

Antiquities of Tara Hill, and the Liber Hymnorum, Fasciculus, i. p. 50.
j

21 b-'CeArb]tA]5 a i;-b(u rieAjtc zjieiit) •

'Cniooojbe,
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Crie|b]rT) T^jtioDOjb AO^bAcc C|iucu]5ceo[i<v x)^

D-bul.

21 b-'CeATb|tA]3 A D-^|u, DeA]tc 3e]De C]t]0|*ce 30
bA]fce ; DGAjtc a ceufCA 30 d-a aÓdacaI ; a e]f-

3^ t)-A 6eAf-3AbA|l
; DeAjic a cgacca cun) ad

b|ie]ceArhDAif 6e|5eADA|3 Ijort).

21 b-'CeArr)|iA]3 a d-C)]u, DCAftc 3 |t^6 Se|tAp]n) ; ad
DCApc Ac^ add urDAlójD DA d-aidScaI; add boccuf e]f-
e]p3e cun) Iuac-^aocaid ; add u|iD<^(5C]b da d-ua^aI a]c-
]teAC

; A b-cA]pD3]DeACc rÁ|6eAb; add feADn)5|DC]b da
D-ApfcAl; A 3-cpeibeArb DA 3-co]D):e|*0|p]6; a d-SCADiddu]-
beAcc DAori)-n)A]3beAD : add 3D]on)ApcA|b pípeuD.

21 b-'CcATbpA]^ A D-Dju DCApc De(n)e; pO]ll|*e 3DéfDe ;

3llleACc pdcacca; bpi3e ce^Dl^ ; béjDeACc UrpAc; luA]ce

3A0]ce ; bo|n)DeAcc n)A|tA ; cA]p]feAn) caIidad ; cpuAib-
CAcc cA|iDA]3eAC

:

21 b-'CeATbDA|5 a d-^IU, DCApc i)e bo n)’ c|xeó|tú3A6
;

curbACCA í)é bo n)’ coDSbAjl; eA3DA í)é bo rry' n)U]DeA6
;

pujl í)é bo rD* DO]ib-|:ecA|D ; cluAf í)é bo n)’ éjfceACc;
b]t]ACA|i i)e bo n)’ u]tlAb|iA6

; l^rb í)é bo n)’ co]n)]jtceA6
;

rlise í)é bo n)’ fcjupusAb; p3]AC i)e bo n)" 6]b]D; rl^A3
í)é bo TT) adacaI ad |Dleo3A|b beArboD; a]d CAcu]3|b
bubAjlceAÓ; a(d bDocco]l da b-A]3De; aid 3<^^ bu]De a
Tn)UAiD]3eAD b]03ba]l bAn) a b-p03Af do a 3-cé]D; ad
AODAD DO A 3-CU|beACCAe

Cu]D]n) A td’ c]n)ceAll da b-ujle De]Dc po, add a5A|6
3AC DCADC DATbA]beAC, eAbcD0CA]DCAC DU]D]3ce bo n)’

cuDp A3Uf bo n)’ adau); a D-A3A]b cidccacIa DAob-pA]6

;

A D-A3AJ6 bub-bligce pa3adcacca ; a d-a5A]6 pAob-DOACCA
e]DiceACCA ; a D“A3A]6 3AC ooIa]]* a ÓAll^f ADAn) ad bu|De.

Cd|0|*c bon)’ co]n)]DceA6 a d-^]u a]D D|n); A|D lofCAÓ;
A]D b^CAÓ; A]D 3U]d DO 30 b-cu|llpAb tdódad Iuac^ao-
CA]D. CDjOfc Ijon)

; Cdio|*c D^^An); Cdio^c a* n)’

b|A0
; CDjOfc )ODDAn) ; CDlofc prAn)

; CD^Ofc u<\fAn)

;

CDlOfc beAfAn); ODjOfc cuACAn)
; CDlOfc bo ’d CAob po;

CDlorc bo ’d cAob d]d; CDlofc bo n)’ cul; CDlofc a
3-cDO|0e 3AC bu|De le a lAbDA]n)

; Cd]0|*c a n)-beul 3AC
AOD A UbDAp Ijon); CDlofc add 3ac fujl a bcADCAf odid;
CDiorc ADD 3^^ cluA|f a clujDeAp n)é.
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21 b-CeATDfiA]5 A i>b]ii Accu|D5in) DeA]tc c]teuD da
7Z]x)or)0]be

:

CitejbjTD fA 'Cjtjooojb ):ao] AODbACC C]tu-

cu]5ceo]tA DA D"bul,

<t)orD]D| e^c |*Aluf, i)orDiD] eyz fAluf*, Cbt^ir^l efc
DAluf, cuA, i)oiD]De, rerDpe|t Dob]DCUTD. 2lrDeD.

ST. Patrick’s hymn before tara.

{From the original Irish),

I.

At Tara to-day, in this awful hour,

I call on the Holy Trinity

!

Glory to him who reigneth in power.

The God of the elements. Father and Son,

And Paraclete Spirit, which Three are the One,
The everlasting Divinity I

II.

At Tara to-day, I call on the Lord,

On Christ the Omnipotent Word,
Who came to redeem from death and sin,

Our fallen race

;

And 1 put and I place

The virtue that lieth in

His incarnation lowly.

His baptism pure and holy.

His life of toil, and tears, and affliction.

His dolorous death— His crucifixion.

His burial, sacred, and sad, and lone.

His resurrection to life again.

His glorious ascension to heaven's high throne,

And, lastly, His future dread.

And terrible coming to judge all men— ^

Both the living and dead. . . .

III.

At Tara to-day, I put and I place

The virtue that dwells in the seraphim's love;

And the virtue and grace

That are in the obedience

And unshaken allegiance

Of all the archangels and angels above

;

And in the hope of the resurrection

To everlasting reward and election

;

And in the prayers of the fathers of old

;

And in the truths the prophets foretold
;

And in the Apostles' manifold preaching

;

And in the confessors' faith and teachinr ;

And in the purity ever dwelling

Within the Immaculate Virgin's breast;

And in the actions bright and excelling

Or all good men, the just and the best.
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IV.

At Tara to-day, in this fateful hour,

I place all heaven with its power,

And the sun with its brightness.

And the snow with its whiteness.

And fire with all the strength it hath.

And hghtning with its rapid wrath.

And the winds with their swiftness along their path,

And the sea with its deepness.

And the rocks with their steepness.

And the earth with its starkness

—

All these I place.

By God’s almighty help and grace,

Between myself and the powers of darkness.

V.

At Tara, to-day.

May God be my stay !

May the strength of God now nerve me 1

May the power of God preserve me !

May God the Almighty be near me

!

May God the Almighty espy me !

May God the Almighty hear me !

May God give me eloquent speech.

May the arm of God protect me !

May the wisdom of God protect me

!

May God give me power to teach and to preach

!

May the shield of God defend me.

May the host of God attend me.

And ward me.
And guard me

Against the wiles of demons and devils

;

Against the temptations of vice and evils

;

Against the bad passions and wrathful will

Of the reckless mind and the wicked heart

Against every man that designs me ill.

Whether leagued with others, or plotting apart.

VI.

In this hour of hours,

I place all those powers

Between myself and every foe

VHio threatens my body and soul

With danger or dole
;

To protect me against the evils that flow

From lying soothsayers’ incantations

;

From the gloomy laws of the gentile nations

;

From heresy’s hateful innovations

;

From idolatrv’s rites and invocations.
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By these my defenders,

My guards against every ban

—

And spells of smiths, and druids, and women
;

In fine, against every knowledge that renders

The light heaven sends us, dim in

The spirit and soul of man I

VII.

May Christ, T pray,

Protect me to-day.

Against poison and fire

—

Against drowning and wounding

;

That so in his grace abounding,

1 may earn the preacher^s hire.

VIII.

Christ, as a light.

Illumine and guide me;
Christ, as a shield, overshadow and cover me

;

Christ be under me ; Christ be over me ;

Christ be beside me

—

On left hand and right;

Christ be before me, behind me, about me

;

Christ, this day, be within and without me I

IX.

Christ, the lowly and meek,
Christ, the all-powerful, be

In the heart of each to whom I speak,

In the mouth of each who speaks to me

—

In all who draw near me,
Or see me, or hear me.

X.

At Tara to-day, in this awful hour,

I call on the Holy Trinity

;

Glory to Him who reigneth in power.

The God of the elements. Father and Son,

And Paraclete Spirit, which Three are the one.

The everlasting Divinity

!

XI.

Salvation dwells with the Lord,

AVith Christ the Omnipotent Word,
From generation to generation ;

Grant us, O Lord, thy grace and salvation.—J.C.M.

The following extract is from the preface in the Leahhar Breac to the

hymn composed by St. Secbnall, or Secundinus, in honour of St, Patrick.

According to the Rev. Dr. Todd {BooJc of Hymns^ part i., p. 44), it “ is sup-

posed by the best Irish scholars, judging from its language and style, to be a

composition of about the seventh or eighth century.” This preface is found
in the published Fasciciilm (p. 31) of the leAbAp Imuinn. as edited (Dublin,

1855) by the learned doctor for the Irish Archeological and Celtic Society^

as a historical commentary on the first hymn.
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II.— )r At)b y]r) A|*be]tc

AT) C-A]l)3el PAC]aA'|C,

b]b UcfA |"]T) ujle. i)o ]xot)-

|"AC CftA fjC ADt)f|T), PAC]tA]C

T SecbD^U, T ceD bACA]t

[ac] C|ACca]d qrDcbell

|iel3] ]to cbuAlucA]i cIa||*

AlDjel OC CAl)CA|t) 111)11)01)

ibpAijtc ir it) ecUir, 1 irr^b
1to c^r)Y^z 1D D-in)rT)Oi) biA

bAD coj^fAcb :

—

‘‘ Sadcc| ueD]ce C\)]^]yz]

coppui*,” ecc. CoDib o pe]!)

Then the Angel said to

Patrick : ‘‘All these shall be

thine.’’ They made peace

then, Patrick and Sechnall.

And as they were going

round the cemetery, («) they

heard a choir of angels

chanting a hymn at the

Offertory in the church, and
what they chanted was the

hymn whose beginning is

:

Sancti venite, Christi cor-

pus, &c.(^) So that from

(a) That is, at SechnaU’s place—the church of Dunshaughlin, near

Maynooth.

(b) The hymn is entitled, Hymnus quando communicarent Sacerdotes,

and is as follows

:

Sancti venite,

Christi corpus sumite ;

Sanctum bibentes,

Quo redempti sanguinem.

Salvati Christi,

Corpore et sanguine,

A quo refecti,

Laudes dicamus Deo.

Hoc Sacramento,

Corporis et sanguinis,

Omnes exuti,

Ab inferni faucibuá.

Dator Salutis,

Christus filius Dei,

Mundum salvavit.

Per crucem et sanguinem.

Pro universis,

Immolatus Dominus,
Ipse Sacerdos,

Existit et hostia.

Lege preceptum,

Immolari hostias.

Qua adumbrantur,
Divina mysteria.

Lucis indultor,

Et Salvator omnium,
Praeclaram sanctis,

Largitus est gratiam.

Accedant omnes,
Pura mente creduli,

Sumant eternam,

Salutis custodiara.

Sanctorum custos,

Rector quoque Dominus
Vitae perennis,

Largitur credentibus.

Caelestem panem,
Dat esurientibus,

De fonte vivo,

Praebet sitientibus.

Alpha et omega,
lose Christus Dominus,
Venit, ventunis

Judicare homines.
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lUe c<\r)ZA\i ]i) 6 í|1|dí) p;
]rr}ur)yo cad c|A5A|t bo
cbujpp Cftjrc.

Ocuf tio pAlb PAC|tA]C

lA]! riD SecbOAll CO RojrD
VO|t ccDb Dejcb DO cl)A]ff|b

Po]l PecA|t
“I rnA]tc||te

A^le, A|t ID CUjtpACUb bo |tAC

f:A]Ti, T |ce t*|D c-^irr^ t^jlec

ID 21d^ 2l)AchA b-j rc|t|D

pojl T pecA|p.

that time to the present, the
hymn is chanted in Erinn
when the Body of Christ is

received.

And Patrick, after this,

sent Sechnall to Rome for

portions of the relics of Paul
and Peter, and other mar-
tyrs, in consequence of the
accusation he had made
against him. And these are
the relics which are now in

Ardmacha, in the shrine of
Paul and Peter.

Now, when Sechnall had
finished this hymn, he went
to show it to Patrick

; and
when he had reached Pa-
trick, he said to him, I

have composed a hymn in

honour of a certain Child of

Life— I wish that thou
wouldst listen to it.’" Pa-
trick answered, I welcome
the praise of a man of the

people of God.” But the be-

ginningthat Sechnall gave to

the hymn was, Beata Christi

Ciistodit, in order that Pa-
trick should not know in

whose honour the hymn was
made, untilhehad finished it

.

Obs. In this hymn (Sancti Venite)^ the first and third lines consist of five
syllables ; the third and fourth of seven ; or in double lines—the first member
of five, the latter of seven syllables. It has all the qualities which in Irish
poetry ihtfilidhe considered essential.

Its authenticity is undoubted. It is therefore a proof of the Catholic
faith and piety of the Christians of the early Irish Church.

*:,c* It was published in the first edition of this work in 1856.
The six following verses were composed in the seventh century by St.

Colman O’Clusaich, tutor of St. Cummine Foda, a.d. 661. See O’Reilly's

O pu |*CA]cb cpA bo Secb-
DaU ]d molub-i*^ bo beDAtD,

lu]b b|A CAifpeDAb bo pA-
CpA^C. CAD po P|ACC
S^CDaU CO pACpA|C A]-bepC

PPirr? pisner b|A

ApA]le tdac becbAO, jp A ]1

bArD ecpecc butcpju pp]pp.
2lpbepc PAcpAic, mocbeD
TDolAb PIP rDU]DC|pe í)&.

jpe cpA COppACb DO PAC
SecbD^U pop A frDmoD
bcACA Cbpipc] cupcobfc, Ap
DA po CUCAb PACpAjC [b]A

A|pe] c]A b|A D-DepDAD id
c-|rDrDOD CO CAfppeb a ^a-
bA|l.
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* Writers,” p. 45 ; also ‘‘ The Book of Hymns,” part i.,

p. 86. This selection is made from the “ Four Masters,” translated by Dr
O’Donovan, vol. i., p. 272 ; Dublin, Hodges and Smith :

III—2loir Citiopc, j-é céb rerccAc <v bAori. 21d ctvjc-
imo.6 bliA&AiD fco 1 BUctpAc, S. CuTflroiDe
pob<v, tvAc piAcrjA, epTcop CIuaija BfteAVOwt),
bécc ID bApjv la bé3 bo MoueiDbep. ColtnaD U<v CU-
r<'IS, oi&e CuMitDioe, po pA)b ija pojDD P!

•'

“Nl beip LiiitriDecb FopAbpu|n): be nl «^uirilDecb il
Lecb Cu|r)i),

2t)A]tb<vT) ]T) T)0| bd ^fú bo : bo Curr)rr)]i)e n)AC }^|aci)o.
bo ceijeAÓ doac cap rbu(p ; reire<^6 bl rui^e D-3n|xo,,M,

2t)A8 A b6pi b) buj bo, 1036 CutDipe "pobA.

^0 cutbA-rA lAfi cCurpipe, op lo po poil3e6 a ape •

Co] TOocuil Dir 01D5<^1i»eA6: bopb 3A1II lAp D&eAUAÓ a
b^ftc.’’

The age of Christ, 661. The fifth year of Diarmaid and Blatmac. StCummine Foda, son of Fiachna, bishop of Cluainfearta Breanain fCionfertV
died on the 12th day of November. Colman Ua Cluasaigh, the tutor ofCuramine, composed these verses :

The Luimneach did not bear on its bosom of the race of Munster into
Leath Cuinn, ’

A corpse in a boat so precious as he, as Cummine, son of Fiachna.
If any one went across the sea to sojourn at the seat of Gregory (Romel
If from Ireland, he requires no more than the mention of Cumine Foda
I sorrow after Cumine

; from the day that his shrine was coveredMy eyelids have been dropping tears

;

I have not laughed, but mourned since the lamentation at his barque.

Charters in the Book ofKells translated by Dr. 0 Donovan, and published (1846) in a copy of THeMiscellany of the Irish Archeological Society. The learned translator savs
that the “ splendid MS. of the Gospels, called the “ Book of Kells,” preserved
in the Library of Trinity College, Dublin, was, there is every reason to be-heve, executed m the time of St. Columbkille. The existence of the charterswhich have been copied into it, is sufficient to connect it with the Monasteryof KeHs; and that it was in existence there in the year 1006, and then re-garded as one of the most splendid relics of the we^rn wor d, wil appear

.uotesineanrsTf

tenth rntuiy?“‘ before the

r^Tpe C|lle bel3A iDpo.

PeccAr cA,d|c CoDcbobop ua 2l)<velfecblAiDb bo picb-
pAbA HI 2lebA .p piA 3,Ua coloitD. . . . coaIcad ce-

12
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r)<vr)br<v co corDAjtbA coIa]ti7 C]lle (.], n)AelrDO]]ie ua
Ucl)C^A]t) CO DA |*AiDUb T CO da IDjDOAlb . . . DOCC

cboiDrDA]Dce T coDApDA5A]b pojt a tdu]D bo aIco]D

colujrD Cjlle ^ coDAfD^o lejp co lep lu|5becb T co |iof

DaU ]f ]D ollDb D1 rDCjC CCDDAD A Dbep. CoDjb -j

C|DA]b cp^DA| 3cbo pe]r) bo concobojt ua idacI-

DeclA]Db c|ll bel5A co da c^lcb T co da ^epuDb bo b]A

^ bo culuiD Cjlle CO b^AC cod cjp cod cobAC ceD ^ect

CCD luA5eb ceD co|D01íD DÍ5 da co|p]3 ]:u|DD1 ^A]t . . ,

bA |iAe]TD| AD D1 lAjTDeb CA]fec a CAbAll eq^ ^^10

bA]
]

CDjC. Ocuf A ceAC po |DDa coididaidcc ]dda
plADA bo daca ADb ArDAl5 <\]b corDA^bA pAC^A^c co

TDbACbA^ll ^pu ^ COlDADbll PjDO^D T COTDADbA C]AD^D
CODA iDjDDA]b 6 cle]DC]b, d 1

]íDop]iA celcA Aj^bb oeD-

5up UA CAjDe bA|D, T D1 celcA ca] 1 .j. TDAeljpu tdac

co]DceD, 1 D| D7A|5e Iac^ 5iIIa 3D15^1b buíDrDAi3c,

T D1 ^^AC lu]5De lAib5DeD idac idacIad, o lAecA^b, ^
TDop iD3ei) TDCjc coDCobA]D b)b DlS^D ccd DAcb DAcbco^
DA corDTDAjDce pCD co bDAC. ] p^AbDAjpe pe^ TDÍbe eceD
Iaccu t cle]DC|u bo dacA da pIada pe^o 'll da coiDrDAjnce,

^ cucpAC u]le eccD Iaccu "| bleipcju a TDbcDDACCA^D bo

CAC dI3 da cA]D3Ab bA^ |D pA^pe pe^D co bpAC, cucpAc

qle A tdaIIacxa]d bo cac D]5 bo pojpeb CA]D|p pep. T

5]b 5UApACc bo cac p pADU3Ab coIu|td Cjll^ p 3UApAC-

cucA bo DI5 ceiDpAcbi uA]jt ]p bpACAp })é bo colutDC^Ue.

OF THE FREEDOM OF GILL DELGA.'^'

One time that Conchohhar O’Maelsechlainn came to a peaceful conference

with the grandson of Aedh {i.e., Gilla Columb . . . alumnus of Kells),

so that the comharba of Coiumbkille (i.e., Maelmuire O’Uchtain), with his

congregation and reliques . . came to give them protection. But he

(Conchobhar) took him (Gilla Columb), on his back from the altar of Columb-
kille, and carried him to Les-Luigdech, and deprived him of sight in the

valley which is to the south of Dua*mic-cennan. It was in atonement for

this violation that Conchobhar O’Maelsechlinn gave Cill-delga with its terri-

tory and lands to God and to Coiumbkille for ever, as king or chieftain having

rent, tribute, hosting, coigny, or any other claim on it as . . before, for

no chief durst touch it while (staying) in the territory. Now these were the

* “ cm delga, now Kildalkey, a parish situate in the west of the town of

Trim, in the barony of Lune, or Luighne, and county of Meath, where the

festival of the celebrated virgin, St. Damhnat or Dympna, is still celebrated

on the 15th May.^^
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guarantees given in it viz., Amalgaidh, Comharba of Patrick, vrith
the staff of Jesus

; the Comharba of Finnen ; the Comharba of Ciaran. with

tht R T® f tÍ® ’
?!r'

“ Telach-ardd, Oengus O’CaineÍbain
;

Í Isu Mac Cairtben
; tbe king of Magh Locba,

Gilla-Griguir 0 Dummaig; tbe King of TuatbLuigne, Laignen Mac Moelain, ofthe laity
, and also the Queen Mor, the daughter of the son of Conchobhar,

Meath" hntu
for ever. In the presence of the men of

Meath, both clergy and laity, these sureties and guarantees were given
; andthey al , both laity and clergy, gave their blessing to every king who should

not violate this freedom for ever; and they all gave their curse to any kingwho shou^ld violate it
; and though it is dangerous for every king to violate

latTof «
-

* specimen of the language as it was written and spoken

vn/?® Tr u n
‘>>6 “ Annals of the Four Masters,”

vol. 1 ., p. 618. Dublin, Hodges and Smith, 104 Grafton-street, 1851.

V.—2loir Cit]orc, DAO, ccéb, Pice a r&. 2lty vmtvaó
bliAbAij bo i)oot)CAb. BAOjcbipe, Abb BipitAe, Vjoov
ACCA, Abb CojtcAije, ceADb piaJIa eittbojit etteApn,
CiAitAp, Abb 2lcbAi& bo CA|D&i3b, Cele&AbAil, niAc
bcADDA]l, bo bol CO Kó|ri) b]A A]t(Cfte a bAbbAjoe
í5eAr)bCA]|t, ^ Acbejic r)^ occ ]n)cecc b5

:

^icb|5 bAtbpA CAipift bo cpiAll O COftAlb ceAslAjs,
Do AfccriAmb irort) Ail|ce|t, cA|t cu]tir) tiiA]tA rpuAib roeAp-

idda]5.

^I^blS at)a6 biPDclAÓAÓ colltjA CO l|or) a cAjpe,
^Fb)5 lApAtb imftAbAÓ CO jto pitjc 2Qac mófi é)Ame.
^icblj ArCCDAlb PUaIaC, pAlcjlAÓ pO|l CO|l CO cpeAtbop,

ppcjceAcb pbUAlcbA, A5tip bejtiiA beAibop,

OH ?
copp bo CA]p|uccAÓ, bA]5 ipA C]op pop bpepA,

^Fbl5 1^®rr lAp ccAjpipjub Aipm | ccelcctníp Ap pbépA
^Fb|5 pocu|l ciJlAjcf, cepbAÓ ppí 5puip| 50ACA,
^!cbi5 orbAp lobriAiÓe cpeApA Iuaio lAice bpAcA.
^icbi5 lAtb copp cpébbAióe, copcAÓ inj cpitbAib vshvve,
^icbis peic DA DOApcpAibe Ap cip da pUcA p,DDe.
^icbl5 lAtD ppi cupbAibe boriiDAiD cé cécA,b CAiDSeAD,

3l'®r FPI blPDAije, 1CC AbpA& Aipbpjj aidsoaI.^cc
1 D36 bj AOD bljAÓAiD, D] ceApcA bOD) cpi piece.

•aiprpeAtD po DAOTD piAgAll ID PAC TDA13)D bA tDicig.

• It is worthy of remark that the rhyming in these stanzas is Quite asperfect as any that can be found in modern English poetry.
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M( rbAitACC TDO corvc<e]YX], bjccjf c|t^bA|6 c]i]c})\6^

2li)Ab bo ]tioc |i5 bAOifi^i ]r)DAC Tf)A|5jD h'A iDicig.

Ba l]Acb CoftbroAC cuiiteAÓAcb S^ece 50 I’leA^Ajb ric|b,

jr)&|teACCAcb TDUAÓ, 2Qu||teA6Acb, 2|)AopAcb, 2^aoI njolb-

CAC rojcbis.
Literal Translation.

The age of Christ, 926. The ninth year of Donnchadh. Baeithine, abbot
of Birra ; Finnachta, abbot of Corcach, head of the regulars of the most of Ire-

land ; Ciaran, abbot Achadhbo-cainnigh ; Celedabhaill, son of Scannal, went
to Rome on his pilgrimage from the abbacy of Beannchair ; and he composed
these quatrains at his departure :

Time for me to prepare to pass from the shelter of a habitation :

To journey as a pilgrim over the surface of the noble, lively sea.

Time to depart from the snares of the flesh, with all its guilt.

Time now to ruminate how I may And the Great Son of Mary.
Time to seek virtue, to trample upon the will with sorrow.

Time to reject vices, and to renounce the demon. '

Time to reproach the body, for, o'f its crime it is putrid.

Time to rest after we have reached the place wherein we may shed our

tears.

Time to talk of the last day, to separate from familiar faces.

Time to dread the terrors of the tumults of the day of judgment.
Time to defy the clayey body, to reduce it to religious rule.

Time to barter the transitory things, for the country of the kingdom of

heaven.

Time to defy the ease of the little earthly world of a hundred pleasures.

Time to work at prayer, in adoration of the High King of angels.

But only a part of one year is wanting of my three score.

To remain under holy rule in one place, it is time.

Those of my own age are not living, who were given to ardent devotion :

To desist from the course of great folly in one place, it is time.

It was grievous that Cormac the hospitable was wounded with long lances»

Indreachtach the noble, Muireadhach, Maenach, the great Maelmithigh.

LAY OF CALADABHAILL, SON OF SCANNAL.

On his starting as a pilgrimfor Romoj a.d. 926.

The time is come, I am doomed to part

From the land that is dear to me

;

From the home that is wreathed round my heart

I must cross o’er the level sea.

In a pilgrim’s guise I must rise and start

O’er the waves of the deep, green sea.

It is time I should fly from the ills of life,

From its guilt and its deep laid snares.

That I leave behind me the wretched strife,

That I part with its thousand cares,

To seek the shelter of Mary’s Son,

And the heavenly smile He wears.
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To trample down on the worldly will

That is wedded to earthly lore ;

To turn my back on the golden strand,

Of that bright, mammonic shore ;

Till I find the home in which virtue reigns,

And dwell there for evermore.

I will weep for the days that for aye are fled

—

I will weep them with sea-salt tears.

Till my heart is sore with the floods it shed.

As if pierced by a thousand spears ;

Till my soul is sad and my eyes are red,

I will weep for my mis-spent years.

I will muse on the awful day of the Lord

—

That day of doom and dole,

When the earth shall quake and the hills shall shake.

And the mighty trumpet roll

;

When the sun shall fail and the sky shall pale,

And shrink like a blazing scroll.

It is time to look towards the spirit land.

Where bliss ever reigns supreme

—

Where the golden gates of that city stand,

Whose walls are of diamond gleam

;

^Cross the bridge of death, which the Lord hath spanned,

Over life’s ever-rolling stream.

It is time to pray, for we know not when
There cometh that night of gloom.

When the hopes, and the cares, and the crimes of men,
Shall be wrapped in a shroud of doom

;

When the pride of rank will be grimly caged

By the bars of the lampless tomb.

My thread of life has been kindly spun,

And my hair is as white as snow ;

Three-score years of my time have run

—

Ah ;
they flash like a lightning glow.

O’er the darkened face of the noonday sun,

For I spent them in reckless woe.

Oh ! friends of my heart, and my youth’s compeers,

Whom I’ll bless with my latest breath.

You have passed, alas ! thro’ the gate of tears.

You are cold in the clasp of Death

—

Cut down by the blade of that mighty chief,

The reaper whose name is Death.
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Cormac, the chieftain, whose heart and hall

To the world were opened wide,

Indreactach the noble in fight did fall,

With a lance in your gaping side

;

Muireadhach, Maenach, the great Maelmithigh,

God grant that with Him ye bide.

So ray time is come, and, alas 1 I part

From the hilis that are dear to me;
From the flowers that are planted wiihin my heart,

I must cross o’er the dancing sea;

Like a lonely palmer, I rise and start

O’er the waves of the ridgy sea.

Boz.

The following short poem was written about the middle of the sixteenth

century by Angus O’Daly Fionn, surnamed the Divine. He composed many
religious pieces, twenty-eight of which are now in a collection of poems
transcribed by Professor Eugene O’Curry for the late Rev. Matthew Kelly,

D.D., Professor, St. Patrick’s College, Maynooth, from whose MS. these

stanzas have been copied. For a short account of this writer, and the poems
he has left, see “ Transactions of the Iberno-Celtic Society for 1820,”

vol. i., part i., p. cxl ;
“ A Chronological Account of Irish Writers,” bv

Edward O’Reilly, author of the “ Irish-English Dictionary.”

VL—So]5ce<\c bAl|*A]ro b]tu 2t)u]]te,

Co]ii) I'AX) Af l]A c|tocA]|te
;

So|5ceAc DA
l^jji fixy i’aI Ajit AD l*0|5ceAC,

So]3ceAC ]y iDjlfe ’d<v fDil,

21dd cu(]ieA6 |t]5 da
SojgceAC AD iODcu]]t yA fior),

SoigceAC ^orDcui]t ad

curD ceAji^ fOjgceAC njoy d|D,

CojtD Af uAifle leA3 l^S^bAHt;

Kod3 30|irD DA D“5ituA& citoc D3A]tice,

CojtD DA iD-buAÓ cloc rD-beADDA|5ce.

Sof3ceAc oHi AD ua^d^^

21d ca^dic c|i]Ac DA D-<^lD3eAl;

3aoIco]1 ad 5ile ’d^ ad 5P]ad,
^u]ye d^D AODCA15 A^DiblAD.
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Cojtr) beA]t3 ó\]i tj-í^eoc n)-bU|*bA,

'pleA^ Djrbe Af A]t 'lobAbpA

;

Co\ix) -alujDD AO]br)e beoc,

í)'AbA]ll Aft fAOjjioe AD |*0
]3ceAC.

21d b]tii 3IAD o’\i bujDeAÓ Í)|a,

0

]

|*C| CA]r)]C 2t)AC ^A]t]A;

1)

o b’i ]ODAb A aIca,

Cl] ]06aD da b-UtblACCA,

M] b-]O 0ADD aod beAD

)y iD<^cA]]t tDejc D^ íDA]3b]De;

BeA3 bo fADCA]5 IDO f]U]t 3A01I

jul AD AOCOjl ’d^ ad AD-^0]b.

iDA]c cu|U]rf) ceA3 Djibe,

Í)’D^3A]1 ACC le A b-l^DDibe;

HI3 AD qge d^D ^
1
^^131^

’So^D ^u]De rDe-D^.

2t)-^CA]D ad pqD^ DCATb^A,

BeAD A3UD bu]TDe ad 'C]3eADDA

;

Bfoó ccAD AD n)0 ceAcc bo’D cojg,

Mi ceADc Ap b’]ADDAl^«

2^uda b-pu]l AOD CAO] e]le,

Le A ccqlqDD AD cdoca]D^ 5

Lod 50]D^ wo 5AO]l bo c’freAD,

2lb cAOjb A ^u]De, a fbA]5beAD.

D-beADDAÓ TDAOD Dl5 t)A d1^3>

CorbcDorD A3 tdoa^ tdo rblSDlOib

;

21)0 Óaodaó Ap é Ap U^A,

B<\05aI a <i)6 AD bjorDUf da.

Angus O'Daly Fionn, cecinit a.d. 1570.

A vessel of balsam is Mary's womb,
An urn full of plentiful mercy,

Vessel of graces, and of the purest draughts

—

A vessel which never bore a stain.

A vessel sweeter than honey,

In which was placed the king of kings ;

A vessel most fit to bear wine

—

A vessel that carried the sovereign King.
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No artizan ever fashioned a vessel like to this

;

Urn most noble, of the richest pearls
;

Blue eye of the graceful, smiling form

;

Urn of the choicest blessed gems.

Vessel of gold of the noblest feast,

Whence came forth the Lord of angels

;

Pure will, brighter than the sun,

(Is) Mary’s, who never yielded to temptation.

Urn of lurid gold—of exhilarating draughts ;

Banquet of heaven from which I shall drink

;

Rich goblet of most delightful beverage ;

Vessel that saves us from death.

The chaste womb in which God was enclosed.

Whence sprung the Son of Mary

;

That was the place of her nursling.

The pure breast of humility.

There is no other woman like

The Mother of the Virgin’s Son

;

My female relatives have little desired

To curb the stubborn will or check pleasure.

I do not well deserve to obtain the home of heaven
But through her intercession

;

May the king of the household abandon me not.

And may Mary not forsake me.

Mother of the Prince of the heavenly citadel.

Spouse and nurse of the Lord,

Be powerful to aid my coming to the house,

(For ’tis) not justice I am better ask.

If there is no other way
By which I can obtain mercy

;

My connexion with your divine spouse is sufficient

For thee, 0 Virgin Mary.

If the steward of the King of kings

Should act with equity considering my misdeeds.

To condemn me would be easy

;

Avert, 0 God, this displeasure.

These two ranns or stanzar are the first arid last of another poem written

by the same poet, and transcribed from the same manuscript, now (1856) in

the possession of the Rev. Matthew Kelly, C D.:

3Ab mo COrt)Al|tC A CUjl^p

21 AblA]PD DAOmCA Ap n)0 mAOjO;

SaOP mo cl] O C]C IJA b-pOACAb,

M] pAT) bjoc D] beACA]]t bAO]b.
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21 20(Cll, A AlDSejl UA]*All,

2lr) c-iiil &i|ieAC béADA 6atd ;

“Ca n)0 cfteii*] i|*
njo coti bioDA,

2t)ei|*i A|i fOD Ttjo soiotDA 5Ab.

Be my protection, 0 body of Jesus

!

O holy host, and my treasure !

Free my body from the disease of sin,

A thing which in life is not a difficult thing for you.

0 Michael ! 0 noble angel

!

Render safe the judgment for me,
Thou art my strength and tower of defence ;

Take me for my deeds^ sake under thy care.

The following stanzas are from a poem called ah Sío5A]óe H6n)i^r}Ac {The
Roman Vision)^ composed, as the last quatrain shows, in the middle of the

seventeenth century, a.d. 1650.
“ The author,” says Hardiman (from whose work, The Irish Minstrelsy,”

pp. 306, 336, 338, I copy these verses), “ supposes himself at Rome, A]tv op
CT)0 |C CepAp, where the vision appears to him over the graves of two exiled

descendants of the Gael. These were the famous Hugh O’Neill, Earl of

Tyrone—the Irish Hannibal—whose signal successes against the forces of

Queen Elizabeth in Ireland, embittered the latter years of that princess ; and
Rory O’Donnell (brother of the celebrated Hugh Ruadh), the first Earl of

Tyrconnell,” note, p. 430. The language is so simple, that really a transla-

tion does not seem necessary :

VII.—iiv jiAbAf roAibjt) a’

jf AT) Ro]tí) Ai|t o|i-cr)oc CepAif,
Sjoce Ajfi lejc A5 ]']lleA6 beo]tA,

Lap be 3|tuA]Tp A||t UA]3 pa P3AebAl-'peATt.

B|a6 a 3-c]te|beArp 3AP TpjlleAÓ 3AP cpAecAb,

BjAb Ap 6A3IU]}" A3 ceA3A|*3Ab A b-cjieubA,

B|ia]cpe, eAfbo]3, Sa3A|]ic a’|* Clé]|i’cA]b,

S’ be]6 fje 30 beoi3 ^ ^^^15 ^5

76th Stanza.

OUÍ6|rp-|*| Í)|A, Tpa’f tp]Ap le]f Tp’é]|"ceACc,

^ujbjrp jOS2l A cibeAp Ap rpé]b fo,

21Y SpiopAb pAorpcA, A PÍP b’ Aep-co]l,

2^u|pe TpacAin A’r pAccpu]c béib-5eAU

2lo|f AP 'Ci^eAppA a’ rp-bliAbpA]b béAp]:Ab,

'Cpac bibeA|* ’|*Ap Ro]ri) atp be6pA]be beupAC,
9X)]\e 30 le]c, cu|3 be]c a’i* ceub
21^ PIP bAO|b-p| cpioc rpo fSejl-pA.
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APPENDIX 11.

IBISH PROVERBS.

It is well known to every student who hasbeen in college, or who has
devoted any time to the study of languages, how extremely difficult it is

for a person to speak with a ready utterance in a tongue with which he has
not been familiar from his youth—no matter how well he may have studied

it in books ; nay, that it is only by repeated attempts from time to time in

oral exercises, that he can finally succeed in speaking any language fluently.

The reason of this is obvious ; that organ which is the best exercised in any lan-

guage, is the one which, in the same, is most ready at our command. Hence,
in many colleges the practice exists of committing and repeating, over and
over again, some of the best passages in the Greek and Latin classics. And
is it not a fact that we can easily call to mind, when we wish to express a

thought that requires their aid, those words that we have got by rote in the

stanzas of some charming lyric, some striking apophthegm, or some favourite

proverb ? Even that wonderful polyglot, the illustrious Cardinal Mezzofanti,

never learned to speak any language without first essaying in this way.
If, therefore, Ireland’s sons wish to speak their mother tongue, they

must, until it be popularized, if it ever be, use means such as those just

suggested. The language cannot be learned thoroughly any other way. And
what can be more readily impressed on the memory, and more easily retained,

than a nation’s proverbs, in which the language is at once pure, idiomatic,

and classical ? Hence, the following collection of Irish proverbs, which are

at present most in use among the people, has, for this end, been compiled.

And further, to enable the student to learn more easily the meaning of the

words, a literal translation of each proverb is subjoined, and occasionally an-

nexed to it is a corresponding English, Scotch, French, Latin, Italian, or

Greek adage of the same import. Every one knows that there are some
leading ideas, common to every people, thrown into a proverbial form in each

country. It is only in proverbs of this class, we can often meet in other lan-

guages sayings similar in meaning to those spoken in our own. Some may
be inclined to think that it is going beyond the limits of a simply national

work, such as a grammar of a particular language is, to be thus borrowing

from the torch of foreign dialects sparks of knowledge to illustrate our own.
Such a notion, if entertained, is too puerile to deserve notice. For what is

rare and good receives additional lustre from the light of contrast.

This small collection will show many, that Ireland is not, to say the

least, inferior to any other country in proverbial lore. Nay, perhaps, it would
be more just to say, that had all her national proverbs been published, the

volume containing them would equal in size the “ Handbook of Proverbs,”

lately edited {Antiquarian Library^ London, Henry G. Bohn, 1855), being

an enlarged re-publication of Ray’s collection, and the fullest that has yet

been given to the public. In this volume of the Antiquarian Library are

Scotch, British or Welsh, Irish, Danish, Eastern, and Hebrew proverbs.
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The collection called Irish is really laughable. The miserable slang,

unmeaning productions caricaturing Ireland and her sons, sung and acted

on the English stage, representing us as blunderers, bullies, drunkards, have

already done much, very much, to degrade us in our own eyes and in those of

others. This collection, furnished as Irish, is something of the same kind.

The sayings are as un-Irish in sentiment as they are un-Celtic in dress, and
partake as much of the ribald nonsense of the stranger and the low adven-

turer, as the words in which they are expressed partake of the dappled jargon

of the Saxon and the Norman.
A desire, then, to remove in some measure this slur thrown on our pro-

verbial genius—so to speak—has, in addition to the other motives already

given, mainly influenced the writer in submitting this collection to the

public. The selection has been made—some from a manuscript collection of

proverbs in the possession of Mr. John O’Daly
; some from the list printed

by Hardiman (“Irish Minstrelsy,’^ vol. ii., p. 397, 4- 9)

;

some from other

sources. I have here inserted those only which I thought were best known
among the Irish-speaking people. Had Mr. Bohn been furnished with a

collection even such as this, it is likely he would do us the justice of insert-

ing them. Indeed, there are many proverbs given in the “ Handbook” as

Scotch and Gaelic which are really Irish. This appears from their being current

among our people
;
and secondly, from the fact of their running in rhyme :

2lili)eAcc wv^ iot)|tA]ce 5r)]6eAr)D cuncuf c]tiiA]6,

The beauty of a chaste woman excites hard dispute.

2l]TD|beAcc 5eA]t]t X] ]V
The less of folly the better.

The less play the better.—Scotch.

2l)|t 1] v)\ bite]c 3A17

A man without eyes is no judge of colour.

2l|CD]5ceAt)r) CAOjtcoj cAO]tco5 e^le.

One chafer knows another chafer.

Ohacun cherche son semblable.—French.

Ogni simile appetisce il suo simile.—Ital.

Cada ovelha com sua parelha.—Port.

2licf}]5eAT)D rooÓArblAcc.

Greatness knows gentleness.

2l]ct)]5eAr)D ó]r)xr)]b locc

A foolish woman knows the faults of a man fool.

2lict)Í5ceA|i a 3-c|iua6cad.

Friends are known in distress.

Afriend in need is afriend indeed.—Eng.

Mas vale buen amigo que pariente primo.—Span.

Amicus certus in re incertd cernitur.—Cic. ex Ennio.
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21 T)-ATi) t)a b|i<\]be b]tA]ceA]t bo coD3DATb.
In the time of trial your help (however little) is felt.

In time ofprosiperity,friends will he plenty ;
In time of adversity^ not one amongst twenty,

2lr) bub 3Dé t)] b-A]CfiU|3ceA]t é.

The black hue is not changed.

Lanarum nigrce nullum colorem hibunt.—L^i,

21t) fiub A C0]3|leAf r)<v rnr)^ ]te^r)V ca]c é.

What the housewives spare, the cats eat.

What the good wife spares^ the cat eats.— Eng.

2ln |iub dac b-|:^5CA]t fé
^rnat cannot be had is just what suits.

[Said of a person who is not content with what he has, but is alwavs
wisiiing to have what he cannot get.]

2l]|t AC!) ATjAri) b]6 cojbce beA|iTT)Ab.

About one matter there is seldom a forget.

2l]|t ceACc i)A b-pocAl bojtb ]|* b|i)i) beul ]AbcA.
When wrathful words arise, a closed mouth is soothing.

21 1) boccAi)ACc xy\ rbolpAb A’f ry\ CAjDPAb
] ;

S i)]’l DCAc A Ti)-be]6eA6 b’A idoIaÓ i)ac A]3e bo
b’|:eA]t|t l|on) ].

Poverty I shall not praise, nor shall I dispraise

;

But 1 d w'ish him who praises it to be its subject, rather than myself.

2lt) zh i)Ac c|tuA3 bo i)a béAi) bo 3e<\|t^T)

To him who has not pity for your state tell not your complaints.

2lo cfe óUf ACC uirse V\ be]8 A]]t ibejrse
He who drinks only water will not be drunk.

21t) cé uA fuAf olcAji beoc A]|t,

21t) ce cA buAjlceAit coy A]jt.

He who is up is toasted.

He who is down is trampled on.

Up the hillfavour me, down the. hill beware thee.

Vulgus sequiturfortunam et odit damnatos,—Juvenal.

21 0 c-i^Iac dac ij-5lACAt)i7 yvion,.

The rod that admits no twisting.

It is not easy to straight in the oak the crook that greu* in the sap»
ling.—Gaelic.
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2lr} c-feob ^ 1 If
The rare jewel is the most beautiful.

^ rarejewel afair jewel,

2lo ^5 tdudaÓ n^éjÓleAC b’A TÍ)^CA]|t.

The lamb teaching its dam to bleat.

2lr) uA]]t ]f bo|tcA fto^Tb Ue.
The darkest hour is before day.

2lc^ i)]A C|061aCCAC, C<\bA|tCAC,

2lciv <D[a ]r<\|trA(D5 A 7;-curb3AC

;

2lcc DÍ b-lOOAT) bu|i 1>4D|A a 3-Coot)Acc,

2l’r i)|A pAftfAirts t)A t)-UUcAC.

God is bounteous and generous,
God is liberal in scarcity

;

But the God whom you have in Connaught
Is not like the liberal God of the Ultonians.

2lcftui3ceATt 5T)é ija \)-^n)X\y^e.
The appearance of the times is changed.

Tempora mutantur et nos mutamur in illis,—Lat.

BeACAÓ AD 'pcA]tA|6e yi]i]r)r)e.

Truth is the historian's food.

BeACA bu]De a cojl.

One^s own will is food.

Beul 6|6]dd a’i* c|iO]6e cu]1]dd#

A mouth of ivy and a heart of holly.

B|6 A6 A]|t AiDAb^D.
Even a fool has luck.

Fortunafavetfatuis.—Lat.

B]6 bo|lb fSéjTD.
A fierce person is often in beauty^s dress.

Afair face often hides a fierce heart,

Bfb boj]tbeAcc ADD jeAl 5^|]te.

There is anger in an open laugh.

Bi& clui& feAfcAin ^3 c-rAic]tAi6e.
The man of plenty has a quiet homestead.

B|6 cluADA^be A D-^e4v3-culA]6.

A deceiver is often in a fine dress.

A varlet is a variety though he he clad in Eng.
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BjéeADO bUf A]|t ATO n)-beA5^D.

The smaller the sweeter. Literally—there is taste on what is scanty.

TtAC A]|t AT) C-f|lU]TblleACC.

There is prosperity attending slovenliness.

Bocc AT) eAjlAif A b]8eAf 3At) ceo]l.

Poor (is) the church that is without music.

BlteACT)U|3 AT) AbA yul A b-cei6]]t ’t)T)a CAlA]r.

Look at the river before you go to the ferry.

Bíi63a ’fA 3-cl|Ab^T); lAjAjt Iaca]3.

Shoes in the cradle
; the foot in the mire.

Shoes in the cradle^ and harefeet in the stubble.—Eng.

BuA] 6]:|6 AT) C-CAC T)0 CA]lp]6 A1) 'ntlAT).

The horse shall win, or lose the bridle.

BuAii)e clu |*ao3a1 .

Fame is more enduring than life.

CA]leAi)T) buji)e |tub le t)-a tbuiDeAb,

A person loses something to teach himself.

Bought wit is best.—Eng.

Duro flagello mens docetur rectius.—Lat.

WaSiiixaTOL fjcaOrj/xaTa.—Gr.

'^K\7)pa de /udari^ TraiSaycayei Kapdiau.—Nazianz.

Ca]U 1*6 Al)T)fA 3-CA|*a8 6,

He lost it in the turning,

CAO]t) le ceAt)t)rA]3.

Gentle with the meek.

CAOTr)AT)1) b5CA|* Al) C-|T)3|teATI)AC.

Hope soothes the persecuted.

CA|*cATt T)A bAOjpe le c6|le,

2lcc T)1 cA|*cA|t i)A ci)0)c T)A T)A '(•léibce. Short form*

CAl*CA]t bA bAO]i)e ACC 1)1 CA|*CAtt 1)^ Cr)0]C.

People meet each other,

But the hills and mountains never.

Deux hommes se rencontrent bieuy mais jamais deux montagnes.—Fr.

Mans cum monte non miscebitur.—Lat.
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wopr céjle bije.
Big head, little sense.

Co|5]lc ce]De le loc.
No CACAib cloc le CU^T),

CotÍMittle éAbA,|tc bo njVMi boinb,
No btt|Ue be ntijbe

puAit.
To rake a fire by a lake,
To cast stones by the coast,
ris) to give an advice to a wily woman,
Or a blow of a locket on cold iron.

Itub,
CeAt)i;ui3 bitoc |mb A’r be|b]|x 5^17 aot)
Buy a bad article, and you will be without anything.

C|A A,Tt b,e buioe óUr ’r & í)ori,pAii a iocpa,-.
Whoever drinks, Donald shall pay.

’

Qmdguid delirant reges plectuntur Ac1iíví.’-Yíqx,

CUojÓeADD ve^pz ceApr.
Might subdues right.

CrmAfujj XV Tj-ATT) 0||teAtbr)Ac.
Provide in a seasonable time.

CouAfAc DA 3|t^]tieo|3e.

The provision of the hedge-hog.

CotjAiTtc re 2l)uriCA6, tjo cuib bV cu|beAccA.
He saw Morogh or some of his associates.

Which implies, savs Mr. O’Dalv “thaf if a rv,o i u

OlAKii juaiuli u

CoTtnjAC bfteiceATb ija nj-biteAc pio^i.
Cormac judge of just judgments.

CuA]|tc sefvjtjt Yi II* |:efv|t|i.

A short visit is the best.

Again

A Short visit to the house of a friend, and even that seldom paid.
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Cul a’í* a3A]6 le ceAf.

Rear to the wind, and front to the (sun’s heat.

[A proverb pointing out the situation which a house intended for comfort and
warmth should hold].

b-c|i]Ar) ]"DeACCA le ]"lé]bc|b,

&-c|t|Ar) le 3leAí)DCA]b,

b-c]t]AD cjDDir A]3 luce AOji^e,

b-c|i|Ai) bAO]fe A]3 6]3e,

t)^ b-c|t]AD |*A]i)ce A]3 ]"eADbu]De,

b-c|i]AD 3AO]ce le C]tAT;DA]b,

b-c|t]AT) cA]r)ce a]3 luce p5|ce,

b-cit|AD c5|iac a]3 luce céjlle,

í)a b-c|t]AD liill^3 A|]t b5jc|t]b,

b-cfiiAD '^eo]ze a]3 AOfbA.

Two thirds snow in mountains,

Two thirds sun in valleys,

Two thirds sickness with the aged,

Two thirds folly with the young,

Two thirds covetousness among the old,

Two thirds wind among trees,

Two thirds talk among those drinking over their cups,

Two thirds justice among those of sense,

Two thirds foot-prints on roads,

Tw'o thirds feebleness amongst the aged.

Í)aII At ft 1] v] b|te]ceATb pfOft,

A blind man is not a true judge of colours.

i)eACA]ft bftefTT) lefi" at) rbufft rbofi.

Hard to contend with the wide ocean.

i)eAl3 tt)ut)Ia]3, 'P|AcaI cod, a’i* ^ocaI AroAbAfD; U
C|ti peice 5fei]te Ai|t b]r.

A thorn in mire, a hound’s tooth, and a fool’s retort, are the three most
pointed things at ail.

<t)éAD UAfflcACC A’f béAD CUTDAD l^fce,

ACC A]D cluAf DA b] f:uA|i le bo óufDO bocc f:é]D.

Associate with the nobility, and be in favourwith them; but, on no account,

óe cold with your own poor people.

i)^AD ad Ojbfft ACC da bAC le bo ófccfoll.

Do the work, and heed not your (boasting) endeavour.

j^Said to those who say they could (if they onlv wished it) do much, but who
as a matter of fact don’t do the work].
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í)eA|ib CAjtAb (to|rb itjACCADDAf.

Prove a friend ere necessity.

MeVr^iTo awiffOeiu,—Gr.

Prove thyfriend ere thou have need.—Eng.

í)eA]tb|tAcAi|t leAbpADACc’ óUcíVf).

Drinking is the brother (of) robbery.

í)eA]tb]tACA]]t bo T^a63 ^oxr)\)ú\

Donald is brother to Thady.—(Chip of the sane block.)

Arcades ambo.—Lat.

í)eA|tc ful lé]n) a c^bAjic.

Look before giving a leap.

í)é]]tc b’A cu]b 'pé]D ^o’r) Ati^Ab^vr,

An alms from his own share is given to a foo).

í)éi|ic AD rb^ll]D

An alms into the full bag.

í)lorbAO]DeAf td]ad AtDAbAiD.

Idleness a fooPs desire.

i)l]5e da b-|AfAcbA DA 1)-eA]t|tA]6e bo bfi|feA6.

The law of lending is to break the ware.

i)5CAp l|A]3 3AC AD|tb.

Hope, the physician of all misery.

If it were notfor hope^ the heart would break,—Eng.

Spes alunt eocules.—Lat.

^ arvxlav rats iXTncri.—Gr.

i)o]l3e AD c-uA]bjteAc bo ceADDfujAb.

It is difficult to soothe the proud.

6Abc)torD 6|t A]3 AiDAb^D.

Gold is light (with) a fool.

Afool and his money are soon parted.—Eng.

6adIa]6 da b-AOD-cle]ce ^íao] aod PSeAC,

Birds of a feather under the same bush.

Birds of a featherflock together.—Eng.

Pares cum paribusfacillime congregantur.—Lat.

6||ie 03 OjleAD DA daotd.

Youthful Eire, isle of saints.
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"pAbA cutDDe i-eAD-leiDb.
Lasting is the recollection of an old child.

ad Céii* tda|i cit ]•].

Leave the Keish as it is.

"""-I" '

PA5ADD DA bA bitr ^Ab a’i* bj&eADD ad feu]t a’
The cows die while the grass is growing.

Caml non morire cJie Jierla de venire.—Ital.

Live horsey and youHl get grass,—Eng.

péAbAjn) ojt bo ceAT;t)Ac 50 bAO|t.
I can buy gold at a great price .—the dearest thing can be

pé<vbAt)t) CAc beAftcAb A]|t |t|3,

A cat can look at a king —the light of day, and the air we
exercise of his faculties belong to the lowest and poorest.

peA|t3 A’r puAC tiArbujb ut) beA5-5|iA]ó.
Anger and hatred are the foes of pure love.

peA]t i)A b-Aot) bo peA]t 3A0 aoi) bo.

The man of one cow—a man of no cow.

had for money,

breath, and the

"peAitD pu|D pleióe ’da znx SJopAic
The end of a feast is better than the beginning of a shindy.

peA|t|t beiDe ttlefbe ’da zny bjtuibDe.
The last of a feast is better than the first of a fight.

Better tome at the end of afeast than the beginning of a/ray.-Eng.

'FeAjiD bneO|líD add bojtD V copD aid c^iDbe.
A wren m hand better than a crane yet on loan— i.e., yet to be caught.
Mas vale paxaro en la niano, que búgtre volando.—Spanish.
A sparrow in the hand is worth more than a vulture flying.

peADD TDAbA beo da leoD tDA^b.
A living dog is better than a dead lion.

"peApD A oileAiDAiD ’da a oibeACA]-.
His feeding (has been) better than his education.
Betterfed than taught, said the churl to the jaarson.—Eng.

peADD &A fújl ’dA aod c-ru)l.
Two eyes are better than one.

Two heads are wiser than one.—Eng.
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clu cot)^c.

Character is better than wealth.

co]5ilc A||t b-cuf ’oa a]|i be]|ie.

Better to spare in the beginning than at the end.

'péjle bA]tt:ACiv^D.

A niggard^s generosity.

pejf 'CeATDiiAC 5AC c|teA|* bl]A3A[i).

Tara^s parliaments were every third year.

pojjlArr) tD]AT) jAC eA3DA]3.

Learning is the desire of every wise man.

reADS^Uiii.
Patience is the cure for an old complaint.

Patience is a plasterfor all sores.—Eng.

Sale della patienza condisce all tutto.—Ital.

The salt of patience seasons everything.

"pojllrisceAii 3AC t)]^

By time everything is revealed.

'pu|tA|* ^íUjDoeAÓ ^DAjce t)A tDjDDe*

It is easy to bake with meal at hand.

puA|i cun^Af) cAillí3e.

Cold is an old darnels affection.

puAitujgeADD A cujb.

His portion cools—more fully thus, at) ce a z'a aiijuiJ t:U'^Tt'‘ilieAnu a
cu]t>, the portion of him who is out, grows cold.

Sero venientibus ossa.

Aro V] b-^A3f)AC ]"AO|.

At all times a sage is not wise.

Nemo mortalium omnibus horis sapit.

Obdormivit Homerus.

3ac leAiib 0]lceA|i
:
3AC 0]3e tda|x AbbAfi.

Every child as nursed ; every web as its materials.

As the tree so is thefruit.—St. Matt.

Telle recine, tellefeuille.—Fr.

Or, 5aC bAlcA TT)A|t 0 |lceA]t.

Every rursling as he is nursed.

Quce enim seminaverit homoj hcec et metet.—Epis. ad Gal. vi. 8.

Quonium qui seminavit in came sua, de came metet et corruptionem.
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3AC beAtijAD |t|ceADD a jtAe.

Every demon runs his course.

Every dog has its day.—Eng.

5ac a b-pA5CA|t 50 b-olc }rDci3eAr)i7 30 b-olc.
What is got badly, goes badly.

Ill got
j ill spent.— Jng,

Acquerir mechammentf et depenser sottement.'^Yt,

t)]6 bAOji xr)]^x) 3^0 rt)t)^0].

Every thing dear is a woman^s fancy.

CO|t)t A ÍOCA.
Every crane according to its thirst.

cojpeAl A 3-cori)luAbA|t,
Every candle in company.

Numqmd venit lucema ut sub modio ponatuVf autsub lecto ? nonneut super
candelabrum ponatur.—S. Marcus 4. 21.

^

AOt) A rb|A]i;.

Each one according to his taste.

u|le T)Ae |té]]t a gtié.

Every person according to his cast of mind.
Every man in his Eng.

rj] AbjtArjr) fio]t]tu|6e b|teu3,

A long disease does not always tell a lie, i.e, will kill at last.

lot), 3AI) CA]lA|b.

Without store, without friend.

0|leATbA]i;, 3Ap íboó.
No rearing, no manners.

^AD C]|*ce ir puA|t AD clu.

Without a treasure, fame is dull.

^e^t) 3AC leAr)CAC a cu]b AT)|•Acc^
The aflfection of every follower is for his own coziness.

5eibeADD lo]i3ADAc 3e]Tbjt6 30itcAC.

bonl-oneCavortL'^^^^^^ the shin

OA^^r^^
fe-cu)lleADD A 5-ceAi)D, V) peAit]! a bejc add

The glory which the head cannot bear, it is better it should not be there.
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OC|tAC pAOCrbAlt.

The hungry man is usually fierce.

c]|*ce cAC]tAi)DACc*

Wealth creates friendship.

^Oi^eADD le]cé le^ceAbACc.

Diamonds engender elegance (rich attire, &c.)

tDAIC TT)A]CeAf.

Good begets goodness.

Xdpis rix'T^i,—Sophocles.

olc olc.

Bad begets badness,

Money begets money.—Eng.

Banarifanno danari.—Ital.

3r)|6eADD A AOticA.

A rich man acts according to his wish.

Money makes the mail go.—Eng.

CA|tC CA]tC.

Thirst produces thirst.

301^eAt)D blAbAjt CA|tAbA|*.

Flattery begets friendship.

A beAD DA b-c|t] robo.

Easy, 0 woman of three cows.

FSAitAjó AD Iaca le liDD fDAib;

3o ]*3A]t|tA|6 AD eAÍA le d-a clu]rb bA]D,

F5^ 1^T^a |6 ad TDAbjtA le c]te]beArb da s-cdaid,

M| rSAn^AjÓ AD SADSAjb le ^DqD tdda.

Till the duck cease on the lake to swim.
Till the swanks down asume a darkish hue,

Till the canine race cease to snatch and fight,

Woman's mind shall not lack guile.

jf b]DD ^ beul dda co|*b.

A silent mouth is melodious.

A wise head makes a close mouth.—Eng.

Vi/ sapit qui pauca loquitur.—Lat.

Le plus sage se tait.-^Yv.

Silence is wisdom and gets a manfriends.—Eastern proverb.
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jonxvb 5l6||t A13 DeAC, bo be]]t fji) peArbcjODD A|]t a
céfll.

í)eADADD bujDe le ]orr)Ab 5l5]]t fpA^beAD i) cd}]i

V^IV.

Much noise (of words) in a man, brings disregard for his good sense.
A man with much loud talk makes fudge of truth itself.

Jr ^Aol A C]3eA]* AD c-Ab ACC ’dda cii]lce rt)óp,<\

AD rD]0-Ab.

In slender currents comes good luck, but in rolling torrents comes mis-
fortune.

j^pres perdre perd on lien.—Fr.

Fortuna nulli obesse contenta est semeL—Latin.

j|* C]ttt) A5ur roj-cAC i*|tuc r)A \]x)x)ze liitiA,

tlj h-é f|r) bo’i) c-ffiuc eA&c|toii) f] bA5|tAr 50 biirjA,

Still and silent is the stream of full deep waters

;

Not so with the light, little stream-—it is it that bellows boldly.

Deep waters run smooth: a shallow stream makes most woisc.—Eng.

Jr C0]rD CAb^D bo bo]cc.

A hut is a palace to a poor man.

Home is home^ though it he never so homely,—Eng.

OIkOS <j)i\0S ciiKOS tipi(TTOS,

)y !3aU AT) 5it&6 bAoc.

Self-love is blind.

Jr ru]l A 3-cu]l bu]De e]le.

Blind is the eye in the private abode of another. That is—a man is silent
in a strange place.

Jr eA3DAC beA3-6u]De.

A person of virtue is wise,

Jr fAbA Ó’d Uirb A ca A 3-C|AD.
Far from the hand which is in a distant (land).

Jr AD TDAjC Aca ’da ad TbA]C A b].

The good that is, is better than the good that (once) was.

Quod est, melius est.—Lat.

Jr A 0]leATbA]D ’da a co3b^il,
His living is better than his education.

Birth is much, but breeding wore.—Eng.
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Jr beA5^t) be’t) t)-3A0]l xx)d]i'^x) be’r) c^n-

A little relationship is better than much friendship.

Jr CAitAh ^ a 3-cu]|tc bot)D
A friend at court is better than a groat in the pocket.
Afriend at court is better than a penny in pocket,—Eng.
Bonfait avoir ami en cour, car le proces en est plus court.-^Yv,
Goodfavour is above silver and —Proverbs, xxii. 1.

Jr r^A]tp CO]3|lc A P-Atl) ’pa APP App-C|tAc.
It IS better to spare in time than out of time.
^Tis too late to spare when all is Eng.
Sera infundo parsimonia,—Seneca, Epist. 1 .

5’ eVi irvdpev (f)eidca.—Hesiod.

Jr pBApp é ’pA A eArbAjÓe.
It is better than its want.

A wooden ley is better than no Eng.

)r é ’o^, AV ^AJ-ACC, VAC b-pmgceii.
It is better than the loan you could not get.

Jr &e cu^vtv ’va Sfieitu &e CAC.
One morsel of a rabbit is better than two of a cat

ifS “ «' of • «.

)r l?efv|tft itDjteAf ’oA UAi3DeAr.
Contention is even better than loneliness.

jr pefVTt[t rv]ve ’dA bo]|tbe tbó|t,

)r pefv|tft có)|i ’v^ bul cunj

Jr pefv|i[r ceAc beA5 •*’(* ceADO lot),

Nfv ceAc njóft a’p beAsfVD bí8e.
Better gentleness than great haughtiness.
Eetter adjustment than going to law ;

Better a small house and full store
Than a large house and little food.

Jr reAitTt DeAc e,le a rboUó bu,„6 & fém
it IS better that another and not oneself should praise.

Jr re>App r^^AjTp ’pa peAjtc,
Cleverness is better than strength.

Jr Sl^WA CAbAjjt <t)é ’pVp cojiur,
God's aid is nigher than the door.
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)r ct)0]c A b-pAb

The hills seen afar off look green.

’Tis distance lends enchantment to the view,

And robes the mountain in its azure hue.

Pleasures of Hope—Campbell.

jp c]ie]fe ^\]Oc^x t)eA]ic.

Cunning is superior to strength

Jr 50^^ a ]t|AccAt)Ar.

The covetous (man) is always in want.

Jr n)All ’r ir b]]teAC bio5AlcAr i)^.

Late and sure is the justice of God.

God stays long, but strikes at last,—Scotch.

AT) b]teu3 A5ur r^pAW at)

The lie passes away—truth remains.

Magna est veritas et prcevaleMt.

)r «)iiir ir i^c,

Wine is sweet—sour its payment.

)Y bOOA At) 31 oIIa ACC ]r TI^eAfA 3AT) é.

Bad is a (bad) servant, but it is worse to be without him.

Better a mischief than an inconvenience,—Eng.

Jr jOro^A lA ’rA 3-C|ll OtlAjDD.

Many a day shall we rest in the clay.

Jr i^A]it3 bo bjbeAr Dac AiceAt)CA]t é.

It is a poor thing to be in a country where one is not known.

Jr Ti7Ai]t3 A it)-b]6eAT)t) A c^ijibe y^vVp

Jr -A Tn-b|6eAT)T) ’cIaoo JAD |iA]C

;

Jr ^A]]t3 A Tr)-b]6eAT)D boc^vt) 3At)T),

Jr TDA1113 A b|6eAr 3At) ole VO t^a^c.

’Tis sad for him who has few friends,

Tis sad for him who has unfortunate children ;

’Tis sad for him who has only a poor cot,

'Tis sad to be without any thing, good or bad.

Jr Tt)Ai|i3 A b|beAT)t) 30 l)-olc ’r A be]C 30 bocc

t)A 6]ai3.
It is a poor thing to be stingy, and to feel troubled after the little that is

given.

Jr ^A]113 A13 A TD-b]6eAT)T) beAT) n^j-cA^itbeAC bojib.

It is a source of regret to have an unthrifty, disdainful wife.
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jj* rDAjC AD c]ort)^DA]óe ad cé bjóeAf A|D 3-clo|6e,

He is a good hurler who is on the ditch. A proverb against critics.

jr rDA]C AD TDAjtCAC feAD caIatd.

A good horseman the man on the ground—i.e., on foot.

jf* rD|D(C A b| 3eADArbA]l, a3U|* bACAtbAjl bopA.

Often was Ugly amiable, and Pretty sulky.

Akin to this is the Spanish proverb :—Not so ugly as to befrightful^ nor

so beautiful as to kill.

)X td|DIC bo |i|DD^ bujDO c]te itjocc, beA^c A]* a b-c|3

Ad u]le olc.

Oft a person commits through impulse (or passion) an act from which
flows much evil.

jl* TDO b’ eA3lA ’d^ AÓbAjl.

Thy dread is greater than thy reason (for it).

]\ fíoD 30 DoblA]c,

’S fAfAC 30 b5||tfe.

Every state of weather is summer till Christmas, and grass to the doors.

Meaning that the worst weather does not appear till after that season.

Janiveer freeze the pot by the fire.

February doth cut and shear,—Eng.

Pluye de Februier vaut egout defumier.—Fr.

)r re^iib AO p||t|r)0e, acc if roilif At) bfeu^ Ai|t

uA|f|b,

Truth is bitter, but a lie is savoury at times.

The truest jest sounds worst in guilty ears.—Eng.

]x CAÓbAfAC ]Ab AÓADCA D^ rD-bÓ CAfl leA]l.

Prodigious are the horns of the cows beyond the seas (c.xóbAi*, means a
spectre^ from cAó, an apparition; bAf, death).

They are ay gude that arefar awa\—Scotch,

Omne ignotum pro magnifico.—Lat.

)X cu|rce beoc da p3éAl.

A drink comes before a story.

[A proverb suggested by the ancient practice of giving story-tellers a drink
before they began to rehearse their tales].

LAtD a ]*CApA6 A3Uf lAlb A CA]t|lcA]l.

A hand scattering and a hand saving.

Altera manufert aquaruj altera ignem.—Lat.

IIporte lefeu et V eau.—Fr.

Altera manufert lapidem, altera panem ostentat.—Plant.

18
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ÍAíD lA]b||t u<vcbA]i.

The strong hand in the ascendant.—3/0//0 of the O^Erlens.

teAToh lo|f5ee pUAciijgeAOD ce]i)e.
A burned child dreads the fire.

LejJeAf 5^0 h\idr) corb]tA6,
Conversation is a cure for every sorrow.

^1^5 3^^ bo|Cc bA|*.

Death is every poor man's physician.

LojCeADf) AOflAÓ lt)0[t-clu.

Satire injures great fame.

hort) jAC A leax).

Every one in misfortune is destitute.

LujbeADD fOÓT)A|" A|It AlDAb^tl.
Good-fortune abides with a fool.

cairi) buióe CA cfiojSe 30^1
If 1 am yellow, I have a fair heart.

2l)v\||t5 b’<\]t b’ cé|le h^ot^x) bojtb.
It is sad for the person whose partner is a haughty varlet.

2l)<x]]t3 c]té|3eAp A tijeAitnA.
'Tis an evil thing (for him who) forsakes his Lord.

2t)A]|t5 c]ie]5eAf a buj^e 31)^0 aiu bume bA^ cnfvc
VO ciij.

' '

Be not ungrateful to your oldfriends.—Yioh.
'

2QA]fi3 bo 31^16 e^ceAC a’j* 301&.
It is evil to refuse and steal.

^v\]ll3 feAlUj* A|]t A CA]tAlb.
It is a sad thing to disappoint a friend.

«par CAU) i;o bjfteAC AI) pob ’ré ai? bócAn ttjón a»
t-AC3]0|t]tA.

If the road is crooked or straight, the high-way is the short cut.
Thefarthest viay about is the shortest way home. Eng.
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Va q 5 0
]
6ce.

If the day is long, night comes (at last).

The longest day must have an end.—Eng.

The oldest man that ever lived died at last.—Gaelic.

II n'est si grandjour qui ne vienne a vespre.—Fr.

Non vien di, che non venga sera.—Ital.

\or)rvu]v l]on) av c]i'A)r) \]Oxr) a \)~'a\

If I like the sow, I like her litter.

Or,

}o\)\r)\x]X) leAZ rpe, ^or)rr)ii]r) n)0
If you like myself you like my sway (all connected with nr.e).

Love me, love my dog.—Eng.

cne]b c]ie]b pfAC, ^ c|te]b b]t|A-

21)V I* TDOC, tdaU, e]ft5ccAf ax) 3|1|<vDí IT ]ic co^l

le i)|A be]6eAf ad l4v.

Do not credit the buzzard, and do not credit the raven, and credit not the

words of woman (sorceress) ;

Whether the sun rise early or late, the day shall be as God pleases. (A
Christian proverb against pagan prognostics).

rDAjC leAC a be^c buAD ca]C ]:uA]t A5uf ce|c.

If you wish to live old, make use of hot and cold.

Or thus,

2i)Ay TDA]C leAc a be^c buAD ca]c ua]c A3Uf ce]c.

If you wish to live long, fling off and flee.

[“ This sentence was uttered,’^ says Mr. O’Daly, ** by a waiter at Mullagh-

mast, who, being aware of the plot against the lives of the guests, wished m
these words to convey an intimation to one of them to fly for his life from
the danger that was impending over him and his friends.”]

2t)qc AD c-adIad ad c-oc]auf.

Hunger is good sauce.

Fames optimum condimentum.—Lat.

Apetito non vuol sake.—Ital.

2t)]lleADD cA||i3De eAC, ’3uf TDíUeADD eAC |*é][*]teAC.

One nail spoils a horse, and one horse spoils a team of six.

One scahhy sheep infects a flock.—Eng.
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^|lfr sW 3^^ VW’ a rr)-h]S cu]b ^-^ny rPT^eiÓ ;

SeAjib 3ló|t AD ce B|6eAf \oxx)xx), buD-of-qoDD feo

UbjtADD pe.

Sweet is the voipe of every man who has means and fortune

;

Harsh is the voice of him who is penniless—he speaks quite out of place.

AD o|3e a’]" qocpA^b q.
Praise youth, and it will progress.

2^oIa6 3AC AOD AD c-^c TDAD 5eAb|:A]6.

Let each man praise the ford as he finds it.

b^ÓeAÓ bo 5DÍorb 6 bo ceAD3A]D.

Let not thy act be from thy tongue.

Be slow of giving advice—ready to do a service,—Ital.

CoibAj^le AD c-SeADbu|De.

b] CA]DceAC A b-c]3 AD 6|l,

tia CU]]t ADpjOf A1|t f^ADOjjt,

1^1 a b-AbA||t DAC D-fei^'ADCA]t C0]]t,

Ma b-ob A3uf da b-iA]tft 0D0|]t,

Ma b] c]tuA]8 A3Uf Da b^j bo3,

Na c]té|3 bo cA|iAib A]|t A cu]b,

Ma b] iD]-Tbo6ArbAil, D^ béAD C|t0 ]b,

2l’f D^ b-ob ] rDA’f é]3]D bujc.

Do not be talkative in a drinking-house,

Do not impute ignorance to an elder,

Do not say justice is not done,

Do not refuse and do not seek honor,

Do not he hard, and do not be liberal,

Do not forsake a friend on account of his means,

Do not be impolite ; and do not offer fight,

Yet decline it not, if necessary.

TDol aY ca]D t\x y'e]Vf.

Neither praise nor dispraise thyself.

Neither speak well or ill of yourself.—Eastern Proverb.

Ma cAbA]]t bo b|teic A|]t ad 3-céAb fseul,

TD-be]|i]b AD CAob e]le o|ic.

Do not give your judgment on (hearing) the first story.

Until the other side is brought before you.

Every man's tale is gude till anither's he told.—Scotch.

Audi alteram partem.—Lat.
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NA njol AJUI* T)a bj-Tpol bAO|,
V] t:&SCA|l l-AO] 5AT) locc.

Do not praise nor dispraise a dolt
As a sage even is not found faultless.

N] b-|!U]l 3ló||t ACC 5l6]|t Deirbe.
There is no glory but the glory of heaven.

M] CA|t 5<\c bUbAfiie.
Every flatterer is not a friend.

are notfriends that speak w/aeV.—Eng.

N] buAIJ CO5A6 t)A 3-CATIA&.
The fighting of friends is not lasting.

Amantium ira amoris redintegratio est.—Lat.

M) b-pu|l 1*06 3<\t) Ariij-fóó.

There is no joy without affliction.

There is noJog without a/%.—-Eng.

Mj b-pu|l r)]6 t)]Of 3|le ad 5eADATDDA]3eAcc.
There is nothing fairer than virginity.

b-pu|l 3A0I A]3 AOD le fAO] 3AD ]"euD.

related to a sage in misfortune—i.e., no one cares forreduced circumstances.

Mj b-pujl bljge A]3 ]t]ACCADAr.
Necessity has no law.

bjÓeAtir) AiTi3]o6 a b-p^b le cé[l
A fool and his money are not long together.

N] l^rt) ]a6ca ACC bopp buDCA,
A closed hand gets only a shut fist.

M] pAgAD AD Tb|D]C ODÓ|p.

A constant guest is never welcome.

N^imiafamiliaritas contemptum parit,—Plutarch.

30 m-bu6 piop-eoUc.
Not a sage till he be truly skilful.

3AC Atn A tbAinbu|3eAt)0 PiVbltH(C
It is not on every occasion Patrick kills a deer.
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M] leui) 50 bjc q3eA]ir;A.

No misery like the want of a lord.

Mi b i5ul bo’o bA]le rn6|t ceAcc A]|t
<\]i*

It is not the same thing to go to town and come from it.

M] l|A At) Af) bOOAf AW 0]tlA]b C|tíb.

Fortune comes not without misfortune inch for inch.

Mi nle 30
No poet till a prince.

M] ]Ab w n^ojtA u]le a bA^WAf ad

It is not all big men that reap the harvest.

T/ie greatest things are done by the help of small ones.—Eng.

Multis ictibus dejicitur quercus.—Lat.

Mfl r)]6 r)]ox sqtie ceAD5A tdd^*

There is nothing sharper than a woman^s tongue.

Mi rr)ú\vce 30 coiscitioc.

Not accomplished till one has travelled.

He that trewelsfar knows much.—Eng.

Mi AD boccADDACC.

Poverty is no shame.

50 iD-be^b 5AD C|ODt:A|b.

Not free till without faults.

Mi ceAfA]3eAcc 30 D^ljte.

No heat like that of shame,

14] uA]fleACc 3AD T^bA]lce,

No nobility without virtue.

Mi frA^ADD COf DA COTbDA]0 AOD D^b,

The foot at rest meets nothing.

A close mouth catcheth rvo flies.—Eng.

A goupil endormi rien ne tombe en la geule.—French.

Bocca trinciata mosca non si entra.— Ital.

En bocca cerrada no entra mosce.— Spanish,
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Mj CUjJCADI) Al) fiVCAC AO
2lo uAjjt bo bjSoAoo A bol3 cf^Aon.

The man who has enough, does not, with his stomach full, understand the

wants of the hungry.

m cu]rboi5eAr)0 ao cu gojtcAC A]]t a coil^jo.

The hungry hound thinks not of her whelps.

M] beACA 50 bul A||t oeAib.

No life till going up to heaven.

tii b-AOOpAÓ 50 3AO]C A T)“^eA|*.

No heavy fall of rain till the south wind blows.

Mj })-olc Aor) beA]ic 30 rn-bu6 ]:eAll,

No action is malicious but treachery.

Ml b-oaIaSa 30 lé|3ceA]t fCA]]i.

No science till history be read.

Mi Ó 3AOC bo co|3 fe é.

It is not from the wind he derived it. [A negative way for praising one’s

hereditary greatness, or natural ability.]

Mj c]ieuT) 30 zn\z]rn cu]le.

No force like the rush of a torrent.

M| beACUjgeADO b|t]AC]iA da b]tiv]C|te.

Mere words do not support the friars.

Men cannot live on air.—Eng.

Mi TtogA 30 7ti3 oA cptiiDDe.

No choice like the King of the universe

Mj X^]xr) 1)6AC 30 iD-buó o]lce.

No one is gentle till well bred.

N] b]tu]ce 30 bul add AO|f.

Not broken till advancing in age,

M] bocc 30 bul 30 l)-||:p]t]ODD.

Nothing so poor as going to hell.

M| b-^ l^ t)A 3AO|ce liv DA fcolb.

The day of storm is not the day for thatching. [Said of a person who
defers to an untimely hour what he should do in season].
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Mj co]tAr)i) c|teuD 30 cofjxoeAc.

No roaring noise like thunder.

Nj ADCjtAÓ 30 l)-é]Ú]OC.

No pain like to refusal.

Ml b<\0] 30 rvvdO] bjtoic n)e|r)e.

No wicked being like a woman of bad temper.

Mj rr7<\|tu|6e 30 peA]t fqu||te.

No navigator till (he is) helmsman.

M] luAC 30 A||:|t]oi)D í)é éifceACc.

No reward to that of hearing God's holy mass.

M] bAO]t 30 bytejc ad bfie]qrb.

Not condemned till (one hears) the judge's judgment.

eAfbA 30 bjc c^jjtbe.

No want compared with the loss of friends.

Mj’l qof A]3 bujDO c|A II*
|reA|i}t

—

ad b'A;* "da "d

Tbojll.

One does not know whether speed or delay is the better.

^ií |:éA|*bA 30 íio|*bA5

Mí CéAfAb 30 pO|*Ab.

No feast till there is roast

;

No galling trials till one gets married.

Mi’l DÍ^ bórDAD ]f iDeAfA le D-lDfl^n,

"Miv eu3 DA 3-CA|iAb a"|* |*3adda6 da 3-corDpADAC,

There is nothing in the world so bad to announce
Than the death of friends and the separating of companions.

[Said by Carolan on the supposed death of Charles M‘Cabe].

n\’i "|*A c-|*ao3aI po ACC ceo.

This life is but a vapour.

For what is your life ? It is a vapour which appeareth for a little while

and afterwards shall vanish away.—St. James, iv. 15.

iNijop cua]8 peAp AD

The peace-maker never lost. [Ci&]p-r5A]n from e]&]n, between^ and

a cover—protector'].
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Njoft óftu|& <t)|A be^itniA A]t[AiT) tjoic b-pofílóccAÓ re

C6<n)t) eile.
'

God never closed a gap that He would not thereupon open another.

N(0|t cuj At) bitf, fpitf Í50 8u]r)6 ahi b|c a pitvtt).
Death, when its hour arrives, never granted any one a respite.

Nf É|3 leAc b’Aftivi) A bejc ^3^8 A3Uf a jce.
You cannot have your bread and eat it.

You cannot eat your cake and have ijour cake.—Eng.
Vorehhhe mangiar laforcaccia e trovar la in ^aíca.—ItaL

N} UAbA|t UAjfleACC.

Nobility is no pride.

|túr) é d zlx -pio]* AJ3 cftjup é.

It is no secret when it is known to three.

o,
Italians s&y, Three may keep counsel, if two be away.—Tre taceranno

seeZTZeT '

v5 peAc ’|*Ap Aojf 5)5e,

95 <^rir feApóipe ;

O5 8eipe Aoipe 5AC o-buitje,

3<^® feAT) AO]fe ó|5e.

Young each person is in youth,
Young again every old man

;

Young the close of each person’s age,
The close of every old age is (still)°youth.

Olc At)t) a3A]6 tJ9A|reAfA.

Good against evil.

Olc fioi) T)AC n)^]t b’AOi),

Bad blast that is not good to (some) one.

Occ TJ-ATbA|lC OCC 3-cU|TbT)e.

Eight views, eight recollections.

OcflACC fo6 AT) leAJAjS.

Distemper is the physician’s luck.

J^!3 tPiposUn^r-A ir coftói;cA.

An illiterate king is a crowned ass.
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RI05ACC 5AT) bUAÓ, T)] bUAl 50 b-|:A5CA]t.

A kingdom is not usually got without trouble. Without pains, without

gains.

Ruo 3^0 i-eaitc AT) ft]5 ceA]tc.

The desire of every lover is the rightful king.

Rof cu|iA ^iaI, |:eA|t

A good-humoured man is like a fragrant rose.

R|A3A]1 0|beACAif.

Rule (is) according to learning.

Rur)A]6e ceAl3AC.

A deceitful secret-searcher.

SA]8B]teA]- i-ubAjlce.

Virtue is everlasting wealth.

Sa]tjc buT) 5AC u]lc.

Avarice is the foundation of every evil.

SAO]]te A lAeqb biorbAOjr)e.

Freedom in days of idleness.

SeACAit) cluADA^óe a’i* ceAl5A]|te.

Shun a prying thief and a deceiver.

Sh]iui 5eAT)0 eA3T)ACc 3AC fA]ób|ieAf.

Wisdom excels all riches.

SA]tu|5eAr)r) c|tior;ACC léjgeAT).

Wisdom excels book learning.

An ounce of sense is worth a bushel of learning.

SeAjtb AT) c-Aji^ir) A jceAjt.

Eaten bread is sour.

SeA]tb DA incjó tpAuDODA.

Kernels taste bitter in the evening.

[The meaning is, that when satiated with sweets—such as the kernels of

nuts are—all day long, we begin at eventide, when tii ed, to find them taste-

less, and even sour].
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SséiéeAijD f]ot) í:||t|i)De.

Wine reveals the truth.

In vino Veritas.

When wine is in, wit is out.—Eng<

Quod est in corde sohrii est in ore ehrii.—Lat,

To iv Kap^ia tov v7]<l>op'ros eVI rrjs yXuTTrjs icrrl rov pLeOvorros.—Plut.

"'Olj/ov KariovTos eTrtTrÁ.eouo'tí' cttt;.-— Herodotus ;
i.e. when wine sinks, words

swim.

Quid non ehrietas designat ? operta recludit.—Pliny.

S5eul fjofi é c]A A]]i b]c luAb e,

BuA]r) bé p] 0 |" h A5Up CU|]t A]|t pUAp é.

A true saying by whomsoever said

—

Cut of the end what you add to the head.

S|Ot)l)AC A 3-CpO]CeAI) Al) UAjp.

The fox in lamb’s clothing.

SoigceAC folArb ]X Tt)o co]tAi:)i).

An empty vessel has the greatest sound.

Empty vessels make the greatest sound.—Eng.

Afoot’s voice is known hy multitude of words.—Solomon.

The shallowest stream makes most wowi.».— Eng.

Soi)A b^]l 5]t]ApbA.

A sunny meeting is lucky.

Sot)A ^blu^C "pllUC.

A wet burying is lucky.

Sulc 3AP ceo pob \)e.]xx)e.

Delight unclouded is the happiness ot heaven.

'CApAi) 3A6Aiti A r)-3leAr)i) 3IAP,

Be]c cA]i)c le ceAi)r) 3A1:) eoliif.

(’Tis like the) barking of a hound in a verdant valley, to address a head
without knowledge.

‘Ca po lAjrb Ap rbAP3A(|te.

The smile is under hand

—

i.e. to smile in one’s sleeve.

le 3AC pjb.

There is reason for every thing.

Too much of one thing is goodfor nothing.—Eng.

Est modus in rebus.—Horace.

Assez y a, si trop, n’y a.—Er,
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'CAjitHA Anr) bi^o,

A nail in the quick.

^15 ^ori AD VAllfA.
Winter comes on the lazy.

T^15 ]orDCAjt le ^05lA]rD.

Good deportment cpmes with education.

^15 ^ t)-b]Ai3 DA feAfiCADA.

Sun comes after rain.

Sunshine after storm,—Eng.

'CjODrSADADD cuf tda^c cjiioc rDAir.

A good beginning leads the way to a good end.

T:o)|tbeA|tc ir <^iri5

A small offering and a slender return.

He that someth sparingly shall reap sparingly .—2 Cor. ix.

Quiparce seminal
^
parce et metet.—Ibid.

'Cojl 5AC AOD TDAjt 5D|^.

Each personas wish according as he acts.

Every one to hisfancy,—Eng.

T,ox eA3DAi6 uatdad í)é,

K] b-fUjl eA3D<v TDA|1 Í;

2t)Aic AD 5D^ ^o’d

6a31a C]A A]]! A TD-bíÓ.

The fear of God is the beginning of wisdom—
There is no wisdom like it

;

It is a good sign for the person

Who is filled with the fear of the Lord.

Initium sapientice timor Domini.—Psalm cx.

bo&A|5 le fluAg.

A clown's fight against a host—an useless effort.

'C6]]i]’^e^cz A 5a6a|]x a’]* 3ad rior a 6ac.

Looking for one's hound without knowing its colour.

T^o|*ac lojDSe

'CofAC '^\t clocAÓ
;

'CopAC plACA

T^ofAC rl^]Dce coblA.

The beginning of a ship is a board,

The beginning of a kiln is laying the (first) stone ,

The beginning of a prince's reign is greeting,

The beginning of health is sleep.
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'CofAc co]lle A’f be]]te njotjA,

The beginning of a wood and the end of a bog

First in a wood and last in a bog.—Eng.

'Cftejb DA tD-bo tdaoU

Fighting of the hornless cows.

—beAD, rr)\x]\e a5u|’ tduc.

Three without rule—a woman, a pig, and a mule.

T^]tOiD ceAjtc A b-|:Ab.

A hen carried far is heavy.

T^u]3eADD peAit le]5|D leAc-^ocAl,
A man of learning understands half a word, i.^., will know what the speaker

means before the sentence is fully uttered.

Send a wise man on an errand^ and say nothing to him.

Accenna al savio et lasciafar a lui.— Ital.

'CujfleADD TAO],

A sage slips.

Quandoque bonus dormitat Homerus.^\aX.

Wise men are caught in wiles.—Eng.

A good garden may have some weeds.—Eng.

'CuAjt 30]tCA 5A|lf|OD A^f 5A^D^“fF‘^
Storm and tempest, fore-runners of famine.

After afamine in the stall,

Comes afamine in the hall.—Somerset.

'CuAD fO^lA, ]:eA]tCA]DD ^|AD.

Violent rain is the omen of calamity.

T)u]be AD A||t AD Tbu]ll|ODD.

Putting on the mill the straw of the kiln.

Rob Peter to pay Paul.—Eng. Or rather, meeting one necessity by what
is immediately required for another.

T^u|* TDA^c leAC da b-0 |b]te.

A good beginning (is) half the work.

Well begun is half done.—Eng.

Dimidium facti qui ccepit habet.— Horat.

Barba bagnata mezza raza.—Ital.

A beard washed is half shaven,

hpxh Se Tot i]y.i(Tv iravTos.—Lucian.

UubA|i 3AD CA^]tbe.

Pride without profit.

Profitless pride.—Eng.
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UaUac 3|oIIa le]f5e.

The sluggard’s load.

llrbUcc b’ UAffleAcr.

Obedience (is due) to nobleness.

UA]fleACC 3AT) fubA]lce.

(No) nobility without virtue.

U]f5e A b’ ]on)cii|i a
To carry water in a sieve.

For the last ten years the writer of these pages has been forming a

collection of Irish proverbs : the number already in his possession would form

a neat octavo volume. It i§ his intention one day to publish them. Those
now presented to the public will, he hopes, revive a taste for this species of

literary wisdom.

THE CELTIC TONGUE.
Composed, in 1855, by the Rev. Michael MuUin, Professor at St. Brendan’s Seminary,

Loughrea, while he had been yet a student of Maynooth College.

I.

It is fading ! it is fading ! like the leaves upon the trees !

It is dying ! it is dying ! like the Western-ocean breeze !

It is fastly disappearing, as footprints on the shore.

Where the Barrow, and the Erne, and Lough Swilly’s waters roar

—

Where the parting sunbeam kisses the Corrib in the West,

And the ocean, like a mother, clasps the Shannon to its breast

!

The language of old Erin, of her history and name

—

Of her monarchs and her heroes, of her glory and her fame

—

The sacred shrine where rested, through her sunshine and her gloom.

The spirit of her martyrs, as their bodies in the tomb !

The time-wrought shell where murmured, through centuries of wrong.

The secret voice of freedom in annal and in song

—

Is surely, fastly sinking into silent death at last.

To live but in the memories and relics of the Past

!

II.

The olden Tongue is sinking, like a Patriarch to rest,

W’^hose Youthhood saw the Tyrian, on our Irish coasts a guest,*

Ere the Saxon or the Roman—ere the Norman or the Dane
Had first set foot in Britain, or the Visigoth in Spain.

* There is an old tradition to the effect, that during the commerce of the adventu-
rous Tyrians with this country, one of their princes was invited over to Ireland by the

king, and got married to one of the Irish princesses. Indeed, the antiquity of the “ Celtic

Tongue ’’cannot be traced out at present. Its origin is far within the past, and “ loses

itself in the night of fable.” Some go so far as to assert it was the language of Adam and
£ve in Paradise. Satis superque !
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Whose Manhood saw the druid rite at forest tree and rock

—

The savage tribes of Britain round the shrines of Zernebock

;*

And for generations witnessed all the glories of the Gael,

Since our Celtic sires sung war-songs round the warrior-fires of Baal

!

The tongues that saw its infancy are ranked among the Dead
;

And from their graves have risen those now spoken in their stead.

All the glories of old Erin, with her liberty, have gone.

Yet their halo lingered round her while her olden Tongue lived on
;

For, ^mid the desert of her woe, a monument more vast

Than all her pillar-towers, it stood—that old Tongue of the Past

!

III.

And now his sadly shrinking from the soil that gave it birth,

Like the ebbing tide from shore, or the spring-time from the earth

;

O'er the island dimly fading, as a circle o’er the wave

—

Still receding, as its people lisp the language of the slave.f

And with it, too, seem fading, as a sunset into night.

All the scattered rays of Freedom, that lingered in its light ! «

For, ah ! though long with filial love it clung to Motherland,

And Irishmen were Irish still, in tongue^ and heart, and hand !

Before the Saxon tongue, alas ! proscribed it soon became
And we are Irishmen to-day, but Irishmen in name !

The Saxon chain our rights and tongue alike doth hold in thrall,

Save where, amid the Connaught wilds, and hills of Donegal,

And by the shores of Munster, hke the broad Atlantic blast.

The olden language Ungers yet—an echo from the Past

!

IV.

Through cold neglect ’tis dying, like a stranger on our shore.

No Teamhore’s halls shall vibrate to its thrilling tones e’ermore

—

No Laurence fire the Celtic clans round leaguered Athacleith—

§

No Shannon waft from Luimneach’s towers their war-songs to the sea.

Ah, the pleasant Tongue, whose accents were music to the ear

!

Ah, the magic Tongue, that round us wove its spell so soft and dear 1

Ah, the glorious Tongue, whose murmur could each Celtic heart enthral

!

Ah, the rushing Tongue, that sounded hke the rushing torrent’s fall

!

* Odin and Zernebuck were two divinities adored by the inhabitants of Britain,

t Tacitus, in his Germania, says ;
“ The language of the conqueror in the mouth of the

conquered, is ever the language of the slave.”

t Not only have our rulers—especially during the early part of the last century—done
everything they could to introduce the English language into those districts in which the
Irish was spoken, but even the people seem to have co-operated with them in their en-
deavours. One fact (for which I can vouch) will show this Not many years since, in

a certain district of the West, the children were compelled to carry to school, suspended
round their necks, pieces of wood, on which were marked a number of “notches” equal
to the number of Irish words spoken by the children during their absence from school. A
punishment proportionate to the number of Irish words spoken, was inflicted on the delin-

quent. O tempera ! O mores !

§ St. Laurence O’Tuathail, Archbishop of Dublin (Athacleith in the Irish), by his elo-

quence, succeeded in organising the Irish chieftains, under the leadership of Roderici
O’Cdnnor, King of Connaught, against the first band of invaders who landed in this

country, led by Strongbow and the traitorous Diarmud M^Murtach.
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The Tongue that in the senate was the lightning flashing bright,
Whose echo in the battle was the thunder in its might

;

The Tongue that once in chieftain's hall swelled loud the minstrel's lay
As chieftain, serf, or minstrel old, is silent there to-day

;

Whose password burst upon the foe at Kong and Mulíaghmast,=^
Like those who nobly perished there, is numbered with the Past

!

V.

The Celtic tongue is fading, and we coldly standing by

—

Without a pang within the heart, a tear within the eye

—

Without one pulse for freedom stirred, one effort made to says
The language of our fathers, lisp the language of the slave

:

Sons of Erin ! vain your efforts—vain your prayers for freedom's crown
Whilst you crave it in the language of the foe that clove it down.
Know you not that tyrants ever, with an art from darkness sprung,

Strive to make the conquered nation slaves alike in limb and tongue.

The Russian Bear ne'er stood secure o'er Poland's shattered frame.

Until he trampled from her breast the tongue that bore her name.f
Oh, be Irishy Irishmen, and rally for the dear old Tongue
Which, as ivy to a ruin, to the dear old land has clung

;

Oh, snatch this relic from the wreck, the only and the last.

To show what Erin ought to be, by pointing to the Past ’

* ‘ Nothing,*’ says O’Callaghan, ” so affrighted the enemy at the raid of Mullaghmast,
and at a later period, on the field of Fontenoy, as the wild, unintelligible password—in th9
Irish tongue—with which the Irish troops burst upon the foe.”

t Few readers of history can be unacquainted with the implacable hatred which the
Russian government manifested towards the Polish tongue after the subjugation of that
noble but ill-fated country by the myrmidons of the Empress Catherine. In a leading

article on the Irish Language, in one of the numbers of the old Nation, the writer ad-
duces t^e Polish tongue as a proof that, while the language of a country exists, the bul-

warks of her liberty—that liberty which ever clings and breathes through the language of
the people—can never be shaken in the heart of the country.

Cpioc.
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The following notices are deemed worthy of being re-published,

chiefly for the combination of proofs and varied views they ex-

hibit in favour of the language

:

From The Nation^ June^ 1856.

No one who has not lived in an Irish speaking district can imagine

the powerful effect of the language, when used by those who are known
to understand English too—it is a magic key to the best affections of

the people. We shall not easily forget the fervent blessings we have

heard from peasant lips, the tears of loving pride in peasant eyes, at

hearing the dear old speech preferred by those w^ho had the choice of

two
;
nor their habitual journeys of five or even eight miles on a Sunday

morning to hear an Irish sermon.

There can be no question but that the Irish priesthood could do
more for the cultivation of the language than any or all other influences.

Premising that the present generation of students have zeal enough to

set themselves in good earnest to acquire the language, it will be no fault

of Mr. Bourke’s if they do not succeed. His grammar, less elaborate

than Mr. O’Donovan’s, is much more complete than Connellan’s, which
too often assumes an amount of learning in the student that should

make him independent of explanation
;
and, we think, superior to both

in the practical clearness of its arrangement—being quite equal, indeed,

to the best of the continental grammars, and excellently adapted to

popularise the study of Irish among those who have hitherto been
deterred by the formidable display of recondite difficulties put before

the learner at every step. Spenser had revealed to Elizabeth the
subtle influence of language upon nationality, and the severe measures
taken in that reign for the suppression of the Irish tongue, though set

at nought in the beginning, seem to have at length taken effect in the

gradual decay of the language—for our rulers, alas, have ever been
more wise and consistent in their oppression than we in our resistance.

Other causes, no doubt, contributed to this result
;
settlement, inter-

marriage, and forfeiture. The plantation of James and the ruthless

ravages of Cromwell, must have sorely deranged the social economy
of the Irish-speaking race, and Dublin sufficiently un-Celtic always
would naturally be the first to feel the influence of every change.

From The Catholic University Gazette, No. 54.

The College Irish Grammar” appears to possess two principal

excellencies attaching to this kind of composition—namely, brefity and
perspicuity. We can turn at once to the declensions of substantives or

the conjugations of verbs, drawn out in intelligible order in their re«
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spective places, without the need of having painfully to collect them
for ourselves, as happens in some grammars, out of the midst of an
interminable discussion; and the grammatical rules are simply and
distinctly given. Nor, again, is the writer incompetent to illustrate his

subject by examples and analogies drawn from the French, Italian,

Latin, and Hebrew languages.

From The Cork Examiner, November Zrd, 1856.

And really, truth to speak, it is a decided acquisition to the Irish

student. Although we cannot go to the extent of asserting that it is a
very considerable improvement on the two latest and best—Connellan’s

and O’Honovan’s grammars, yet, we must say, that it has its certain

advantages. We must take it as the substitute for the former, because

it is, indeed, fuller
;
whilst O’Donovan’s great grammar—whose value

Mr. Burke fully admits, because of its size and expense, is less acces-

sible to the ordinary class of students. The introduction points out,

amongst the special objects and tendency of this work, the necessity

for its publication, arising from those causes, and observes, that former

grammars were more particularly-adapted to those who already knew
how to speak Irish, than to those learners totally unacquainted with the

language. For the latter class, therefore, a work such as is now pro-

vided, framed for facilitating its acquisition by them, is unquestionably

a great advantage.

Our limits will not permit us to enter into details, on many points

which we had marked for notice
;
but at the outset we must express

our satisfaction with his directions for spelling, which are highly useful.

The absence of a fixed system by the old writers, forms one of the

greatest difficulties of our ancient MSS., each writer using a peculiar

and arbitrary style of his own, much to the embarrassment of the

student, who finds no assistance from his dictionary. We also fully

subscribe to his view of the ultility and importance of the rule of CaoI

ne CaoI, &c., that is, a narrow with a narrow and a broad with a
broad vowel, which has so much influence in regulating Irish ortho-

graphy. This rule has been a debatable point with Irish gramma-
rians, being alternately condemned and*approved of, but we think the

weight of reason and authority is with those who are for maintaining

it, as Mr. Burke does. It is indeed only by this rule that we can see

any rational probability of reducing the language to any stable form of

orthography, an object highly desirable to be kept in view.

We cannot too much commend our author for his observations on
writing Irish in the English (or Boman) character which he utterly

denounces.

The following observations from this truly excellent journal

are truthful and judicious

:

Our institutions, habits, and manners were for ages the objects of an
incessant aggression. Instead of fostering and encouraging the national

resources, spoliation and confiscation seem to have been the sole end
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and motive of English government. It was made penal to wear the

hair in a particular fashion, or to speak the native language. The latter

was assailed as the preserver and upholder of our distinct nationality,

the barrier against subjugation and submission. This hostility has

descended to our times. We find it in operation in a variety of ways
—the bolt of ridicule has been discharged against it, and, as national

pride dies out, it comes to be despised even by ourselves. In pro-

ducing this calamitous result—this strange phase of opinion—our edu-

cational institutes, from the highest to the very lowest, have had an
important share. Expelled from the higher schools, its latest injury

came from the despicable hedge-school. It is notorious that these

wretched seminaries, so long under the ban of the law, became within

the last two or three generations the active instruments in the de-

struction and decay ofthe old national tongue. The utterance of an Irish

sentence at home, or at school, incurred chastisement at the hands of

the miserable pedagogue, himself scarcely knowing any other language.

This spirit of persecution still lingers amongst us, and has been carried

into our “ national schools.” Here love of the language by the master
no less than the pupil is regarded as a crime. We have before us the

second volume of the 21st report of the Commissioners of national edu-
cation in Ireland, in which we find Newell reporting against a teacher

of one of the schools thus under his inspection, not, be it remarked, for

teaching Irish in his school or encouraging its use, but for cultivating

it himself, as a literature, and solacing himself with the old language,

doubtless, as a relaxation after the severe and ill-paid duties of his school

are over. “Whitechurch—an untrained teacher; teacher appears
deficient in energy

;
he is pretty constantly employed in translation of

Irish MSS., which may interfere with his proper vocation as a school-

master !” The same spirit is practically at work in our local Queen’s
Colleges. In these we have professorships of the Celtic” language
established, it would seem, as sops to Cerberus, to blind a suspicious

people, mistrustful of covert objects, with a semblance of nationality.

The cultivation of Irish as a literature, and thereby the elucidation of
our thousands of manuscript volumes, treating of history, law, medicine,

divinity, astronomy, poetry, and romance, the preparation of pupils

whose after pursuits would bring them into contact, or intercourse of

business, or instruction, with a people speaking principally this lan-

guage, bringing the landlord and his agent into useful communication
with the tenantry, the counsel or attorney with the client and the

witness, the trader with the customer, the physician with the patient,

the clergyman with his parishioner, these would seem to be the natural

and legitimate objects of these chairs yet no provision whatsoever
is made for carrying out the pretended intent.

We fear we have trespassed farther than newspaper limits will

permit in these observations, but we cannot conclude without expressing

our honest conviction, that the author of this grammar has, by its pub-
lication, conferred a substantial benefit on Irish literature, and greatly

facilitated the labours of the student by the assistance which this well-

timed and well-executed publication must undoubtedly afford him.
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From The Dublin Evening Pest^ July 1, 1856.

The young student wishing to add a knowledge of the Irish lan-

guage—the oldest spoken in Europe—to his acquirements or accom-
plishments, could not possess a simpler, a safer, or a surer guide than
this excellent grammar. The Rev. Author has produced it upon the
common sense, and, consequently, the most perfect plan of adapting it

in every respect to the capacity of the beginner. We do not know a
better guide for students than this, whilst even the more advanced on
the road to proficiency will find it a valuable assistant towards the at-

tainment of perfection. The author has taken great pains, and proved
very successful, in simplifiying and explaining the difficulties of a lan-

guage which has not had the aid of national cultivation, but which, on
the contrary, has struggled for existence since the period of the Anglo-
Norman settlement in this country. We have looked through it with

care, and our good opinion of its merits is the result of our investiga-

tion. Mr. Bourke’s work is not as ambitious as Dr. O’Donovan’s more
elaborate and more learned grammar

;
but it is equally, if not more

useful
;
and we have, therefore, no hesitation in according it our hearty

approval and warm recommendation.

From The Galway Vindicator^ June 25th, 1856.

This is a most elaborate work, and must prove a perfect treasure not

only to the students for the use of whom it is chiefly compiled, but to

all those who aspire to a knowledge of the magnificent old Celtic lan-

guage of Ireland. From the plan of the present work, the learner can
nearly in every case, know from the nominative to what gender, and
what declension every noun belongs, without wanting to learn first how
it forms the genitive or possessive case. The forms of the different

conjugation of verbs are given with great clearness and copiousness.

Indeed, in this important particular alone, it is far superior to its pre-

decessors.

From The Freeman’s Journal, 5th July, 1856.

The Rev. Mr. Bourke has done a signal service to the progress and
spread of the Irish tongue, in supplying at a moderate charge, a clear

and concise grammar, fit for the junior as well as the more advanced
student. The rules on orthography are very lucid and practical, af-

fording an unerring rule for the pronunciation of the language as now
spoken in Connaught.

The declensions in Mr. Bourke’s grammar are admirably arranged

with as much precision as old Lilly gave those for the variation of Latin

nouns. In this particular the work before us fills up a great desideratum.

His mode of conjugating verbs has given us much satisfaction
;
and

we may here say that it is wonderful how few irregular verbs there are

in our language as compared with others, especially the Saxon, which

abounds in them : they are nearly all irregular.

The rules of syntax laid down in the grammar of the Rev. Mr.
Bourke are very plain, easily understood, and are a decided improve-

ment, as being more methodic than previous treatises. The treatise on
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prosody is highly interesting. He fully enters into the various systems
01 composition practised by our ancestors.
Some asserted that we had no subjunctive mood in Irish • but the

rev. author has clearly dispelled this error. As well might it be said
there was no subjunctive in Latin, whereas it is the same as the poten-
tial m form, or as the old optative in Lilly’s praxis.

T •
author tells us there are only two conjugations in

Insn. Ihis is a great advantage.

The Kilkenny ^Journal.

Clearness, simplicity, and systematic arrangement, are the chief
characteristics of the volume

; and the whole is pervaded by an intense
aroma of nationality which will at once win the confidence and secure
the attention of the young generation which is now growing up to re-
present Ireland.

From The Tablet (^First notice).

His^ having consulted, in the first place, for the students of St.
ratnek s, Maynooth, does not lesson our obligations; for, if the old
language becomes ^spised or neglected there, all efforts to preserve it
are vain. Experience taught him that such a grammar as his wasmuch needed in the Alma Mater of the Irish Priesthood.

There is no student of modern Irish, as now spoken and written,
no matter how great may have been his proficiency in the studv of the
lanpage, who will not find in it all that he desires, and much ‘that he
will not find in any other Irish grammar extant. In proof of this latter
assertion, we need only point to his dissertations on fixing the standard
Irish oforthography, on the number of conjugations, and on the sub-
junctive mood. As to the orthography, he seems to us to have weighed
well and to have given its due share of consideration to that famous rule
of Irish spelling, “ slender with slender, and hroad with hroad:^ whichmay be justly regarded as the anchor of Irish orthography. We have
ourselves spent no little time in reading and studying Irish grammars,
and we have never seen rules so clear, so concise, and so condensed
as in Ins grammar.

In his prosody he takes up Macaulay’s idea of poetry, which was
that ot Armotle, and shows how imperious in fettering genius were the
absurdly difhcult sorts of ancient Irish verse, by which the Irish musewas as cramped in her movements as a Chinese lady. •

It IS a source of unmixed pleasure to us to see a student of May-
nooth publish such a book at such a time; for it affords us a proof of
the ardour and success with which some of the students of St. Patrick’s
(and we trust they are not a few) study the language in which our great
Apostle preached to our pagan sires, and in which many a saint and
hoary hermit prayed. AVe rejoice at it, because, as a class, none cando more_we won t say for the revival of the old language, for, thank
Heaven, it is not yet dead, but for its wide and successful cultivation-,^an the Irish Priests. Hence it gave us considerable pain, somemonths ago, to be informed that nearly all the students oftwo provinces
are exempted by their bishops from the study of Irish in Maynooth,
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The Tipperary Free Press and Clonmel General Advertiser^ June 1856.

If we mistake not, his Irish Grammar will become a standard autho-
rity, appreciated wherever industry, combined with a thorough mas-
tery of his subject, and a facility of giving that knowledge clear ex-
pression, are valued as they deserve.

The Castlebar Telegraphy among other things, says

:

But, it will be asked, were there not many grammars written before

this? Had we not O’Brien’s, Halliday’s, O’Donovan’s? It is true

we had, but not one ofthem was calculated to popularise our venerable

tongue, or to render its study agreeable. Dr. O’Donovan’s is better

adapted to suit the taste of the antiquarian and the erudite than the

wants of the mere scholar. But Bev. Mr. Bourke’s embraces all the

qualities that can render a work written on a dry subject interesting.

The style is at once clear, simple, attractive
;
his views of the subject

plain and natural
;
the arrangement orderly and masterly

;
and the

classification of the nouns and verbs new, original, and striking, ena-

bling the learner at a glance to grasp the whole subject. Tracing Irish

orthography to its source, he brings the mind of the reader on from
point to point, showing from a few simple principles how easy it is, by
keeping them before the mind, to learn the spelling of the Irish lan-

guage, which, like Greek, abounds so much in primitives of one or two
syllables and their combinations. This is a great point gained, as it

was one that had not, we beg to observe, up to this been settled.

“ Every one,” as he remarks in his preface, dealt with the spelling

of the language as he thought proper.”

From The Anglo-Celt, July \^thy 1856.

The scholar, the patriot, the legist, the antiquarian, the historio-

grapher are his debtors for the efforts which he has made to revive a

time-honoured literature
;
and, so far, as our opinion may be judged

worthy of being considered in the matter, these efforts may be taken

as being eminently successful. The grammatical canons are clear, con-

cise and illustrated in every instance with apposite examples: the

arrangement is methodical throughout, and philology is carefully at-

tended to wherever a knowledge of it could be deemed important. We
would direct special attention to the rules laid down for writing in

Irish and for fixing the orthography of words. Attention to the former

will ensure such a knowledge of the tongue as may serve to render it a

competent medium of communication
;
and without the aid of the

latter, any knowledge, attained or attainable, must be knowledge of a

jargon not of a language. The essays on metrical writing are correct

and satisfactory, and the collection of Irish proverbs with the homo-

geneous ones in English, Greek, Latin, Italian, besides affording in

itself a rich treat for the curious, shows the collector to be a gentleman

of considerable reading and research.

Kilkenny Moderator^ June 25th, 1856.

It promises to facilitate largely the study and acquirement of the
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language of which, as a kev to the unlocking of our too long closed up
historical records, and a means of elucidating the notable memories
of our country in the olden time, we fully recognise the value.

From The Irish Reporter^ October 1856.

“ The College Irish Grammar” by obviating both these objections
(that elaborate research and dearness of price), supplies a desideratum.
Its peculiar and great merit is its simplicity and adaptation to the de-
sign of the author—to popularise the study, by supplying a suitable
elementary treatise to the student who wishes to know something of
the Irish language, as it it spoken at the present day. The whole sub-
ject, from the alphabet to the prosodial rhythm, is arranged and argued
in a manner and with a view to its simplification and to lighten the
labours of the learner.

From The Catholic Institute Magazine^ August^ 1856.

A glance will show the most uninitiated that the grammatical rules
are here full, clear, and well-arranged, and that experience and anxious
care are evidenced throughout.

From 'Die American Celt, New York^ February, 1857, published by 'T D.
MacGee^ Esq.

It is in the highest degree creditable to the author that he should
have connived and perfected such a work while a divinity student. As
an historical agent, as t national inheritance, the cultivation of the
Gaelic ought to be niainly advocated. These are reasons quite strong
enough to sustain its votaries on both those grounds. livery man
educated in Ireland, from this forth, ought certainly be held degraded
if he neglected the lectures and classes devoted to native studies.
Kelentless war ought to be proclaimed against those Inspectors and
Teachers of “National Schools,” who proscribe and ridicule the old
national language. Not, we repeat, that we, for our part either expect
or desire to see an antique language generally revived in a modern
empire, as the language of daily life. But just as the Flemings, who
use French for the most part, still cherish their mother tongue along
with it

;
and as the Canadians and Louisianians of the cities use French

within doors, and keep English fcji* the streets—so ought every youn<y
Irishman, with the greatly increased facilities now offered, be held bound
in honor to learn the language of his country, and to use it, per prefer-
ence, in the family circle.

The Tablet^ second notice.

We have received much satisfaction from Mr. Bourke’s mode of
conjugating verbs. He has two conjugations. His syntax is full of
lucidity and his prosody full of interest.

On the language he remarks : A national language is the epitome,
the miniature picture of the natior. The dignity of the ancient Spanish
character is impressed on the language of Spain, and the Italian tongue
reflects the attributes of that music and pleasure-loving people. This
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seems to have been felt by Charles V. when he said that he should
speak to his mistress in Italian, to his horse in German, to his birds in

English, while the majesty of the Spanish language rendered it, he
hoped, suitable medium for reverent and awful communings with the

Deity. A peculiarity of the Hebrew people, ever contemplating the
past, or vainly imagining the future, seems to be found in the Hebrew
verb which has no present tense

;
and it is, we think, an illustration of

the Irish character that the language of Ireland possesses no Haheo.
As Father Bourke says, ‘‘ We have no helping verb answering to the
avoir of the French.” The generosity and disinterestedness of the Irish

character is disclosed in this fact, for a covetous people would certainly

possess a ‘‘ haheo'^ Their mind, stammering out its cravings, would,
in its struggles to articulate its greediness, finally give birth to a vo-

cable expressive of “ having but this effort has never been success-

fully made by the native Irish
;
and shall we not find in every page of

their history the reflex of this peculiarity A more selfish

people would have been less unfortunate.

It would seem as if the native Irishman were either too poor or too

nigh-minded to proclaim boldly that he has property. He cannot say

it
;
his language does not supply the apposite verb

;
he gently states

that it is “ with him,” ta agam. It is the “ est pro haheo. Now, this

peculiarity must have some cause, and that cause, we believe, is to be

found in the unselfish disposition of the Irish. AVe can never under-

stand Irish character and history without some knowledge of the Irish

language.

It is another peculiarity of the Irish tongue that the imperative

mood is invariably the root of all the ramifications of its verb. From
this a philosophic mind would inevitably infer that the people who
spoke this language were not intended by nature to be slaves. On the

contrary, command is the foremost characteristic of the Irish. Their

imperative mood is well, clearly, and prominently defined. It is the first

thing you learn in studying the verbs. You learn to command when
learning Irish. Now this peculiarity, like the former, must originate

in some cause, and this cause assuredly is Irish character
;

it can be no
other, for, as a necessary consequence from the nature of language, it

harmonises to, and blends with, the nature of the people who speak it.

The Irishman is the incarnation of the Irish tongue, and the Irish

tongue is the vocalisation of the Irishman.

A people so eminently military as the Irish must employ the im-

perative mood, and, therefore, their language supplies them with power-
ful imperatives



REVIEWS OF THE SECOND- EDITION OF ‘‘THE
COLLEGE IRISH GRAMMAR.”

Thefollowing isfrom the Dublin ^^NatioUj^ 2^th September
^ 1862.

THE CELTIC TONGUE;

“ The College Irish Grammar by the Rev. U. J. Bourke, Professor of

Humanity, Natural Philosophy, and Irish, St. Jarlath’s College, Tuam.
Second Edition. Published by John MuUany, 1, Parliament-street^

Dublin.

We could not count many decades of years since we feared that we were

destined to witness, in our own day, the total extinction from amongst us of

our fine old Celtic language. For ages a proscribed dialect, it was dying

away fast and sensibly ; or rather, we should say, the hearts that loved and
prized it, both for its intrinsic worth and as a distinctive feature of their

nationality, were succumbing gradually to the fate which they could not avert,

and the generation that succeeded did not seem to inherit their instincts and
their sympathies. It began to be esteemed fashionable to ape after all that

was English in dress and manners; and numbers, fearing to appear less Saxon
than the Saxons themselves, were the foremost in decrying their national

language from all polite circles, lest it might be suspected that they belonged

to a race and country whose misfortunes they deemed a disgrace, and whose
virtues they knew not how to appreciate. There still remained, however, a

small section of enlightened Irishmen who disdained to join this vulgar

crusade in discarding their country and their country’s language, and who
bravely endeavoured to stem this tide of anti-national prejudice which was
fast sweeping away every vestige of our ancient enlightenment. So far from
decrying the national language, as an “uncouth jargon,^’ they adjudged it

equal in beauty, strength, and copiousness to the classic tongues of Greece
and Rome, and desired to see it largely cultivated, not merely among the

peasantry, who always cherished it as a national inheritance, but also among
the better educated and the more influential of their countrymen. For a

long time the laudable desire of this true-hearted section of Irishmen seemed
exceedingly difficult to be realized. Besides the adverse feelings described,

there were many other obstacles to impede their noble efforts. The greatest

of these arose from the fact, that, although their were many enlightened
Irishmen both able and willing to benefit their country by rescuing from
oblivion and illustrating its history, its language, and its antiquities, still there

were no cheap, popular, elementary works in the Irish character adapted to

the use of those who were almost utterly unacquainted with their mother
tongue. This obstacle, in itself quite sufficient to deter students, otherwise
well inclined to labor, from endeavouring to learn the Irish language, was
some time since removed, to a great extent, by the publication of the Rev.
Father Bourke^s “ Irish Grammar,^^ and still further by the circulation of the
“ Easy Lessons^^ of The Nation—a work which, though of a simple and Un-

ix
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pretending character, is nevertheless the very best we could conceive in the
hands of any tyro, anxious, by his ow'n unaided industry, to acquire in a
short period a thorough knowledge of Gaelic.

With much pleasure, therefore, we peruse the Second Edition of the work,
nothing the heavier by the various addenda, and rendered still more lucid

than the first by a more precise and methodic arrangement of its parts. This
is intended to be the people’s edition, and it is, therefore, published at the

cheapest possible price—a price that brings it within the reach of all
;
and

it is sufficiently full and finished to enable any student who has mastered its

contents to launch forth boldly into the sea of Irish classics—to unlock
those sealed tomes which contain the science, the poesy, the history, and '

romance of our country—or read, in numbers full nigh as bold and sonorous

as Homer’s own, his masterly descriptions of the battles of the Greeks and
Trojans, the debates of hoary octogenarian warriors, and the glowing haran-

gues of god-like men. Or, should he desire to know how those soul-stirring

airs, which Moore has rendered immortal, flow on and affect the soul when
gushing forth through the medium of the sweet Celtic, he may open Dr.

MafcHale’s translation of the “ Irish Melodies,” and sing, as Carolan would
have sung, the woes of his heart for his affiicted lone land, because, like Sion,

her “ parent,” “ fallen from her head is the once regal crown
;
in her streets

in her halls. Desolation hath spoken ; and whilst it is day yet, her sun is gone
down.” Or, should hope inspire his song, he may prophesy in impassioned

poetry “ that her sun shall shine out when the brightest shall fade.” But
whatever be the pleasure or advantage he may propose to himself in culti-

vating his national language—whether to strengthen his claim to scholarship,

or enjoy the laudable boast of having learned for her own sake his country’s

language—it is satisfactory to know that very few, if any, obstacles now re-

main to damp his energy in the generous pursuit—that, thanks to the learn-

ing and patriotism of Rev. U. J. Bourke, we have now an Irish gramihar as

finished and as cheap as any of the Continental grammars—and that the Irish

is as easy of acquisition as any of the Continental dialects. The truth of this

assertion may be tested by an examination of the wmrk. The classification of

letters and the determining of their proper sounds being the first thing which

the learner of a strange language has to start with, and that on which mainly

depends the ease and rapidity of his progress, the author has taken great

pains to give, besiues the names of the letters, their correct sounds, as far as

that may be done by the aid of a strange alphabet. These the learner ac-

quires at a glance, by having set before him a table, setting forth in one

column the Irish vowels and diphthongs, and in immediate juxta-position

another column, illustrating the former, by precisely similar sounds of English

or French letters, with which his ear is already familiar; and the sound of the

simple vowels and consonants once ascertained and noted, he readily acquires,

by the aid of a similar table, containing double consonants and diphthongs,

similarly illustrated, the precise sounds of all the combinations of letters that

may take place throughout. By this ingenious method the student can easily

master that which has been considered most difficult in the learning of Irish

—

the proper sounds of all the letters, whatever be their combination, being

guided by similar sounds of English and French letters, in forming his ear to

the correct standard pronunciation. A little farther on “accent” and “as-

piration” lend their aid ;
and for any initial changes wffiich, for euphony’s

sake, nouns may undergo when influenced, in certain cases, by the article and

pronoun, the few simple and concise rules given are quite sufficient. Thus
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in the pronunciation of certain English and French words, which we articu-

late with the greatest ease, we equivalently pronounce some Irish words which

we deemed above the power of our organs of speech. We know nothing

more brief and simple than the few judicious rules for knowing the gender of

all Irish nouns, of whatsoever class they be, and the exceptions to the general

rules so few that they are remembered without an effort. The same may, in

all truth, be affirmed of the “ few practical hints’^ which the author gives for

spelling
;
they contain multum inparvo. With such rules before us, we can-

not but pronounce the knowledge of Irish spelling easy of acquisition, no
matter how beginners may start at what they consider an unsightly array of

apparently superfluous consonants, presenting, as they deem, a barrier to the

smooth flow of the sound. ^The use and advantage of those apparently super-

fluous consonants is, however, soon experienced

If sound afford a clue to spelling, as it certainly should, the foreigner who
undertakes to learn the English language will find spelling and pronouncia-

tion oftener at variance with each other than he could in learning Irish, and

he will* be the more perplexed at finding one word, which he is taught to pro-

nounce in a certain manner, differ very widely in spelling from another w’ord

of precisely similar pronunciation. Thus, for instance, the words plough,

^Hhou^^ and many others, are pronounced similarly, but spelt quite

differently. A foreigner, judging from analogy of sound, can see no reason

why the first of these words should not be written, “ plow,’^ for analogy of

sound is the aid to which beginners naturally trust, and in a thousand cases

it will deceive them. An Englishman discovers the same difficulty in learn-

ing French when he learns that “ vom" is pronounced as if written “ voo^^

the verbal termination “ entT as if “ ongT and in some places not pronounced
at all, as in “ dirent.^^ Seeing such irregularities in those highly cultivated

languages, we should not marvel at a few irregularities, if any there be, in

the persecuted dialect of Ireland. The rule caoI le caoI A5ur leAcAu le

le<^cAn, which, as a general rule, the author advocates, is found to be of

very great utility. It requires that a slender vowel comes before a consonant

or consonants, a slender vowel also immediately follows, and similarly with

regard to a broard vowel preceding a consonant. This rule obviates a great

many difficulties in spelling which could not be removed by analogy of sound.

With regard to declension—the most unsettled portion of Irish grammar

—

the author adopts a system of O’Donovan, fixing the number of declensions

at five ; and we think his reasons for thi determination are valid. A lesser

number of declensions would not certainly exhaust all the distinct classes of

Irish nouns ; whereas, if with Halliday and Connellan, we admit a greater

number, we will have some declensions comprising under them only a few
nouns, and even those reducible to some one of the five classes. Thus, we
might say, we would have a rule without a subject. The rules for the forma-
tion of cases appear to us exceedingly concise and plain. With reference to

the characteristic sign of the declensions, there is very little difficulty about
it in the three first declensions—a broad vowel before a final consonant mark-
ing the first declension; a slender vowel similarly situated, the second; and
a peculiar class of verbal and abstract nouns comprising the third declension.

But with regard to. the fourth and fifth declensions, we perceived in some
grammars something like a circulus vitiosus, or perhaps an absurdity. Thus
in declining nouns of this class, we could not tell to which declension they
belonged without first knowing what termination they assumed in the geni-

tive ; and how know this, when, ea; hypothesi, we did not know how to in-
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fleet them ? The only remedy for this seemed to be, to collect all nouns of

the flfth declension, and give them in column ; knowing the declension, of

course, there was no difficulty in inflecting them. In this manner has Pro-

fessor Bourke, with much expenditure of time and labor, remedied this defect.

We now come to another part of grammar, concerning which there exists a

diversity of opinion—the number of conjugations that we should admit.

Some admit only one ; Professor Bourke is an advocate for two, and argues

from a fact which, if true, gives great force to his reasoning. The fact on
which his reasoning depends is, that if we admit only one conjugation, we
will, in that case, have remaining as exceptions, a class of verbs larger than
that class which the conjugation is intended to regulate. And the fact is

true, so far as our experience of the language enables us to judge. There is,

therefore, to say the least, as much reason for grouping into a class, and
regulating by a second conjugation those verbs that would otherwise remain
exceptions to the first conjugation, as there was for forming the class com-
prehended under the first conjugation itself. Besides, this is so much the

more convenient for the student, seeing that, if he knows how to inflect one
verb throughout, he knows how to inflect every verb in its class ; whereas if

they remain exceptions to a conjugation, he has no such analogy to guide him,

every verb in that case being, so to speak, sui juris. Hence the propriety of

two conjugations instead of one; the axiom that rules should not be multi-

plied without utility, affords a reason for having no more than two. In this

section Professor Bourke's grammar is perfect. His rules for the formation

of tenses are most judicious and plain, and his observations on moods and
tenses are very philosophic. A synopsis, showing forth at a glance all the

changes of the inflected verbs, still further aids the student, who, in fact, has

but to learn the conjugation of two verbs, and he has mastered all. These are

the principal sections in Part I. of the “ Irish Grammar,’^ and certainly nothing

can be more clear, concise, and methodic than the entire of it. There is no
confusion of arrangement, no obscurity of diction; everything is neatly

mapped and defined in its proper place, and everything is illustrated by
example ,

It possesses, moreover, another advantage not to be despised by the

public in those days of venal scribes—it is published at the cheapest possible

price—a price which should make it a household work with all, if not to

profit by, at least to extend patronage to those who deserve well of their

country. We have at present very few either willing or competent to labor

in collecting and illustrating our history and antiquities. And, truth to say,

the labors of the few such we have, are too often depreciated. Unvdlling

though we may be to admit the fact, we are forced to yield to the conviction

that the “brave men and true” whose glory it was to fight and toil with

hand and brain for their country's weal and glory, are becoming fewer every

day, and that the love of country and kindred, which burned strong within

them, is disappearing with them.

This is an age of scholarship, in which languages are acquired with a

dispatch before unknown, and vet we find numbers laying claims to extensive

knowledge quite ignorant ot their country's language—nay, worse, deter-

mined to be so. If such apathy and indifference to the claims of country be

not an index of a generous, noble, and manly spirit, we cannot form too high

an estimate of the nobility of soul of a large section of those whom we claim

as countrymen. We are not now enthusiastic in the cause we advocate—we
do not hope that men will inconvenience themselves in upholding the honor
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of their country by doing justice to its history and traditions ; but we would
expect that no Irishman would contemn or despise that which he is incapa-

ble of judging. Those who are acquainted with the Irish language cannot

but admit its intrinsic worth. If we decry it as uncouth and barbarous, we
do it an injustice—nay, we do an injustice to our race, our country, and its

claims to enlightenment, to its music and its poetry— for a people’s language

is the truest test of their enlightenment. If that be barbarous, one will find

it difficult to repel the charge of barbarism, should any one at present choose

to designate three millions of our people as barbarous, for among them that

language still lives and flourishes, and, nevertheless, we would scorn the man
who would feel inclined to be ashamed of them. It were as well to speak

out and join with our enemies in dooming our language to tlie same fate that

millions of our people have already undergone, as endeavour to degrade it by
such contempt. The languages of Greece, and Rome, and Italy, and France

flourish in the Irish schools and colleges, and Irish students at home seek

and obtain exemption from the duty of learning their own. No enemy of

Ireland would desire to see her sons more apathetic than this, and when such
apathy prevails it is in vain that a few sincere lovers toil for their country.

It might be as well if they abandoned their toils, and sought solace from
disappointment in the near prospect of hearing English bucolics chanted in

a pastoral country.

From the Dublin Irishman^

THE PEOPLE’S EDITION.
“ The College Irish Grammar Second Edition, Part I., price 2s. By the

Rev. Ulick J. Bourke, Professor, St. Jarlath’s College, Tuam.

We hail with much delight this new edition of Father Bourke’s valuable

Grammar. At any time it would be an immense accession to our fund of

Celtic literature; but at present, when the effort to eradicate everything

bearing the name of Celt out of this Celtic land is redoubled, it is doubly to

be prized, and the zealous and learned reverend author doubly to be thanked
for its re-appearance. It is a decided improvement on the first edition, both
in matter and arrangement

; not that the first was not peculiarly excellent,

but that this is, what is saying a good deal, much better still.

Nothing is omitted, and you are led, step by step, from the elementary
sounds of the letters of the alphabet, the different declensions simplified, com-
parison, collocation, conjugation, to the most select elegancies of expression
and style. In his manner of dealing with the intricate matter of declension,

we much admire Father Bourke’s masterly hand. He simplifies the rules, so
as to almost entirely eliminate exceptions. In dealing with the vexed and un-
settled question of orthography, he adopts the grand rule always practised by
his Grace the Archbishop of Tuam—now, perhaps, the only living superior of
Father Bourke as an Irish scholar—of caoI le caoI, &c., a rule which, if

generally followed, would vastly smooth the path of the Irish student. . . .

The book is a marvel of cheapness, and we wish it were in the hands of
Irish men and women in every chme throughout the globe.

From the “ Galway Vindicatory^ December

y

1862.

Now that the task hitherto considered difiicult, of learning the written and
spoken Irish language, has been, by means of the “ College Grammar” and
the “Easy Lessons,” republished from the pages of the NatioiXy been rendered
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comparatively easy, it appears to us the duty of every Irishman to learn his

native tongue.

The writer of those lines would say to each of his readers— begin.”

Three or four years ago he himself did not know either to speak or write the
language of old Ireland. He had not had the opportunity, and he did not

learn it before nor along with the English tongue. StiU he laboured, and
by means of the “ Easy Lessons,” the “ College Grammar,” and other helps,

he has at length succeeded so far as to be able to speak it fairly—nay, it

might be said, fluently, and to write it correctly. Could you not at least en-

deavour to do the same ? Well, then, if you do not learn it yourself do not

at least raise, as was the fashion, the voice of disparagement against the

speech of your fathers. This was the enemy^s game, played, alas ! too long.

It is their wish to uproot the National Tongue—it ought to be yours to keep
it. Uke the ruined abbeys, an abiding rehc of the glories of the past. The
same policy that waged war with the faith of the people w^aged war with
their language too

;
the latter has succumbed—the former, like its Founder,

has arisen from the grave in which heretical hate had in vain consigned it.

Wfll the language be allowed to moulder, through our own neglect, in the

tomb of decay to which it has been sought to consign it ?

From the “ Castlebar Telegraphy^ October

y

1862.

“ The College Irish Grammar ;” by the Rev. Ultck J. Bourke, Second
Edition. John Mullany, 1, Parhament-street, Dubhn.

Once on a time our legislators made it penal to speak the Irish language.

That time has passed away, and that law has lost its force; but the spirit that

gave it being is still alive and vigorous. It does not work now-a-days so ruth-

lessly as it did some two centuries ago
;
yet it is at this moment as deter-

mined on carrying out its object—^the annihilation of the Irish language—as

it has been when an Irish-speaking man was a criminal amenable to Enghsh
law. No wonder, then, if, under such a blighting influence as this spirit of

intolerance has been to everything National in this country, our native tongue
should have totally disappeared from many parts of our native land.

Fortunately, many gentlemen of great talents and high, standing have ar-

rayed aU their energies against this intolerant spirit; they have done, and are

still doing, a great deal in the good cause. The Rev. Father Boui'ke has been
enrolled in their ranks, and it is no small praise to him to say, that his labours

in defence of the Irish language have gained him a distinguished position

amongst his co-operators.

Against the spirit that would destroy our tongue Father Bourke has en-

tered the lists. He saw, as we all must see, that a Nation without a language

was an anomaly—he saw a sUent but pertinacious eifort made to destroy our

tongue—^he saw the sad consequence to the religion and patriotism of our

countrymen that would infallibly attend the success of this endeavour. On
all these accounts he has given his assistance to check the progress of de-

struction. The preservation of a language is, and ever must be, one of the

most important means for the preservation of a Nationahty. Strange as it

may appear at first sight, the Irish language has been proved to be a strong

bulwark in defence of the Irish Catholic Church. These two facts have been

felt by our rulers, past and present, and therefore they have determined to

destroy our language. They have been felt by Father Bourke, and therefore

he has given his aid to raise it to its former proud position amongst our peo-

ple. We believe he has so far done his part well.
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On a previous occasion we have given the first edition of his grammar that

praise which it has so well merited. In doing so we have no more than

echoed the sentiments of the whole Irish Press. Indeed, if we had not this

confirmation of our remarks, we might, with some show of reason, he accused

of undue impartiality, as possessing, a more than usual interest in the author.

We have now before us the first part of the second edition. Its greatest ad-

vantage over the other appears, at the first glance, to consist in its being

issued in a more popular form; and a careful perusal of its contents will show
this to have been the writer’s object. The great obstacles to the use of

O’Donovan’s Grammar, was a bulkiness that excluded a general circulation, or

an erudition that ignored a want of rudimental knowledge in the learner.

The first of these obstacles prevented its reaching the humbler classes of

Irishmen; the second rendered it less useful to the rich than it might be. In

his first edition Rev. Father Bourke has endeavoured to remove these. The
result of his labours was a work, neat, cheap, perspicuous—a work which,

whilst discarding the long disquisitions of its predecessors, gave in a few words

their conclusions, with a few reasons for those conclusions—a work which
recognized the merits of former works, and explained and reduced to system,

all that was obscm*e and ill-arranged in them. His first edition, therefore,

has been the most popular Irish Grammar ever presented to the Irish public.

The second is a decided improvement on the popularity of the first. It is a

small volume, tastefully got up, well printed on good paper. Its size and
price would lead us to imagine it a mere abridgement, whilst it, in reality,

contains nearly twice as much matter as the other.

Our limits render it imposible for us to attempt an extensive analysis of

its contents—^we can do no more than mark its general features. When we
state that it is a philosophic work, we fear to terrify some of our more indo-

lent readers. But there is such a thing as philosophy without puzzling syl-

logisms and mysterious technicalities. It is, in fact, no more than the com-
mon sense of one man examined by and united to the common sense of a

second
;

this, again, refined by that of a third
;
and so on, until some master

mind reduces this sublimated common sense of many to a fixed and certain

form. And so is it with the work before us. In its present form it is

evidently the result of great and persevering labour. Points which we
imagined sufficiently explained before are again studied over

; hence the ad-
dition of much useful and interesting knowledge. The information given by
preceding writers is examined and, if not found to rest on sound philological

principles, condemned. The origin of the facts treated of are investigated,

until the ultimate principles regulating the construction of the language are

reached. These principles, then, are the foundation upon which the whole
structure is raised

;
from them conclusions are drawn, and from these con-

clusions easy and simple rules are adduced for arriving at a perfect acquaint-

ance with the language. All this appears to us to be done in such a way as

to enable the student in a very short time to gain a high degree of proficiency

in the spoken and written tongue ; and it is in this method of deducing from
first principles that this book lays claim to be framed on a philosophie
basis

Thirty pages are devoted to Irish Orthography. This very important sub-
ject appears to us to be treated in such a way as to remove, as far as possible,

all difficulties from the path of the learner. The rules for the pronunciation and
spelling are given in the shortest and clearest form. So short and clear,

indeed, are they, that a person entirely ignorant of the language could, we
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believe, pronounce and spell almost every word in Irish after a few hours»
application. The importance of this will he readily estimated when we re.member, that it is not every educated Englishman that can pronounce andspell every word in his own tongue correctly, even after a school acquaintancewith It of many years. Rev. Professor Bourke is, therefore, deserving ofpraise for having made the nearest approach to what might be called the
royal road over the pons assinorum of the philologist.

No point, perhaps, in the construction of our native tongue has given rise
diversity of opinions as the declension of nouns. Every writerthought his own theory best calculated to mark distinctly the changes of thesevere classes. The consequence was, that the learner was confounded

amidst antagomstic systems if he attempted to consult different authors, andwas often exposed to be lost in a labyrinth of divisions and sub-divisions ifhe confined himself to one. This was by no means the fault of the language
Itself. Even here, though it admits a great variety in the forms and inflel
tions of Its nouns, there can still be traced an analogy that smooths awaywhat appears at first sight to be almost insuperable difficulties. It was the
xault of the expounder, who rendered imaginary difficulties real, by endeavour,
ing to simplify what was already sufficiently simple. Such a state of things
could not, of course, be permitted to continue. Dr. O’Donovan solved the
ffiffici^ by reducing aU nouns to five declensions

; but, though he solved
the difficulty, a clue by which one could at first sight know unerringly the

declension, he did not supply. It was reserved for Mr. Bourke to
sohihfy, as it were, by a book within the reach of aU, that which has been amoving qmcksand with Celtic etymologists.

The classification of verbs under the smallest possible number of conju-
gations removes one of the greatest obstacles to the acquirement of a lan-
^age. If, indeed, all verbs could be reduced to a single conjugation, with
determinate case-endings admitting no exceptions for the several moods and
tenses, it would certainly be a very great advantage; but no language, -so far
as we are aware, has this simplicity of arrangement. It must remain a
desideratum until our philosophers give us what they have long ago promised—
the umversal language. The Irish has here, admittedly, a great superiority
over the other European tongues. Many of them have four or five conjuga-
tions, thus heaping difficulty on difficulty in the path of the learner. The
Insh, by having only two, removes a great deal of these obstacles; and the
pecuhanties of these two are so well explained, and their relations to each
other, and their analogies and points of difference with foreign tongues so

formation so simple, that thatv^ch has been hitherto somewhat troublesome is now comparatively plain

We have compared this little work with others of the same class, and we
do not hesitate to affirm that, though great energies have been devoted to the
completion of these, and though many of them are proud monuments of whato^ dear old tongue has been, and may yet be, still this Grammar, taken on
the whole, so far from suflfering by a comparison with any of its predecessors,
ynU. only rise the higher in the estimation of the candid examiner. We hail
its appearance, therefore, with a heart w^elcome, and have a confident trust
that the day will come when success shall crowm the labours of our author,
and of the other true men of our country, who love to see our dear old
Gaelic tongue raised to its former proud position in the land of our fathers.
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